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Preface

The subject matter in the text is presented in the sequence 
traditionally followed in the Soviet Union. It starts with 
transformers, passes on to induction and synchronous 
machines, d.c. machines, and concludes with a.c. commu
tator machines. Separate chapters are devoted to a general 
theory of electrical machines, machine design and engineer
ing, and transients in electrical machinery.

The electromagnetic processes that take place in electrical 
machines are examined from the view-point of electro
mechanical and mechanoelectrical energy conversion. With 
such an approach, it has been possible to extend the ma
thematics used to both conventional and any other concei
vable types of electrical machines.

In addition to electromagnetic processes, consideration 
is given to the thermal, aerodynamic, hydraulic and me
chanical processes associated with electromechanical and 
mechanoelectric energy conversion.

In view of the importance attached to the above accom
panying processes, the text discusses general aspects of 
machine design and engineering.

The chapters on transients are based on the theory of 
a generalized machine. The material includes the derivation 
of differential equations for induction and synchronous 
machines in terms of the d, 7, 0 and the a, p, 0 axes, and 
their transformation to a form convenient for computer- 
assisted analysis and design.

The chapters dealing with specific types of machine 
(induction, synchronous, d.c.) are largely concerned with 
the conventional design. In each case, however, there is 
a short discourse on the operating principle and arrangement 
of the most commonly used special-purpose modifications.

The electromagnetic processes occurring in conventional 
a.c. machines are described in terms of the resultant com
plex functions of electric-circuit parameters or their projec
tions on the axes of a complex plane. As far as practicable, 
a unified or generalized approach has been taken to deve~
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loping equations for and describing the physical processes 
m the two basic types of machine—the induction machine 
and the synchronous machine. This concerns electromagne
tic torque, electromagnetic active and reactive power, 
saturable magnetic circuits, machine inductances, etc.

More space is given to thyristor-controlled machines 
gaining an ever-wider ground, than to a.c. collector machines 
used on a limited scale.

In the light of new findings, the effect of core saliency 
on the harmonics of the airgap flux density has been treated 
in a more rigorous form. A novel approach has been taken 
towards the equations for mmfs, emfs, electromagnetic 
forces, electromagnetic torque, and machine characteristics. 
Among other things, the equations for the synchronous 
salient-pole machines are developed in terms of the d, q, 0 
axes, the analysis of transients includes the short-circuit 
condition in the synchronous generator, the starting of the 
induction motor, and events in the single-phase motor.

The material marked with an asterisk (̂ (c) may be omitted 
on first reading, without disrupting the integrity of the 
exposition.

A. V. Ivanov-Smolensky



Introduction

1.1 Basic Definitions

The utilization of natural resources inevitably involves 
the conversion of energy from one form to another. Quite 
aptly, devices doing this job by performing some mechanical 
motion may be called energy converting machines. For 
example, heat engines convert the heat supplied by the 
combustion of a fuel into mechanical energy.

In fact, the same name goes for devices converting energy 
in one form into energy of the same form but differing in 
some parameters. An example is a hydraulic machine which 
converts the mechanical energy of a reciprocating fluid 
flow into mechanical energy further transmitted by a rotating 
shaft.

A sizeable proportion of the energy stored by nature in 
chemical compounds, the atoms and nuclei of substances, the 
flow of rivers, the tides of seas, the wind, and solar radiation 
is now being converted to electric energy. This form of 
conversion is attractive because electricity can in many 
cases be transmitted over long distances, distributed among 
consumers and converted back to mechanical, thermal, or 
chemical energy with minimal losses. However, at present 
thermal, chemical or nuclear energy is converted directly 
to electricity on a very limited scale, because this still 
involves heavy capital investments and is wasteful of power. 
Rather, any form of energy is first converted to mechanical 
by heat or water machines and then to electricity. The final 
step in this sequence-conversion of mechanical energy to 
electricity or b a c k - i s  done by electrical machines.

From other electromechanical energy converting devices, 
electrical machines differ in that, with a few exceptions, 
they convert energy in one direction only and continuously.

An electrical machine converting mechanical energy to 
electricity is called a generator. An electrical machine 
performing the reverse conversion is called a motor. In 
fact, a generator can be made to operate as a motor, and 
a motor as a genera to r- they  are reversible. If we apply 
mechanical energy to the movable member of an electrical
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machine, it will operate as a generator; if we apply electri
city, the movable member of the machine will perform 
mechanical work.

Basically, an electrical machine is an electromagnetic 
system consisting of a magnetic circuit and an electric 
circuit coupled with each other. The magnetic circuit is 
made up of a stationary and a rotating magnetic member 
and a nonmagnetic air gap to separate the two members. 
The electric circuit can be in the form of one or several 
windings which are arragned to move relative to each other 
together with the magnetic members carrying them.

For their operation, electrical machines depend on electro
magnetic induction and utilize the electromotive forces 
(emfs) tha t  are induced by periodic variations in the magne
tic field as the windings or magnetic members are rotated.

For this reason, electrical machines may be called electro
magnetic. This also applies to devices tha t  convert electric 
energy at one value of current, voltage and/or frequency 
to electric energy at some other value of current, voltage 
and/or frequency. The simplest and most commonly used 
electromagnetic energy conversion device which converts 
alternating current at one voltage to alternating current 
at some other voltage is the transformer. Its coils and core 
remain stationary relative to each other, and periodic varia
tions in the magnetic field essential for an emf to be induced 
in the coils are produced electrically rather than mechanically.

Electromagnetic energy converting devices with moving 
or, rather, rotating parts are more customarily called rotary 
converters. They do not differ from electrical machines in 
either design or the principle of operation. In fact, rotary 
converters can sometimes double as electric-to-mechanical 
(or mechanical-to-electric) energy converting machines. 
Therefore, we may extend the term "machine” to transformers 
and rotary converters as special kinds of electrical machine.

Apart from electromagnetic electrical machines, some 
special applications involve the use of electrostatic machines 
in which the electromechanical conversion of energy is based 
on electrostatic induction and utilizes periodic variations 
in the electric field of a capacitor in which the plates are 
free to move relative to one another. Flowever, electrostatic 
machines are no match for electromagnetic machines in 
terms of size, weight and cost, and are not used in commercial 
or industrial applications.
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As energy converters, electrical machines are important 
elements in any power-generating, power-consuming, or 
industrial installation. They are widely used as generators,, 
motors, or rotary converters at electric power stations, 
factories, farms, railways, automobiles, and aircraft. They 
are finding an ever increasing use in automatic control 
systems.

Electrical machines are classed into alternating-current 
(a.c.) and direct-current (d.c.) machines, according as they 
operate into or from an a.c. or a d.c. supply line.

1-2 Conversion of Electric Energy 
by the Transformer

In sketch form, the arrangement of a simple single-phase 
two-winding transformer is shown in Fig. 1-1. As is seen, 
it consists of two windings, 1 and 2, with turns wx and w2y

Fig. 1-1 Electric and magnetic circuits of a transformer

which are wound on a magnetic core. For better coupling 
between the coils, the core is assembled from laminations 
punched in electric-sheet steel having a high relative per
meability, p,r, with no air gap left around the magnetic 
circuit. The laminations or punchings are made tlrn  in 
order to reduce the effect of eddy currents on the magnetic 
field which alternates at an angular frequency co. Let us 
open, say, coil 2 and connect coil 1 to a source of a sinusoidal 
alternating current of frequency /  =  co/2jt and of voltage 
vx =  V 2  Vx cos cd£, where V1 is the rms value of voltage. 
This will give rise to an alternating current, =  i0, in the 
coil, which can be found from the voltage equation for the
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circuit where it is flowing:
vx =  — ex +  R xiQ (1-1)

where R ± =  resistance of winding 1
e1 = —dT^/dZ =  emf of self-induction 

T*n =  ẑ CD =  flux linkage 
CD =  BA c =  magnetic flux
B = magnetic induction (magnetic flux density) 

A c =  cross-sectional area of the core.
On setting \ir constant and applying Ampere’s circuital 

law to the magnetic circuit

^  Hi dl = ^  (B/\irii0) dI =  cD/Â  =  i0̂ i (1-2)

where A^ =  p,r|j,0j4c/Zc is the permeance of the core and 
Zc is the mean core length, it is an easy matter to find the 
inductance of winding 1

Lu =  w^ H q = wlA^ 
and the mutual inductance

L12 =  w2<t>/i0 = w±w aAp. 
and to express in their terms the flux linkage 

^11 =  ^21 =  &0̂ 12
and the emf

el = — Lu dZ0/dZ
Using Eq. (1-1) and neglecting R ^ q, we obtain the magne

tizing current
i0 =  Y  2 I 0 c o s  (cdZ — ji/2) 

which produces an alternating magnetic flux

Variations in the flux O linking coil 2 induce in the latter 
a sinusoidal emf of mutual induction

e2 =  —dT21/dZ =  — L12 dZ0/dZ
Thus, coil 2 can be used as a source of an alternating current 
of the same frequency /, but at another voltage, v% =  e2.

As is seen, the ratio of the instantaneous and the rms 
emfs across windings 1 and 2 and of the respective rms vol-
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tages, is equal to the turns, or transformation, ratio:
e je2 = E 1IE2 = V1IV2 = w jw 2 (1-3)

If Vx is specified in advance, we may use Eq. (1-3) to 
find the turns numbers w1 and w2 such that V2 will always 
have the desired value. Winding 2 can be used as an a.c. 
source by connecting it across a load resistance, R L. Then 
the emf e2 will induce in it a sinusoidal alternating current

h  =  e2 KRl +  7?2)
which can be found from the voltage equation for the circuit 
thus formed*

e2 = R 2i2 +  v2 (1-4)
where v2 = R Li2.

The secondary current i2 will bring about a proportionate 
change in the primary current The relationship between 
ix and i2 can be established by again using Ampere’s cir
cuital law written by analogy with Eq. (1-2) and recalling 
that in a transformer under load both windings contribute 
to the magnetic flux

§ H t dZ =  O/Ajj, =  +  i2w2 (1-5)

Also, in writing the voltage equation for the circuit con
taining coil 1

vi = —ex +  Rfa  (1-6)
and neglecting R ±ix as in Eq. (1-1), we find that under load 
the emf ex remains about the same as when coil 2 is open- 
circuited. This implies that ex is induced by variations in 
the same flux ® and in the same magnetizing current i0 
in coil 7, as exist when coil 2 is open-circuited. If so, we 
may equate the right-hand sides of Eqs. (1-1) and (1-5) 
and argue that the sum of the magnetomotive forces in 
coils 1 and 2 is equal to the mmf due to the magnetizing 
current i0 in coil 1

hwi +  h w2 = h wi (I"7)
In an adequately loaded transformer with a closed (no- 

airgap) core, i0wx is negligible
I h ^ i  I <  I h^ i  I ~  I I

* Here and in Eq. (1-6), the emfs induced by leakage fluxes are 
not included.
2 - 0 1 6 9
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So, without introducing an appreciable error, we may set
i0w1 = 0

On this assumption, the directions of currents in the 
windings are such that their mmfs balance each other:

i2 =  (1-8)
It follows from Eq. (1-8) that the ratio of the absolute 

values, | £ |, and of the rms values, / ,  of the currents in 
coils 1 and 2 are inversely proportional to their turns ratio

Mi |/| i2 I =  I J h  = w2/w1 (1-9)

Using Eqs. (1-3), (1-4), (1-6), and (1-8) and neglecting 
the losses associated with the cyclic magnetization of the 
core and with variations in the energy of the magnetic 
field, let us consider the balance of the instantaneous powers 
in the transformer. The power delivered to coil 1 by the 
supply line is

Pi =  vih  =  + i\Ri
Some part of this power, i\Rx, is dissipated as heat in coil 7, 
and the remainder, — = e2i2, is transferred by the 
electromagnetic field into coil 2. The power supplied to 
coil 2

e2i2 = i\R2 +  v2i2

is partly dissipated as heat (i\R2)i whereas the remainder, 
v2i2, is delivered to the load.

1-3 Electromechanical Energy Conversion 
by an Electrical Machine

In sketch form, the arrangement of a simple rotating 
electrical machine is shown in Fig. 1-2. As is seen, it con
sists of a stationary member called the stator, and a rotating 
member called the rotor. The stator core, 4, is made fast 
to a base-plate, whereas the rotor core, 3 , is mounted on 
a shaft carried in bearings, so that it is free to rotate, re
maining aligned with the axis of the stator. On its cylindrical 
surface, the rotor core 3 has slots which receive a single-coil 
rotor winding, i ,  with turns wx. The stator core has similar 
slots which receive a single-coil stator winding with turns w2.
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The stator and rotor cores are assembled from ring- 
shaped laminations punched in electrical-sheet steel hav
ing a high permeability for better magnetic coupling be
tween the windings. For the same purpose, the coils are 
sunk in slots rather than put on the outer surface of the

Fig. 1-2 Electric and magnetic} circuits! of a simple electrical ma
chine injthe generating mode >  0, Tem <  0)

cores. With this arrangement, the air gap between the stator 
and rotor may be made very small and the magnetic circuit 
presents a very low reluctance.

The shaft carrying the rotor couples it to another machine 
with which it exchanges mechanical energy (delivering it 
in motoring, and receiving it in operation as a generator). 
The stator and rotor windings are connected to lines with 
voltages v2 and v±, respectively. In motoring the lines (or 
one of them) deliver electric energy to the machine. In 
operation as a generator, the machine delivers electric 
energy to the lines (or one of them).

Electromechanical energy conversion by an electrical 
machine utilizes the emfs that are induced in the windings 
as a result of variations in their relative position in space. 
To begin with, suppose that winding 2 is energized with 
i2 =  constant, and winding 1 is open-circuited, so that i± = 0. 
In the circumstances, a stationary magnetic field is set up, 
with its north pole, N, located in the bottom part, and the 
south pole, S, in the top part of the stator core,
2*
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Assuming that the permeability of the stator and rotor 
cores, pa>c, is infinitely large in comparison with that of 
the air gap, fx0 (p,atC p,0), we may neglect the magnetic 
potential difference across the core. Then, on writing 
Ampere’s circuital law for any loop enclosing the current 

in coil 2 (for example, the loop shown by the dashed 
line in Fig. 1-2),

Hi dI = B2 • 28/p0 =  i2w2

we find the magnetic induction in the air gap due to coil 2 
to be

H ̂  = \i0i2w2/2o (1-10)
where 5 is the radial air gap length.

The flux linkage W12 of this field with winding 1 varies 
with the angle y that it makes with winding 2. When y =  0, 
the flux linkage has a maximum positive value

^ 12,Tn =  BzXllV! (1-11)
where I is the core length in the axial direction and % =  nR 
is the pole pitch.

As the rotor turns through an angle y anywhere from zero 
to 180°, the flux linkage varies linearly as a function of the 
angle y

Y i, =  Y „ im (1 -  2y/n) (1-12)
When y = jt/2, the flux linkage is zero, W12 =  0. When 
y =  it, it has a maximum negative value, W12 = —T,12,m. 
As the rotor keeps rotating, the flux linkage builds up 
linearly as a function of the angle y

V n  =  (3 -  2yln) (1-13)
and completes a period of variations when y = 2n.

The mutual inductance between the windings, Ll2 = 
varies in a similar way:

L12 =  1/12,771 (1 — 2y/jt) for 0 <  y <  n
L12 = —L12 m (3 — 2y/n) for jt <  y <  2jt (1-14)

where L12%m = |x0̂ i^ 2 ^2 8  is the maximum mutual in
ductance between the windings.
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If the rotor is turning with an angular frequency Q, the 
angle y =  Qt increases linearly, so that the emf induced 
in winding 1 is given by

=  —AW^/dt = —i2 dL12/d£ =  —i2Q dL12/dy (1-15)
It is called the emf of rotation or the motional emf.

As is seen, the motional emf is proportional to the angular 
displacement, angular frequency and derivative of the 
mutual inductance with respect to the angular displacement 
of the rotor. From Eqs. (1-14) and (1-15) it follows that

*?! =  (2/jc) L12,mi2£2 for 0 <  y <  it
e± =  —(2/jt) L12̂ mi2Q for n <  y <  2jt

The sign applies when the emf is in the positive direction 
of the current in coil 1; the “—” sign applies when it is in 
the negative direction. The positive directions of currents 
in windings 1 and 2 are such that the magnetic fields are 
directed upwards as in Fig. 1-2, with y =  0.

Thus, with i2 held constant, a square emf waveform is 
induced in winding 1 of the elementary machine. The flux 
linkage, mutual inductance and emf vary with a period 
T =  2jt/£2. Hence, these quantities vary with a frequency 
given by

/ =  Q/2ji (1-16)
Using Eqs. (1-10) and (1-14), we can express the motional 

emf defined by Eq. (1-15) in terms of the magnetic induc
tion B 2 in the air gap

e1 = 2B2luwl for 0 <  7 <  n
where u = r£2 is the tangent velocity at the middle of the 
air gap. Therefore, the direction of ex can be determined 
not only from Eq. (1-15), using Lenz’s rule, but also using 
the right-hand rule. Of course, both approaches give the 
same result (Fig. 1-2).

If we, now, connect winding 1 having an internal resistance 
R x across" a load resistance i?L, the circuit thus formed 
will carry an alternating current given by

h =  eJ(RL +  R J  (1-17)
varying with the same frequency / as does. The power 
generated in winding 1 will then be

'Mi =  —iti2Q (dL12/dy) =  (tq +  iLRj) i. (1-18)
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Some of this power, will be dissipated as heat in
winding 7; the remainder

Pi =  »ih = i\RL
will be delivered to load.

The voltage across winding 7,
Vi =  i j l i

which is the same as the load voltage, will likewise vary 
with frequency /.

On the assumption that i2 is constant, winding 2 is energiz
ed from a source of d.c. voltage

v2 = i2R 2
The power

P 2 == 2̂̂ 2

it receives does not undergo electromechanical conversion 
and is completely dissipated as heat.

The interaction of the magnetic fields set up by i2 and 
produces an electromagnetic torque T em acting on the 
rotor. In determining T7̂ ,  we may proceed from the fact 
that the work it performs as the rotor is turned through 
a small angle dy is equal to the change in the energy of the 
magnetic field, dW , caused by a change in the mutual in
ductance, dL12, assuming that both i1 and i2 remain con
stant, or mathematically

T em dy =  dW = ijia dL12
Hence

T em =  dL12/dv (1-19)
If the angular displacement of the rotor, dy, is in the 

direction of rotation, the torque in Eq. (1-19) acts likewise 
in the direction of rotation and is positive. If dy is in the 
opposite direction, the torque in Eq. (1-19) is in the opposite 
direction, too, and negative. In the generator mode of opera
tion, the torque is, as is shown in Fig. 1-2, negative, <  0. 
Using Eqs. (1-10) and (1-14), we can express the electro
magnetic torque in terms of the magnetic induction in the 
air gap, 5 2, as well:

I T em | =  2B 2lipvpr (1-20)
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The direction of the tangential electromagnetic force, 
F =  2B2lhwî  an(l °f ^ e  torque in Eq. (1-20) can be ascer
tained, using the left-hand rule, as is done in Fig. 1-2 for 
the generator mode.

Under steady-state conditions, when the rotor is spinning 
at a constant frequency £2, the electromagnetic torque T em 
must be balanced by an external (mechanical or load) 
torque T m

Tm =  -T e m  =  ~ h  h  (&LJdy) (1-21)
For this to happen, a mechanical power must be applied 
to the rotor via its shaft

TmQ =  —hi2Q (dL12/dy) (1-22)
which is converted to an equal electric power, e ^  given 
by Eq. (1-18).

When y is anywhere between zero and 180°, both i2 and ix 
are positive and dL12/dy <  0. In contrast, when y is any
where between 180° and 360°, i2 is positive, ix is negative, 
and dL12/dy >  0. Accordingly, the power in Eq. (1-22) 
is positive, TmQ >  0, not only when the rotor takes up the 
position shown in Fig. 1-2, but in any other angular posi
tion. This implies that an elementary electrical machine 
can perform electromechanical conversion of energy in one 
direction only (in our case, it can only operate as a gene
rator).

The same elementary machine can operate as a motor, 
thereby converting electricity to mechanical energy. To 
this end, winding 1 must be connected to an a.c. supply 
line of voltage vx and frequency /, so that ix is always in 
opposition to ex (Fig. 1-3). On writing the voltage equation 
for the circuit thus formed

v-l = —e1 +
and multiplying it by we obtain the power delivered by 
the supply line to winding 1:

vi*i =  —eiii +
Some of this power, is dissipated as heat in winding 1f 
and the remainder

—eih = (dL12/d£)
is converted to mechanical power

T emQ =  ixi2Q (dL12/dt)
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transmitted by the rotor to the shaft of the driven machine. 
Using the right- and left-hand rules, it is an easy matter to 
see that in motoring the torque is positive (Tem >  0) and 
is in the direction of rotation.

Fig. 1-3 Electric and magnetic circuits of a simple electrical machine 
in the motoring mode (ix C  0, Tem >  0)

To sum up, the elementary electrical machine we have 
examined is reversible—it can operate as both a generator 
and a motor. This is in fact true of any electrical machine.

1-4 Functional Classification
of Electromagnetic Energy 
Converting Devices

The analysis of simple electromagnetic energy convert
ing devices set forth in Secs. 1-2 and 1-3 shows that trans
formers and elementary electrical machines can only operate 
from an a.c. supply line operating at frequency /.

If a transformer or an electrical machine is to convert d.c. 
energy, the d.c. supply must first be converted to an a.c. 
form by a suitable device. This may be a semiconductor 
device, or a mechanical one as in electrical machines (in 
the form of a commutator whose bars are connected to the 
respective coils of the rotating winding, and fixed brushes 
riding the commutator).
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Table 1-1 Functional Classification 
of Electromagnetic Energy Converting Devices

Description Block diagram

Transformer

A. C.-to-D.C. 
converter,
D. C.-to-A. C. 
inverter

D. C.-to-D. C. 
converter

A. C. electrical 
machine

Function(s) performed

Conversion of alternat
ing current at one volt
age to alternating cur
rent at another voltage

Conversion of a.c. to 
d.c., or back

Conversion of d.c. at one 
voltage to d.c. at an
other voltage

Conversion of a.c. to 
mechanical energy (or 
back)

D. C. electrical 
machine (com
mutator- or rec
tifier-type)

Conversion of d.c. to 
mechanical energy (or 
back)

A. C. rotary 
converter 
(A. C.-D. C. 
electrical ma
chine)

A. C.-to-D. C. 
rotary conver
ter

Conversion of a.c. at / x 
to a.c. at /2¥=/i and to 
mechanical energy (or 
in any other direction)

Conversion of a.c. at /j 
to d.c. or mechanical 
energy (or in any other 
direction)
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Table 1-1 (continued)

Description Block diagram Function(s) performed

D. C. rotary 
converter

0 - ®  — p ! l  0

© — °0 ------ t f z

Conversion of d.c. at F, 
to d.c. at V2=fcV1 and 
to mechanical energy 
(or in any other direc
tion)

If we consider an electromagnetic energy converting 
device in combination with a rectifier as an entity performing 
a specific function, we shall obtain a functional classifica
tion as given in Table 1-1.



Transformers

I An Outline of Transformers

1-1 Purpose, Applications, Ratings

A transformer is an electromagnetic energy converting de
vice which has no moving parts and two (or more) windings 
fixed relative to each other, intended to transfer electric 
energy between circuits or systems by virtue of electro
magnetic induction.

Electric energy in the form of an alternating current 
taken from a supply line with m1 phases at a phase voltage 

and frequency f1 is impressed on the input, or primary, 
winding whence it is transferred by a magnetic field into 
the output, or secondary, winding with m2 phases at volt
age V2 and frequency f 2. In most cases, transformers only 
change voltages, =̂= V2, or currents, I 1 =̂= / 2, without 
affecting frequency or number of phases.

As a rule, there is no conductive connection between 
the primary and secondary windings, and energy transfer 
between them is only by induction (“transformer action”).

A transformer having two single- or polyphase windings 
with no conductive connection between them is termed a 
two-winding transformer (Figs. 1-la and 1-2, respectively). 
A transformer having three or more windings (Fig. 1-1 b) 
with no conductive connection between them is called a 
threewinding transformer or a multiwinding transformer 
(see Sec. 10-1).

Standing apart from other transformers is the auto- 
transformer in which some of the energy delivered by a supply 
line is transferred to the secondary winding conductively 
(see Sec. 10-2) owing to a connection between the primary 
and secondary sides.
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Fig. 1-1 Single-phase transformers: (a) two-winding and (6) three- 
"Winding:
1—primary winding; 2—secondary winding; 3—secondary winding; 
4—magnetic circuit (core)

Fig. 1-2 Three-phase, two-winding transformer:
1—star-connected three-phase primary coils; 2—star-connected three- 
phase secondary coils; 3—magnetic circuit (core)
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As already noted, energy supplied by a line is impressed 
on the primary winding which may be single- or polyphase. 
If energy conversion proceeds in the direction shown in 
Figs. 1-1 and 1-2, the primary windings are those which are 
labelled by the numeral “2”. The secondary windings deliver 
power to a load line; in Fig. 1-1, windings 2 and 3 are the 
secondary windings, and in Fig. 1-2 it is winding 2. As is 
seen, a multiwinding transformer may have several primary 
and secondary windings. For example, the transformer in 
Fig. 1-1 b has two secondary windings, 2 and 5.

Polyphase windings are formed by star- or delta-con
necting the phase windings of which there are as many as are 
phases in the supply line. Each phase winding is a multiturn 
coil mounted on a separate limb (or leg) of the transfor
mer core.

In terms of phases, there may be single-phase transformers 
(Fig. 1-1 a and &), three-phase transformers (Fig. 1-2), and 
polyphase transformers.

As electric energy converters, transformers have found 
many uses. Among other things, they are involved in the 
transmission of power from electric stations to consumers. 
As often as not, this calls for the voltage to be stepped down 
or up more than once. Therefore, the overall installed capa
city of transformers in present-day electric systems is five 
to seven times the installed capacity of generators.

Apart from transformers and autotransformers used in 
power transmission and distribution systems and referred 
to as power transformers, wide use is made of transformers 
intended to transform the number of phases and frequency. 
Also, special-purpose transformers are used in various in
dustrial installations, communications, radio, television, 
automatic control, and measurements.

Commercially available transformers are made with power 
ratings from fractions of a volt-ampere to several hundred 
megavolt-amperes, for voltages from fractions of a volt to 
several hundred kilovolts, for currents up to tens of kilo* 
amperes, and for frequencies up to several thousand hertz. 
Among special-purpose transformers are pulse transformers, 
variable-voltage transformers, stabilized-voltage transfor
mers, etc. (see Chap. 15).

Transformers are manufactured to relevant specifications 
or standards and are designed to perform specific functions. 
Accordingly, they are rated in terms of frequency, current,
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voltage, power, or some other values, all of which are called 
ratings or rated values. They are given on a nameplate at
tached to each transformer. In this text we shall denote them 
by the subscript “R”.

The voltage rating, or rated voltage, is the line (or line- 
to-line) voltage as measured across the line terminals of 
a particular winding, and is designated (in Soviet practice) 
as Fi,R,iine or ^ 2, R, line*

The power rating, or rated power, of a transformer is 
its total power, which is

Si, r  =  Vlt R I it R 
for a single-phase transformer, and

Si, R = V 3 Vit r, lineal, R, line =  3Flf r / j ,  r
for a three-phase transformer*.

In a two-winding transformer, the power rating, or rated 
power, of the primary winding, i5lf r  , is the same as that of 
the secondary winding, S2, r , and equal to the power rating 
of the transformer, S it r  =  S 2i R =  S.

The rated frequency, / R, of a harmonically varying quan
tity  (current or voltage) for general-purpose transformers 
is 50 Hz in the USSR and 60 Hz in the USA and some other 
countries.

Rated currents are found from the power rating and the 
rated voltage of the respective winding:

A ,r ~  SR/VltR 
for single-phase transformers,

-̂ 1, R, line = S r /  3 V R, line 
for three-phase transformers (line current) and 

^l,R =  £ r / 3 F i ,R

for three-phase transformers (phase current).
The nameplate data are not to be understood as a pre

scription to operate the transformer only at its rated capa
bility. Actually, its secondary current is allowed to vary

* Here and elsewhere in the text, the line quantities have the 
subscript “line”, whereas the phase quantities have no subscript. For 
example, 7 lf Rne is the primary line voltage and V1 is the primary 
phase voltage.
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from zero to / 2|r ,  with short-duration overcurrents [131. 
Also, applicable standards permit slight variations in 
voltage and frequency.

It is to be noted that if we hold the primary voltage con
stant, the secondary voltage will vary with the magnitude 
and nature of load and may differ from its value at no-load 
(open-circuit voltage), when the secondary current is zero. 
It would seem that the rated secondary voltage should be 
taken equal to that at the rated power SR. Unfortunately, 
this voltage depends on the phase relation between the 
secondary current and voltage. Therefore, to avoid ambi
guity, the rated secondary voltage, F 2ir , is taken to be 
equal to the no-load (open-circuit) voltage, when the se
condary current is zero.

Arbitrarily, the rated secondary current is taken to be 
equal to that computed from the rated power at the rated 
secondary voltage:

^2,R =  Sr/Fo >r
for single-phase transformers,

R, line =  *^r /  3  F 2, R, line

for the line current of a three-phase transformer, and
■̂2,R =  S r/3F 2>r

for the phase current of a thiee-phase transformer.
A transformer can step up or down the applied voltage. 

In a step-up transformer, the primary winding is on the low- 
voltage (LV) side, and the secondary winding is on the high- 
voltage (HV) side. In a step-down transformer, they are ar
ranged the other way around. For example, the transformer 
in Fig. 1-2 will be a step-up one if F 1|R is lower than F 2ir , 
or a step-down one if F1|R is higher than F 2>R (the arrows 
in the figure show the direction of power transfer).

1-2 Construction of a Transformer

(i) The Core and Coils

The actual energy conversion in a transformer takes place 
in its core and coils.

For better energy conversion, the coils are placed on, 
or enclosed in, a magnetic circuit fabricated from a ferro
magnetic material having a high permeability, p,a, which
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Fig. 1-3 Transformer windings: 
(a) coaxial and (b) interleaved 
sandwich

is hundreds of times that of 
* free space, |i0 (see Figs. 1-1 

and 1-2). To have a high per
meability, the magnetic cir
cuit ought not to be exces
sively saturated, and its mag
netic induction (magnetic flux 
density) at a maximum mag
netic flux ought not to exceed 
1.4 to 1.6 T*. The required 
reactive power can be reduced 
by minimizing the leakage 
lluxes each of which links 
with only the primary or only 
the secondary winding. One 
way to reduce leakage fluxes 
is to reduce the gap between 
the primary and secondary 
windings. To this end, the 
primary and secondary coils 
of a phase are put on the same 
leg or limb (see Figs. 1-1 and
1-2). The windings may be in 
the form of cylindrical coils 
taking up the whole length 
of, and arranged coaxially 
on, the limb (Fig. l-3a) or 
as a series of pancake or disc 
coils with the primary and 
secondary sections alternating 
in an interleaved or sandwich 
arrangement (Fig. 1-36). Of 
a large number of various 
coaxial windings, the cylind
rical winding is the simplest 
(Fig. 1-4).

An important aspect in imp
roving the efficiency of energy

Fig. 1-4 Two-layer cylindrical 
strip-conductor winding

* T stands for the tesla, the 
unit of magnetic flux density in 
the International System (SI).— 
Translator's note.
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conversion is to reduce the amount of power lost as heat. 
To this encl, the windings are made of a material with a low 
resistance and a large cross-sectional area, and with a mi
nimum acceptable turn length.

The magnetic circuit is designed so as to keep eddy- 
current and hysteresis losses to a minimum. This is usually 
done by using magnetically soft, electrical-sheet steels which

Fig. 1-5 Single-phase transformers: (a) core type and (b) core-and-
shell (five-leg core) type:
i — limb (leg); 2—yoke; 3—outer limb (leg)

have a low hysteresis loss and high resistivity, and assembl
ing the core from individually insulated laminations with 
a thickness chosen such that eddy currents would not affect 
the main magnetic field and would not lead to increased 
eddy-current loss. The lamination thickness d depends on 
the frequency f  of the magnetizing current (see Sec. 31-3), 
and is taken as 0.35 mm or 0.5 mm for 50 Hz.

With a core fabricated as outlined above, the iron (or 
core) loss can be kept at a level comparable with the copper 
loss, and the demagnetizing effect of eddy currents can be 
reduced to a minimum.

Transformer cores mostly come in any one of two de
signs, the core type and the shell type. In a core-type single
phase transformer, the core consists of two vertical limbs 
around which the preformed circular windings are placed. 
The windings consist each of two coils which may be con
nected in series or parallel and are placed on different limbs. 
The top and bottom members, called the yokes, join the 
two limbs into a closed magnetic circuit (see Fig. l-5a).
3 - 0 1 6 9
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In a core-type three-phase transformer, a primary and 
a secondary winding of one phase are wound on each limb 
(see Fig. 1-2). The three equal limbs are joined by the two 
yokes into a closed magnetic path.

In a single-phase shell-type transformer, the core is divided 
so that parallel magnetic paths encircle the single group of 
coils on two sides as if by a shell (see Fig. 1-1). As is seen, 
the yokes are built up to a cross-sectional area half as large 
as that of the limb carrying the coils.

To reduce height and to facilitate transit by rail, high- 
power transformers have five-leg core-type circuits called

Fig. 1-6 Three-phase core-and-shell-type transformer:
1—limb; 2—yoke; 3—outer limb

the core-and-shell type in Soviet usage (Figs. 1-56 and 1-6). 
A core-and-shell transformer is lower in height because the 
yokes have to carry half as large a flux and may therefore 
have a lower height, too. As an illustration, Fig. 1-5 shows 
single-phase transformers of the core and the core-and-shell 
type of construction having the same power rating. The 
height can be reduced by about the same amount in a three- 
phase core-and-shell transformer (Fig. 1-6) where the yokes 
have to carry a flux which is 1/]/ 3 times that in the limbs. 
In core-type transformers, the yokes carry the same flux 
as the limbs do.

At the corners of a core, the yokes and limbs may be 
joined in any one of two manners. One gives butt joints', 
and the other, interleaved (or imbricated) joints.

With butt joints, the limbs and the yokes are stacked up 
separately, the coils are put on the limbs,, and the top yoke
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is then placed on (joined with) the limbs to form a closed 
magnetic circuit. The butt joints are filled by insulating 
spacers to avoid eddy currents at those places. The spacers 
form a virtual air gap which absorbs reactive power over and 
above that required by the iron itself. Because of this, butt 
joints are seldom used, although they simplify assembly and 
disassembly.

Interleaved (or imbricated) joints are used on a wider scale. 
In this case, the successive layers of laminations in the 
yokes and limbs are interleaved so as to give an overlap at 
the corners to reduce the joint reluctance (Fig. 1-7). Even so, 
the flux has to cross the insulation between the laminations 
at the overlapped portions, but the virtual air gap thus 
formed absorbs less reactive power than a core of the butt- 
joint type. A disadvantage of the interleaved type is that 
a core already assembled has to be disassembled (unbladed) 
at the top yoke so as to let the coils be put on the limbs. 
After that the top yoke is assembled (rebladed) again.

Modern electrical-sheet steels display directional (ani
sotropic) properties produced by cold rolling so that 
in the direction of rolling they have a reduced specific loss 
and an increased permeability [131. However, there is an 
increase in loss and a reduction in magnetic intensity at 
the joints between the limbs and yokes, where the magne
tic lines of force turn through 90° from the direction of 
rolling. This drawback can to a marked degree be mini
mized by using mitred joints or overlaps as shown in 
Fig. 1-8.

In low-power, low-voltage transformers, the coils may 
be wound on rectangular formers and the limbs may be 
given a rectangular cross-section. In high-power transform
ers, the coils are wound on a cylindrical mandrel, and the 
limbs are given multistep cruciform cross section approach
ing the area of the circumscribing circle so that the area 
within the coils has a more efficient iron-to-air ratio 
(Fig. 1-9). The yokes usually have a rectangular or a cruci
form section with a limited number of steps.

Clamping and packing arrangements for transformers 
vary from size to size. In power transformers rated at under 
1 MVA (per limb), this is done with wooden or plastic battens 
and bars which fill the space between the limb and the insul
ating sleeve carrying the LV winding which is placed next 
to the limb iron (Fig. l-9a).
3*
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Fig. 1-7 Imbricated (interleaved) joints in a magnetic core:
(a) single-phase core-type transformer; (b) three-phase core-type trans
former
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Fig. 1-8 Mitred joints for a three-phase core-type transformer using 
cold-rolled grain-oriented steel sheet laminations

Fig. 1-9 Y oke clamping:
(a) by wooden battens; (b) by steel studs (1—steel stud; 2—insulat
ing tube; 3—pressboard washer; 4—steel washer; 5—pressboard 
washer)
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In high-power transformers, the limbs were at one time 
clamped by steel studs insulated from the iron by synthetic- 
resin-bonded paper cylinders (Fig. 1-96), whereas the yokes 
were clamped with similar studs extending through wooden 
or steel yoke clamps (Fig. 1-10).

The more recent practice is to clamp together the lamina
tions in transformer limbs and, often, yokes with circumfe-

Fig. 1-10 Transformer frame

rential bands usually made of glass fibre bonded with thermo
setting epoxy compounds. (Such bands can be seen on the 
limbs in Fig. 1-10, and on the limbs and yokes in Fig. 13.) 
With epoxy-resin-bonded bands, one need not use clamping 
studs or punch holes in the core laminations (such holes 
reduce the reluctance of the core and add to no-load losses).

The core and the yoke clamps along with the other parts 
serving to hold the core and coils in place make up the frame 
of a transformer (Fig. 1-10).

Microtransformers rated for units to tens of volt-amperes 
use far simpler core designs. As often as not, their cores are 
assembled with one-piece punchings as shown in Fig. 1-11 a, 
or two-piece laminations (one piece being E-shaped, and 
the other I-shaped) as shown in Fig. 1-116,
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In the lamination shown in Fig. 1-1 la, the middle limb 
is cut through, so it can be bent away during assembly,

Fig. 1-11 Core assembly for microtransformers:
(a) 3-shaped laminations; (b) E- and I-shaped laminations

and coils can be put on it and inside the lamination. The 
next lamination is inserted from the opposite end of the

1

2

3

> f = W ? r

v r — JJ l l \  ^ ---- V

Fig. 1-12 Strip-wound transformer:
1—primary; 2—secondary; 3—core

coil. After assembly, the core is clamped tight by pressure 
end plates and studs.

Another popular core design is that using long strips or 
ribbons of transformer steel wound on a ring-shaped former, 
and the coils in turn wound on the core by a suitable machine 
(Fig. 1-12).

(ii) Structural Parts of a Transformer
The function of the structural parts in any transformer is 
to provide electrical insulation between the windings, 
to hold the core and coils in place, to cool the transformer, 
to provide connection between the transformer windings 
and the associated electric lines, and the like. Actually, 
the yoke clamps and the other clamping and packing-out 
parts may also be classed as structural parts.
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Let us take a closer look at the structural parts, choosing 
an oil-immersed three-phase power transformer as an example. 
Its general arrangement is shown in Fig. 1-13.

Fig. 1-13 Three-phase, two-winding, 40-MVA, 110-kV transformer 
with split LV windings and on-load tap-changing on the HV side: 
1—110-kV bushing; 2—10-kV LV bushing; 3—lifting lug; 4—tank; 
5—tubular cooler; 6—thermal siphon filter; 7—jacking lug; 8—oil 
drain cock; 9—blower; 10—castors; 11— yoke hands; 12—frame tie-rod; 
13—yoke clamp; 14—IIV tap-changer; 15—limb bands; 16—core-and- 
coil lifting lug; 17—conservator; 18—oil gauge; 19—explosion stack

Winding insulation. The turns of a transformer winding 
must reliably be insulated from one another, from the 
turns of other windings, and from the transformer frame. 
In oil-immersed transformers for 10 kV and higher, this 
purpose is served by oil-paper barrier insulation. It is 
obtained by impregnating cable paper or electric-grade 
pressboard with transformer oil which is also used to fill
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Fig. 1-14 Windings of the trans
former in Fig. 1-13 (dimensions 
in mm):
7—steel pressure ring; 2—fine 
voltage-control winding; 5—coarse 
voltage-control winding; 4—14V 
winding; 5—LV winding; 6—corner 
washer; 7—intercoil spacers; 8—in
sulating cylinder; 9—pressboard 
support rings; 10—pressboard yoke 
insulation; 11—edge block; 12— 
wooden packing strip; 13—wooden 
filling bars; 14, 75—press-board 
cleats
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the space between the coils and the frame. Apart from provid
ing electrical insulation, the transformer oil filling the

transformer tank also doubles 
as a coolant.

Interturn insulation is provi
ded by the oil-impregnated in
sulation on the coil conductors 
(which may be round wire or 
strip conductors).

The arrangement of the major 
insulation separating the wind
ings from each other, from the 
tank, and from the frame is 
shown in Fig. 1-14.

Leads and terminal bushings. 
The L.V. and H. V. windings of 
a transformer are connected to 
external circuits by means of le
ads (insulated conductors mount
ed inside the transformer tank) 
and terminal bushings (devices 
consisting of a porcelain cylin
der, a central current-carrying 
conductor, and a mounting flan- 
ge).

The conductor of a terminal 
bushing must reliably be insulat
ed from the grounded top cover 
on either (“oil” and “air”) side 
(Fig. 1-15). The size and com
plexity of terminal bushings grow 
with the voltage rating of trans
formers. For 110 kV and higher,
oil-filled terminal bushings are 
used.

Tank accessories and fittings. If the tank of an oil-im
mersed transformer were filled full with oil and completely 
sealed off, it would inevitably burst under the action of oil 
pressure building up in the tank with rising temperature. 
One way to prevent bursting is to keep the oil level in the 
tank some distance below the top cover and let the tank’s 
insides communicate with the atmosphere. In such a case, 
however, the oil is exposed to air over the entire area under

central conductor connected 
to a lead:
1—copper terminal; 2—brass 
nut; 3—brass cap; 4—steel 
stud; 5—nut; 6—washer; 
7—rubber grommet; 8—por
celain insulator; 9—steel 
l'lange; 10—lug; 11—rubber 
seal; 12—central conductor 
inside insulating tube
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the cover—a feature which speeds up oil ageing through 
oxidation and moisture pick-up, so the oil loses its valuable 
properties too soon. Another course of action is to fit a 
conservator (or expansion tank) to the tank—a cylindrical

Fig. 1-16 Accessories of a transformer tank:
1—oil gauge; 2—filler cap; 3—breather; 4—sludge sump; 5—conser
vator shut-off cock; 6—Buchholz relay; 7—relief stack

vessel communicating with the tank and limiting oil expo
sure to air (Fig. 1-12). In a transformer with a conservator, 
the oil needs to be dried, purified and regenerated or chang
ed far less often.

The conservator is usually fitted with an oil level gauge 
(see Fig. 1-16), and a sump to collect sludge and moisture. 
The space at the top of the conservator communicates with 
the atmosphere via a breather tube brought out to terminate 
under the conservator (so as to keep drops of moisture from 
finding their way into the conservator).

Any transformer generates a large amount of heat in 
operation, and this calls for a proper cooling arrangement. 
On large transformers, this is done by tubular radiators 
(see Fig. 1-13) which are attached to ports welded into the 
tank. The ports are fitted with cocks so that the radiators 
can be shut off and detached while keeping the tank filled. 
The temperature of oil is indicated by a thermometer mount
ed in the top part of the tank. On small and medium-size
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transformers, mercury thermometers are used, whereas on 
large units a better choice is filled-system thermometers or 
remote-reading resistance thermometers with their indica
tors mounted at an instrument board.

Any fault which occurs inside a transformer in opera
tion (insulation puncture, shorted turns, poor contact or 
sparking due to poor grounding) is generally accompanied 
by the evolution of gas as a result of the decomposition of 
oil or solid insulation. The gas bubbles rise to the surface 
and finally find their way to the conservator. On its way 
there, the gas is collected in what is known as the Buchholz 
or gas-formation relay (see Fig. 1-16) installed on a stub 
pipe between the tank and conservator.

The Buchholz relay has an upper and a lower float. As 
gas collects in the relay housing, it displaces oil out of it. 
The top float drops, and its mercury switch completes an 
alarm circuit. In the case of a more serious fault, such as an 
interturn short (or shorts) and the like, gas is usually liberat
ed in an explosive fashion, and a large amount of oil is forc
ed from the tank into the conservator. This causes the lower 
float to rise and close its mercury switch, thereby activating 
a tripping circuit which disconnects the transformer from 
the supply line and averts a major breakdown.

To avoid irrepairable damage to the tank in the case 
of a heavy gas evolution, a device known as the relief or 
explosion stack is installed on transformers (see Figs. 1-13 
and 1-16). It is a long steel pipe communicating with the 
tank at one end and closed by a disc of thin glass at the 
other. When the pressure inside the tank rises dangerously, 
the disc bursts, so that excess oil and gas are expelled into 
the atmosphere before the tank has time to be deformed.

2 Electromagnetic Processes
in the Transformer at No-Load

2-1 The No-Load Condition

On the primary side, transformers are excited by a harmon
ically varying voltage

vx = Vi,m cos (2- 1)
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As the load varies, the peak value Vli7n and the frequency 
/ of the primary voltage change but little, so it is usually 
assumed that they are constant and equal to their rated 
values

VltTn =  Fli7nR =  constant
/  =  /r =  constant

This also goes for the angular frequency
co =  2nf = c o r  =  constant

The secondary current is inversely proportional to the 
impedance of the line to which it is connected

\ z  \ = y r r 2+ x z

At a certain definite value of this impedance, Z = ZR| 
the secondary winding carries its rated current

^2 =  ^2,n
At Z <  Zr , the secondary current exceeds its rated value

Io >  A.n
and the transformer is somewhat overloaded.

At \Z  | >  |Z R|
12 <  ^2,R

and the transformer is underloaded. When | Z | is infinity, 
which occurs when the transformer is disconnected from the

Fig. 2-i Single-phase two-winding transformer on no-load

receiving line on the secondary side (the secondary is open- 
circuited), the secondary current falls to zero. In the cir
cumstances, the transformer supplies no-load current, which 
is why this state is called the no-load (open-circuit) condition.
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The electromagnetic processes occurring in a transformer 
at no load are far simpler than they are under load, with 
12 >  0, so their study can best be begun with the no-load 
condition.

Consider the electromagnetic processes at no-load in the 
single-phase two-winding transformer shown in sketch form 
in Fig. 2-1. This is a core-type transformer whose primary 
and secondary windings are shown for convenience located 
on different limbs. (The actual arrangement of the windings 
on a core-type transformer has been described in Sec. 1-3, 
see Fig. l-5a.)

2-2 Volfage Equations

The supply voltage u1 impressed on the primary winding 
gives rise in it to an alternating current i0, called the no- 
load current. This current produces two fluxes, namely the 
mutual (useful) magnetic flux which has its path wholly within 
the core of a very high permeability, \ir^> 1, and links all 
the turns w1 and w2 of the primary and secondary windings, 
and also the leakage flux which links only the primary turns.

If we find the mutual magnetic flux O at any section of 
the closed magnetic circuit, we shall be able to find the 
mutual flux linkage with the primary winding

You =  Wi®
and with the secondary winding

021 =  w2®
The leakage flux has its path completed through nonmagne

tic materials (air gaps, insulation) with a permeability equal 
to that of free space, p,0, and substantially smaller than that 
of the magnetic core. Therefore, the leakage flux linkage 
with the primary winding at no-load, is a small fraction 
of the mutual flux linkage with the primary, T'on (Fig. 2-1).

The periodically varying mutual and leakage fluxes induce 
electromotive forces in the windings with which they link. 
For the positive directions of currents, voltages, emfs and 
magnetic lines of force shown in Fig. 2-1, the primary emf 
of mutual induction is

ex = —w1 d®/d£ =  — dWou/dt (2-2)
whereas the secondary emf of mutual induction is 

e2 =  —w2 d®/d£ =  —d^Foai/d^ (2-3)
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and the leakage primary emf is
e<j0 =  — cl<Do0/cU- <  ex (2-4)

Interpreting v1 as an emf impressed on the winding from 
the supply line, we may write Kirchhoff’s voltage equatioi]

vi +  ei +  eoo = R ih  (2-5)
where R 1 is the resistance of the primary winding.

The no-load voltage across the secondary is the same as 
the emf induced in it

v2 =  e2

2-3 Variations in EMF with Time.
An EMF Equation

For all power transformers (and for most microtransformers), 
we may neglect in Eq. (2-5) both the voltage drop across R 1

and the leakage emf ea0 \

I I I ei I 
kao I «  I *ll

and deem, with sufficient ac
curacy, that the primary emf 
of mutual induction is in anti
phase with the primary volt
age (Fig. 2-2):

e1 = —vx = —V1%m cos tot 
=  —E1%m cos tot (2-6)

It follows from Eq. (2-6) 
that the emf of mutual induc
tion varies with time har

monically, and its peak (rms) value does not differ 
from the peak (rms) value of the voltage

Eum =  Vhm, (E, =  Vd (2-7)
From a comparison of Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3), we may con

clude that the ratio of e2 and ex is time-invariant. This ratio 
is called the transformation, or turns, ratio
eJ el ~  -E’2, m ^ l . m  ~  E j E 1 =  W2lWi =  72-21

Fig. 2-2 Time variations in 
voltages, emfs and magnetic 
flux of a transformer

(2-8)
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On the basis of Eqs. (2-6) and (2-8), we may argue that e2 
varies likewise harmonically and is in phase with e±.

We may express the magnetic flux ® in terms of e1 by 
integrating the differential equation (2-2) subject to Eq. (2-6):

t t
® = ----— [ dt — El'm [ coscoZdZẐ l J 1 wx \

0 0
=  Om sin cot (2-9)

where
= E ^ J w ^  (2-10)

is the peak value of the magnetic flux.
Using Eq. (2-10), we can derive an equation giving the 

rms value of e± from the given peak magnetic flux or flux 
linkage

Ei =  E Uml V 2 =  cO W 0J V  2 =  coVm , J  V 2
or

E 1 = (2 n /Y 2 ) /w id>m (2-11)
Accordingly, the rms value of e2 is

E2 =  C0î 2®m/ ]/ 2 =  CO^Oil.m/ V 2
or

£ 2 =  (2 n /l/2 )M < P m (2-12)

Referring to the plot of Fig. 2-2, the magnetic flux lags 
behind u± by 90° (it is said to be in quadrature lagging with 
the primary voltage), and leads eY and e2 by 90° (it is said 
to be in quadrature leading with the two emfs).

2-4 The Magnetization Curve 
of the Transformer

The thickness and material of the laminations for a transform
er core are always chosen according to the frequency of 
the magnetizing current, so as to keep eddy currents to 
a minimum. The instantaneous magnetic flux may then be 
determined from the instantaneous primary mmf, iQwx, 
at no-load. The resultant relationship between the instanta
neous values of the two quantities, ® =  / (i0), is identical
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to that obtained with d.c., when eddy currents are non
existent.

Graphically, the nonlinear relationship between the flux 
® in the core and the direct current iQ in the primary wind
ing is depicted by what is called the d.c. magnetization curve 
(or characteristic) of a transformer. It can be constructed on 
the basis of Ampere’s circuital law in integral form. On 
aligning the loop enclosing the current in all the primary 
turns, i0Wn with a line of force of the mutual magnetic flux 
in the core, Ampere’s circuital law may be written

i0wi = § H i  dl

The procedure yielding the circulation of the H vector 
is as follows:

(1) Assign a desired value to the magnetic flux in the 
core.

(2) Break up the core into n portions of length lh each, 
such that within each portion the active iron cross-sectional 
area A k and the permeability remain constant for the speci
fied magnetic flux.

(3) Calculate the magnetic induction within each portion, 
B k =  <D IAh.

(4) Using the d.c. magnetization curve for each portion, 
B = f  (H), determine H h and \iah = B k/Hh.

(5) Adopt \iak = p,0 =  4jx X 10"7 H/m for the nonmagne
tic gaps, and

(6) Replace the circulation H/ dl with the sum of
magnetic potential drops across the individual portions, 
spread over all the n portions:

n n
i0Wi =  <jp Hz dl = 2  H ltlh =  2  {Bh/FaJ h

k = [  h = [

=  CD 2  Zft/ ^ ft4 ft =  cD/An (2-13)
h=1

n
where A^ =  1 / 3  h ^ah^h  is the permeance of the core.

k=i
On solving Eq. (2-13) for several values of O and finding 

each time i0 =  OA^A^, we can then plot the magnetiza-
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tion curve ® =  / (iQ) for the transformer. An approximate 
shape of the magnetization curve is shown in Fig. 2-3 which 

also gives the A^ = f  (i0) curve. As 
is seen, A^ is a maximum near the 
knee on the magnetization curve. As 
iQ and <D keep increasing, the perme
ance decreases.

2-5 The No-Load Current 
Waveform

As already noted, if we neglect the 
effect of eddy currents and the core 
losses, the relationship between the 
instantaneous flux and no-load cur
rent is the same as with direct cur

rent. Therefore, since the magnetic flux has been found 
to vary with time sinusoidally, as defined in Eq. (2-9), 
we can use the d.c. magnetization curve shown on the left 
of Fig. 2-4 in order to see how the no-load current varies

Fig. 2-4 No-load current waveform (ignoring core loss)

with time, iQ = f  (t) or / (coi). To do this, we should plot 
variations in the magnetic flux with time, <D =  ®m sin cot 
(on the right of Fig. 2-4) and determine the instantaneous 
values of no-load current for some selected values of the 
magnetic flux.

The relevant graphical procedure is indicated in the figure 
by arrows. Taking the value of ® at point 1 and moving 
through points 2, <?, and 4, we find the corresponding no-load 
current i0 at the intersection, 5, of the horizontal extending

Fig. 2-3 Magnetiza
tion curve, O =  /  (i0), 
of a transformer
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from point 4 ancl the vertical extending from point 1. With 
a sinusoidal magnetic flux, the no-load current as depicted 
by the i0 = f  (cat) curve turns out to be nonsinusoidal. The 
no-load current grows increasingly more nonsinusoidal as 
the peak magnetic flux ®m raises the level of saturation 
in the core or, which is the same, as ®m exceeds increasingly 
more the fluxes corresponding to the linear portion of the 
magnetization curve where ® is proportional to i0.

2-6 Transformer Equations
at No-Load in Complex Form

Complex notation is applicable to equations that connect 
sinusoidal currents, voltages and emfs. Therefore, before we 
may write the transformer equations at no-load in complex

form, we must replace the nonsi
nusoidal no-load current i0 by a 
sinusoidal current i0T = ]/~2 I 0r 
X sin cot (Fig. 2-5) equivalent in 

terms of the reactive power con
sumed. (Since the copper loss in 
the primary is low, the iron loss 
is likewise low, so we may take 
it that the active power and the 
resistive current are small in 
comparison with the reactive 
power and the reactive current.)

For this change not to affect 
the reactive power consumed, the 
rms value of the equivalent si
nusoidal current, 70r, must be 
equal to the rms value of the 
nonsinusoidal no-load current, 
that is

Fig. 2-5 Replacement of 
no-load current z0 by an 
equivalent sinusoidal cur
rent i0r

1 Or =V±\ il dt (2-14)

In our further discussion, we call this current the reactive 
(magnetizing) component of the no-load current. As is seen 
from Fig. 2-5, the current i0r must be in quadrature lagging 
with vx. (A transformer at no-load and free from iron loss
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may be regarded with respect to the supply line as ail induct
or having a negligible ohmic resistance.)

As will be shown later, even if we include losses, the active 
component of the no-load current is very small in compa
rison with the reactive component, I Qa <c / 0r* Therefore, 
it is legitimate to deem the rms value of the no-load current, 
/ 0, equal to the rms value of the reactive current

h ^ V h a  +  h r  « /o r

It i*5 important to note that the no-load primary current 
usually ranges anywhere from 0.1 to 0.005 of the rated pri
mary current.

For each rms value of the primary voltage, Vu we find / 0r, 
and compute the equivalent primary inductance related 
to the main or mutual magnetic flux or between the primary 
and secondary. This will be referred to as the main or mutual 
primary inductance. It is defined as the ratio of the peak 
flux linkage to the peak reactive component of the no-load 
current:

L'n = Woil.m/ V *  h r  =  W & J  V  2 hr  (2-15)
If we express the magnetic flux in terms of the equivalent 
permeance A12 of the transformer

O =  A12 (u7xi 0 r )

or
<t>m =  A12M T 2 / 0r)]

this permeance and the mutual primary inductance may be 
connected by a relation of the form

l ; 2 =  w\K12 (2-16)
From this inductance, we can compute the mutual inductive 
reactance of the primary winding

X 12 = cdL' 2 =  (du;JA12 (2-17)
Now that we have introduced the necessary definitions, 

we may write complex relations connecting the emf and 
the sinusoidal reactive component of the no-load current. 

As follows from Eqs. (2-2), (2-15), and (2-16),

ex =  — dY011/d£ =  — Z/i2 diQr/dt
4*

(2-18)
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Now we shall express e1 and i0r as the real parts of the 
respective complex amplitudes multiplied by exp (jcot)*

e?i =  Re []/ 2 Ei exp (703/;)] (2-18a)
i0r =  Re []/2  I Qr exp (/©£)] (2-18b)

On substituting the above expressions in Eq. (2-18) and 
differentiating, we obtain Eq. (2-18) re-written in complex 
notation:

R e H /li 'je x p  (/•©*)] =  ~ Li2 W  (Re [ l / 2 / 0rexp (/coi)])

=  Re { ~ L '12 — IV  2 / 0r exp (/coi)]}

=  Re { — /cdL'2 fl/2  70r exp (/coZ)l)
or

Ei = /coZ/12/ 0r =  jX 12I QT (2-19)
Graphically, Eq. (2-19) and also Eqs. (2-6), (2-9), (2-11),

and (2-12), as written in com
plex notation

— V1 = E l = — j(0Wi<bn / y 2

v 2= e 2 = — jti>w2<bm/ y  2
(2-20)

can be depicted by a phasor 
diagram for a transformer at 
no-load, such as shown in 
Fig. 2-6.

2-7 No-Load Losses

Although the core of a trans
former is assembled from thin 

insulated electrical-sheet steel laminations, the iron (core) 
loss accounts for 0.1% to 0.2% of the transformer’s power 
rating. For example, in a 100-MVA transformer, the core 
loss is up to 200 kW.

In microtransformers rated from 0.1 to 103 W, the core 
loss rises to from 2% to 20% of the power rating.

Vfi 1

p

I O r

'Ez=v2

5 ,f

Fig. 2-6 Phasoi diagram of a 
transformer on no load (ignoring 
losses and active current)

* The symbols with a dot above refer to complex quantities.
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The core loss is^tke sum of the hysteresis loss P h which 
is proportional to the frequency f  and the square of the 
magnetic induction, B%, and the eddy-current loss, P e, 
which is proportional to the frequency squared, / 2, and the 
magnetic induction also squared, 1Sk

in practical calculations, it is customary to find directly 
the total core loss, Pcore, in the various core elements with 
an active iron cross-sectional area A k, magnetic induction 
Bk = Qm/Ah, and the iron mass jnh

^core = ^ + ^ = 2  P uohX  (//50)1'3 mh (2-21)
where P1.0/50 (in watts per kg) is the specific core loss at 
a frequency of 50 Hz and a magnetic induction of 1 T [131.

At no-load and the rated primary voltage, F1jR, the core 
loss is about the same as at rated load. Therefore (as will 
be shown later), the magnetic flux and induction in the 
core at Fx are nearly independent of the load condition. 
The copper loss in the primary at no-load, Pcu.o =  RJl* 
may be neglected, because the no-load current is small and 
this loss is a fraction of that at the rated primary current

■Pcu.ir =  R J l,  R
If we neglect the copper loss, the 110-load loss of a trans

former, P 0, may be deemed equal to its core loss:

core

2-8 The Effect of the Core Loss
on the Transformer's Performance 
at No-Load

A transformer with the core loss Pcore draws from the supply 
line an active power given by The rins value of the
sinusoidal active current is

h a  =  P  core/F  x (2 -22)

This current is in phase with the applied voltage, so it may 
alternatively be expressed in terms of an equivalent resis
tance i?12

ha  -  V JR ,, (2-23)
From a comparison of Eqs. (2-22) and (2-23), the equiv

alent resistance R 12 may be expressed in terms of voltage
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and core loss as follows*:
Rl2 =  Fj/-Pcore (2-24)

The current drawn by the primary winding at no-load 
is the sum of the active current I 0a and the reactive cur
rent I Qr:

/„ =  I Qa +  J 0r =  V JR 1% +  TV/^i2 =  V1Y 0 (2-25) 
The admittance

Y 0 =  1 /R 12 +  1 /jX 12 (2-26)
is equivalent to i?12 and jX 12, connected in parallel.

Equation (2-25) describing the events occurring in a trans
former at no-load, with allowance for the core loss, corres
ponds to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2-la. In practi
cal calculations, however, it is more convenient to re-draw

Fig. 2-7 Equivalent circuit of a transformer on no-load:
(a) with R and X connected in parallel; (&) with R and X connected in 
series

the equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 2-lb which includes 
the primary impedance at no-load

Z0 = R 0 + jX  0 (2-27)
On expressing Z0 in terms of y o in Eq. (2-26)

Z0 = R 0 + }X 0 = 1IY 0 = 1/(1 IR12 +  1//X12)
and equating the coefficients of the imaginary and real 
parts, we find that

n , = +  X'„)
x ,  =  x n ir-j(i)i, +  x \,)  '

* The Joss across i?12 at V1 is equal to the core loss.
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because when I 0a C  70r, it is inevitable that 7?12 X 12.
Finally, we may write

H0 = X \J R 12, X o =  X12, R 0 <  R 12 (2-29)
The quantity X 0 retains the name of the mutual inductive 

reactance of the primary winding. R 0 is a fictitious resis
tance the loss across which at 70 is equal to thp 0̂*0. loss of 
the transformer

P  core =  i j f l o
As is seen from the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2-76, the 

products R 010 and jX 0I 0 are, respectively, the active and 
reactive components of the primary voltage V±.

\
\

\

hr *

"k2=v2

Fig. 2-8 Phasor diagram of Fig. 2-9 Impedance of the equi" 
a transformer on no-load valent circuit and no-load cur

rent J0 as functions of V1

The relation between the primary voltage V1 and the 
no-load current 70

Vl = - E ,  = Z0I Q (2-30)
is illustrated by the phasor diagram in Fig. 2-8 which, with 
.Pcorc =  0? R 12 = 00, and I 0a = 0, is the same as that 
shown in Fig. 2-6.

Because the magnetic circuit of a transformer is nonlinear, 
the no-load current 70 rises at a faster rate than V±, so R 0 
and X 0 depend substantially on V± (Fig. 2-9):

X0 =  X 12 ~  VJIo
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and
Ro ~  ( v Lu 0y

In contrast, as the primary voltage is varied, i?12 remains 
practically unchanged, because the core loss is proportional 
to the square of the magnetic induction, Eq. (2-21), or the 
primary voltage, Eq. (2-20).

3 Electromagnetic Processes
in the Transformer on Load

3-1 The Magnetic Field in a Transformer
on Load. The MMF Equation.
The Leakage Inductance 
of the Windings

When a transformer is operating on load, its secondary is 
traversed by a current

/  2 =  VJZ
The load current gives rise to a change in the primary cur
rent. Proportionate changes also occur in the magnetic 
flux and the secondary voltage, and there is an increase

4
-H r

Fig. 3-1 Single-phase, two-winding transformer on load

in the power lost. For a proper estimate of these changes 
in a transformer on load, it is essential above all to examine 
its magnetic field and to develop voltage equations for its 
primary and secondary windings.
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Figure 3-1 shows a single-phase, two-wincling transformer 
whose secondary is connected across a load impedance Z. 
Assuming that all the relevant electric and magnetic quanti
ties are varying harmonically, we may write them in comp
lex notation. In doing so, it is important to remember that 
the instantaneous value of a harmonic quantity is to be 
construed as the real part of the respective complex ampli
tude multiplied by exp (jat)

i = Re [ Y 2 /  exp (/<o*)] 

v =  Re [Y  2 V exp (/co*)] 

e = R e [Y 2 E  exp (/cd£) ] 

O =  Re [6 m exp (/co£)] 
Y =  Re V¥m exp (/cd*)I

The adopted positive directions of the above quantities are 
shown in Fig. 3-1. Positive directions for and I 2 are chosen 
such that they set up a positive mutual magnetic flux. Posi
tive directions for the voltages and emfs across the windings 
are the same as for the respective currents. Positive direc
tions on load are chosen the same as for operation at no 
load.

When a transformer is operating on load, its magnetic 
flux is established by the primary current I x traversing the 
primary winding and by the secondary current / 2 traversing 
the secondary winding. To simplify the matters, this mag
netic flux can be visualized as a superposition of two fluxes, 
namely the mutual (or magnetizing) flux and the leakage

The greater proportion of the flux linking the windings 
is the mutual flux which has all of its path within the core 
and completely encloses the windings from both sides. 
The mutual flux ® (Fig. 3-1) is the same at any section of 
the core; its linkage with the primary is uq®m, and with 
the secondary, w2<£>m. Under Ampere’s circuital law, the 
magnetic intensity due to mutual induction is the sum of 
the primary and secondary mmfs

flux.
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Since the mutual magnetic induction and the mutual 
flux are connected to the field intensity in a well-defined 
manner (see Chap. 2), we may argue that the mutual flux ® 
is established by the sum of the primary and secondary 
mmfs. This sum may be visualized as the mmf due to some 
current iQ traversing the primary winding

i1w1 +  i2w2 = i0w1 (3-1)
Therefore, the current given by

i0 =  ( i^ i  +  i2w2)lw1
may be called the magnetizing current, and Eq. (3-1), an 
mmf equation.

The nonlinear effects taking place in the transformer core 
as it undergoes cycles of magnetization by the current i0 
may be accounted for as in the case of no-load operation. 
The nonsinusoidal current i0 may be replaced by an equival
ent sinusoidal magnetizing current the rms value of which is

h = V l l a  + I l 7
and whose active component I 0a is related to the core losses. 
Then we may write the mmf equation in complex notation as

i > !  +  h w2 =  h wi (3-2)
In our further discussion, the term “magnetizing current”

will refer to the equivalent sinusoidal magnetizing current / 0.
Now we are in a position to present the primary mmf i1wi 

as a sum of i0w1 and (i1w1 — io^i) =  —h w 2 which balances 
the secondary mmf i2w2, and the magnetic flux in operation 
on load as a sum of three fluxes, namely:

(a) the mutual magnetic flux ® and the leakage flux
with flux linkage set up by the primary mmf iQw1
(Fig. 3-2a);

(b) the leakage flux established by the mutually balanc
ing mmfs, namely (i1w1 — i0̂ i) =  —h w 2 011 the primary 
side and i2w2 on the secondary side (Fig. 3-2b).

Referring to Figure 3-2, it is seen that the lines of the 
leakage flux have their path completed through nonmagnetic 
(air, oil, etc.) gaps a1b1 and a2b2 comparable in length with 
the portions of the lines accommodated within the core 
(b ^  and b2a2). These lines link either the primary turns 

and T’goji or the secondary turns 0Fa2).
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The lines of the leakage flux in a transformer may be 
divided into two groups—those linking only the primary 
turns and giving rise to the flux linkage T*a0 due to i 0 and

Fig. 3-2 Magnetic flux on load as the sum of (a) mutual flux and (b) 
leakage flux

^Fai due to (i± — i0), and those linking only the secondary 
turns and giving rise to the flux linkage W02.

To appraise the relationship between the flux linkages 
and the currents in the windings, we shall develop an equa
tion by Ampere’s circuital law for, say, a closed line of 
the leakage flux linking the primary winding as shown 
in Fig. 3-26:

bi ai
^  H dl =  j  H0 dl +  [ Hcore dl =  (ii — i0) wi

al

Let us write the magnetic field in the nonmagnetic region, 
H0, and the magnetic field in the core, Hcore, in terms of 
the respective induction and permeability:

H  o — B qI |x0
-̂ core =  -̂ core/P'a.core 

Fa,core ”  Hr.core P-o 

Pr.core ^  1

Tlierefore, the leakage field in the core is negligibly small
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The total current is equal to the magnetic potential diffe
rence across the nonmagnetic gap

fa! fa!
j H0 dl =  - i -  j B0dl =  — wi
a± 0

It follows from the foregoing that is proportional 
to (Si — So)- The same holds for ¥<,0 and and their 
respective currents S0 and S2. Therefore, the leakage inductan
ces of the windings

Lai =  VaiHh -  io)
L 02 =  Y 02/»t (3-3)
Lao = T" ao^o

are constant for a given transformer and solely depend on 
the width of nonmagnetic gaps and the number of turns in 
the windings (see Sec. 8-2).

With a high degree of accuracy, the total leakage flux 
linkage with the primary winding may be written

Y„i =  T a0 +  ^aio =  Laoio +  L 01 (n -io )  «  L aih  (3-4)
because in operation on load i1 S0, and we may neglect 
whatever difference there may be between L ao and L ai 
and deem that L o0 »  L al. By analogy with the mutual 
inductance [see Eq. (2-16)1, the leakage inductances may 
be expressed in terms of the respective permeances, Aal 
and A02:

L a l  =  »;A01, L a i  =  w \ k 0i  

or in terms of permeance coefficients

where

^ a l

L  cr2 = =
(3-5)

^ a l  =  A a l / | . L 0

^ a 2  =  M'O
(3-6)

3-2 Voltage Equations
of the Transformer Windings

The emf induced in each of the transformer windings can 
conveniently be presented as the sum of the mutual emf Ex 
(or E 2) and of the leakage emf Ea\ (or E az)-
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Tlie mutual flux shown in Fig. 3-2a does not differ from 
that in a transformer on no-load (see Fig. 2-1). Therefore, 
the mutual emf may he expressed in terms of the mutual 
flux in precisely the same manner as at no-load.

Given a certain the magnetizing current i0 must be 
the same as at no-load, provided that E 1 and CD are the same 
in either case. Therefore, I 0 and E1 can he connected by 
an equation of the form

- E l  =  ZQi Q (3-7)
where

Z0 =  Z?0 +  jXo
Using the turns ratio, n2± = w2/wn we can write the mu

tual emf on the secondary side as

—E 2 — —n2tE± — n2iZ()Io (3-8)
The primary and secondary leakage emfs, eG1 and ea2, 

are induced by the leakage flux linkages x¥ al and tFct2, 
respectively, proportional to the primary and secondary 
currents:

eal =  —dYal/di =  — L 0 lAixIAt
eo2 = — d'Faa/d* =  — La2 dUjdt (3-9)

Using complex notation and differentiating by analogy 
with Eq. (2-19), we get

Eal — 1(£iE 0lI 1 — jX 1I 1
and, similarly

Here,
E CT2 — 7 <72-̂2 — I X J 2

X x = coLal and X 2 = coL 02

(3-10)

(3-11)
are called the leakage inductive reactance of the primary and 
secondary, respectively.

As is seen from Eq. (3-10), the leakage emfs are in quadra
ture lagging with the associated currents.

Now that we have defined the primary and secondary emfs 
of a loaded transformer and recalling that all the quantities 
involved vary harmonically*, we may write Kirchhoff’s

* The nonsinusoidal magnetizing current is replaced by an equiva
lent sinusoidal current.
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voltage equations for the primary and secondary windings 
in complex form as

where R 1 and R 2 are the resistances of the primary and 
secondary windings, respectively, including additional losses 
due to alternating current (see Sec. 31-2).

In writing Eqs. (3-12), positive directions were chosen 
as shown in Fig. 3-1. The voltage V1 is the supply emf 
impressed on the winding from an external source. The
voltage 7 2 =  Z /2 is the voltage drop across the load on 
the secondary side with an impedance of value Z = 
= R + j X .  Expressing the leakage emfs in (3-12) in 
terms of the respective leakage inductive reactances and 
currents (3-10), we may re-write the voltage equations as 
follows:

where Zj = R 1 +  jX ± and Z2 =  i?2 +  7-̂ 2 are the complex 
impedances of the primary and secondary windings, res
pectively.

3-3 Transferring the Secondary Quantities 
to the Primary Side

The performance analysis of a transformer can greatly be 
simplified, if we transfer the quantities associated with the 
secondary to the primary winding. This technique consists in 
that the real transformer having in the general case different 
numbers of primary and secondary turns, w1 and w2, is repla
ced by an equivalent transformer in which the secondary has 
the same number of turns as the primary, w'2 = w1 (see Fig.
3-3). The quantities associated with the equivalent secondary 
having w1 turns are said to be transferred (or referred) to 
the primary winding or side. They are expressed in terms 
of the original secondary quantities adjusted in value by a 
suitable factor so that transfer of secondary quantities to the 
primary side will leave the magnetic field, and the power 
fluxes P±, (?!, P 2, and Q2 unaltered. The procedure is as 
follows.

V1 +  E 1 +  E al = R J ,
+  E a 2 =  i?2/ 2 +  F 2

(3-12)

(3-13)
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(1) To leave the magnetic flux ® unaltered, we must 
retain the secondary mmf unchanged, that is

7>  1 =  7*2l£?2
whence

/ '  =  I 2w jw 1 (3-14)
Here and elsewhere, the prime on a secondary quantity 
indicates that it has been transferred to the primary side.

(2) With ® kept constant, the emf is proportional to 
the turns number. Therefore, the emf across the secondary

0

Fig. 3-3 Transformer of Fig. 3-1 with its secondary transferred to 
the primary, u?'2 =

winding transferred to the primary side will increase wjwo 
times:

E ’2 =  E 2wxlw2 (3-15)
(3) To keep unchanged the values of Pa and Q2 drawn by 

the load on the secondary side, its R  and X  must be re
placed by those transferred to the primary side:

P 2 =  R Il = R T *
Q2 =  X II  =  X'I'2- 

Using Eq. (3-14), we get
R' =  R (wjw2)2 
X ' = X  {w jw tf

Therefore,
Z' =  R' +  jX ' =  Z {wjw2y  (3-16)

We can see that the secondary impedance can be transferred 
to the primary side, adjusted in value by the turns ratio 
squared.
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Tlie secondary voltage can likewise be transferred to the 
primary side, adjusted in value by the turns ratio

7 ' =  Z 'I2 = Z (wJwzY izivjw i = VzWilw2 (3-17)
The secondary impedance Z2, its resistive component R2 

and its inductive component X % can be transferred to the 
primary side in about the same manner:

Z ' = R ' +  jX 2 =  Z2 (wjw2)*
K  =  7?2 (3-18)
x ;  =  x ;  (wjwt)*

As a result, the secondary voltage equation takes the 
form

E'2 = E 2 (wjwz) = VtfvJWi +  Z2 (w1/w2)212U)Jw1
or

E 2 = V2 + Z2I 2 (3-19)
Because the primary and secondary windings have the 

same number of turns, the transferred (or referred) secondary 
emf is the same as the primary emf:

E2 = E 2w jw 2 = E1
The mmf equation for a transformer with its secondary 

parameters transferred to the primary side is extended to 
include the secondary mmf expressed in terms of the se
condary current referred to the primary winding

Iiiv! +  E2Wi =
Dividing the above equation through by wl gives the 

equation of transformer currents

Ii + l \  = h  (3-20)
which has the same physical meaning as the mmf equation 
(2-30). With a sufficiently heavy load, when the primary 
current markedly exceeds the magnetizing current, / n,
the current equation can approximately be written as

h  = —i'i =  —Tzwz/Wi
or

/ i / / 2 =  w jw ± (3-21)
As is seen, given a heavy load, the referred secondary cur
rent, does not differ from the primary current, I lm
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3-4 The Phasor Diagram 
of a Transformer

The voltage and current phasor diagram of a transformer is 
a graphical interpretation of the equations describing the 
performance of the transformer. These equations include 
—the winding voltage equations

V± = - i h  +  Z1i 1 (3-22a)

- K  =  - £ i  =  - n  +  z; ( - / ; )  (3-22b)
—the load voltage equation

- K  = Z ' ( - / ; )  (3-22c)
—the mutual emf equation

- £ i  =  - K  = z oh (3-22d)
—the current equation

h  =  h  -  K  (3-22e)
Using a phasor diagram constructed to a certain definite 

scale, we can determine the voltages, emfs and currents of 
a transformer on load. The sequence in which a phasor 
diagram is constructed depends on which quantities are 
specified to define the operation of the transformer and 
which quantities are to be determined.

Suppose that we know the secondary current / 2 and the 
load impedance Z = R +  jX  (for an inductive load, X  >  0; 
and for a capacitive load, X  <  0). We set out to find the
secondary voltage Vg, the primary emf the magnetizing 
current 70, the primary current /j , and the primary volt
age V±. The phasor diagram is usually constructed for 
the transformer with its secondary quantities referred to 
the primary side. Therefore, the first step is to determine 
the secondary quantities referred to the primary side (that 
is, adjusted in value by the turns ratio or the turns ratio 
squared). The referred secondary current is

/ '  =  / 2 {uujw^)
5 - 0 1 6 9
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and the referred impedances are

z' =  z  K /w 2)2 =  R' +  jX '
z ; =  z 2 {Wliw2f  =  r ; +  /X '

The phasor diagram is made more compact if the complex 
quantities referred to the primary side are taken with a
minus sign, —/ '  and —F'. The first to be plotted (see

Fig. 3-4 Phasor diagram of a transformer operating into a resistive- 
inauGtive load ((p2 >  0, X >  0)

Fig. 3-4) should be —I 2 which may be drawn in an arbitrary 
direction, say along the positive axis of the complex time 
plane and on the scale adopted for currents. Then, using 
the load voltage equation, we find the referred secondary
voltage, — F '. This voltage has an active component,
R' (—/') , and a reactive component, jX '  (—/') ,  which are 
laid off to the adopted scale. The active component is laid
off in the direction o f — whereas the reactive component
leads — by 90°, if the load is inductive and X  >  0. The 
actual secondary voltage is found by Eq. (3-17):

V2 = V' (w2lwx)
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• •
Then we find graphically the mutual emf —E ± = —E'2 

and compute the magnetizing current

i 0 = E j V m + x i
and the phase angle

(p0 =  arctan (X 0/R 0)

Now / 0 can be laid off on the phasor diagram. The mutual 
flux <p can be found from Eq. (3-7) and laid off on a scale
of its own (the flux is in quadrature lagging with — EJ.
The primary current I x is deduced from the current equation.

The primary voltage is found graphically in a similar 
way. The construction thus obtained also gives the phase

Fig. 3-5 Phasor diagram of a transformer operating into a resistive- 
capacitive load (<p2 <  0, X <  0)

shift cp2 between the secondary voltage and current, and 
the phase shift cpx between the corresponding primary quan
tities.

With a resistive-inductive load, both the primary and 
the secondary currents lag behind the respective voltages 
in phase, so cpx and cp2 are taken to be positive: qpi >  0 
and cp2 >  0 (see Fig. 3-4).

The phasor diagram for a resistive-capacitive load is 
plotted in Fig. 3-5. As is seen, the secondary current leads 
the voltage by an angle cp2 (cp2 <  0). If the load is predom
inantly capacitive (see Fig. 3-5), the primary current like-
5*
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wise leads the voltage by an angle cpx <  0. If the capacitive 
component is less pronounced, the primary current may 
even lag behind the voltage.

3-5 The Equivalent Circuit 
of the Transformer

If we treat a single-phase, two-winding transformer as 
a two-port, the equivalent circuit stems from Eqs. (3-22a) 
through (3-22d), where the secondary quantities are trans
ferred to the primary side.

Given the circuit equivalent to a given transformer
must draw from the supply line the same primary current 
as the transformer itself. In order to identify the confi
guration of this equivalent circuit, we must express the
primary voltage in terms of the primary current.

•  •
To begin with, we shall express I 1 in terms of E± and the 

circuit parameters

A = /0- / ; = - i 1/Zo+'ipfv
Hence,

_p  _____  £i__
1 1/Z0 +  1/(ZJ +  Z)

Substituting the above expression into the voltage equation 
gives

Vi =  I i z ± — E i  =  i \  [ Zi +  i / z 0+ i /  (Z'-f-z7) ]  =

It is seen from Eq. (3-23) that the transformer equivalent
circuit drawing a primary current I x must have an equivalent 
impedance given by

Zei =  Z ‘ +  l/Z0 +  l / ( ^ + Z ' )

This impedance is presented by the circuit in Fig. 3-6 where 
Zx is shown connected in series with a parallel combination 
of Z0 and (Z'2 +  Z').

A detailed analysis would show that the individual arms 
of the equivalent circuit carry the same currents as the
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windings of the transformer in which the secondary quantiti
es are transferred to the primary side. Also, the currents

Fig. 3-6 Equivalent circuit of a transformer

entering the nodes of the circuit and its loop voltages satisfy 
the basic transformer equations.

3-6 The Per-Unit Notation

Electrical quantities (such as currents and voltages) and 
circuit parameters (reactances and resistances) can be expres
sed each as a fraction of an arbitrarily chosen base or refer
ence quantity, thereby giving per-unit quantities.

The per-unit notation simplifies the equations describing 
transformer performance. It also simplifies a check on the 
design data and results, because the per-unit quantities of 
different transformers differ much less than the same quanti
ties expressed in absolute units.

The base quantities usually chosen for the primary side 
of transformers are:
—the rated phase primary voltage, Vlt R 
—the rated phase primary current, I 1% R 
—the rated impedance presented by the transformer to the 

supply line,
I z u R | =  Vlt R/ / lt B (3-24)

—the power rating of the transformer
S i ,  R =  V 1% R/ 3i R 

in the case of a single-phase transformer, and

^ i ,  r  =  R / 3 i  R  

for a three-phase transformer,
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The base quantities usually chosen for the secondary side 
are:
—the rated phase secondary voltage, V2y R =  Vlt R (w2/wi); 
—the rated phase secondary current, I 2 R =  I h R 
—the impedance presented to the line on the secondary side

(at V2t R and / 2i R)
I z a> R | =  Vt , R//*. R =  I Zlt R | (wJiV])2 (3-25) 

—the base power on the primary side
^2, r =  ^1, R

To obtain a per-unit quantity on the primary side, its 
absolute value is divided by an appropriate base quantity 
taken in the same units

=  v j v ^  r
^*1 =  R

|Z * 0 I =  |Z 0 | / | Z llR I (3-26)
|Z*i | =  | Z ,  | / | Z lt R |

-P:|;l =  R =  C0S CPl
where an asterisk stands for per unit. Sometimes, this index 
may be omitted, if the use of the per-unit notation is referred 
to in the text. The power equation in per-unit quantities 
is equally applicable to single- and three-phase transformers.

The quantities associated with the secondary winding 
of a transformer can be expressed as per-unit quantities in 
any one of two ways. For example, we may divide a given 
secondary quantity taken in absolute units by the corres
ponding secondary quantity taken as the base. Alternatively 
the secondary quantity may first be referred to the primary 
side by adjusting it in value by the turns ratio or the turns 
ratio squared, as the case may be, and the result may then 
be divided by the adopted base quantity associated with 
the primary side:

y *2 =  v 2/ v 2t r  =  y ;/y lf R
/* . =  JV/s. H =  R (3-27)

| z * 2 1 =  i z 2 | / | Z 2,R I =  i z ; | / | z 1iR i

P* 2 — P 2/^ 2 , R =  P J 1̂ 1, R =  .̂*2-^*2 COS T2

For obvious reasons, the secondary quantities expressed on 
the per-unit basis carry no referring index.
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Any one transformer equation may be written in per-unit 
notation.. To this end, it must be divided through by the 
corresponding base quantity. As an example, let us do this 
for Eq. (3-13) which gives the primary voltage

h i  =  h h  r  =  - i i / F i .  r  +  2 ^ - ^ .
v l,  R R

or

^ * i  =  (3 -2 8 )

For the current equation, we obtain

i j i i ,  r  +  / ; / / 1, r  =  V A , r
or

~l“ -̂ *2 =  /*o (3-29)

As is seen, the per-unit equations are written in about 
the same way as those in absolute quantities, except that 
they have no indexes to show transferring to the primary 
side.

Per-unit quantities are also helpful in expressing the 
parameters and quantities involved in equivalent circuits, 
and in constructing phasor diagrams. The per-unit para
meters and losses of a transformer vary within a ralatively 
narrow range of values and depend mainly on its power rat
ing. Let us establish the relations between some of the per- 
unit quantities. Among other things, we will find that the 
mutual inductive reactance varies inversely as the no-load 
current:

X*o =  [Z*o I =  \Z 0 | / |Z i . r  I
=  (Vl, r //o ) (II, r /F j. r)
=  h ,  r //„ (3-30)

The resistance during magnetization can be expressed in 
terms of the no-load current and the core losses (the no-load 
pr open-circuit losses) as

=  * o / |  % l t  R I =  -Pcore^l, r / 3 - ^ P i ,  R
=  (PcoJZV,, H/ lf R) (I1% R/ / 0)2
“  core/^Q

(3-31)
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Finally, the winding resistances are equal to the copper losses

/?*! =  * l/ | z lt R I =  3R J l  r /3 F r RI u R
=  P cu, j/'S'i, r  =  P #cu, i (3 -3 2 )

R „  =  R 'J  I Z lt h  | =  r / 3 7 , .  r / r  r

=  Pew, 2 ^ 1 ,  R ~  P-.liCu, 2

Using the above relations and data sheet values, the range 
of values for the basic per-unit quantities of three-phase 
power transformers rated from 25 to 500 000 kYA can readily 
be defined. Transformers with higher ratings have lower 
resistances and higher inductive reactances:

i* 0 =  0 .0 3  to 0 .0 0 3  

p*t core =  p* 0 =  0 .0 0 5  to 0 .0 0 0  6 
1, CU +  P * 2, Cu =  P * f CU =  0 .0 2 5  to 0 .0 0 2  5 

X ml =  X * 2 =  0 .0 3  to 0 .0 7  (3 -3 3 )
| Z*0 | =  X*0 =  33 to 330

5*1 =  i?*2 =  0.012 5 to 0.001 25 
5.5 to 65

As is seen from the above figures, as the power is changed 
by a factor of 20 000, the per-unit quantities change not 
more than ten-fold (in fact, X and X#2 °nly change by 
a factor of 2). As can readily be checked, the same parameters 
expressed in absolute units will change by a factor of many 
hundred thousand.

3-7 The Effect of Load Variations 
on the Transformer

In a transformer, the primary and secondary windings are 
coupled by a mutual flux. Therefore, any change in load 
impedance (the impedance on the secondary side), with the 
primary voltage held constant, leads not only to a change 
in the secondary current, but also to a change in the magnetic 
flux, the magnetizing current, the primary current, and the 
secondary voltage. After the transients associated with 
a load change die out, the transformer settles down to a new 
steady state in which the electric and magnetic circuits are 
at equilibrium. In other words, the currents in the windings 
and the magnetic flux in the core take on values which again
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satisfy the conditions of equilibrium for its electric circuits 
defined by the voltage equations, (3-13) or (3-19), and for 
its magnetic circuit defined by the current equation (3-20) 
supplemented by the emf equations (3-7) and (3-8).

A change in the secondary current immediately brings 
about a change in the peak magnetic flux ®m and the primary 
emf E± it induces. The state of equilibrium that existed 
on the primary side prior to that change and with which 
was associated a certain definite primary current is upset, 
and a current is induced in the primary in accord with 
Eq. (3-13)

Ji =  [V± _  ( - E J V Z ,
The primary emf and the primary current keep varying until 
the magnetizing current (with the new value of J 2) and the
corresponding emf, — E 1 = ZQI 0, build up enough for a 
steady-state current to appear in the primary winding.

Considering together the equations written earlier, the 
primary current (Fig. 3-7) may be written

I i  =  v lt r/(Z0 +  Zx) -  / ; z 0/(z0 +  ZO

=  L  NL — IftoKZo +  Zl) (3-34)
where

Jo. n l  — F li R/(Z0 +  %i)
is the magnetizing current at no-load.

Because Zx <  Z0, with a sufficiently large load we have

Jo. n l  <  1 and =  —1'2
The magnetic flux varies directly with E± which is in 

turn a function of the magnitude and phase of the primary 
current

—E1 =  F i.r  — Z1I 1
or, in per-unit

=  Z%iI%i (3-35)
At no-load, when =  I 0j nl ~  0, the emf and the flux 

are equal to the primary voltage taken as unity

^*1 =  ^*1 =  GV^iiR =  R =  1
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At rated load (J ^  =  /* lfR =  1), the emf and flux change 
insignificantly in comparison with their no-load' values.
Even when the phase of 7lt r  is such that Z1i 1 is in the same
or opposite direction with y ltR, the emf is

^ * 1 ,  R =  ^ * 1 , R ±  ^*1-^*1, R =  ±

where Z.::1 =  0.03 to 0.07 (see Eqs. 3-33).
Thus, even in the worst loading case, with the load rising 

from zero to its full value (see Fig. 3-7), the emf and flux
change by as little as 

Z:{:1 X 100 =  3% to 7% 
Given other phases for 7, 

and / 2, the changes in the emf 
and flux are still more insig
nificant. Referring to Figs. 3-4 
and 3-5, the emf decreases in 
the case of a resistive-inductive 
load and may increase if 
the load is resistive-capacitive 
and the phase shift is close 
to — jc/2. The effect of load 
variations on the magnetizing 
current is likewise insignifi
cant. It can be evaluated by 
Eq. (3-20):

I 0 =  E J  Zq

= ( v \ - z 1i 1)/z0
= ^o,  n l  h z j z ,  (3-36)

In a linear approximation, this current varies in the 
same manner as the primary emf. If we include the non- 
linear behaviour of the magnetic circuit which causes Z0 
to vary as well, this change becomes more pronounced. The 
effect of nonlinearity may be accounted for by using the 
magnetization curve, 0  =  / (70), shown in Fig. 2-9.

Plots of J 1? Ei , O, and 70 as functions of / 2 for inductive 
and capacitive loads are shown in Fig. 3-7,

Fig. 3-7 Flux, primary emf, 
magnetizing current and pri
mary current as functions of 
secondary current: solid line, 
resistive-inductive load, <P2 >  0j 
dashed line, resistive-capacitive 
load, (p2 <  0; /q .\= ^ o ,n l
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3-8 Energy Conversion
in a Loaded Transformer

Tlie energy fed into the primary winding of a transformer 
from a supply line is customarily treated as the sum of two 
parts.

One part is delivered to load and is partly lost in the 
transformer itself. The average time rate of this unidirection
al flow of energy is called the active power drawn by the 
primary winding from the supply line. For a single-phase 
transformer, it is given by

Pi = V1T1 cos cp, =  V1I la = Vlah  (3-37)
where I la = cos qpt is the active current 

Vla = Vi cos cp! is the active voltage 
The active power is taken as positive, Px >  0, if <px lies 

anywhere between —90° and +90° (electrical).
The other part of input energy is spent to establish mag

netic fields in the transformer itself* and also electric and 
magnetic fields in the load. The direction of this energy is 
changed twice every cycle, so the respective power averaged 
over a cycle is zero.

The transfer of energy between the supply line and a field 
(electric or magnetic) is described in terms of the peak 
instantaneous power, called the reactive power. The reactive 
power drawn by the primary winding of a single-phase trans
former from the supply line is given by

Qi =  V J i  sin (px =  V1I lr =  T\ TIi  (3-38)
where I lr =  sin cpi is the rms value of reactive current 

Vlr =  Vi sin cpx is the rms value of reactive voltage 
The reactive power is assumed to be positive, Qx >  0, if 

the reactive current is lagging behind the voltage, 0 <  cpi 
<  jx, which corresponds to a resistive-inductive load. The 
reactive power is taken to be negative, Q± <  0, if the reactive 
current is leading the voltage, 0 >  cpx >  — jx, which cor
responds to a resistive-capacitive load.

Consider the conversion of active power in a transformer. 
Let us write the active component of the primary voltage, 
Vla = Vi cos (p1? as the sum of projections of E x and the

* The energy associated with the electric field within the trans
former is usually neglected.
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voltage drop R 1I 1 (see the phasor diagram in Fig. 3-8a)
Vla = V1 cos cp! =  E ± cos i|5x +  R J i

and the active power P1 supplied to the primary winding 
by a supply line (its direction is shown in Fig. 3-9 by an 
arrow) as the sum of two components
Pi = {Vi cos cp̂  Ii  = (Ei cos i|)i) I x -f- (Rili) Ii  (3-39)

The term I[RX = jPcu.i is the copper loss in the primary 
winding, that is, the power lost as heat dissipated in the 
primary turns (see the arrows in Fig. 3-9).

Referring to Fig. 3-86, the active component of the primary 
current, I x cos'll?!, is shown as the sum of the active com
ponents of the magnetizing current I 0 cos cp0 and of the 
secondary current I 2 cos \\)2. Therefore, the term (Ex cos %) I : 
may likewise be written as the sum of two components:

E1I 1 cos \\)x = E 2I 2 cos  \|)2 +  E±I 0 cos cp0
=  P  em ”1“ P core (3 -40 )

The term P em =  cos Ah is called electromagnetic 
power. It is transferred inductively from the primary 
to the secondary winding. The flow of electromagnetic power 
crosses the channel between the two windings (Fig. 3.9).

The term EXI 0 cos cp0 =  E XI Qa =  Pcorc represents core 
loss in the transformer.

Referring to Fig. 3-8c, the active component of the primary 
emf, Ei cos \\>2, can be expressed in terms of the active com
ponent of the secondary voltage, V' cos cp2, and resistive 
voltage drop, i? '/ '.  Hence, we may write

p em = (Ex cos'*,) / '  =  (V2 cos cp2) r% -v {r '2q  / ;
— P 2 +  P Cu, 2 (3-41)

Some of the electromagnetic power is expended to make 
up for the copper loss in the secondary winding,

Pcu.2 =  Q K
The remainder,

P 2 =  V'2I'2 cos cp2
is transferred to the load conductively (see Fig. 3-9).

The active power input to a transformer is
Pi =  P Cu,i +  P core +  ?em

P $m ~  P gu9z “1“ P % (3-42)
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-Er-i'z

Fig. 3-8 Phasor diagrams of a transformer operating into a resistive- 
inductive load (see Fig. 3-4)

Fig. 3-9 Flows of active and reactive power in a loaded transformer
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or

P 1 — P 2 “t~ 2  -Ploss
where

S ^ l o s s — -Pcu.l H" -Pcu,2 “f" -Pcorc

The conversion of reactive power in a transformer may 
be treated in a similar way, likewise referring to the phasor 
diagram in Fig. 3-8.

The primary reactive power can be treated as the snm 
of the following components:

<?i =  (^1 sin q>j) / j  =  {E1 sin i^) J x +  (XJj) I x
=  (£x sin ifr) / x +  Qal (3-43)

where

E1 {I1 sin %) =  E ± ( / ' sin o|)2) +  Ex (J 0 sin <p0)

=  +  <?0 
Qem =  (El sin * 2) / ;  =  ( f ;  sin q,2) / ;  +  (* ;/;) / ;

^  (?2 +  (?ct2

The physical meaning of the reactive components is as 
follows:

Qem = E± (/' sin^jj) is the reactive power transferred 
inductively from the primary to the secon
dary winding

Q0 = E± (I 0 sin cp0) =  E-Jqj. is the reactive power re
quired to establish the magnetizing (mutual) flux 

Qal = is the reactive power expended in setting up 
the leakage flux on the primary side 

Qo2 =  X '/ '2 is the reactive power expended in setting 
up the leakage flux on the secondary side 

Q2 = F '/ ' sin cp2 is the reactive power drawn by the load 
The directions of these power components are shown in 

Fig. 3-9.
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4 Transformation of Three-Phase
Currents and Voltages

4-1 Methods of Three-Phase Transformation.
Winding Connections

Three-phase currents and voltages may be transformed either 
by a bank of three single-phase two-winding transformers 
(Fig. 4-1) or by a three-phase, two-winding transformer 
whose windings are put on a common magnetic circuit of 
the core or the shell-and-core (five-leg core) construction 
(Fig. 4-2).

The magnetic circuit of a core-type three-phase transformer 
can be formed from those of three single-phase transformers 
combined together. Arranging the single-phase transformers 
as shown in Fig. 4-3a and combining the limbs that do not 
carry any windings (Fig. 4-36), it can be noted that with 
a symmetrical set of voltages (Fig. 4-1), the flux in the 
combined limb, equal to the sum of the phase fluxes, vanishes

+  i )jB +  (i)c = 0
Therefore, we are free to remove the combined limb alto
gether (Fig. 4-3b). The magnetic circuit thus derived is 
sometimes used in practice and is known as a spatial three- 
phase core. In such a transformer, the instantaneous fluxes 
in limbs A and C have their paths completed through limb 
5 , because

<i>B =  —4>a -  4»c
Most frequently, however, the magnetic circuit of a three- 
phase transformer is built as a flat (or planar) core-type 
structure (Fig. 4-3c), with the limbs arranged to lie in a 
common plane. It differs from a spatial core in that the 
phase B core has no yokes and the axes of all the phase legs 
and yokes lie in a common plane.

A flat core shows a degree of asymmetry which results 
in an asymmetry of the magnetizing currents. However, 
this is of minor importance because these currents are small.

The shell-and-core (five-leg core) form of the magnetic 
circuit is employed in high-power transformers (Fig. 4-26) 
so as to reduce the yoke height. This is achieved owing



Fig. 4-1 Three-phase transformation by a bank of single-phase trans
formers

Fig. 4-2 Three-phase transformers: (a) core-type; (6) shell-and-core 
(five-leg core) type

Fig. 4-3 Three single-phase magnetic circuits transformed into (a) 
and (b) a “spatial” core and (c) a planar core
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to the formation of extra closed paths (through the side 
limbs) for the magnetic fluxes. In a sliell-and-core magnetic
circuit, the phase fluxes ®A, ®jg, and 6 C may be visualized
as composed of the individual loop fluxes ®a, ®b, and ®c
(Fig. 4-26), such that <DA =  ®6 — <Da, =  4>c — 6 b, ■ • ■
and ® c =  ®a — O c. As follows from the flux phasor dia
gram in Fig. 4-2c, constructed on the basis of design data for

Fig. 4-4 Zigzag-star connection

the core, the fluxes in the yoke loops form a nearly symmet
rical star (®a is somewhat smaller than ®b =  ®c), and the 
fluxes in yokes b and c are 1 /[/ 3 times the fluxes in the 
phase limbs. (It is to be recalled that in the core-form trans
former of Fig. 4-2a the yoke fluxes do not differ from those 
in the phase limbs.)

A three-phase transformer is far more economical, so banks 
of single-phase transformers are only used where a single 
three-phase transformer of the same power rating would 
have a prohibitively large weight or size.

The phase windings may be connected in a star (Figs. 4-1 
and 4-2a), a delta (the LV winding in Fig. 4-26) and, though 
seldom, a zigzag (Fig. 4-4). In a star connection,

I n l i n e  ~  V A B  =  ^ B C  —  V c a  =  V  3  F p h

where
Fph =  VA = V n = Vc

and
-^line =  -^ph

6 - 0 1 6 9
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In a delta connection,
V line =  Vvh = Va = Vb = Vc = Vab = Vbc = Vac

and
-̂ line ==y r 31 ph

In a zigzag (or interconnected-star) connection, the volt
age and current relations are the same as in a star connec
tion, but in order to obtain the same phase voltage the num
ber of turns per phase must be increased 2/]/ 3 =  1.16 times. 
This leads to a higher cost which is to some degree offset 
by an improvement in performance (as regards the waveform 
of phase emfs and fluxes).

The star connection is designated by a “y ” sign or the 
letter Y (sometimes spelled in full as “a wye connection”). 
The delta connection is designated by the Greek letter A 
or the Roman letter D. The zigzag connection is designated 
by the letter Z.

A winding carrying the highest rated (line) voltage is 
referred to as a high-voltage (HV) winding. A winding 
carrying the lowest rated (line) voltage is referred to as 
a low-voltage (LY) winding.

In the Soviet Union, the manner in which the windings 
of a two-winding transformer are connected is designated 
by a fraction, with the form of connection of the HV winding 
placed in the numerator and that of the LV winding in the 
denominator. For example, the form of connection for the 
transformer in Fig. 4-2a will be designated Y/Y, and for 
that in Fig. 4-2, Y/fl. Outside the Soviet Union, the same 
forms of connections may alternatively be designated as Y-Y 
(or wye-wye) and Y-A (or wye-delta).

Under a relevant USSR standard, the start and finish of 
the HV winding in a single-phase transformer are marked 
as A and X , and those of the LV winding, as a and x . The 
starts and finishes of the HV winding in a three-phase trans
former will be designated as A, B, C and X , Y, Z, and 
those of the LV winding, as a, 6, c and x , y, z. The neutral 
wire is designated as N , and the centre (or zero) point of 
a star connection is marked 0  on the HV side and o on the 
LV side.
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4-2 A Three-Phase Transformer 
on a Balanced Load

The performance of a three-phase transformer on a balanced 
load may be described in terms of the theory developed for 
single-phase transformers. In fact, all the relations derived 
for a single-phase transformer fully apply to any phase 
formed by a primary and a secondary on a common limb. 
Some adjustment needs only to be made for the magnetiza
tion of the core in a three-phase transformer (see Sec. 4-4) 
and the calculation of the magnetizing current (see Sec. 8-1). 
However, the magnetizing currents are negligible in com
parison with the load currents, and the unbalance in these 
currents related to the dissymmetry of a flat (planar) 
three-phase magnetic circuit is of minor importance. The
refore, the actual calculations are based on an equivalent 
balanced set of averaged magnetizing currents to which corre
spond the averaged mutual impedances (Z0A = %o b = %o c ) 
accounting for the magnetic coupling between the various 
phase windings.

Because the leakage fluxes are concentrated in the space 
taken up by the windings themselves (see Sec. 8-2), the 
leakage fluxes of the individual phases may be considered 
independently of one another, whereas the leakage imped
ances of the phase windings equal in size may be deemed 
identical (.X\A =  X \ b =  -X"ic» ^ -2a  =  ^ 2  b  =  ^ 2 c)* This 
also goes for the phase resistances (i?x and i?2).

Therefore, with balanced primary line voltages and 
balanced load impedances, the phase currents and voltages 
are likewise balanced. In the circumstances, the line and 
phase quantities are connected by simple relations:

-^pli =  -^line

Vph = VUnj V 3  

in the case of a star connection, and 

Tph “  Inline
p̂h ~  -̂ line/ V 3

in the case of a delta connection, and we may describe the 
performance of any of the phases, using the equations, equi
valent circuit, and phasor diagram developed for a single-
G *
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phase transformer (see Cliap. 3), extended to include the 
phase voltages, currents and impedances, and also the trans
formation ratio in terms of phase voltages or turns:

7Z2i =  V2, R(ph)/Vi, R(ph) =  wjw 1

4-3 Phase Displacement Reference Numbers

For proper use of transformers in power systems, it is import
ant to know the phase displacement between the emfs on 
the HV and LV sides, as measured across like terminals. For 
example, on the HV side the emf must be measured across 
terminals A and 5 , and on the LV side, across terminals 
a and b.

In single-phase transformers, the phase displacement 
between the emfs on the HV and LV sides may be 0° or 180°. 
The line emfs on the HV and LV sides in three-phase trans
formers can only be displaced in phase through an angle 
which is a multiple of 30°. Transformers having the same 
phase displacement between their HV and LV emfs fall 
in the same phase displacement (or reference phasor) group, 
each group being assigned a distinct reference number.

Since an angle of 30° is exactly the angle between adjacent 
hour markings on a clock dial, a convention adopted inter
nationally is to indicate phase displacement as a clock figure 
representing the hour read by a clock when the minute hand 
takes the place of the line emf phasor on the primary side 
and is set at 12 o’clock, and the hour hand represents the 
line emf phasor on the secondary side. The “time” thus read 
is the reference number assigned. An example of this con
vention for phase displacement group 11 is shown in Fig. 4-5. 
The positive directions adopted are from A to B and from 
a to b.

In the designation of a transformer, the reference number 
follows the symbol for the winding connection (for example, 
Y/Y-0 or Y/A-ll).

If the phase windings on the HV and LV sides are wound 
in the same direction, the LV leads may be marked in any 
one of two ways, shown in Fig. 4-6. Because the windings 
link the same flux, the emfs labelled by the same letters 
will be in phase in case (a), and in anti-phase in case (b). 
(As the flux decreases, the HV and LV emfs will be directed
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from X  to A and from x to a in case (a), and the LV emf will 
be directed from a to x in case (6).)

As already noted, single-phase transformers can only have 
zero or 180° phase displacement. Consequently, they may

bear only reference number 
0 (12) or 6, respectively. For 
brevity, they are designated 
by the symbols I/I-O (see 
Fig. 4-6a) and I/I-6 (Fig. 4-66). 
A change from group 0 (12) to 
group 6 calls for no connection 
changes in the transformer 
itself; it will suffice to re
mark lead a as x, and lead x 
as a. In the USSR, single
phase transformers are man
ufactured with a I/I-O wind
ing connection.

Extending the foregoing to the HV and LV phase windings 
of a three-phase transformer and referring to the phasor 
diagram, it can be seen that a Y/Y three-phase transformer 
with the leads marked as shown in Fig. t-la  falls in phase

(1Z)

Fig. 4-5 Clock-hour convention 
to designate phase displacement 
groups

1f1~° 0

m

LV

L A

x ^ X

, r  ( a )

<P I

Fig. 4-6 Lead markings and phase displacement group numbers 
for single-phase transformers

displacement group 0, so its designation is Y/Y-0. (The 
phase emf ax is in the direction of the phase emf AX ;  the 
phase emf by is in the direction of the phase emf B Y , cz 

CZ, and the line emf ab is in the direction of the line 
emf AB.) If we re-label the leads, going all the way round 
the circle, we can convert a group 0 transformer to a group 4 
or group 8 transformer without actually shifting any con
nections inside the transformer. With the leads marked as
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shown in the parentheses, (a), (6) and (c), the line emf (a) (b) 
is in the direction of the line emf BC (because these emfs 
are measured across the windings put on the same limbs), 
and the transformer is converted to one in phase displace
ment group (4). With the leads labelled as shown in’ the

Fig. 4-7 Lead markings and phase displacement group numbers lor 
three-phase transformers

brackets, the emf la] [b] is in the direction of emf CA, and 
the transformer is converted to one falling in phase displace
ment group [81. If we wish to obtain a Y/Y-6 transformer 
(Fig. 4-76), we must shift the neutral jumper that reverses 
the phase of all the emfs (the emf ab is in anti-phase with 
the e mf AB). If we re-label the leads all the way round the 
circle, a group (> transformer will be converted to a group 
(10) or a group [2] transformer. (The respective markings 
are given in Fig. 4-76 in parentheses and brackets, respect-
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ively.) This exhausts all the likely even reference numbers 
that can be derived for a Y/Y connection.

Odd phase displacement clock numbers are obtained for 
a Y/A connection. With the leads marked without parenthe
ses or brackets (a, b, c, x, y, and z in Fig. 4-7c), the line 
emf ab which is at the same time the phase emf yb is in the 
direction of the emf YB, and the transformer falls in phase 
displacement group 11.

If we re-label the leads all the way round the circle as 
shown in the parentheses and brackets in Fig. 4-7c, we shall 
obtain group (3) and group [71. (Each time we re-label the 
leads, a particular emf is turned through an angle 120° 
=  4 X 30° and the reference number is incremented by 4.)

If we interchange the starts and finishes of the phase 
windings, a group 11 transformer will become a group 
5 transformer (the respective markings are given without 
parentheses in Fig. 4-7d). Finally, if we re-label the leads 
all the way round the circle as shown in Fig. 4-7d, we shall 
obtain group (9) and group [II.

Of all the likely phase displacement groups, three-phase 
two-winding transformers of Soviet manufacture are only 
available in group4 0 and group 11, with the (neutral) lead 
of the star available for connection where necessary (Y/Yn-0, 
Y/A-ll, Yn/A-ll). Additionally, some transformers may 
have their HV windings connected in A/Yn- ll .  As is seen 
from Fig. 4-8, the delta connection in this case is obtained 
differently than in a Y/A-ll transformer. (A is connected 
to Z, whereas in a delta on the LV side a was connected 
to y .) If the delta on the HV side were connected in the same 
manner as the delta on the LV side in a Y/A-ll connection 
in Fig. 4-8c, the A/Y connection would fall in phase dis
placement group 1, rather than 11.

It is of interest to see how, in the general case, the phase 
displacement number will change if we make the LV winding 
an HV one and the HV winding an LV one, while retaining 
their connection and markings.

Obviously, the phase displacement between the HV and 
LV line emfs AB  and ab will be the same as before, being 
30° X N  (Fig. 4-9). However, the emf ab in the diagram 
shown by dashed lines will now lead the emf AB  by the 
same angle 30° X N  by which it lags behind in the diagram 
shown by solid lines. Therefore, if we count the phase dis
placement from emf AB  to emf ab always clockwise, the
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angle 30° X N r in the second case will complement the ori
ginal 30° X N  angle to 360°

30° X N' +  30° X N  =  360°

Thus, after the above manipulation, the phase displace
ment reference number N' can 
be found as

N ' =  12 -  N

where N  is the original clock 
figure. For N  = 11, N*
=  12 -  11 =  1.

The A/Yn- l l  connection
(Nr =  11) can be derived from 
the Yn/A-1 connection (N 
=  12 — N' = 1) which is in 
turn derived from the Yn/A-ll 
connection by modifying the 
delta connection (see below).

Which phase displacement 
group a transformer will fall 
in depends not only on the 
sequence of marking the starts 
and finishes of its LV winding, 
but also on how the phase 
windings are connected in a 
delta. Under a relevant USSR 
standard, the delta on the LV 
side must be formed by con
necting lead a to lead y, lead b 
to lead z, and lead c to lead x, 

as shown in Fig. 4-7 or 4-10 by solid lines. If, instead, we 
form a delta by connecting terminal a to terminal z, terminal 
b to terminal x, and terminal c to terminal y (as shown in 
Fig. 4-10 by dashed lines), the LV emf, say ab, will be turned 
through 180 — 120 =  2 X 30° clockwise, and the clock 
figure will be incremented by 2. (With the leads marked as 
shown in Fig. 4-10, group 3 will change to group 3 +  2 =  5.) 
With the connection shown by solid lines, the line emf 
which is at the same time the phase emf yb, is in the direction 
of the emf ZC. With the connection shown by dashed lines,

Fig. 4-8 A/Y-ll transformer

0 0

Fig. 4-9 Using the clock figure 
and lead markings of the 
LV (HV) winding to derive the 
clock figure and lead markings 
for the HV (LV) winding
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the line emf ab which is now the phase emf ax is in the 
direction of the emf BY. That is, it is turned from its orig
inal direction through 2 X 30°.

This rule extends to any other odd phase displacement 
groups. So, when the delta is formed in any other way than 
recommended, reference number N  will become reference 
number N' = N  +  2. More specifically, instead of group 11

Fig. 4-10 Phase displacement group resulting from the manner of 
delta connection

there will be group 1; instead of group 3 there will be group 5; 
instead of group 7 there will be group 9; instead of group 1 
there will be group 3; instead of group 5 there will be group 7; 
and instead of group 9 there will be group 11.

A relevant USSR standard recommends that the zigzag 
connection should solely be used on the LV side, and pre
scribes only one group, namely Y/Zn- ll ,  that is, one with 
the neutral line at the zigzag available for connection.

4-4 The Behaviour of a Three-Phase 
Transformer During 
Magnetic Field Formation

In discussing single-phase transformer in Sec. 2-5, we have 
seen that when the magnetic flux is sinusoidal, ® 
=  sin cof, the magnetizing current i0 is nonsinusoidal. 
In addition to the fundamental component, 70lt7n sin co£, 
varying with an angular frequency co, the magnetizing
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current i0 contains ocld harm onics*,/oft m sin/cco£, varying 
with an angular frequency ftco, where k stands for the 
integers 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, and so on,

i0 = Ioi,m sin tot +  J! I oh,m sin kwt
h

Distortion in the waveform of i0 increases (the odd harmonics 
grow in amplitude) as the magnetization characteristic 
® =  /  (i0) becomes progressively more nonlinear.

In three-phase transformers, the nonlinearity of the mag
netization characteristic leads to far more complex effects,

Fig. 4-11 Harmonic components of a symmetrical set of three-phase 
currents

and the manner in which they manifest themselves depends 
on the type of winding connection and the core design. 
Three-phase transformation may be accompanied by distor
tion in the sinusoidal waveshape not only of the magnetizing 
currents, but also of the magnetic fluxes and phase voltages.

Before going any further, it appears worth while recalling 
some features of the harmonic components in symmetrical 
three-phase systems of emfs, voltages, currents and fluxes.

* Here and elsewhere, only the reactive components of the no-load 
current are considered.
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A symmetrical three-phase system has three sets of non- 
sinusoidal phase quantities (currents, voltages, and fluxes) 
that, at any instant, are equal in magnitude, waveform and 
fundamental frequency, but are separated in time-phase by 
one-third of a period T1 =  2n/(o. A symmetrical three-phase 
system of nonsinusoidal currents iA, i B, and i c is shown 
in Fig. 4-11.

The fundamental terms of the phase quantities (say, cur
rents) are likewise separated in time-phase by a third of 
a cycle and form a symmetrical system that has a positive 
phase sequence, PPS (Fig. 4-11)

iAi = Y  2 / Alsincoi
iBi =  Y 2 I Ai sin (cot — 2n/3)
iCi =  y  2 1Ai sin (coi +  2n/3)

The sum of phase quantities (say, currents) in the case of the 
positive phase sequence is always zero

iAi +  i b i  d- ici =  0 (4~1)
This can readily be proved if we write the phase quantities 
(say, currents) as a symmetrical set of complex quantities

I  A i ,  i B 1 =  I  AX  exp (—7'2n/3), 

w / c i  = i AX  exp (;2ji/3)
Similar symmetrical systems with a positive or negative 
phase sequence are formed by all harmonics whose order k 
is not a multiple of three (that is, other than triplen har
monics*)

k =  6c ±  1 (4-2)
where c 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .  .

Thus,
^Ak ' 1/2 I Ah sin ka)t 
iBk = y  2 I Ah sin k (at — 2jx/3) =  1^2 I Ah sin (kat +  2n/3) 
ich= y  2 I Ah sin k (cot +  2jt/3) = V % I  A h  sin (kcat ±  2ji/3)

* Triplen harmonics refer to all harmonics which are multiples 
of three.
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When k = 6c -{- 1, in which case the upper signs in the 
arguments of the sines apply, a positive phase sequence 
of quantities (say, currents) is formed. When k = 6c — 1, 
in which case the lower signs in the arguments of the sines 
apply, a negative phase sequence (NPS) of quantities (say, 
currents) is formed. The sum of the kth harmonics of the 
phase quantities is likewise equal to zero

^Ah +  Ibk +  ich = 0 (4-3)
The harmonics of phase quantities, whose order is an 

integral multiple of three (triplen harmonics),
k = 6c +  3 (4-4)

where c =  0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,  form a zero phase sequence system 
(ZPS). The triplen-harmonic terms are all in phase

B̂h ~ V 2  I Ah sin k((£>t-+-2nl?))
(Ch)

=  1/2 I Ah sin (kat) =  iAh (4-5)
A h  —  i  B k  —  i  C h

For the third-harmonic terms, this rule is illustrated in 
Fig. 4-11.

Now we shall see what restraints are imposed on non- 
sinusoidal currents by the various winding connection 
types. All harmonic terms other than triplen, that is, the 
1st, 5th, 7th, 11th, 13th, etc. harmonics, form a positive 
or negative phase sequence (PPS or NPS) system and exist 
in the phase windings connected in any manner. In the 
neutral wire, these harmonics do not exist, because their 
sum is always zero. The line currents of these harmonic 
terms, with the windings connected in a delta, are J/ 3 times 
the phase currents, for example

I a B I  =  I B C l  =  IcAi —  V  3 I a I  (4-6)

where I ABl = / A1 — I Bl.
All triplen harmonics, that is, those harmonics whose 

order is an integer multiple of three, that is 3, 9, 15, etc., 
cannot exist in a wye-connection without a neutral wire 
(Fig. 4-12). In a three-phase star-connected system with 
the neutral wire, Yn, available for connection, the neutral
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wire carries a current equal to three times the phase current. 
For example

 ̂A 3  +  i B3 4 "  3 =  3 ^ A 3  ( 4 “ 7 )

In a three-phase delta-connected system, the third-har
monic phase currents circulate within the closed path formed 
by the delta, and are not present in the line wires.

Fig. 4-12 Third-harmonic currents in various forms of winding con
nections

A similar situation exists for nonsinusoidal fluxes in the 
various core designs.*

In a three-phase bank of single-phase transformers, such 
as shown in Fig. 4-13a, the tliird-harmonic phase fluxes 
(J)A3 =  O B3 = ®C3 =  (D3 have their path completed within 
the core in the same manner as the fundamental terms. The 
dependence of <D «  +  ®3 on i0 is representable by the
magnetization curve <D =  /  (i0) (see Fig. 4-13a).

In a shell-and-core (five-leg core-type) transformer, the 
outer limbs play the same part as the neutral wire in a star- 
connected winding. They form, a split “neutral” core which 
provides a closed path for the third-harmonic fluxes. In 
each outer limb, the third-harmonic flux is 3®3/2.

The outer limbs also provide a closed path for the funda
mental fluxes ®A1, <DB1, and <DC1. Therefore, the depen
dence of the nonsinusoidal flux CD «  ®x +  ®2 on h  may, 
to a first approximation, be deemed similar to the magnetiz
ation characteristic of a shell-and-core transformer with 
a sinusoidal flux (see Fig. 4-13a).

* In our further discussion, we shall only be concerned with the 
fundamental and third-harmonic terms.
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In a three-phase” core-type : .transformer" jWliich has no 
“neutral” core in the form of outer limbs, the tliird-harmonic 
phase fluxes (Fig. 4-136) have their path completed through 
the tank walls and run into the appreciable opposition 
presented by nonmagnetic gaps. Because of this, the reluct
ance seen by the third-harmonic fluxes is tens of times

Fig. 4-13 Third-harmonic fluxes in various core designs

higher than that seen by the fundamental fluxes traversing 
a closed path within the core. In determining the fundament
al and third-harmonic terms, we have to invoke different 
magnetization characteristics. For the third-harmonic flux, 
this is the linear magnetizing characteristic, <D3 =  /3 (i3). 
For the fundamental flux, this is the nonlinear magnetization 
characteristic, 0 1 = f1 (i0), derived for the sinusoidal flux 
upon replacing £0 with (i0 — i3) which gives rise to the mmf 
associated with the fundamental flux (Fig. 4.136)*.

* This is true, if we consider the fundamental and third-harmonic 
terms only.
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Now we shall examine the waveforms'jof magnetizing cur
rents, fluxes and voltages associated with the various'/wind- 
ing connections and core designs, assuming that at no-load 
the transformer is energized from the HV side.

1. A three-phase bank of single-phase transformers. 
A/Y connection. With the supply voltage impressed on the 
delta-connected HV side, the phase voltage is the same as 
the sinusoidal line voltage. Therefore, all the single-phase 
transformers in the bank are connected to carry a sinusoidal 
voltage, and they are magnetized in the same manner as 
an individual single-phase transformer is magnetized with 
a sinusoidal voltage (see Sec. 2-5). In other words, the flux 
varies sinusoidally and the magnetizing phase current, non- 
sinusoidally. The magnetizing current has the waveshape 
shown in Fig. 2-4.

The line conductors carry harmonic currents whose order 
is not a multiple of three (especially, the fundamental 
term &oi,iine)- Their rms values are ]/ 3 times the rms values 
of the phase quantities

-̂ 01,line =  V  3 / 0l

[see Eq. (4-6)1. The triplen harmonics (especially i03) tra
verse a closed path within the delta, and are not present 
in the line conductors (see Fig. 4-12). Because the phase 
fluxes contain solely the fundamental terms (®A1, ® B11 
and ® Ci), the foregoing fully applies to delta-wye-connectecl 
three-phase transformers of both the shell-and-core and 
the core type.

2. A three-phase bank of single-phase transformers. 
Y-Y and Y-A connections. If the HV side is energized with 
sinusoidal line voltages, the phase voltages may contain 
both the fundamental terms and triplen harmonics, whereas 
any other odd harmonics (say, the 5th, 7th, etc.) cannot be 
present in the phase voltages, because they would then be 
present in the line voltages as well.

The magnetizing currents in a wye connection with the 
neutral isolated (see Fig. 4-12) may contain all harmonics 
except the third. If we neglect all harmonics except the 
fundamental term, we may, with a sufficient degree of 
accuracy, deem that the magnetizing current is a sinusoidal 
one, i0 ^  i01 (Fig. 4-14). The magnetic fluxes in a bank of 
single-phase transformers (see Fig. 4-13) contain only the
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fundamental flux and the third-harmonic flux, ® ^  ®x 
+  ®3 (if we recall that they will not induce the 5th and 
7th harmonic phase voltages).

The waveform of the magnetic flux is determined graphic
ally, using the magnetization curve ® =  / (i0) for a sinu
soidal magnetizing current, i0 «  i01. (Actually, this current

Fig. 4-14 Harmonic components of current, flux and phase emf in a 
bank of Y/Y single-phase transformers

contains the 5th and 7th harmonics, because these terms 
are not present in the flux.)

The phase flux in Fig. 4-14 is determined to within the 
third harmonic. As is seen, the flux waveform is heavily 
flattened. This leads to a distortion in the sinusoidal wave
form of the phase emfs and voltages. With a flattened flux 
waveform, the phase emf has a well-defined peak (see 
Fig. 4-14) which may exceed the fundamental peak by as 
much as 60% to 90%. Accordingly, the transformer insul
ation must be designed for this peak, and this leads to 
a more expensive transformer. This is the reason why the 
Y/Y connection is not used for banks of transformers or where 
the magnetic circuit is of the shell-and-core form.
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From this point of view, it is preferable to use the A/Y 
or Y/A connection. If such a transformer is energized on the 
star-connected HV side, the departure of the fluxes and 
phase emfs from the sinusoidal waveshape will be negligible. 
With this form of connection and with any core design, 
the third-harmonic fluxes are reduced by the third-harmonic 
currents for which the path is closed within the delta-con
nected LV winding. The third-harmonic fluxes (Fig. 4-15)

ha

Fig. 4-15 Damping of third-harmonic currents by the currents cir
culating around a closed delta

induce in the phases of the delta-connected winding the 
third-harmonic emfs e3A which give rise to third-harmonic 
currents i3A. Because the delta presents a low (practically 
inductive) impedance, the currents lag behind the emfs 
by an angle close to jt/2 and set up third-harmonic fluxes 
0 3A which balance out the fluxes ®3 almost completely.

3. A three-phase, Y/Y, Y/Yn, Y/A, or Yn/A-connected 
core-type transformer. With a Y/Y connection, the HV 
winding energized by a sinusoidal voltage may carry sinus
oidal harmonic currents whose order is not a multiple of 
three (see Fig. 4-12). Neglecting all the current harmonics, 
except the fundamental term, the current traversing the 
HV winding may be treated as sinusoidal, /0 ^  i01.

In a core-type transformer, the harmonic fluxes whose 
order is a multiple of three have their path completed 
through large air gaps (see Fig. 4-136). Therefore, given 
the same mmfs, they are substantially smaller than in 
a bank of single-phase transformers or in a sliell-and-core 
transformer (see Fig. 4-13a). Because ®3 is small in com
parison with ®x 'all the other harmonic fluxes are neglected), 
it is legitimate to take it that and ®3 traversing different 
closed paths do not affect each other and are set up inde
pendently by i0 and i03, respectively (see Fig. 4-136).
7 - 0 1 6 9
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Assigning some value to <Dx and using the (i0)
curve, we can determine the waveform of i0. (Plotting point 4 
for the i0 curve is shown in Fig. 4-16.) As is seen, i0 must 
contain both i01 and i0'3:

However, a star-connected winding can only carry j01 which 
may be construed as the sum of i0 and i"3 equal to —i'3, 
that is

The current i0 sets up Ol7 and i"3 =  —i'3, which balances 
out the third harmonic of i0, establishes ®3 =  f3 (in03).

Fig. 4-16 Harmonic components of current and flux in a Y/Y three- 
phase core-type transformer

As is^seen from the plot of <X>3, this flux has a small peak 
(point 9), so the flux O =  +  0 3 is distorted in shape
only "slightly. Unfortunately, the third-harmonic fluxes in 
a Y-Y transformer complete their path through the struc- 
tural^parts and tank walls—a fact which might substantially 
raise the no-load losses.

One way to reduce these extra no-load losses and to im
prove the waveform of phase voltages, the windings in core-

h  — 0̂1 “1" 0̂3
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type transformers are preferably connected Y/Yn, Y/A, 
or Yn/A. Then the third-harmonic fluxes are reduced still 
more by the third-harmonic currents traversing a closed 
path around the delta or in the neutral wire, Yn. The winding 
losses due to these currents are smaller than those due to 
the third-harmonic fluxes in the structural parts and tank 
walls.

In a delta-connected winding with its neutral wire avail
able for connection, the third-harmonic currents flow in 
the line wires and have their path completed through the 
transmission-line capacitances and the neutral wire. They 
interfere with the operation of nearby communication lines 
and produce extra losses in the cable sheath because, as 
follows from Ampere’s circuital law, their external magnetic 
field is non-zero.

For this reason, the Y/Yn-0 connection is only used in 
small transformers supplying local loads. In all other cases, 
a relevant standard recommends to use the Y/A-ll or 
Yn/A -ll connection. The Y/Y connection is not considered 
in this standard at all.

5 Measurement of Transformer
Quantities

5-1 The Open-Circuit (No-Load) Test

The transformer quantities, including losses, can convenient
ly be measured by an open-circuit (no-load) test and a short- 
circuit test.

The performance of a transformer at no-load has already 
been examined in Chap. 2. The equations for a transformer 
at no-load, with allowance for the primary impedance Zl7 
can be derived from the general equations (3-8), (3-13), 
(3-19), and (3-20), if we set the load impedance, Z, tending 
to infinity and the secondary current equal to zero

Vl = - El +  Z1I 1 =  I ,  (Z± +  Z0)
- v ;  =  - k ;  = - k ,  = z 0/ 0

i i  = h
7*

(5-1)
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On open circuit, the* load impedance in the equivalent 
circuit of Fig. 3-6 must be set to infinity, Zr = oo. Recalling 
[see Eq. (3-33)] that Zx <C Z0, it is legitimate to take it that
Zx =  0 and V1 = —E1 = Z0I 0*.

The open-circuit test does not call for expensive equip
ment which would be necessary if the transformer quantities 
were measured by tests under load. As its name implies, 
the open-circuit test is carried out with the secondary open- 
circuited, and with the test gear arranged as shown in the

Fig. 5-1 Measuring the parameters of a single-phase transformer by 
(a) an open-circuit test and (b) short-circuit test

test set-up in Fig. 5-la. The power rating of the variable- 
voltage source which energizes the primary may be as low 
as a few per cent of that of the transformer under test.

During a test, Vx is gradually raised from zero to 10% 
above its rated value. Holding the frequency at its rated 
value, too, the experimenter measures I 1 =  J 0 (doing this 
for each phase of a three-phase transformer) and the power 
P 0 drawn by the transformer under test. Using the data 
thus obtained, he plots the no-load phase current 70, the 
power P 0, and the power factor cos cp =  P JV XI Q as func
tions of the phase voltage Fx. In the case of a three-phase 
transformer, the plots are constructed for the average phase 
current

h  =  (Jo a  +  J o b  +  J q c )/3 
and the average phase voltage

Vi =  (VA +  V b +  V c)/ 3
* We assumed that Z1 =  0 already in Chap. 2, because Zx is no 

more than one-thousandth of Z0.
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Using the values of I 0 and Vx thus found, the experimenter 
finds the power factor at no-load, cos cp0.

The following transformer quantities are found by an 
open-circuit test at the rated voltage.

1. The transformation ratio defined as the ratio of the 
secondary to the primary voltage at no-load

n21 =  w2/w1 = E 2,nlEl9n ~  ^ . r / ^ i . r

2. The no-load current, found either on a per-unit basis 
(as a fraction)

-̂ 0,oc =  •̂ O.Oc/'Tl.R
or as a percentage

Io =  ( W A . r )  X 100%

The no-load current must lie within the limits given in 
Eq. (3-33).

3. The mutual impedance, defined for Z1 «  0 from 
Eq. (5-1),

I Z0 I «  7i.r/Jo.oc =  ( Zoc I 
its resistive component being

i?0 =  -P o .o c^ /o .o c  =  I Z 0 | COS (p0

and its reactive component being

X 0V  Zl — Ro «  | ZQ | sin cp0 ^  | Z0 |

4. The no-load loss. At Vx =  F1iR it does not prac
tically differ from the no-load core loss, PCore, oc? because 
the primary copper loss under these conditions, PCU| oc
=  3/o,oc #i? is a small fraction of the core loss, / 0t oc being 
very small.

As has been shown in Chap. 3, the magnetic flux at rated 
load remains about the same as it is at no-load (provided Vx 
is held unchanged). Therefore, given the rated applied 
voltage, the core loss at rated load, Pcore? is approximately 
equal to the core loss at no-load, PCore, 0c? and the total no- 
load loss, P 0i oc
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5-2 The Short-Circuit Test

In this test, the secondary is short-circuited, so that the 
load impedance is Z0 =  0, and the secondary voltage, V2, 
is likewise zero. (In a three-phase transformer, it is presumed 
that the secondary leads are all commoned so as to give

Fig. 5-2 Equivalent circuit of a transformer on a short circuit: 
(a) complete; (b) simplified

a balanced short-circuit.) The transformer equations for 
a short-circuit test can be derived from the general equations 
(3-8), (3-13), (3-19), and (3-20)

Using the above equations or the equivalent circuit in 
Fig. 5-2a drawn for the short-circuit test, we can find the 
primary and secondary currents, the magnetizing current, 
and mutual emf on short-circuit

(5-3)

=  F 1/ZSc « F 1/(Zi +  ^

- E i  = z 9f q«  V o , °czyzac =  FiZ;/zsco1 p ~

(5-4)
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where
z sc =  z x +  z ;z 0/(z; +  z 0) «  z x +  z;

=  i?sc +  7^SC (5«5)
i?8C «  i?i +  7?'
x sc «  X, +  x ;

is the short-circuit impedance, resistance and reactance 
of the transformer (that is, the impedance of a transformer

with its secondary short-cir
cuited, as seen by the supply 
line).

The approximate expres
sions for / x, 70 and E1

Fig. 5-3 Phasor diagram of a 
transformer with its secondary 
short-circuited ( I Q «  0)

have been derived for 70 
« / i ,  | Z i | « | Z 0 |, and 
\Z; | < | Z 0 | [see Eq. (3-33)1, 
ancl are fairly accurate. The 
corresponding equivalent cir
cuit is shown in Fig. 5-26, and 
the corresponding phasor dia
gram in Fig. 5-3. As is seen 
from the phasor diagram, the

short-circuit voltage V±= Zsc 7X is the hypothenuse of a 
triangle whose legs are the active voltage B SCI 1 and
the reactive voltage jX scI lm

The right-angled voltage (or impedance) triangle drawn 
for the short-circuit condition is referred to as the short- 
circuit triangle, and the angle

(Pse — arctan {Xsc/R sc)

is called the short-circuit angle. On setting also [see Eq. 
(3-33)1

z x «  z; =  Z J 2  (5-6)

we will obtain still simpler expressions for the magnetizing 
current and emf

i \  =  =  v z 8C
/„ =  VJ2 Z0 =  70toc/2 

- i i  =  Z0I 0,oc/2 = Vx!2
(5-7)
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Hence it follows that the referred secondary current on short 
circuit does not differ from the primary current, which is 
also true of the rated-load condition; the magnetizing cur
rent is about half as large as the no-load (open-circuit) cur
rent with the same primary voltage applied; the mutual 
emf is about half as large as the open-circuit primary voltage 
or emf.

If the secondary is short-circuited with the rated primary 
voltage applied, V1 =  FXir ,  then the transients (to be 
discussed in Sec. 13-2) will give rise to short-circuit primary 
and secondary currents [see Eqs. (5-6) and (5-7)1 dangerous 
to the transformer. On a per-unit basis [see Eq. (3-33)1 
these currents are

I # 2  =  -̂ *1 =  r/I sc I =  7 to 16 (5.8)
that is, they are 7 to 16 times as heavy as the rated currents 
in the windings.

If such currents were allowed to exist for a long time, the 
resultant temperature rise would impair the electrical and 
mechanical strength of the insulation. For this reason, 
a short-circuit test is conducted at a reduced primary voltage 
whose value is chosen such that the currents in the windings 
could not exceed their rated values.

On a per-unit basis, this voltage should not exceed
Ejj*! F*liSC =  | Z.|;sc | / . js l , r  =  I sc I =  0*06 to 0.14

A likely set-up for a short-circuit test is shown in Fig. 5-1 b* 
As in the open-circuit test, it does not require any bulky 
load resistors or a large test voltage source. (With the short- 
circuit current adjusted to the rated value, the power 
rating of the test source is not over 0.06 to 0.14 of the power 
rating of the transformer under test.) The voltage is gradu
ally raised from zero to anywhere from 0.06 to 0.14 of the 
rated primary voltage. While holding the frequency at its 
rated value, f  =  / raterb readings are taken of the same quant
ities as in the open-circuit test, namely the primary current 
/ x and the power drawn by the transformer, Psc.

Using these readings, Jx, Psc and cos cpsc are plotted as 
functions of the phase voltage Fx, and the plots thus obtained 
are used to determine graphically Fx,sc, Psc and cos cpsc 
at the rated primary current, / x =  . For a three-phase
transformer, the plots are constructed for the average phase 
current 7X and the average phase voltage Fx, and the power
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factor is found from the average values of I 1 and V1 as 
cos Cpsc =  Psc/SV1I 1

With the current maintained at its rated value, the short- 
circuit test yields the following transformer quantities.

1. The short-circuit impedance from Eq. (5-7) as

I Z,c I =  "̂ l, sc/-Tl,R 
its resistive component

tfsc  =  ^ s c / 3 / i ,  R =  I Z sc | COS (psc

and its reactive component

Z sc = ] /  I Zfc I —-fffc= I ZBc I sin Cpsc
The resistive component is the sum of the winding resist

ances, R sc =  +  i?'. During a short-circuit test, it
is important to note the winding temperature 0 at which 
R sc is measured. The measured value of R FC is then adjusted 
to a temperature of 75°C:

Rsc, 75 =  #sc [1 +  0.004 (75 -  0)1
The reactive component of the short-circuit impedance 

is the sum of the leakage inductances, Xsc =  X x +  X ', 
which, as has been explained in Chap. 3, are independent 
of the currents traversing the respective windings. For the 
same reason, X FC is independent of the current at which 
it is measured.

The short-circuit impedance and power factor are likewise 
adjusted to a temperature of 75°C:

I Zsc, 7 5 I = V * S C .  75 +  X|c
COS (psc, 75 =  Rsc, 75/I Zsc, 75 I

2. The short-circuit loss Psc. At I x =  I l y R, it does not 
practically differ from the copper losses in the primary and 
secondary windings carrying rated currents

PCu, R — Pq:u, i, R +  Pcu, 2, R =  R +  3i?2-̂ 2. R
=  3fl1/ ; iR +  3 /? ;/;:R =  3flsc/ ; i R 

because the copper loss is many times the short-circuit core
I9 SS7 Ppore, sqt
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With F iiSC equal to 0.06 to 0.14 of 7 , , r, the short-circuit 
primary emf is

EUsc = Vh J 2  =  0.037,, r  to 0.077lfR
The short-circuit flux and induction in the core, which are 
proportional to Elt sc, amount to anywhere between 0.03 
and 0.07 of their open-circuit values. The short-circuit core 
loss, which is proportional to the magnetic flux density 
squared, ranges between 0.9 X 10“3 and 5 X 10"3 of the 
core loss under rated conditions, and between 2 X 10“4 
and 12 X 10 4 of the copper loss also under rated conditions.

3. The impedance voltage. It is defined as the voltage 
that must be applied to one of the windings, with the other 
short-circuited, so as to circulate rated current at a tempe
rature of 75°G, with the windings connected as for rated 
voltage operation. If this voltage is applied to the primary 
winding, the impedance voltage expressed in absolute units is

^ 1 ,  SC =  I Z s c , 75 I I i t R

Usually, the impedance voltage is expressed in per unit 
or percent of the rated voltage of the winding in which the 
voltage is measured

y 8C =  ^ * 1 ,  8C =  I ^ s c / ^ I . R  =  Z * , S C

or (5-9)
*sc =  ( V j .J V , , r )  X 100%

Similarly, the resistive component of the impedance volt
age is given by

Va =  £ s c . 7 5 W ^ , R  =  sc =  y sc COS Cpsc
and its reactive component is given by

ur =  XscJ lt R/VlfR =  X*, sc =  vsc sin q)sc (5-10) 
(see the phasor diagram in Fig. 5-3).

6 Transformer Performance on Load
6-1 Simplified Transformer Equations

and Equivalent Circuit for / ,  > / 0

In service, the load on a transformer is varying all the time. 
As a result of variations in the load impedance Z, the second
ary current may vary from zero to its rated value, and its 
phase relative to the secondary voltage also varies.
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ZsC'Rsc* jXsc

As has been explained in Sec. 3-7, variations in the second
ary current are accompanied by nearly proportionate vari
ations in the primary current, and this leads to slight vari
ations in the magnetic flux. This chapter will deal with the

effects that variations in the 
secondary current may have 
on the secondary voltage and 
efficiency of a transformer. 
Analysis will be carried out 
for the most frequently enco
untered load conditions, na- 
mely Fl tR =  constant and

When I 1 ;> 70, we may, as 
in the case of a short-circuit,

Fig. 6-1 Simplified equivalent 
circuit of a transformer with 
7i 70

set 70 =  0 and =  oo.
On this assumption, the primary current [see Eq. (3-20)] 
does not differ from the secondary current referred to the
primary 7* =  —7', and the voltage equations for the 
primary and secondary windings, Eqs. (3-13) and (3-19), 
may be combined into a single equation

Vi =  - y ;  +  Z n h  (6-i)
where Zsc = ZY +  Z' =  7?sc +  jX sc is the short-circuit 
impedance of the transformer. Therefore, the equivalent 
circuit in Fig. 3-6 may be simplified by removing the arm 
carrying the magnetizing current, and the sum of im
pedances Z± +  Z' may be replaced by Zsc. The simplified 
equivalent circuit answering Eq. (6-1) appears in Fig. 6-1.

6-2 Transformer Voltage Regulation

Graphically, the dependence of V2 on 72, with the power 
factor cos q)a and F i,r  held constant, can be shown by an 
external characteristic. Plotted in arbitrary units, it takes 
the form shown in Fig. 6-2. The manner in which V2 
varies with I 2 depends on the character of load. If the load 
is resistive-inductive (cp2 > 0 ) ,  V2 decreases as I 2 increases. 
If the load is predominantly capacitive (cp2 «  —jt/2), the 
on-load secondary voltage may exceed its rated no-lo?ul 
valueT
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Fig. 6-2 External characteri
stics, V2 =  /  (12), of a transfor
mer with Fj held constant: solid 
line, resistive-inductive load, 
(p2 =  const >  0; dashed line, 
resistive-capacitive load, (p2 
=  const <  0

regulation, with /  ̂ >  I q

A measure of how much 
changes in I 2 will cause V2 to 
change is given by voltage 
change defined as

A F 2  =  F 2 i  r  —  V2

with Vx =  Vlt r  held constant. 
It is usually expressed in 
per-unit and known as voltage 
regulation

Av= AV2/V2' r  =  A r /7 liR 
=  ( v i  r  -  n v F j.R  
=  ( f 1iR -  7 ;) / f1iR

or

R 1^*2 

=  1 ~  (6-2)
If the per-unit voltage re

gulation is known, the per-unit 
secondary voltage can be 
found from

VHi2 = i — Av

The voltage regulation equa
tion can be derived from the 
voltage regulation diagram 
in Fig. 6-3. (For convenience, 
the voltage drop phasors 
R ili SCI 1 and Z.i;iSCI x are shown 
on an exaggerated scale.)

Construction of the voltage 
regulation diagram begins 
at point 2 which is the tip
of the — V'2 phasor. The —7' 
phasor is drawn through this 
point in an arbitrary direction,
and I 1 = 1 2 / is then drawn 
to make an angle cp?'with the
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—V[ phasor. Now point 2 is used as the origin for the phasor
representing the resistive voltage drop R ŝ i  and the
reactive voltage drop j X ^ i ^  Point 1 occurs at the tip 0f • •
the V i  phasor. The value of —F ' is found at the intersection
of the —F' phasor and the circle with point 1 as centre and
with FllR as radius. At the same time, the direction of F,
and the angle a  between V1 and —F' are found.

The diagram in Fig. 6-3 has been plotted in per-unit and 
its components are given [see Eq. (5-10)1 by the following 
equations: N

V*1.K =  t W F lfR =  1
-̂ *1 I J h ,  R =  1*2 =  I d 1 2, R =  I'JIl, R =  P 
V' =  F '/F , „y *a r v r l, R

R * ,  sc^*l =  R s c  C l̂, -^*1 =  ^aP
X#, bcI* i =  *sc (A, r /F ^ r )  I%i =  yrp
Let us write the voltage regulation as the difference bet

ween F*x, R and F*a:
Ay =  F#li R — F*2 =  1 — F#2 

Referring to the voltage regulation diagram

^*2 =  v *2 = v *i, h cos a  — c — cos a  — c 
In turn, because the angle a  is negligibly small

cos a  =  Y 1 — sin2 a  ^  1 — (sin2 a)/2 =  1 — d2/2
On expressing the segments c and d as the sum and dif

ference of projections of sc 1 ^  and X*t s c on the F*2
direction and on a direction at right angles to it

£ =  sc cos q>2  sc sin  (P2 )
=  (va cos cp2 +  vT sin cp2) P 

d =  cos cp2 R %.t sc sin cp2)
= (vr cos tp2 — va sin (p2) p

we obtain an expression for the voltage regulation 
Av =  c +  d2/2 =  (ua cos cp2 +  vr sin cp2) p

2 (6-3)
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As is seen, the secondary voltage regulation depends sub
stantially on the load phase angle cp2. A plot of Av as a func
tion of cp2 with (3 =  1 for a transformer with usc = 0.1 ̂  
va = 0.04 and vT = 0.0918 is shown in Fig. 6-4. The dashed 
line gives the same dependence on neglecting the second

Fig. 6-4 Voltage regulation, Ai;, as a function of cp2, with J2 =  / 2l r 
and p =  1:
solid line, by Eq. (6-3); and dashed line, with the second term in the 
equation ignored

term in the equation. Because the inclusion of the second 
term affects the final result but little, an approximate 
equation, convenient for analysis,

is used in many cases (especially where vsc is low).
As follows from Eq. (6-4) the voltage regulation is a 

maximum, Av = vsc, when cp2 =  cpsc, because cos (cpsc 
—- cp2) =  1. Conversely, the voltage regulation is a mini
mum, Av = 0, when cpsc — cp2> 0 =  90° and cp2t 0 
=  —(90° — cpsc), because then cos (cpsc — cp2i 0) =  0 (see 
Fig. 6-4). With some other load phase angles, the short- 
circuit triangle takes up the characteristic positions shown 
in Fig. 6-4, such tha

Av = (va cos cp2 +  vr sin cp2) p
=  P^SC COS (<p8C —  <p2) (6-4)

Av = v '2 =  0
Av =  - 2 =  —I— 90°
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Because the second term in Eq. (6-3) is small, the depen
dence of voltage regulation on the relative secondary cur
rent |3, with cp2 held constant, is practically linear.

6-3 Variations in Transformer Efficiency 
on Load

Electric energy should preferably be transformed with as 
low relative losses as practicable or, which is the same, with 
as high an efficiency as can be achieved. Here, the effi
ciency of a transformer is defined as the ratio between the 
active power delivered to the line on the secondary side 
and the active power drawn from the supply line on the 
primary side

r| =  P JP i = m2V2I 2 cos 92/^1 cos 9i (6-5) 
The primary active power may be written 

P i  =  P *  +  P  core -Pcu, l  +  P Cu, 2

We shall limit ourselves to the operation of a loaded 
transformer with the rated primary voltage, y 1|R-, held 
constant. We shall make the same assumptions as in Sec. 6-2. 
That is, we shall deem I ± »  / 0, / 2 =  and | Z0 | =  oo. 
We will also neglect the difference in core loss between 
operation on load and at no-load and assume that

P core =  P core, oc =  P o

where P 0 is the no-load loss with the rated primary voltage 
applied. Then the copper losses may be expressed in terms 
of the short-circuit loss PBC at the rated primary current:

•Pcu, 1 P Cu, 2 =  -̂ 1̂ 1 -̂ 22̂ 2 =  W c
=  ^ ,R ^ sc ( /l//l ,R )2 =  ^scP2 

The secondary active power is given by*

P2 =  cos q>2 =  m1Vlt R/ '  cos cp2
=  Wi I \ r / i , r  (-^2^1. r ) cos 92  =  S r P cos 92

* In setting =  r^R, we neglect the effect of voltage regulation 
on the secondary active power.
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S u b s t i t u t i n g  t h e  a b o v e  e x p r e s s i o n s  i n  Eq. (6-5) g i v e s  u s  

t h e  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  t h e  e f f i c i e n c y  o n  P :

P i  (Pcore~l~Pcu, i~t~Pc.ii, 2)
Pi

________ Pp +  fl2P sc
pS r  cos cp2 +  Po +  P2Psc (6-6)

The effect of the secondary current on the secondary volt
age may be accounted for as follows:

V' =  7 l i R (l -  Ay) 
and its effect on the iron loss thus:

Poore =  P 0 ( E J V ! , * ) *  =  P 0 (1 -  A V )

where, with sufficient accuracy,
E 1 =  F i . r (1 -  Ai7/2)

Accordingly, the equation for the secondary active power 
may be re-written as

P2 =  w27 2/ 2 cos cp2 =  ra iF '/' cos cp2 
=  5Rp (1 — Ay) cos q>2 

Then, the efficiency equation may be refined as
_____________ P 0 ( 1 - A i Q  +  P * P SC______________

P (1 — Ai;) S-R  cos cp2 +  Po (1 —Ay)H-P3Psc (6-7)

Equation (6-7) holds for the entire range of changes in 
secondary currents. On both open- and short-circuit

P2 =  p (1 — Ay) S R cos <p2 =  0
and the efficiency reduces to zero. This can be proved form
ally from Eq. (6-7), recalling that at no-load p =  0, 
whereas on short-circuit, Ay =  1 — F 2.H =  1, because
f 2* =  0.

Although approximate, Eq. (6-6) derived for Ay =  0 
is sufficiently accurate for the relative secondary current 
varying from p =  0 to p «  1. Let us find the value of p 
at which the efficiency is a maximum. Equating the deriv
ative d'q/dp to zero and simplifying the equation, we obtain

P 0 =  Pmax-Psc =  P c u t 1 H“ -Pcu, 2
or

( 6-8)
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This implies that the efficiency of a transformer is a maxi
mum when the load is such that the no-load core loss at

J1
<

COS <p2=1

J .
i +

1
-------------- ---cos û fl.0

r 1
i
1
1i
Ii
1i
Ii
I finf

- J

inrr.
Iii

- k i__ i__0.9 \ v\. \ i r i
0 O.Z OH 0.6 0.8 1.0 U

Fig. 6-5 Efficiency, q, as a 
function of the relative load 
current

P m a x  —  V  2 .

rated primary voltage, PQ, 
is equal to the copper loss,
Pcu, i  +  P Cu, 2*

In present-day power trans
formers, P0/PBC ranges from 
0.2 to 0.25, and the efficiency 
is a maximum at (3 =  0.45 
to 0.5.

Efficiency curves for a 
1-MVA three-phase transform
er for cos cp2 =  1 and cos cp2 
=  0.8 are shown in Fig. 6-5. 
As is seen, P0 =  2.45 kW 
and P s? =  12.2 kW. The effi
ciency is a maximum at
571272 =0.45

In the range from 0.4pmax to 2.5pmax, the efficiency falls 
off insignificantly. Such variations in efficiency are typical 
of all power transformers.

7 Tap Changing

7- 1 Off-Load Tap Changing

As follows from the analysis given in Sec. 6-2, in the worst 
case (when the load phase angle cp2 is equal to the phase 
angle on a short circuit, (psc), the per-unit voltage regulation 
may be anywhere between 0.06 and 0.14. This is far more 
than is permitted by relevant service codes. To maintain 
the secondary voltage constant against such variations, 
tappings on the coils are brought out to terminals so that 
the number of turns can be changed.

This tap-changing can be effected on either the primary 
or the secondary side. In transformers operating at a fixed 
primary voltage, this is done by changing the number of 
turns on the secondary side, while holding the primary 
turns unchanged. With this arrangement, the magnetic 
flux, the core loss, and the magnetizing current (which is 
a function of the ratio VJwJ remain practically constant.
8 -  0 1 6 9
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in transformers operated at constant load (or, which is 
the same, at a constant secondary current) and a varying 
primary voltage, F1? it is preferable to change taps on the

primary side so as to main
tain the ratio V1/w1 nearly 
constant.

All power transformers have 
tappings on the primary 
or secondary coils which per
mit voltage adjustment within 
±5%.  Low- and medium- 
power transformers (Fig. 7-1) 
usually have three taps per 
phase (+5  %, 0, and —5 % var
iations in the turns ratio), 
whereas transformers of higher 
power ratings have five taps 
(+5%,  +2.5% , 0, -2 .5 % , 
and —5% variations in the 
turns ratio). Tap stepping oper
ations are performed by con
tact switches, usually called 
tap changers. Tap changers can 
be made simple and inexpen

sive if taps are stepped with the transformer out of circuit 
and the taps are made at the neutral point of a three-phase 
star-connected winding (see Fig. 7-1). This avoids a short 
circuit between adjacent taps or breaking a live circuit 
during a transition. The operating handle of the tap-changer 
is passed outside through the tank side.

Fig. 7-1 Tap-changing by a 
switch:
1 —transformer winding; 2—tap
changing switch

7-2 On-Load Tap Changing

Voltage adjustment can be made far more accurate and 
automated if tap changing is done with the transformer left 
on load, without breaking the circuit. This, of course, calls 
for a more sophisticated tap-changing arrangement, notably 
one incorporating what is known as a transition impedance. 
Impedance in the form of either resistors or iron-core induc
tors is introduced to limit the circulating current between 
the two tappings.

Most frequently, resistor transition is used xfor on-load 
tap changers. The arrangement of such a tap changer for
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one phase is shown in Fig. 7-2. This is seen to be a combina
tion of a fast-acting diverier switch/)5, an even tap selector 
TSn and an odd tap selector T S2* The diverter switch and

the transition resistors, R x 
and i?2, are usually installed 
in a separate oil-filled tank. 
The diverter switch is design
ed to carry the current usu
ally developed when the two 
taps are bridged. The tap 
selectors may be moved from 
tap to tap only when their 
circuits are de-energized. Fi
gure 7-2 shows the diverter 
switch and the even tap sele
ctor in the position when the 
T2 tap is brought in circuit. 
To move to the next, T3l tap, 

Fig. 7-2 On-load tap changer the odd tap selector should
with current-limiting resistors first be moved to that tap)

and the diverter switch may 
then be rotated clockwise. The ensuing sequence of events 
is as follows: contacts 1 and 2 break, contacts 1 and 3 
make, contacts 1 and 3 break, and contacts 3 and 4 make. 
When fully automated, a tap stepping operation is com
pleted in a matter of a split second.

Fig. 7-3 On-Joad tap-changer with a transition inductor

The arrangement of a tap changer (fbr one phase) which 
uses the transition impedance in the form of an iron-cored 
inductor is shown in Fig. 7-3. In addition to a transition 
centre-tap inductor (or reactor), L, which is wound in two 
halves, 1 and 2, put on a common no-gap core, the arrange
ment includes two tap selectors, T SX and T S2, which can
8*
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move from tap to tap after their circuits have been de-ener
gized, and two on-off switches, S 1 and S 2, to de-energize 
the respective tap-selector circuits.

The tap selectors and the centre-tap inductor are located 
in the transformer tank, and the on-off switches are enclosed 
in a separate tank mounted on the transformer. In Fig. 7-3a, 
the load current is shown passing from tap Tk through the 
halves of the inductor in opposition, and hence noninductiv- 
ely (without magnetizing the inductor core). Therefore, the 
inductor presents to the load current only a small resistance, 
while its reactance may be ignored. Transition from tap Tk 
1o, say, tap T3 may be visualized as consisting of a sequence 
of seven steps listed in Table 7-1. The most significant steps

Table 7.1 Tap-to-Tap Transition Steps

Step

Position

Figure No.
TSi t s 2 Si s 2

1 r 4 Tt ON ON 7-3 a
2 Ti T* OFF ON 7-36
3 Ta T* OFF ON 7-36 (dashed)
4 Tt T* ON ON 7-3 c
5 T8 T* ON OFF
6 T* t 3 ON OFF
7 T8 t 3 ON ON

are illustrated in Fig. 7-3. In Fig. 7-36, one of the two tap 
selectors has opened, and the load current is carried through 
one half of the inductor inductively (setting up a magnetic 
flux around it). However, the inductor is designed so that 
the instantaneous reactive voltage drop during this step 
has but an insignificant effect on the secondary terminal 
voltage of the transformer. In Fig. 7̂ 3& the inductor is 
shown bridging the two adjacent tappings ,Nt4 and T3. The 
load current is shared equally between theXtwo tappings 
and passes noninductively in opposition through the halves 
of the inductor. The tap step voltage is applied to the whole 
of the inductor winding and the circulating current, / c, 
is limited by the total impedance of the inductor whose field 
is now directed aiding to the mmf due to the circulating 
current (shown by the dashed lines in the figure).
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8 Calculation of Transformer 
Parameters

8-1 No-Load (Open-Circuit) Current 
and Mutual Impedance

In Sec. 2-6 it has been shown that the reactive component 
of the no-load current, 70r, can be deduced from the para
meters of the magnetic circuit. It is, however, simpler and 
more convenient to determine it from the reactive power 
required to magnetize the transformer. The reactive power 
may be expressed in terms of either the mutual emf and

Acore

Fig. 8-1 To calculation of reac
tive currents required to mag
netize the core, / 0r core, and 
the gaps, /or, gap

the reactive component of 
the no-load current

Qo =  E ilOr

(for a single-phase transformer) 
or the core flux. Let us do 
this with reference to Fig. 8-1.

In terms of the peak flux, 
E1 is given by

Ei = 2nfWiOm/
where

=  ^core^m
In accord with Eqs. (2-13) and (2-14), the reactive com

ponent of no-load current can be written as
I  Or =  I  o r, core ^  Or, gap

The first term on the right-hand side sustains the magnetic 
potential drop in the core

I  Or,  core =  7 / m Zcore/  ] /  2

and the second term sustains the magnetic potential drop 
in the air gap

I  Or,  gap =  B mlgav/;Y  2

The total reactive power is the sum of the reactive powers 
required to set up the flux in the core and the gap

Qo =  E ilqt  =  ^l-^or, core “1“ gap

=  T72Core(7core -^core^gap
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where qC0Te = E1I 0T̂ COTe/mCOTC = nfBmH j y  is the specific 
magnetizing power of the core 

qgap =  Jt/S^Zgap/|ji0 is the specific magnetizing power 
of the air gap 

77iCorc =  mass of the core 
A Core =  cross-sectional area of the core 

7 =  density of the core material 
The values of the specific magnetizing power as a function 

of induction (magnetic flux density) for imbricated-joint 
cores are given in [131. The reactive power required to 
magnetize a core of any design is given by

<?0 =  #leg7ftleg #yoke7ftyoke “1“ ft gap, le g # g a p , l e g ^ l e g

where m\eg and 77iy0ke are the mass of the legs and yokes, 
A ieg and A yô e are the cross-sectional areas of the leg and 
yoke, and q \ e g i #yoke> # g a p , l e g  and q gap> yoite are the spe
cific magnetizing powers of the legs, yokes, leg gaps, and 
yoke gaps.

In a single-phase core-type magnetic circuit, rcgaPt ieg =  2 
and rtgap, yoke =  2. In a three-phase core-type magnetic 
circuit, ft gap, l e g  8, and ftg a p ,y o k e

The active power, equal to the core or no-load loss, is 
deduced from the specific loss for legs, p \eg, and yokes, 
Pyoke* which are given in [131

This power is ordinarily calculated for the rated primary 
voltage, 7 1iR =  Z?lf R, only. Once it is found, it is an easy 
matter to determine the no-load current components (see 
Sec. 2-8):

+  ^ g a p , yoke#gap , yoke^-yokc (8- 1)

P q P l e g f t ^ l e g  “f" P y o k e ^ y o k e (8-2)

the no-load current

and the components of the mutual impedance

Z0 =  F i , r / / 0, R0 =  P0/ m l l  X0 =  VZl~-RS
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-X- 8-2 Short-Circuit Impedance

On a short circuit (see Sec. 5-2), the primary mmf, i1w11 
and the secondary mmf balance each other almost

completely. Therefore, without 
running into a serious error, 
we may deem that i\w1 = —i<iw2i 
and that, on a short circuit, 
only the leakage flux exists, 
whereas the mutual flux is 
non-existent, because

i0w1 = hWi +  î U'2 = 0 
The flux pattern applicable 

to this case, with the windings 
arranged coaxially, is shown 
in Fig. 8-2. The magnetic 
field intensity H  within and 
between the windings acts 
along the leg axis. With suf
ficient accuracy, the magnetic 
field may be taken as being 
symmetrical about the leg 
axis. Therefore, the value 
of H  remains practically the 
same within a distance D!2 
of the leg axis and along the 
coil height h. The magnetic 
intensity distribution along 
the radial coordinate x reckon
ed from the inside surface of 
the coil area is shown in the 
same figure.

By Ampere’s circuital law, 
the magnetic field intensity 
is a maximum between the 
windings <  x <  ax +  a12), 
where the magnetic lines of 
force link all of th^pHmary 
current: /

<af+a2 + af2)/2

Fig. 8-2 Leakage flux in a 
transformer on a short-circuit 
Oiwi = —kw2) H = H n

In a first approximation, the magnetic potential drop in 
a core material with mTi core =  °° and Hcove =  0 may be
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neglected. Within the windings, the magnetic field intensity 
varies linearly from zero to H m. For example, when x is 
anywhere from zero to ax, the magnetic lines of force link 
with a current i ^ x l a ^  and the magnetic field intensity is

H = i^wxx!hax — H mxlax
The energy associated with the leakage flux established 

by two magnetically coupled windings may be expressed 
in terms of the inductances of those windings

W  =  L f J  2 +  L ’ti?f2 +  i^ L [ t
Recalling that

Lx — L la +  L'i% 
L't =  L'ia +  L[2 
k  =  — .

and
Lx a H” Lta =  Lsc

we obtain
W  = (Lxa +  L 'a) q/2 =  Lsci[/2 (8-3)

where Lsc is the short-circuit inductance.
The same energy may be expressed in terms of the specific 

energy of the magnetic field
w =  HBI2 =  \l0H2/ 2

In determining the energy, the integral may only be taken 
over the volume V =  nDmean (ax +  a12 +  a2) /z, occupied 
by the windings, which encloses the bulk of the leakage 
energy

W =  J u>dF =  (n0/2) [ H z dF
V  V

Because H  remains the same all the way round the circle 
with the diameter D = Dx +  x and along the height h, 
the elementary volume is

dV =  nDh dx =  n (Dx +  x)h dx
With an accuracy sufficient for engineering purposes, 

the diameter D = D1 +  x may be replaced with a mean 
diameter

^mean =  Dx ~f“ (flj ~f" Q>\2 “b #2)^
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After this simplification,
a l  +  a 1 2  +  a 2

W  =  (\i0hnDmeanI2)  ̂ Hz dx =  (p0/2) nDmeanhaaf f £
o

(8-4)
where aa =  a 12 -f (aj +  a2)/3.

Equating (8-3) and (8-4) yields an expression which con
nects the short-circuit inductance to the size and winding 
data of a transformer

Z'so Jt \XqD me an^i^ (8-5
where

/cR =  1 — (&i +  % 2 +  &2)/nh
is the Rogovsky coefficient (after its originator). It minimiz
es the error in calculations due to the assumptions made. 

The short-circuit inductive reactance is given by
X sc = (2nzf\i0D meanaowl) kBlh (8-6)

The resistive component of the short-circuit impedance 
is calculated as the sum of the referred resistances of the 
windings

f?sc =  Ri -h R'2 =  Ri +  R 2 W ^ 2)2 (8-7)
where R ± = p1rtnDmeiiaw1ks/Avfl is the resistance of the 

primary
i?2 —- ^W2 ^  the resistance of the

secondary
AwlJ A W2 =  cross-sectional area of the primary or second

ary turns, respectively 
p75 =  resistivity of the wire at 75°G after [13] 
ks =  1.05 to 1.15 is the series-loss coefficient.

9 Relationship Between Transformer
Quantities and Dimensions

9-1 Variations in the Voltage,
Current, Power and Mass 
of a Transformer with Size

Suppose we have a range of geometrically similar trans
formers. Two transformers out of this hypothetical range 
are shown in Fig. 9-1. Any dimension of any transformer
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in this range differs by a factor of k from the like dimension 
of any other transformer in the range.

Taking any linear dimension, say, the height, Z, of the 
core as the base or reference dimension, we may deem that

all the other dimensions of the 
transformers in a given range 
are proportional to it. For 
example, the mean turn dia
meter, -Dmeain is about equal 
to Z. The cross-sectional area 
of any element of a transform
er is proportional to the 
square of the base dimension, 
A ~  Z2. By the same token, 
the volume of any element is 
proportional to the base di
mension cubed, V ~  I3.

Now let us see how the 
rated electromagnetic quanti
ties of a transformer are rela
ted to its size. Suppose that 
all the transformers in a given 

range are fabricated of the same materials and that the 
magnetic flux density B in the core, the current density J  
in the windings, and frequency remain always constant.

1. Neglecting the difference between terminal voltage 
and generated emf, we get

v x, H «  Eu B =  (2n/ v  2) fwtBAin  ~  wtA,eg ~  i^Z2 (9-1)

That is, the primary voltage is proportional to the number 
of turns in the primary winding and the square of the base 
dimension.

2. Assuming that as Z is varied, the total cross-sectional 
area of conductors in a winding remains proportional to Z2, 
we get

/ ljR =  A 1J/w1 ~  i2lw1 (9-2)
That is, the primary current is proportional to the square 
of the base dimension. (Here, A x is the total cross-sectional 
area of the conductors in the winding.)

3. The total (or apparent) power of a transformer
5 =  S r =  7 1|B/ llB -  ZVl (l2/wx) =  Z* (9-3)

n

r g
1

I - - -

J

— 'm P g

V -
nw2 *(6 ) nkVl

Fig. 9-1 Geometrically similar 
single-phase transformers
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is proportional to the base dimension raised to the fourth 
power. Importantly, on the assumptions made, the power of 
the transformer is independent of the number of turns.

4. The mass of the transformers in a range fabricated 
of the same materials

m = 3  yV ~  I3
is proportional to the base dimension cubed.

The mass per unit power
m/S ~  Z3/Z4 -  1 /Z  ( ~ 1 / S V 4 )

is inversely proportional to the base dimension. (The mass 
per unit power decreases as power rating goes up.)

9-2 Transformer Losses and Parameters 
as Functions of Size

1. The total loss of power in a transformer is the sum of 
the core loss and the copper loss.

The core loss

P core — 5  P core^ core ~  I 5

is proportional to the mass of the core elements, mC0Te, 
because the specific core loss in similar elements remains 
unchanged as the physical dimensions are varied.

The copper loss may be expressed in terms of the winding 
volume

and
Vi ZlD mean^i 

V 2 ~  mean̂ - 2
and also the current density /  and the resistivity p 

P Cu =  P Cu, 1 +  P Cu, 2 — P«^2^ l  +  P«^2^ 2

If the materials remain the same and the current density 
is held constant, the copper loss is proportional to the base 
dimension cubed

Pen =  p J 2 {Vi +  V 2) -  Z3 
Thus, the transformer loss

Pcore +  PCu -  13 (9-5)
Is proportional to the base linear dimension cubed.
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The specific loss (the total loss divided by total power) 

(Pcu +  P core)/& ~  -  HI ~  1 /S1'4 (9-6)

is inversely proportional to the base linear dimension or 
the fourth-power root of the total power. (In high-power 
transformers, the specific loss is lower.)

The loss per unit of cooling area, 4̂Cooi

(PCu +  P core )Mcool -  PH2 =  I
is proportional to the base linear dimension and increases 
with increasing power rating. This is the reason why high- 
power transformers must be provided with a well-developed 
cooling area in the form of ducts in the core and windings.

2. The short-circuit inductive reactance (see Sec. 8-2)
X BC ~  wlDmeanaa/h ~  w{l (9-7)

is proportional to the number of turns squared and the base 
linear dimensions.

The short-circuit resistance
R sc =  P c J l l  R ~  W /uM * ~  wl/l (9-8)

is proportional to the number of turns squared and inversely 
proportional to the base linear dimension.

The reactive and resistive components of the impedance 
(short-circuit) voltage are given by

X * S C  =  VT =  X s c W ^ l . R  ~  ( w l l / w j 2) ( P / W j )  ~  I

i?*80 =  p0 =  i?8C/i,R /F liR ~  {w\n) (Piw,) (1 /wxp) ~  m

The short-circuit tangent is
tan <p8C =  X*80/i?*8C =  vr/va ~  HP (9-9)

In other words, as a transformer grows in size, its uT rises 
and its va falls. This checks well with practice.

3. The reactive and active components of the no-load 
current (see Sec. 2-6)

70r ~  Hi d l/wt ~  l/wi

ha  =  Pcore/Vu R ~  P/w.P ~  HlVi ( 9 ‘ 1 0 )

are proportional to the base linear dimension and inversely 
proportional to the number of turns.
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The relative no-load current (or the relative magnetizing 
power)

Q0/S  =  / o W A . r ^ i , r
=  / 0/ / 1|R ~  ( l / w i) (^i/Z2) =  I I I  (9-11)

is inversely proportional to the base linear dimension.
In commercially available transformers, geometric simi

larity is never complete, nor can B and /  be held constant. 
Nevertheless, the relationships set forth above are true, at 
least qualitatively.

As follows from the foregoing, it is advantageous to use 
transformers with higher power ratings, because they take 
less materials per unit power, need lower reactive power, 
and dissipate less heat.

10 Multiwinding Transformers.
Autotransformers

10-1 Multiwinding Transformers

(i) Three-Winding Transformers
In a multiwinding transformer, the core carries more than 
two electrically isolated windings.

Power systems mostly use three-winding transformers to 
couple electric systems or networks operating at three differ
ent voltages, F 2, and F3. Three-winding transform
ers may be single-phase (Fig. 10-1) and three-phase, with 
their windings connected Yn/Yn/A-0-ll (Fig. 10-2) and 
Yd/A/A-U-11.

A three-winding transformer may have either one pri
mary (1) and two secondaries (2 and 5), or two primaries 
(1 and 2) and one secondary (5). Our discussion will be lim
ited to transformers having one primary and two second
aries.

A three-winding transformer does the job of two two- 
winding transformers one of which connects network (or 
system) 1 to network 2, and the other, network 1 to net
work 5. Economically, a three-winding transformer is more 
attractive than two two-winding units. Among other things,
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it is less expensive to make and takes up less space at a 
substation It can transfer power not only from the primary

1 2  3 k

Fig. 10-1 Single-phase, three-winding transformer:
2—primary winding; 2—secondary winding; 3—tertiary winding; 4— 
shell-and-core-type magnetic circuit

network (1) to any of the secondary networks (2 or 5), but 
also directly (by a single transformation step) from one of

QNm ON

2, lin e

Fig. 10-2 Yn/Yn/A-0-ll three-phase, three-winding transformer:
1—LV three-phase winding; 2—MV three-phase winding; 3—IIV 
three-phase winding; 4—core-type magnetic circuit

the secondary networks to the other (say, from network 2 
to network 3). With two two-winding transformers, such 
power transfer necessitates two transformation steps— 
first from network 2 to network 1, then from network 1
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to network 3. Accordingly, the losses are about twice as 
heavy.

On the demerit side, a three-winding transformer is less 
reliable. Should any of its windings be damaged, the entire 
unit must be removed from service. With two two-winding 
transformers, damage to any of them leaves the other unaf
fected.

The electromagnetic processes in a three-winding trans
former may be described by analogy with a two-winding 
unit (see Chapters 2 and 3). As a preliminary step, however, 
its secondary and tertiary quantities must be referred to 
the primary side, with their values multiplied by the respect
ive turns ratio or its square:

=  / 2 X 
I» =  ^3 X (Ws/wj 

V a =  7 2 X { w j w j  
f ;  =  F s X K / w 3)

I z ;  | =  | Z 2 I X ( u r M ) 2
I z ; 1 =  1 z ,  1 x  ( w M *

The mutual flux is set up by a magnetizing current J 0 
which is given by the current equation

i’i +  i; +  i; =  i 0 (io-i)
and the mutual emf is given by

- e ± =  - i ;  =  - e \  = z j 0 (io-2)
where Z0 =  R 0 +  jX 0 is the mutual impedance.

The leakage flux is established by a balanced (or symme
trical) set of currents, and where / ' = / '  — J0.

The leakage emf in each winding is

ia i  =  - i x j \ «  - j x A  
k  2 =
K a = - ) X j ’a

where X v X'2, and X'3 are the equivalent leakage reactances 
of the windings, found with allowance for the effect of 
currents in the other windings.
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Formally, the voltage equations for the three windings 
are written as for a two-winding transformer [see Eqs. (3-13) 
and (3-19)1:

Equations (10-1) through (10-3) apply to the equivalent 
circuit in Fig. 10-3.

The mutual impedance Z0 is found by calculation or 
experiment in exactly the same way as for a two-winding trans
former (see Secs. 5-1 and 8-1). The impedances Zl7 Z' and

Fig. 10-3 Equivalent circuit of a three-winding transformer

Z3 are expressed in terms of the short-circuit impedances 
Zscl2, Zsci3 and Zsc23, as determined by a short-circuit test, 
using the test set-up shown; in Fig. 10-4. Zscl2 =  i?scl2 
+  jX scl2 is found with the tertiary winding open-circuited. 
ZSC13 =  # Sci3 +  /Xsois f°un(l with the secondary wind
ing open-circuited. Finally Zsc23 =  i?sc23 +  jX sc23 is 
found with the secondary energized and the primary open- 
circuited, and is referred to the primary by the equation

Vi =  —E 1 — E a 1 +  R 1I 1 -------E x +  Z1I 1

where
Zx -  i?i +  jX 1
z; =  i?; +  j x '2
Z ' = R ,3 +  jX'

L z1

ŜC23 — ŜC23 (WJ W2)2
It is to be noted that
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Solving the above equations for Z1? Z', and Z', we get

^1 =  (Zsol* “1“ ZSC13 ^SC23)/2
^2 =  (̂ SC12 ~t~ -̂ SC23 ^SCl3)/2 (10*4)

=  (2sci3 +  ŜC23 ZBCl2)/2

The resistive components of the above impedances are the 
resistances 7?' and 7?' of the respective windings (.see

F i g .  1 0 -4  S h o r t - c ir c u i t  t e s t  o n  a  s in g le - p h a s e ,  t h r e e - w in d in g  t r a n s 
f o r m e r

Sec. 8-2), whereas their reactive components have the mean
ing of the equivalent leakage inductive reactances of the 
windings:

^ 1  =  ( ^ S C 1 2  “ h ] ^ S C l 3  ,-----  ^ S C 2 3 ) / 2

x ;  =  ( * S C l 2  +  * 8 C 2 3  -  ^ B C l3) / 2  

X ;  =  (^ S C 1 3  +  * 8 C 2 3  -  * S C l 2) / 2

The secondary and tertiary voltages of a loaded three- 
winding transformer may be found analytically, using 
Eqs. (10-1) and (10-3), or graphically, using the phasor 
diagram shown in Fig. 10-5. On assuming / 0 <C 7\ and
deeming F lfR, / 2 and J3 known in advance, we can find
i 1? V'2 and F3, and determine the per-unit voltage regula
tion for the secondary and tertiary windings:

A*. =  (Vi -  ^ .rV F x .r
A*. =  (f ; - 7 1(RR r

From the equivalent circuit or the phasor diagram, it is 
seen that when Zx =£ 0, the referred secondaiy voltage de-
9 - 0 1 6 9
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pends not only on the referred secondary current, but also 
on the referred tertiary current (by the same token, V3 de
pends not only on I'3 but also on / ' ) —a feature undesirable 
from the consumer’s point of view. This effect can be min
imized by reducing Z± at the expense of its reactive com

ponent, Xi .  Practically, this 
can be done by placing the 
primary winding between the 
secondary and tertiary wind
ings, as shown in Fig. 10-1. 
If we express the short-circuit 
inductive reactances in terms 
of the winding dimensions 
(see Sec. 8-2):

*^ 8C l2 ~  ( f l i  +  cl2)/3 +  an

«^SC13 ~  (^ 1  +  +  a 13

^ B C 23  (^ 2  “f" ̂ 2 3

where q,2% — #13 #12,
we can see that with this 
arrangement X ± becomes nega
tive (as in the phasor diagram 
of Fig. 10-5) and very small 
in absolute value

■̂ 1 — (̂ SC12 +  -̂ SC13 -- ^S02sV2
^  2a1/3 4" & 12 ”1“ ^ 1 3  — ^ 2 3  — —CL-J3 ^  0

Three-winding transformers are built with their windings 
differing in power ratings. A relevant Soviet standard stipu
lates the following ratios (as fractions of the primary 
power):

S 2tR/S i,R ^ .R ^ l.R
1 1 1
1 1 2/3
1 2/3 2/3

The power ratios must be the same as the ratios between 
the respective referred currents. It is also required that
I 1 =  —/ '  — 13 (see Fig. 10-5). However, the sum of the 
secondary and tertiary currents may exceed the primary 
current

1
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and the sum of the secondary and tertiary powers inayex- 
ceed the primary power

VJ'2 +  VXI'3 >  V J X
or

The same Soviet standard requires also that for the first 
power ratio

S 2 +  S8 <  2S x
for the second,

S 2 +  S 3 <  IWS1
and for the third

S 2 +  S3 < 1 1/3Sj
With any power ratio, however, a three-winding transfor
mer must satisfy the active and reactive power balances

Pi = Pz +  P3 +  2 P
(?i =  @2+& +  S  (?

where 2 P and 2(? are active and reactive power losses 
in the transformer itself (see Sec. 3-8).

(ii) Split-Primary (Split-Secondary) Two-Winding 
Transformers

A split primary (or split secondary) consists of two ele
ctrically isolated parts, so, in effect, such a transformer is 
a three-winding transformer. From a three-winding unit 
proper, it differs in that energy need not be transferred 
between the halves of the split winding.

The arrangement of a transformer having one primary (1) 
and a split secondary (2 and 3) is shown in Fig. 10-6. The 
magnetic circuit is of the core-and-shell (five-leg core) form, 
as shown in Fig. 1.5&. The halves of the split secondary 
are on the low-voltage side and are wound on different 
legs. The primary winding, which is on the HV side, has 
two parallel paths likewise wound on different legs.

With this arrangement, magnetic coupling between the 
halves of the split secondary is very loose, and transfer 
of energy from network 2 to network 3 by virtue of a magne
tic field is negligible. Because of this, such a transformer
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may be looked upon as a combination of two separate trans
formers, one coupling network 1 to network 2, and the other

coupling network 1 to net
work 5. If only one half of 
the LV secondary, say, LV2, 
is loaded, on the HV side 
only one of the parallel 
paths, wound on the same leg 
will likewise be loaded. Of 
course, such a transformer 
can transfer energy in the 
reverse direction as well. Then 
it will have two primaries, 
LV2 and LV3, each supplied 
from a separate source, and 
one secondary, HV1.

The values of V3 and V2 
may be the same or different. 
The values of O z and ®3 and 

of^the refferred currents / '  and I 3 depend on the relative 
magnitudes of Vx and the referred secondary and tertiary 
voltages, V'2 and V'3. If

then
/ '  =  and ®2 =  6 3

and, as a consequence, the fluxes in the outer (unwound) 
limbs of a five-leg core-type magnetic circuit are non- 
existent.

In the general case, when the voltages in networks 2
and 3 are such that V2 =£ V3, the referred currents and 
fluxes are likewise different

/ '  ^  I 3 and <P2 =̂= 63

and the difference flux, ®2 — ®3, has its path completed 
via the outer legs. If the transformer had a two-limb core,
then, with V'2 V3, the difference flux between the
upper and lower yokes would run outside the magnetic 
circuit, and appreciable eddy currents would be produced 
within the sides of the oil tank and other substantial stru
ctural parts, leading to increased eddy-current losses. This

F i g .  1 0 -6 J  S in g le - p h a s e ,  t w o -  
w in d in g  t r a n s fo r m e r  w i t h  a  s p l i t  
L V  w in d in g
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is the reason why it is preferable to use the core form of 
magnetic circuit for split-winding transformers.

As compared with conventional two-winding transform
ers having one HV primary winding and one LV winding, 
split-winding units offer an unfailing advantage in that 
should a short-circuit occur across the secondary terminals, 
it will draw half as heavy a current from the supply line. 
This is because in a conventional two-winding transformer 
windings 2 and 3 are connected in parallel and its short- 
circuit impedance Zsci23 is half the short-circuit impedance 
of windings 1 and 2 (or 1 and 3) in a split-winding transform
er, Zscl2 =  Zscl3. Understanding^, split-winding trans
formers have gained marked popularity.

10-2 Autotransformers

In an autotransformer, the primary and secondary windings 
are coupled both inductively and conductively. In fact, it

Fig. 10-7 Autotransformer connection

has a single tapped winding which serves both primary and 
secondary functions.

The auto-connection used to transfer energy from an input 
networkjat voltage V to an output network at voltage V' 
>  V is shown in Fig. 10-7. The figure shows two windings, 
1 and 2, wound on the same core and enclosing each other 
(see Fig. 1-la). The primary is on the LV side, V , and the 
secondary is connected between terminal a (X ) on the 
input network and terminal x on the output network in 
such a way that its voltage V2 is added to V to give 7 \
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The secondary of an auto-transformer must be designed 
for V or V', whichever is the higher (in the circuit of 
Fig. 10-7, this is V'), rather than for F 2, as in an ordinary
transformer.

The transformation ratio n of an autotransformer is the 
ratio VIV' at no-load ( / ' =  0). For the circuit in Fig. 10-7,

n =  VIV' = E1/(E1 +  E t) =  1/(1 +  n,i)

where re21 =  E J E X =
Electromagnetic processes in an autotransformer can be 

described, using the usual transformer equations

—V1 = Ei — Zjij

F z =  — Z2/ 2 (10-5)
• • •
11 +  12̂ 21 =  h

p. •
Ei =  E 2!ti2\ — Z0/ 0

To them are added equations describing the circuit itself, 
with the positive directions assumed as shown in Fig. 10-7:

F  =  V +  V2
V = - V ,  (10-6)
• •

/ '  = / .
i  =  - i i  +  h

A phasor diagram for an autotransformer is shown in 
Fig. 10-8.

For insight into^the basic energy processes in an auto- 
transformer, we shall neglect 70 and the voltage drops in 
the windings which enter Eqs. (10-5) and (10-6) by assu
ming / 0 =  0, | | =  0, and | Z2 | =  0. Then,

h ' h  =  TV F =  nal
V = V1

V' =  F +  F2 =  V1 (1 +  n31) =  V/n 
1  —  h  +  h  =  1 %  (1 +  n Zi )  =  I ' / n

(10-7)
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With the above simplifications and the active and reactive 
power losses neglected,^ the total power of] an autotrans-

Fig. 10-8 Phasor diagram of an autotransformer in the case of a re
sistive-inductive load; cp' >  1, n21 =  0.5, n =  1/(1 +  0-5) =  2/3

former may be written as the sum of two components

s  = VI = v 1i 1 + v j 2 =  v 2i 2 +  v j 2
=  ^T(a) +  S c
=  (Fi +  V2) I 2 = V T  = S'  (10-8)

where
5 T(a) =  V J ,  =  V2I 2

is the power transferred inductively (the transformed 
power), and

5 C =  V J 2

is the power transferred from the primary to the secondary 
network conductively (the conducted power). This is why an 
autotransformer needs to be designed to withstand only 
the 5t(a) term which accounts for only a fraction of the 
total power, 5, called the auto fraction

STWIS = V2I 2\V,I 2 -  (V' -  V)IV’ = 1 — n (10-9)
where n <  1.
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In an autotransformer as in a conventional transformer, 
the transformer size is solely determined by the transformed 
power St . As has been shown in Sec. 9-1, the transformer 
size is proportional to S1/4. For an ordinary transformer, 
iS't =  S . For an autotransformer, ST =  iS^a) =  (1 — n) S. 
Accordingly, given the same power rating, an autotrans
former will be smaller in size and less expensive to make.

An autotransformer becomes more attractive as its trans
formation ratio n differs progressively less from unity. 
For example, when n =  0.9, the transformed power decre
ases ten-fold, whereas when tz =  0.1, it is about the same 
as that of an ordinary transformer. This is the reason why it 
is common practice to make autotransformers with n ran
ging between 0.5 and 1. In such cases, the relatively more 
expensive insulation on the secondary is more than offset 
by the reduction in the weight of, and the losses in, the 
aut otransf ormer.

Autotransformers are widely used to power domestic 
appliances and control-system units and come in sizes 
from 10 to under 1 000 VA. In the Soviet Union, they are 
common in high-voltage power transmission lines where 
they are used to tie networks operating at closely spaced 
voltages, namely 110 and 220 kV, 220 and 500 kV, and 330 
and 750 kV. The overall capacity of such autotransformers 
runs into hundreds of megavolt-amperes.

Autotransformers may be used to both step up and step 
down the applied voltage. For example, the autotransformer 
in Fig. 10-7 will step down the applied voltage, if the load 
is connected to receive V , and power input comes from a net
work at V'.

Apart from single-phase, two-winding autotransformers 
(Fig. 10-9a), power systems often employ three-phase, two- 
winding autotransformers (Fig. 10-9c), and also single
phase (Fig. 10-96) and three-phase (Fig. 10-9d) three-wind
ing autotransformers. The standard winding connections 
and phase displacement groups used in the Soviet Union for 
autotransformers are listed in Fig. 10-9. Auto-connected 
single-phase windings are denoted by Iauto, whereas star- 
connected three-phase autowindings, with the neutral 
available for connection, are denoted by Yn< auto-

Autotransformers may constitute an electric hazard, 
especially when 1 hi 1, because of direct connection
between the HV network at Vr and the LV network at
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V <CF'. In the absence of grounding, the voltage between 
the LV conductors and ground is F72, which appears owing 
to capacitive coupling between the HV wires and ground.

H V a n d  L V  H V  a n d  M V  L V
A a  X  A A A m X a  x  A CL

HV a n d  LV  
0 A a  B b  C c

B

Yn j  a u to (0)

HV a n d  M V  L V

Fig. 10-9 Winding connections and phase displacement groups for 
auto transformers

For example, if an autotransformer were used to step down 
from 3 kV to 220 V, the voltage between the 220-V wires 
and ground would be 3/2 =  1.5 kV. This is why applicable 
safety codes guard against using autotransformers with 
1 hi >  2,
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The use of autotransformers with n «  1 runs into certain 
difficulties because fairly heavy short-circuit currents are 
likely to develop. If an autotransformer is energized with 
V' on the HV side (Fig. 10-7) and a short-circuit occurs on 
the LV side, V would reduce to zero, and winding 1 of the 
autotransformer would be short-circuited. At the same 
time, the voltage across winding 2 would rise from V2 to 
V', and this would lead to a further increase in the short- 
circuit currents. On setting V =  - 7 j  =  0 in Eqs. (10-5) 
and (10-6), let us determine the steady-state short-circuit 
current in winding 2:

/ sc2 =  F'/Zsc21 =  (V2/Zsc21) (V'/V2) =  / 8C2, T/(l -  n) (10-10) 
where
Z8C21 =  short-circuit impedance with winding 1 short-cir

cuited and with the supply voltage applied to 
winding 2

I BC2t t =  V2IZSC21 is the short-circuit current in winding 2 
with V2 impressed on winding 2.

It is seen from Eq. (10-10) that the short-circuit current 
in winding 2 of an autotransformer is V'/V2 =  1/(1 — n) 
times the short-circuit current of a conventional transformer 
used to transfer energy from a network at V2 into a network 
at Vlt The closer is n to unity, the larger the short-circuit 
currents, / sc2 and J 8Cl =  n21I sc2, and the more dangerous 
are their consequences.

II Transformers in Parallel

11-1 Use of Transformers in Parallel

Parallel connection of several transformers is widely used 
in electrical systems. In many cases, it is the only way to 
convey large blocks of power over large distances. Several 
transformers operating in parallel at a major substation 
cannot be replaced by a single unit of the same total power 
rating, because it would be prohibitively large and unwieldy 
both to manufacture and move it to its permanent location.

Even at not so large substations, the use of several trans
formers operating in parallel offers a more convenient way 
to tackle the problems of reliability and plant expansion.
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Should any unit fail, the remaining ones will still be ope
rable and take up the load previously carried by the faulty 
transformer. In the meantime, the failing transformer can 
be replaced by a standby unit whose cost will undoubtedly 
be small in comparison with that of all the installed trans
formers. Also, if a substation has a sufficiently large number 
of transformers, it is always possible to combine in parallel 
as many of them as may be necessary for optimal load sharing 
and energy conversion at a minimal loss (see Sec. 6-3).

The choice of a number of transformers to be operated in 
parallel is both an engineering and an economic problem in 
optimization. In this problem, the variables to be optimi
zed are the total cost of manufacture and operation of the 
installed transformers. An important point to bear in mind 
is that the cost of the energy lost and the cost of manufac
ture decrease] with the increase in per unit rating, whereas 
the redundancy cost increases.

11-2 Procedure for Bringing Transformers 
in for Parallel Operation

To avoid likely errors, the transformers to be operated in 
parallel must be interconnected at identically marked termi
nals. An example of two transformers connected for parallel

Fig. 11-1 Parallel operation of two 1/1-0 single-phase, two-winding 
transformers

operation is shown in Fig. 11-1. As is seen, the identically 
marked terminals of transformers a and (3 (Aa and A p, X a 
and X p, aa and a p, xa and a.p) are respectively connected to 
the same bus.
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Let us formulate the rules for paralleling two transform
ers, with their load Z disconnected (that is, with switch 
S 2 open). Obviously, the primary terminals of the two trans
formers, namely A a, A$, X a, and X p, may be connected 
in the above way to the input network without having to 
meet any additional requirements. After the primaries are 
connected for Fx = Vla =  F2(3, the voltages existing bet
ween the disconnected secondary terminals aaxa and a pxp 
will be as follows:

V 2a =  E%a =  Vla/n12a =  &l J n12a
and

^2P =  -®2P =  ^lp/72’12P =  -®1P^12P
Terminals xa and x$ may be commoned without running 
any risk. However, commoning terminals aa and a p may 
give rise to an emf across switch S ±

=  -®2a ■S>2P (11-1)
Commoning terminals aa and a p will not give rise to any 
circulating currents in the windings only if

■®A =  E2a ^2p =  0
or when the secondary emfs are the same

&2a = -̂ 2p
For this to happen, the transformers to be brought in for 
parallel operation must meet the following requirements:

1. Have the same transformation ratio. If n12a =  n12P and 
v la = f 1p, the secondary emfs  ̂ will be] the same, E 2a 
=  E 2 p.

2. Fall in the same phase displacement {clock figure) group.
If so, N a =  iVp =  AT, the secondary emfs, E 2a and i?2P, 
will be turned through the same phase angle relative to the
identical primary emfs, Ela = i?ip =  —Fi, and will 
therefore be in phase

Eza =  (E i J n 12a) exp (jBN)
=  (^ip/«i2p) exp (jQN) =  E %B

The above requirements are also applicable to three-phase 
transformers. When they are brought in for parallel opera
tion, connections must be made between the identically
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marked line and neutral terminals (Aa and A p, B a and 5p, 
Ca and Cp, aa and a p, ba and 6p, ca and cp, Oa and Op). 
If this condition is met, the secondary line emfs will be iden
tical in both magnitude and phase.

11-3 Circulating Currents Due to
a Difference in Transformation Ratio

Consider two 1/1-0 single-phase transformers a  and p. If 
their transformation ratios are not the same, n12a ^  n12$,
and i A =̂= 0, the circulating currents / la , J ip, / 2a, and 
/ 2p which will appear in the windings upon closure of 
switch Si, can be estimated on neglecting the magnetizing
currents ( /0a =  / oP) and writing the equations for transfor
mers a  and p (see Sec. 3-3) for the positive directions shown 
in Fig. 11-1:

Via =  —-Ela ^ la r ia t  V 2cl =  ■̂ 2a -^2a^2a (11-2)

Fip =  —i?ip +  Ap^lpJ V 2 p =  ^ P  ^2P^2P
where

• • • •
i? la  =  B 2 a n 1 2aJ  -®ip =  -®2PW12P

^2a =  A a7Z12a» ^2P =  Ap^l2P
Also, we must consider what happens when the two trans

formers are brought in parallel while the load is disconnect
ed (switch S 2 is open and I 2 = 0):

Vi  =  ^1P =  V V 2 = V2a = F 2p (11-3)

II =  I  la -TlP> 1 2.0L "f“ -̂ 2P =  ̂ 2 = 0

Solving Eqs. (11-2) and (11-3) for the secondary circulating 
current I 2a = — / 2P gives

12a— 2̂P — ^2 (n12fi n12a)
,112P̂SC 8+ wi2a^sc

(11-4)

where ZsCp =  Z2P +  ^ip/^i2p and ZsCa =  Z2a +  Zla/n]oa 
are the short-circuit impedances of the two transformers, 
when the functions of the windings are reversed.
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Using Eqs. (11-4) and (11-2), we can readily establish
the relationship between the voltages V2 = V2a =  y 2p and 

that exist after switch Si is closed

where w21p

v ±= - y  

1/^120, n«

?sc a~l~̂ so 0 
% sc  a « 2 ip  +  ̂ scPn 2iP 

2 1a  =  1/rcI 2 a i  and for Zsea

(11-5)

=  2 SC p

y x =  - v 2/m21 (h-6)
where n21 =  (w21a +  w21p)/2 is the mean transformation 
ratio.

If the difference in transformation ratio between the 
two transformers is small {n12J n 12$ «  1),

*̂ 2a =  -̂ 20 ^  -®a/(^scP Zsca)
where

E & =  E 2a — 7?20 =  -®1 (l/W-12a ^^120) ^  ^2 (Aw) (11-7)
is the difference between the secondary emfs given by 
Eq. (11-1), An is the per-unit difference in transformation 
ratio, and w12 is the mean transformation ratio.

The circulating currents defined by Eq. (11-4) and appear
ing at the rated primary voltage^ yi =  V1% Rl when V2 
«  y2iRl can conveniently be expressed in per-unit, taking 
the rated current of, say, transformer a  as the base quan-
tity:

^ * c a  ^  - ^ a a ^ 2 a . R 7\a/ / lai R
«  Anl(vBCi a  +  y s c p £ a , R I S  p, r )

where
y sca  = *^2a, R-^sca/1^2a, R

y sc0 = ^ 20 ,  r Z sC0 / ^ 2 0 . R

are the impedance voltages of the two transformers, and
^a. R =  -^2a,Rl^2a,R 
S  0. R =  -^20, R ^ 2 0 ,  R

are the power ratings (rated powers) of the two trans
formers.

It follows from Eq. (11-8) that even with a small diffe
rence in the transformation ratio, the circulating currents 
may be comparable in magnitude with the rated currents of
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the paralleled [transformers. For example, when'iSa ,R/Sp,|R 
=  ŝca =  ŝcp =  0.05, and An =  0.05, the circulating 
current will be

/ c =  J a/ / 2r =  0.05/(2 X 0.05) =  0.5 per-unit
To avoid hazardous circulating currents, the transform

ers to be paralleled may differ in their transformation 
ratios by not more than 0.005.

11-4 Load Sharing Between Transformers 
in Parallel

If paralleled transformers meet all the requirements, no 
circulating currents will be flowing in their windings when 
the load is disconnected.

Let us load the paralleled transformers by closing switch 
S 2 (see Fig. 11-1) and see how the load current will be

Fig. 11-2 Equivalent circuit of two transformers in parallel oper
ation

shared. This can be done by reference to the equivalent cir
cuit in Fig. 11-2. In fact, it is a combination of the equiva
lent circuits for transformers a  and p, as given in Fig. 6-1.

The currents in the parallel branches formed by the 
short-circuit impedances of the transformers

^ s c a  =  2 i a  +  =  ^ s c a  ®XP  (7T sea)

Zscp =  ^ip +  ^ 2^ 2 P =  Z scp exp (/CPscp) 
are inversely proportional to the impedances

■^la^ip =  ^scp/^sca =  (^ scp ^sca) exP (/^Tsc) (11-9)
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rfhe sum of the currents gives the load current

I  =  h a  +  h a

If the paralleled transformers are fully identical and their 
short-circuit impedances are the same in magnitude, Zsca 
=  Zsc 3, and in phase angle, cpsca =  cpscp, then each trans
former will carry half the total current

i i a =  / xp =  i j  2
If the short-circuit impedances are the same in magnitu

de, but differ in phase angle, tpsca <C (pscp, then

h a  =  h &  exp (;'Acpsc)
and the current phasor diagram looks like one shown in 
Fig. 11-2. Each transformer carries a current given by

/ i a =  =  Ii/2 cos (A(psc/2)
which is 1/cos (A(psc/2) times the current I'J2 existing when 
the load is shared equally. Fortunately, even with the lar
gest possible value of cpscp (about 90°) and the least possible 
value of cpSC(X (about 60°), their difference is about 30°, 
and the resultant overload does not exceed

1/cos (Acpsc/2) <  1/cos (3072) =  1.03
Therefore, the overload due to a difference in cpsc may be 
neglected, and consideration should only be given to the 
difference in magnitude between the short-circuit impedan
ces. It follows from Eq. (11-9) that the current magnitudes 
are inversely proportional to the magnitudes of the short- 
circuit impedances

-̂ laZ-̂ ip =  ^scp/^sca
Simple manipulations give 

(A«//ip) (Vu n/VltB)
_  Zsopi~ip,R 71>R Aa.R^i.R

r-f

1

^ s c ,  a - ^ i a ,  R  A p , R ^ i ,  R

Noting that
W i . R  _

^ a ^ a . R  =  =  - ^ : Ha
^ i a , R F i , R

and
^ s c a A a , R / l ^ l ,  H usca
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we can readily find that per-unit loads on the paralleled 
transformers, 5*a and 5*p, are inversely proportional to 
the impedance voltages, usca and yscp:

=  ^scp/^sca (11-10)
If yscp =  ysca» the per-unit load is about the same on 

either of the paralleled transformers, and each is being 
utilized to full advantage. If one carries its rated per-unit 
load, 5*a =  1, the other, too, will carry its rated per-unit 
load, 5*p =  1.

If, say, z;SC0 >  vsca, transformer (3 will be under-loaded, 
although transformer a  is carrying its rated load

S * P  =  (VSCJV scp) <  1
Conversely, if transformer (3 is carrying its rated load, 
transformer a  will be overloaded

=  (y sc p /y BCa) P I

This is the reason why the transformers to be paralleled 
must have identical relative impedance voltages. (In prac
tice, the maximum difference is allowed to be as high as 
10% . )

12 Three-Phase Transformers 
Under Unbalanced Load

12-1 Causes of Load Unbalance

In the preceding sections, we discussed three-phase trans
formers operated in networks with symmetrical voltages 
and balanced loads. Unfortunately, an ideally balanced load 
is practically nonexistent in power systems, and there is 
always some degree of unbalance present. This unbalance 
increases with increasing power rating of single-phase loads 
drawing their power from three-phase systems, and is espe
cially pronounced under abnormal conditions, such as two- 
and single-phase faults to ground, failure of one of the pha
ses, and the like.

To form a reliable estimate of the unbalance that may be 
tolerated in an operating system, we need a mathematical 
description of what happens in a transformer in the case of 
an unbalanced load.
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In the most general case, a transformer may be not only
carrying unbalanced secondary line currents / fltllne, ^&,iine
(and I  Ctline, but also operating from a network with unba- '  ̂ • • •
lanced line voltages Va b , Vbc, and 7CA. To obtain a 
complete picture of the events taking place in such a case,
'we must determine the phase secondary currents I a, I b,
and I c (if the secondary is delta-connected), phase and
line primary currents I A, I b , I c and / Afllne, I b,line* {came 
(the latter only if the primary is delta-connected), primary
phase voltages V A, V B, and V c (the primary is star-connect-

• • •
pd), secondary phase and line voltages Va, Vb, V c and
Vab, Vbc, Vca (the latter only if the secondary is star-con
nected).

•Most commonly, these quantities are found by the method 
qf symmetrical (phase-sequence) components. By this meth
od, an unsymmetrical (unbalanced) set of phase voltages, 
currents or fluxes is resolved into symmetrical systems equal 
in number to the number of phases and formed by the res
pective components in the positive, negative and zero phase 
sequences.

An important point to bear in mind is that the phase 
sequence in the supply network has no bearing on what hap
pens in a transformer under balanced load contitions. This 
implies that its winding impedances for the negative-phase- 
sequence (NPS) currents do not differ from those for the 
positive-phase-sequence (PPS) currents, Zx, Z2 and Z0 
(see Chap. 8). Special treatment is only needed for zero- 
phas.e-sequence (ZPS) currents.

12-2 Transformation of Unbalanced Currents

(i) Star-Connected Secondary

" With the secondary star-connected, the specified unbalanced
line currents 70i llne, I b line, and 7C llne are, at the same 

r time, phase currents

I  cl la , line* Ib =  I  b,\inei I  c = I  ct line
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The phase secondary currents may be represented as sums 
of symmetrical current components, namely, PPS currents

l a  1 =  ( l a  +  a2h  +  al  c)/3

/ 6i = / a i a 2 ( i2' 1)

h i  ~  I a l a

NPS currents
I  a2 =  ( I  a +  a * h  +  d l  c) / 3

{b2 =  {atfl (1.2-2)
I  c2 h l ^

where a =  exp (/2ax/3), and ZPS currents

h o  = h o  = ho = ( h  + h +  h ) l  3 (12-3)
How a set of phase currents is resolved into symmetrical 

components is illustrated in Fig. 12-1.

Fig. 12-1 Resolution of an unbalanced system of currents into sym
metrical components

The neutral wire of a Yn-connected winding carries a cur
rent

i n = i a +  h + h  =  3 i ao (12-4)
As is seen, this current is three times the ZPS current.

Assuming that the system (network) is linear and neglect
ing the magnetizing currents in comparison with the load 
currents, we may deal with the transformation of each of 
the symmetrical systems individually.
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The relationship between the PPS primary and secondary 
currents has been established in Sec. 3-7. It has been shown 
that whatever the connection of the secondary and primary 
windings,

i i  = - / ;  +  i 0 «
This equation may be written for any of the three phases, 
using the notation adopted for an unbalanced load:

h i  =  i n i  =  - h „  i c i  = - 4  (12-5)

where J  and f Cl are the secondary currents referred
to the primary side.*

Because the phase sequence in a transformer is of no im
portance, the relationship between the NPS secondary and 
primary currents will be the same

*Ta2 =  — â2’ h %  ~  I b 2 y I C 2  =  —I c2 (12-6)
This relation may be extended to ZPS currents in cases 

where they can flow in the primary winding, that is, when 
the primary is star-connected, with the neutral brought 
out, or delta-connected:

h o  =  - h o  =  h o  =  - h  =  h o  =  - h  (12-7)
Thus, when the primary is connected in a Yn or A, its 

phase currents are equal to the corresponding secondary 
phase currents:

h = hi +  IA 2 +  ÂO =  —(h +  h  +  h) = —I’a
h = -h  (12-8)

h  =  - i ' c
When the primary is connected in a Yn, its line currents 

do not differ from its phase currents

■^A.llne =  -^n.llne =  -^C,line =  ^C

* Equation (12-4) and all the other equations in this section are 
written for the winding connections where the identically marked 
phase windings (4 and a, B and b, C and c) are wound on the same leg.
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and the current in the neutral wire

/y  =  37ao =  —3 /a0 =  —I n

is equal to the referred current in the neutral wire on the 
secondary side.

In a delta-connected primary, the line currents do not 
contain ZPS components

• • • • • •
■^A.llne =  I A  I B  =  i^ A l  “I" I A 2  -^Ao)

— ( I  51 +  I  B 2  +  I  B o )

=  (-^Al +  ^A2) — ( I  B1  +  I B 2)

=  — (I 'a l  +  I 'a 2 )  +  (I 'b i  +  ^62) (12-9)

The ZPS current I A0 has its path completely around the 
delta and does not appear in the line wires (Fig. 12-2).

~±{L  ̂ ****** -[IgTliJ ______  Q

“o

****** laOJ

___ A0 (U;i'a*)
a

______ o * Ijb

- Cc — . ______ f t ___ B J i ’c-i'no) ______ 6 o

_ j T ^  ̂ ifT^iao C
c 0

n n

A

■y

M

ziL
z*L
-I'n

. ___ aj . .
*6 Ij ^  h,llne=Ib~Ic
T Ol . .
/cL̂ rv% Mine^r1*

Fig. 12-2 Transformation of unbalanced currents by various winding 
connections

In a star-connected primary, there is no neutral wire 
that might carry ZPS currents. Therefore, no ZPS currents 
are induced into the primary

I A0 =  l N/ 3 =  (IA + I B +  J c)/3 =  0
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and the phases of this winding only carry PPS and NPS 
currents

I A  —  1 ( A )  —  I a I  +  I a 2 —  l a i  I a 2

= ~(Ia -  ho)
■ ■ • * • j j

I B  =  I (  B) =  I B 1  "4" I B 2  =  Ibx I b 2

-T(a)

( 12- 10)

= - i [ b) = - ( r h - r a o)
As follows from the foregoing, whatever the form of connec

tion, the PPS and NPS currents are transformed identical
ly. Therefore, it appears reasonable to treat separately only 
the ZPS phase currents, and to lump together the PPS and 
NPS currents

I  a — h a )  +  ^aO

where 7(a) =  7al +  I a2 is the PPS and NPS currents in 
phase a, shown by the dashed line in Fig. 12-1.

(ii) Delta-Connected Secondary
When the secondary is connected in a delta, the specified

line currents always sum to zero
• • •

-^ajine “1“ -^b,line “1“ -^c.line ®

Because the line currents are the differences of phase cur
rents

I  a, line ^a ^b, -^b.line ^b ' ^  ci -^c.line ^ c ^a
(12- 11)

and the phase currents do not contain ZPS components and 
sum to zero

I a +  I b +  I c =  3 I a0 =  0 (12-12)
we may write the phase currents in terms of the line cur
rents

I  a =  Chatline -^ctllne)^3 

^b =  (^b ,line ‘ -^atllne)^3 

=  (-^c.llne -^bJlDe)^

(12-13)
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Graphically, the phase currents are defined by the centroid 
of a line-current triangle, lying at the intersection of its 
medians. As will be recalled from school mathematics, the

Fig. 12-3 Determining the phase currents i n a delta-connected windnig

intersection of the medians in a triangle lies two-thixds . f̂ 
the way from its apexes (see Fig. 12-3).

Because the secondary phase currents do not contain any 
ZPS currents, they are fully transformed into the primary, 
no matter how it i3 connected (see Fig. 12-2):

When the primary is star-connected with its neutral 
brought out, .

12-3 Magnetic Fluxes and EMFs under 
Unbalanced Load Conditions

Under unbalanced load conditions, the total magnetic 
flux may, in a linear approximation, be visualized as the 
superposition of the fluxes set up by PPS, NPS and 2PS 
currents (Fig. 12-4). r .1

The balance between the PPS primary currents'.(7^!,
I _bi, / C1) and the PPS secondary currents (7al, / bl; 4 el) 
is never complete. The unbalanced fractions of the PPS
primary currents, which are the magnetizing currents \t,Ai

I a, Lin 

a

I N — 3 / A0 — 3 / ao — 0
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• • • f • •
+  /ai» I B 1  +  > ^ci +  / cii give rise to a balanced set of
PPS fluxes 6 A1, d>B1, and <j)ci (see Fig.|12-4). This sys
tem of fluxes has all the properties of fluxes in three-phase

Fig, 12-4 Balanced components of magnetic fluxes and emfs under an 
unbalanced load

transformers under a balanced load (see Sec. 4-1). What is 
especially important is that these fluxes sum to zero.

® A 1  "1" ^ B 1  +  <t>Cl =  0

So, they are free to traverse a closed path in any form of 
magnetic circuit.

The same goes for the systems of NPS currents in the 
primary winding ( /A2, I bh Icz) and in the secondary wind
ing (I a2, / b2, / c2). They, too, are not completely balanced 
and form a symmetrical set of NPS fluxes (see Fig. 12-4)

®A2 +  ^52  +  ^02 =  0

In contrast, the ZPS fluxes established by the ZPS cur
rents and their paths substantially~depend’on how the wind
ings are connected and the form of the magnetic circuit.

As has already been explained in Sec. 7-3, the ZPS fluxes 
have their paths completed within the magnetic circuit 
only in the core-and-shell (five-leg core) type of transformer 
and also in a three-phase bank of single-phase transform- 
erg. In a core-type transformer (see Fig. 12-4), the in-phase
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ZPS fluxes
® A 0  =  ® B 0  ~  ® C 0  =

have their paths outside the magnetic circuit and within 
the nonmagnetic gaps, tank sides, and ferromagnetic struc
tural parts.

Because the gaps offer a high opposition, the ZPS fluxes 
in a core-type transformer are markedly smaller than they 
are in a five-leg core-type transformer or in a bank of trans
formers (with the same mmf, i a 0^2)-

The ZPS fluxes are especially strong when the ZPS cur
rents flowing in a star-connected secondary with its neutral 
brought out are not balanced by the currents in the primary, 
which usually happens when the latter is star-connected 
with no neutral wire available (see Fig. 12-4).

As with PPS and NPS currents, it appears reasonable to 
lump together the PPS and NPS fluxes and to treat separa
tely only the ZPS fluxes:

6 A =  6 ( a) +  6 0, 6 B =  6 (b) +  6 0, 6 C =  6 (c) +  6„

where 6 (A) =  6 A1 +  6 A2, 6 (B) =  6 B1 +  6 B2, and
6 ( 0  =  6 C1 +  6 C2 are the sums of the PPS and NPS 
fluxes.

Sinusoidal PPS and NPS fluxes induce in the primary 
phases the mutual emfs of positive and negative phase se
quences [see Eq. (3-7)]:

E{A) ~  Ea \ +  E A2 = — 7 (to/ V  2) W>iO(A) ~  E(a)
_  . (12-14)

E(b) =  E bi +  E m =  — / (0)/]/ 2) Wi&ib) = E(b)

where E{n) = E ^ w j w ^  is the PPS and NPS mutual emf of 
phase a referred to the primary side.

Sinusoidal ZPS fluxes induce in the primary phases mutu
al emfs of zero phase sequence (see Fig. 12-4):

Ea 0 -  - i (c0/ V 2) U7j60 =  Ea0 (12-15)
m •

where E ' a0 =  E a0w jw 2 is the ZPS mutual secondary emf 
referred to the primary side.

The ZPS mutual emf may be expressed in terms of the
ZPS currents 7o0 setting up the ZPS flux 6 0 (the ZPS flux
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needs to be treated separately only when the primary is 
star-connected and it carries no ZPS current, as in Fig. 12-4)

Ea o =  -Z 6 o /;0 (12-16)
where
Z'qo =  i?oo +  y-X'oo Is the mutual impedance to ZPS cur

rents
Xqq =  (qw*A00 is the ZPS mutual reactance proportional to 

the permeance for the ZPS flux 
i?oo =  resistive component of the mutual impedance, due 

the hysteresis and eddy-current losses in the ferro
magnetic structural parts, associated with the sinu
soidal ZPS fluxes.

Because I a0 is the magnetizing current for the ZPS fluxes, 
Eq. (12-16) is written by analogy with Eq. (3-7) defining
the relation between J 0 and E lm

12-4 Dissymmetry of the Primary Phase 
Voltages under Unbalanced Load

The equations defining the primary phase voltages under 
unbalanced load are written by analogy with those for the
balanced load conditions, Eqs. (3-13). The mutual emf E1 
is replaced by the mutual phase emf which is the sum of
the PPS and NPS emfs, and the ZPS emf, E A0 = E B0
=  E co:

Va =  —E(A) E a o +  Z±f A

V B =  — E(b)  — E a  o +  Z-J B (12-17)

V c =  —E(C) — E aq +  Z J C
The primary line voltages VAB, VBc and VCa -> which are 

in the general case unbalanced, are specified in advance.
When the primary is delta-connected, the primary phase 

voltages are the same as the specified line voltages and 
need not be determined. Also, the ZPS current I AQ around
the delta balances the secondary ZPS currents, and E A0 
in Eq. (12-17) vanishes.

When the line voltages are symmetrical, the phase voltages 
in a delta-connected primary are likewise symmetrical.
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When the primary is star-connected with its neu
tral wire isolated, the specified line voltages are the diffe
rences of the respective primary phase voltages

K b = V b - V a (12-18)

V b c  =  V c ~ V b

Also, adding together the right- and left-hand sides of 
Eqs. (12-17) and recalling that the emfs and currents con
taining no ZPS currents sum to zero

E(a) +  E{b) +  E{c) =  (EA1 +  Ebi  +  Eci)
+  (^A2 +  E  B 2  +  E C 2 ) =  0 

• • • • ■ •
1 ( A )  +  1 ( B )  +  1 ( C )  ~  CTai +  I B 1  +  I  C l )

+  (-^A2 +  I B 2  +  I C i )  ~  0 

we obtain an important equation

Va +  V b +  V c =  - 3  E ao = 3ra0Z'00 (12-19)
Subtracting the second line in Eqs. (12-18) from the first 

and recalling Eq. (12-19), we get

VAB -  V BC =  —(7A + V B + V c) +  3 7 B 

=  3 (EA0 +  V b)

V b =  {VA b F bc)/3 -  E ao =  7 (b) -  E A0
and by analogy,

V c =  (V b c  ~  7 Ca)/3 -  E A0 =  7 (c) -  E A0, etc. (12-20)

Here, 7 (B) and 7 (c) are the phase voltages with no ZPS cur
rent flowing in the secondary, that is, when I a0 =  0 and

E* Aq =  ZqoLo =  0
As is seen from Fig. 12-5, the phase voltages 7 (A), 7 (B),

and 7 (o  are directed away from the centroid of the line- 
voltage triangle, N,  towards its apexes [see also Eq. (12-13) 
and Fig. 12-3 for phase currents].
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When the line voltages form a symmetrical set, V a b

=  Vsc ~  an(l there is no ZPS current flowing in
the secondary, I ao =  0, the primary phase voltages are 
likewise symmetrical

7(a> =  V(b) = V{c) = Va = V b = V c

The appearance of ZPS currents (Ja0 =̂= 0) causes the cen
troid of the line-voltage triangle to shift by a distance E0

(from point N  to point N  0) 
and upsets the balance of the 
phase voltages. Now, even if 
the primary line voltages are 
balanced the phase voltages 
will be unbalanced, 
V b ¥=Vc.

In core-type transformers, 
the primary phase voltages 
are distorted considerably 
less, because the reluctance 
to the ZPS fluxes is many 
times that existing in a five- 
leg core (shell-and-core) type 
or in banks of single-phase 
transformers.

It follows from Eq. (12-20) that the unbalance of the 
phase voltages may arise from the dissymmetry of the line 
voltages even though there are no ZPS currents flowing. As 
regards the symmetry of phase voltages, it is preferable to 
connect the primary in a delta, because, given symmetrical 
line voltages, the phase voltages will not be distorted even 
when the secondary carries a ZPS current.

Fig. 12-5 Phasor diagram for 
primary voltages under an un
balanced load

12-5 Dissymmetry of the Secondary
Voltages under Unbalanced Load

The equations defining the secondary voltages may be writ
ten by analogy with Eq. (3-19) applicable to balanced load.
The referred mutual emf E'2 = E 1 is replaced by E[a) =  E{a)
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(12-21)

• • • •
or E (JB)1 and 2?(c), ancl also E'aQ =  E A0:

— =  —#(A) — ^AO +

— V'b = —2?(b) — ^AO +  Z'/fc, e^C*
Eliminating the emfs between the above equations by 

invoking Eq. (12-17), we can express the secondary phase 
voltages directly in terms of the primary phase voltages:

—V’a = VA -  Z J A +  z'2ra 

- V ‘b = V B -  z J B +Z'J 'b, etc.
(12-22)

It may be added that Eqs. (12-22) are applicable to any 
form of primary and secondary winding connection.

If the primary is delta-connected and the secondary is 
star-connected with its neutral brought out, the ZPS se
condary current 7a0 is balanced, from a magnetic point ot
view, by the primary ZPS current I A0 flowing around the 
delta, there is no ZPS flux, and the primary currents are 
equal to the respective secondary currents referred to the 
primary side:

I a =  I , “ 1“  ^ A 2  ~\~ I  A O  —  — - ^ o i  —  I a 2  Ia O  —  I a

Now the referred secondary phase voltage differs from the 
primary phase voltage by a relatively small voltage drop 
across the short-circuit impedance (as under balanced-load 
conditions)

—Va = v A + z scra 

- r b = v B + Zsch
(12-23)

where Zsc = Zx +  Z' is the short-circuit impedance.
When the specified primary line voltages are symmetrical, 

the primary phase voltages are, as already noted, likewise 
symmetrical, and the dissymmetry in the secondary phase 
voltages due to a dissymmetry in the currents is relatively 
small.
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Equations (12-23) may be used to determine the second
ary voltages also when the primary is star-connected, and 
the secondary is delta-connected (a Y/A transformer), be
cause then the secondary and primary currents contain no 
ZPS currents (JA0 =  I a0 =  0). In the circumstances, the 
primary and secondary currents balance themselves as well

I A  =  I A 1  +  I  AT, =  — —  I 'a 2  =  — I 'a

I b = - l b

i c  =
whereas the ZPS flux and the ZPS emf reduce to zero. There
fore, [see Eq. (12-20)1 the primary phase voltages are 
determined by the position of the centroid of the line- 
voltage triangle

VA = V{Ah V b = ViBh Vc = F(C)
and, given symmetrical line voltages, are themselves symme
trical, and Eq. (12-22) reduces to Eq. (12-23).

The ZPS currents I a0 may cause a more noticeable dissym
metry in the primary and secondary phase voltages when 
the primary is star-connected and the secondary is star- 
connected with its neutral brought out, and there is no 
ZPS current flowing in the primary [see Eq. (12-10)]:

* * * * " / * /  Tf
IA =  1(A) = IA1 +  IA 2 =  -̂ ai I  a2 =

I'a =  lax  +  I'a2 +  I'aQ =  ^(a) +  ^aO

In view of Eqs. (12-10) and (12-20), we may re-write 
Eqs. (12-22) as

— V'a =  (F(A) +  i'aiZsc) +  i'a2ZSc +  I'aoZ'n

— Vb = (V(B) +  I'biZsc) +  Ib2Zsc +  I'aoZ'n, etc.
where Z'n =  Z '0 +  Z' is the ZPS impedance of the second
ary referred to the primary side.

When the primary line voltages are symmetrical, V(A),
y iB) and y (c) are likewise symmetrical, and the dissym
metry is related to the voltage drops due to the ZPS cur
rents {IazZsci 1'bT.Zsci I'ctZsz) and the ZPS currents, IaQZ'n.
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As is seen from Fig. 12-6, the voltage drops due to the
PPS currents (I'atZsc, ibiZsc, I'n^sc) do not lead to a voltage 
unbalance.

It is to be noted, however, that even in a core-type trans
former in which the ZPS impedance is relatively small 
(Z*n =  0.3 to 1.0) and only several times the per-unit short- 
circuit impedance (Z*sc =  0.05 to 0.13), the unbalance o*

Fig. 12-6LPhasor diagram of a Y/Yn transformer under an unbalanced 
load (the primary line voltages are balanced)

phase voltages is more noticeable due to ZPS currents than 
to NPS currents of the same magnitude. The effect of ZPS 
currents is especially troublesome in shell-and-core (five-leg 
core) transformers and in banks of Y/Yn transformers. This 
is because the ZPS fluxes have their paths within the 
magnetic circuit in the same manner as the PPS fluxes. 
In such transformers, Z*n =  Z*0 =  10 to 100, so even small 
ZPS currents give rise to a prohibitive dissymmetry of 
phase voltages. This is why the Y/Yn connection ought not 
to be used in shell-and-core (five-leg core) transformers and 
in banks of transformers. In core-type transformers using 
the Y/Yn connection, it is important to limit the ZPS cur
rents.

Subtracting the second line in Eqs. (12-24) from the first, 
we will find that the dissymmetry in the secondary line
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voltages is solely related to the NPS currents

etc.
The dissymmetry of phase voltages due to ZPS currents in 

shell-and-core transformers, banks of transformers, and 
large core-type transformers using the Y/Yn connection can 
be minimized by providing an additional compensating 
delta-connected winding. The ZPS currents induced in the 
delta will damp out ZPS fluxes, thereby substantially re
ducing the unbalance of phase voltages in the main wind
ings. Sometimes, this delta-connected winding is used as 
a tertiary winding and connected to the network. In such a 
case, the delta-connected winding is designed not only to 
balance out ZPS currents, but also to transform some power 
into the network to which it is connected.

12-6 Measurement of the ZPS 
Secondary Impedance

The secondary impedance to ZPS currents is measured by 
producing ZPS currents, I a0 = / ,  in the secondary phases. 
The simplest way to do this is by series-connecting the 
secondary windings into an pen delta (Fig. 12-7a).

Fig. 12-7 Measurement of ZPS impedance:
(a) test set-up; (6) equivalent circuit for ZPS current

Once the voltage, current and active power are measured 
by the instruments connected as shown in the diagram, we 
can readily find the phase impedance to ZPS currents

Zn = V/3I, R n = P/3I2, X n = y Z l - R l
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The reactive component, X ni is the sum of the ZPS mutual 
inductive reactance, X00, and the leakage inductive reactan
ce, X 2, of the secondary:

X n = X 00 + X 2 = co A QqwI +  coA azu>l
where A00 and Act2 are the permeances to the ZPS mutual 
flux and the leakage flux, respectively.

The resistive component of the ZPS mutual impedance, 
R n, is the sum of the ZPS mutual resistance R 00 and the 
secondary resistance R 2:

R n — Roo +  R?
If, in addition to Y/Yn-connectecl windings, a transform

er has one more winding delta-connected, then, relative 
to the ZPS emf, it may be considered short-circuited. The 
ZPS current appearing in the delta, / A, markedly reduces 
the ZPS fluxes and impedance (see Fig. 12-7a). In such a 
case, the ZPS impedance should be measured, with switch S 
closed (see Fig. 12-7ft).

When the delta is open, the ZPS impedance of the second
ary winding (see the equivalent circuit) is

%n = % 2 +  Z00
When the delta is closed, it is substantially reduced to

Z„A =  Z2+  z Ẑ z m «  Z2 +  Z'L <  z n 

because ZA <C Z00.

^  12-7 Single- and Two-Phase 
Unbalanced Loads

Single-phase load, Y/Y0 or Y/A/Yn connection (Fig. 12-8a). 
The quantities specified in advance are the primary line 
voltages VA b = V bc = Vca — Pi,line* an(i load
impedance Z .

Phase a carries a current I a which has its path through 
the load impedance Z. The other phases carry no currents:

h = ic = o
The ZPS current is^found to be

Lo = (I a + h  + /e)/3 =  / a/3
1 1 —0 1 6 9
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The sum of the PPS and .NPS currents in phase a is

h a )  =  % al  +  I a 2  =  A i —  IaO =  2 /0/3 
The currents in the primary winding [see Eq. (12-10)] are

IA  =  ha) =  - 2 / ^ 3

i B =  - r m  =  /£ -  i'ao =  - r j 3 =  i c
The voltage across the load impedance Z and the phase a

Fig. 12-8 Single- and two-phase loads in various types of connection 

[see Eq. (12-24)] is

- V i  = K  +  U'ai +  I'a2) Z8c +  IioZ'n =  -Z 'i'a

where VA = Vnne/3.
. Recalling the relations between currents, the load current 
is found to be

A  =  - 3 V A/(2ZBC +  Z'n +  3Z') . •
or ,

J'a = V 3 VUnJ  | 2Zbc +  z ;  +  3Z' | (12-25)
On setting Z' =  0 in Eq. (12-25), we obtain an equation 
for a single-phase short-circuit; current.

Single-phase load, A/Yn connection/(Fig. 12-86). The 
quantities specified in advance are the primary phase vol-
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tages which are the same as the phase voltages, VA = V CA 
=  V B = VAB =  Vc = V BC =  Fline, and the load impe
dance, | Z |.

The primary currents are given by Eq. (12-10):

iA = i B = i 0 = o
The load voltage is equal to the phase a voltage [see Eq« 
(12-23)1

—V'a = Va +  Z j ' a  = Z'I'a 
The load current is found to be

h  =  VJ(Zs  0 +  Z’)
or

I ’a =  Flillne/1 ZB0 +  Z’ I (12-26)
On setting Z' =  0 in Eq. (12-26), we obtain an equation for
a single-phase short-circuit current (which, in our example,
does not differ from the current flowing in the case of a
balanced three-phase short-circuit).

Two-phase load, Y/Y connection (Fig. 12-8c). Thejquan-
tities specified in advance are the line voltages VAB
=  V Bc =  V CA =  Fllne, and the load impedance Z. Phases

• •
a and b carry a load current I b =  —/ OJ whereas phase c 
carries no current, / c =  0. The primary phase currents defin
ed in Eqs. (12-10) are I A = —I'a =  /£, I B =  — /£,
ic = o.

The load voltage is equal to the line voltage Vab [see 
Eq. (12-23)]:

v* = n  -  K = vA -  vB + zBC (i'a -  h) = zrb
The load current is given by

h = & A -  V b)/(2Zsc +  Z') =  - V abI(2Zbc +  Z') 
or

n  =  Vi,line/1 2Zsc + Z '  I (12-27)

On putting Z' =  0 in Eq. (12-27), we obtain an equation 
for a two-phase short-circuit current.

Two-phase load, A/Y connection. If the primary is delta- 
connected and the load is arranged as shown in Fig. 12-8c,
n*
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the load current may he found from Eq. (12-27).
Noting that in a delta-connected winding VA = V B

=  FiiUne and | VA — V B I =  V 3F1>Une, the magnitude 
of load current is found to be

/6 =  l / 3 F ltllne/ |2 Z sc +  Z '| (12-28)
On putting Z' =  0 in Eq. (12-27), we obtain an equation 

for a two-phase short-circuit current.
Two-phase load, Y/A connection (Fig. 12-8d). The line

load current is / ttillne =  -fCfUne> whereas the line current in 
phase b is zero. According to Eq. (12-13), the secondary 
phase currents are

la  =  (-̂ a, line -^c,line)/3 =  2 /a ilne/3

=  ^a,line/3 
• •

I  c  =  I  a ,  llne^ 3

The load voltage is equal to the phase a voltage, Eq. 
(12-23), or the line voltage Vca\

- K  =  -V ia  =  VA +  Z j ' a =  -IaMneZ'
The load current is given by

/ a.noe =  - V a /(2ZJ3  +  Z')
or

a, line =  Pi.llne/ ( ] /3 |2 Z sc/3 +  Z '|)  (12-29)
On setting Z' =  0 in Eq. (12-29), we obtain an equation 
for a two-phase short-circuit current.

13 Transients in Transformers

13-1 Transients at Switch-On

Each time a change occurs in the load or the primary vol
tage, a transformer does not reach a new steady state until 
all transients die out. Sometimes, the currents accompanying 
the transients may exceed their steady-state values many- 
fold. The winding temperature and the emfs, all of which 
are current-dependent, rise substantially and may even
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exceed the maximum safe values. Obviously, if the designer 
fails to take a proper account of the transients that are li
kely to occur in a transformer, he will not be able to choose 
the correct dimensions, service conditions, and the extent 
of protection needed.

To begin with, let us consider the transients that occur 
when a transformer is just switched on.

Suppose that the secondary winding is open-circuited 
(£2 =  0). At time t = 0, the primary is switched into a 
supply network (or system) with a phase voltage

=  VUm COS (cOf +  \\>)

The transients in the primary circuit of a transformer can 
be described by a nonlinear differential voltage equation

i0R1 +  w1 dO/d t = v1 (13-1)
where i0 is the transient no-load current, O =  /  (i0) 
mutual flux which is a nonlinear function of i0 (see Fig. 2-3).

Since <C u>i d®/df, we may, without committing a 
serious error, write i0 in terms of ® as

iQ =  w^ / L q

where L0 =  const is the mean primary inductance
d(D/df =  =  vjwx (13-2)

The solution of a linear differential equation with con
stant coefficients is the sum of two terms, a free (or transient) 
term and a forced (or steady-state) term. In our case,

®  =  ® t +  ® ss

The transient term
®t =  C exp (—a0t)

is the general solution of a homogeneous equation 
d®/df +  O R JL o = 0

where —R J L 0 = a 0 is a root of the characteristic equation. 
The steady-state term

®ss =  ®m sin (tof +  'll?), where <Dm =  Vlm/<ow1
is the mutual flux ® [see Eq. (2-9)1 which is established in 
the transformer core at no-load and i\ = Vlm cos (cot +  i|>)- 
qhe constant C is determined from initial conditions, ,
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If we neglect the residual flux, ®re8 =  0, then at t = 0 
the flux in the core is zero:

® *=o =  ®t +  ®ss — C -\r ®m sln ^  =  0
Hence,

C =  —®m sin
and

® =  —®m sin i|) exp (—a Qt) +  ®m sin (art +  (13-3)

The worst case at switch-on occurs when =  =trt/2, 
because at t =  0, u1 = 0. In the circumstances, the initial

Fig. 13-1 Variations in the flux and magnetizing current of a trans
former at switch-on; =  — j i / 2, Ocore =  O exp (—a Qt)

value of the transient flux is equal to the peak value ol 
the steady-state flux, C =  =F®m, and, as is seen from 
Fig. 13-1, a half-cycle after switch-on the flux in the core 
rises to a maximum value equal to twice the peak value, 
®max ~  2®m. (By this instant, the transient term subsides 
very little, exp (—a 0jt/co) «  1.)

The current in the winding following switch-on can be 
found graphically from Fig. 13-1, using the magnetization 
curve in Fig. 2-3.*

The maximum switch-on current i0max observed a half
cycle after the onset of the transients may exceed the peak

* The replacement of the nonlinear magnetization curve by a li
near one results in an error in the value of a 0 and the damping of the 
transieitf flu*.
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value of the rated load current

*0, max

This point must be borne immind when adjusting the setting 
of the protective relays and carrying out an open-circuit 
test.

13-2 Transients on a Short-Circuit Across 
the Secondary Terminals

We shall limit ourselves to a balanced (three-phase) short- 
circuit across the secondary terminals of a transformer. 
Suppose that prior to a short-circuit, that is, at £ <  0,.the 
primary was energized with

Vi =  Vj.m cos (at +  1|))
and the secondary was open-circuited.

If we ignore the magnetizing current and deem i± = — i', 
the transients on a short-circuit may be solved, using an 
equivalent circuit for a short-circuited transformer.

Referring to Fig. 5-26, the equivalent circuit of a short- 
circuited transformer contains a resistive component,

Rso =  7?i +  R'2
and an inductive component

x 8C = x t +  x ;
such that
•V' X  J co =  Lqc = L i ' -J- Z/2
; The transients in such a circuit can be described by a 
linear differential equation with constant coefficients, R sc 
"= constant, and . Lsc =  constant:

iW i -1- Lbc dij/di =  i>i (13-4)
whose solution is

h = h,t +  î, ss
The transient term

*t,i =  C exp (—a BCt) 
is the solution of a homogeneous equation 

dzx/d7 +  R qciJ L qq =  0
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where —RsJLsc =  a sc is a root of the characteristic equa
tion.

The steady-state term

1 i , s s  =  1/2 I sc cos (oat +  cp — (psc)
is the particular solution of Eq. (13-4) at t = oo, or the 
steady-state short-circuit current. The amplitude and phase 
of this current can be ascertained from a short-circuit 
equivalent circuit (see Fig. 5-2b):

V 2  I sc =  Flm/y  i?le +  (coLsc)2 =  Vimi IZB0 I
<psc =  arctan (oaLsc/R sc)

The constant C may be defined from initial conditions. 
Prior to the short-circuit, the transformer was running at 
no-load, so (neglecting the no-load current) we may deem 
that at t = 0,

i lt f=o =  —  *=o =  t +  SS

=  C + 1^2 I BC COS (l|5 — cpsc) =  0
Hence,

C =  —1^2 7SC cos (i|) — (Psc)
and the transient current is

h  — — ig =  — l / 2 / sccos(i|) —<p8C)exp( —a scZ)
+  l / 2 / sccos((oi +  (p —(psc) (13-5)

The transient time is in fact the time required for the 
transient current i± t to die out. In time t = l /a sc after the 
onset of the transients, the transient current falls to He 
of its original value. In time 3/asc, it falls to i/e3, or one- 
twentieth of its original value and is practically non-existent.

The time required for the transient component to reduce 
to He of its original value is called the transient time or 
decay modulus, t =  1/a.

For power transformers (see Sec. 3-6),
t sc =  l /a sc =  X SCUoR bc =  0.01 to 0.2 s

that is, the decay modulus increases as the power rating 
of transformers goes up.

An increase in the initial value of the free (transient) 
component leads to an increase in the short-circuit current.
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A short-circuit is most severe if it occurs when = (psc or 
=  <Psc +  Jt- In such cases, the initial value of the free 

component is equal to the peak value of the forced compo
nent

~V 2 I  COS (l|) T sc) == H” 1 /  2 I  s c

The waveforms of short-circuit currents when i|) =  cpsc +  jx 
are shown in Fig. 13-2. The currents in the windings attain

Fig. 13-2 Variations in transformer current during transients follow
ing a short-circuit on the secondary side (ip =  tpsc -f- ji)

their maximum values a half-cycle after the onset of the 
transients

^1, max =  I ^2 I max =  V  2  I  s c  [1 e x P ( —  Jl/cOTsc)]

Dividing this current by the peak rated current and as
suming that the primary voltage is at its rated value, we get

h ,  m a J  V  2 / j ,  R =  ( /SC/ / H) [1 +  exp ( — J[/tOTsc)]

=  (1 /^ sc )  r i +  exp ( —jx/toxsc)] (13-6)
where usc is the per-unit short-circuit current.

In power transformers, the maximum short-circuit current 
may be as high as

*i, m a x /  V  2 / r  =  25 to 15 per unit (13-7)
(The larger values apply to transformers of lower power 
ratings.)
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A transformer must be designed so that a short-circuit 
would not put it out of service or cut down its service life.

In choosing the winding design and clamping arrange
ment, preference should be given to those preventing the 
damage that the electromagnetic forces might do to the 
windings during a short-circuit. The point is that the pri
mary and secondary windings of a transformer carry currents 
flowing in opposite directions. On a short-circuit, ilt max 
and i2, max are many times the rated values. The electro
magnetic forces arising from the interaction of the oppositely 
directed currents in the primary and secondary tend to 
compress the turns in the inner winding and to expand the 
turns in the outer winding. The electromagnetic forces 
arising from the interaction of currents flowing in the same 
direction in the turns of each of the windings tend to compress 
the windings in height.

During a short-circuit, the electromagnetic forces, which 
are proportional to the current product, maxi2| max* or 
the square of each current, ^ max or i\t max» increase 225 to 
625 times. These forces are pulsating at a frequency 2/ 
=  2 X 50 =  100 Hz without reversing their direction. 
The windings will not be damaged if the accompanying 
mechanical stresses do not exceed 50 to 60 N mm-2.

No less dangerous is the heat effect of short-eircuit cur
rents, because the copper losses (proportional to the current 
squared) increase many-fold, and the temperature of the 
windings abruptly rises. Since the free component of the 
short-circuit current decays in 3 t sc = 0 . 0 3  to 0 . 6  s, the 
rate of temperature rise may be evaluated from the steady- 
state short-circuit current. This current causes the copper 
loss to grow 49 to 225 times.

The current density in the windings builds up appreciably 
and may be as high as 20 to 40 A mm"2. If the windings are 
assumed to be heated adiabatically (that is, the heat liber
ated within the windings is not transferred to the surround
ings), the temperature of the windings will rise at the rate 
given by

/ 2/170 & 2.4 to 9.5 °C s-1

Prior to a short-circuit, the maximum safe temperature 
of the windings may be as high as 105°C (see Sec. 16-1). The 
short-time maximum safe temperature of the windings, at 
which their insulation still remains intact, is set at 250°C.
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If we know the rate of temperature rise, we can readily 
find the time, tsc, during which the winding temperature 
will go up from 105°G to 250°C:

tsc «  2.5 (100i;sc/ / R)2 =  5 to 25 s

As a rule, the protective relay(s) will disconnect a trans
former from its supply much earlier, and the winding tem
perature will not rise to its limit.

14 Overvoltage Transients
in Transformers

14-1 Causes of Overvoltages

In service, transformers are often subjected to overvolt
ages. For example, an overvoltage may develop when an 
element (or elements) of an electric system is turned on or

Fig. 14-1 Overvoltage waves

off (switching voltage surges), but this contingency is 
usually provided for in transformer design.

More dangerous to transformer insulation are overvolt
ages produced by lightenings which strike line conductors 
and induce high-voltage waves in them (lightening voltage 
surges).
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An overvoltage wave propagates both ways from the point 
of occurrence at a velocity very close to that of light. An 
overvoltage wave has the shape of an overdamped pulse 
with a steep leading edge (Fig. 14-la). The rise time of this 
wave is usually a split microsecond or millisecond; the pulse 
duration equal to the wave length runs into tens of micro
seconds. Figure 14-la shows a standard total overvoltage 
wave used in testing transformers for pulse strength. Its 
length, in terms of the fall or decay time to half its peak 
value, is 50 X 10~6 s.

To minimize overvoltages (see Fig. 14-1 b), it is usual to 
equip transformers with a spark-gap, SP, which will break 
down at Vm. Ahead of a spark-gap, the overvoltage wave 
may have a very large peak value, Vm0. Past the spark-gap, 
its peak value, Vm, ought not to exceed the voltage used in 
testing the insulation for pulse strength (see Table 14-1)*.

Table 14-1 Pulse Test Voltages for Transformer 
Insulation used in the USSR

Winding voltage 
class, kV 3 6 10 15 35 110 115 220 330 500

Peak value of test 
voltage (total wave), 
kV 44 60 80 108 200 480 550 750 1050 1550

The transients that take place in a transformer when the 
incident wave has a fast rise time, tr (a few microseconds) 
are of a very complex character.

14-2 The Differential Equation for
the Initial Voltage Distribution 
in the Transformer Winding

The transients occurring in a transformer as the applied 
voltage is raised from zero to Vm during the rise time tr 
may be likened to what happens when the same transformer 
is energized with an alternating voltage having the same 
peak value, Vmi and a period T t = 4tT (see the dashed line

* The wave reflected from the input capacitance of the transform
er is combined with the incident wave, but the total wave does not 
Vfiise the voltage above Vm at which the spark-gap breaks down.
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in Fig. 14-la). This alternating voltage has a fairly high 
frequency. For the standard test wave, this frequency is

ft =  cof/2jx =  II T t = l/4£r
=  1/(4 X 1.2 X 10-6)
=  2.08 X 105 Hz

At such a frequency, we may no longer ignore the capacitive 
coupling existing between the winding elements, C'd, and 
between the winding elements and the grounded parts of the

Fig. 14-2 Overvoltage in a winding: (a) cross-sectional view; (6) 
equivalent circuit:
2—winding conductors; 2—grounded parts; 3—through 6—electrosta
tic shields around the coils next to the winding start; C'd—capacitance 
between coils; Cq—capacitance of coil to ground; Csh, Csh, £sh —capa
citances between shields and winding

transformer, C'q (Fig. 14-2a). Nor may we use the usual 
equivalent circuit which only considers inductive coupling 
and is applicable to operation at the rated frequency (which 
is 50 Hz for power transformers in the Soviet Union).

Now we must use an equivalent circuit which includes 
both the inductances of the various winding elements, Z/, 
and the capacitances between them, C'd, and their capaci
tances to the grounded parts, C'q. Such an equivalent cir
cuit, with the terminal X  grounded, is shown in Fig. 14-26.
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If we are only interested in the initial voltage distribution, 
when the voltage at the winding start is Vm, then, because f t 
is very high, we may deem that no currents can flow in the 
turns because their inductive reactance co*Z/ is very high. 
Rather, they flow in the series capacitive reactances, l/coCd, 
and the shunt capacitive reactances, 1/coCq. Therefore, we

put (o tL r equal to infinity

A
uuux

h- «
fix

. 1 1  ^ Vn \

Vm Kdx
> lh -9* 
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CqdX i

''//////////A *7777777$
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and assume that the voltage 
distribution is solely depen
dent on the capacitances inclu
ded in the equivalent circuit 
in Fig. 14-26 (for the time be
ing, we ignore the part of the 
circuit shown by dashed lines).

Let us replace the lumped- 
capacitance circuit in Fig. 
14-26, composed of n elements, 
by a distributed-capacitance 
circuit shown in Fig. 14-3. 
Then the total series capaci
tance will be

Cd =  1 /2  (l/Cd) =  C'Jn

Fig. 14-3 Voltage distribution 
in the capacitive circuit of a 
winding with its finish groun
ded:
1—initial distribution at a
=  10; 2—initial distribution at 
a  =  5; 3—initial distribution 
in a transformer with electro
static shields; 4—initial distri
bution at a  =  0 and final dis
tribution at any value of a

and the total shunt capacitance 
will be

Taking the winding length as 
unity, we may, for a winding 
element of length dx, find its 
shunt capacitance Cq dx and 
the shunt differential para
meter K  dx, where K  =  i/Cd.

With Vm at the start of the winding held constant, the 
voltage vx within a distance x of the grounded terminal X  
can be found by solving a set of differential equations for 
the shunt charge on the element K  dx, equal to

Qx =  dv JK  dx (14-1)

and the voltage across the capacitance Cq dx, equal to 

vx =  &QJCq dz (14-2)
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On finding the derivative dQJdx from Eq. (14-1) and 
substituting it in Eq. (14-2), we obtain a linear differential 
equation with constant coefficients for vx:

d2vx/dx2 — (Cq/Cd) vx =  0 (14-3)

14-3 Voltage Distribution over
the Winding and Its Equalization

The solution of Eq. (14-3) has the form
vx =  Dx exp (ax) +  D 2 exp (—ax)

where a  =  Y  Cq/Ca and —a are the roots of the characteris
tic equation. Applying the boundary conditions that exist 
when the winding terminal is grounded

(1) vx =  exp (a) +  D 2 exp (—a) =  Vm for x =  1
(2) vx =  D± +  D 2 =  0 for x =  0

we can find the constants D± and Z?2J and the initial voltage 
distribution will be

vx — Vm sinh az/sinh a (14-4)
As is seen from Fig. 14-3, for the values of a most fre

quently found in practice, a =  5 to 10 (curves 1 and 2), 
the initial voltage distribution is rather nonuniform, and 
becomes the more so as a  increases (that is, with an increase 
in the shunt capacitance or a decrease in the series capacit
ance).

When the initial voltage distribution is ideally uniform 
(curve 4) corresponding to a & 0, and

vx =  Vm sinh ax/sinh a  «  Vmaxla =  Vmxi
the voltage existing across the element Ax nearest to the 
start of the winding is

Av = Vm Ax
In a real winding (a ^  3), the voltage existing across 

the winding element Ax nearest to the start [see Eq. (14-4)] 
will be

Av =  (dvjdx)x=1 Ax =  (Vma coth a) Ax 
= Vma Ax

which is a  times the voltage in the case of a uniform dis
tribution.
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The further propagation of the overvoltage wave along the 
transformer winding can conveniently be examined, if we 
assume that the wave is rectangular in shape, as shown by 
the dashed line at the bottom of Fig. 14-1. In this case, 
Vm at the winding start, appearing at lT «  0, remains 
unchanged, and soon all points on the winding come by a 
steady-state voltage. This is the final voltage distribution. 
With the winding terminal grounded, this will be a linear 
distribution

vx = V mx
(curve 4 in Fig. 14-3).

The propagation of an overvoltage wave along the winding 
is in effect a transition from the initial voltage distribution 
at t =  tr «  0 to the final voltage distribution at t — oo.

Because the equivalent circuit of the winding is composed 
of capacitances and inductances which form, between them, 
a cascade of resonant circuits, the transition from the initial 
to the final voltage distribution at each point is oscillatory. 
Owing to the losses in the resistances, these oscillations 
gradually decay. The swing of oscillations and the associated 
overvoltage increase with increasing difference between 
the initial and final voltage distributions.

To minimize the hazards associated with such oscillations, 
the value of a must be kept as small as practicable. Also, 
a decrease in a  leads to a decrease in the initial voltages 
existing across the elements close to the start of the winding. 
Unfortunately, an ample spacing between the winding and 
the grounded parts cannot be obtained without a marked 
increase in the size and cost of the transformer.

The best way to equalize the initial voltage distribution 
and to make it comparable with the final distribution is to 
use electrostatic shields in the form of open metal rings 
(labelled 3 through 6 and shown dashed in Fig. 14-2a). When 
such shields are connected to the start of the winding, the 
capacitive coupling of the first coils to the winding start 
(via capacitances C'sh, Clh, and C'Sh in Fig. 14-26) is sub
stantially increased, and the initial voltage distribution 
becomes more uniform and close to the final one (curve 3 
in Fig. 14-3).

In Soviet-made transformers, the use of shields around 
the windings guarantees the required pulse strength of in
sulation in transformers for 110 kV and higher (see Table 
14-1).
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*1 5  Special-Purpose Transformers

15-1 General

This chapter discusses special-purpose transformers which 
either transform or convert some parameter(s) of electric 
energy (frequency, number of phases, or voltage waveform) 
or serve some special purposes (continuous voltage adjust
ment, supply of high voltages, isolation of the secondary 
current from the load impedance, supply of secondary current 
or voltage proportional to the primary one, etc.).

15-2 Three-Phase Transformation with Two 
Transformers

There are ways to transform three-phase with only two 
transformers. One of the most commonly used connections

for this purpose, known as 
the Scott transformer or the 
T-connection, is shown in 
Fig. 15-1.

In the T-connection, one 
transformer, b, has its primary 
connected directly across two 
lines; this is the “main” trans
former having w± turns and a 
primary voltage equal to the 
line voltage V CB = Vltiine. 
The voltages V co and VQB 
are equal, because the emfs 
in the two halves of the BC 
winding are induced by the 
same magnetic flux ®b. The 
other transformer, a, is call
ed the teaser. Its primary has 
y  3 w j2 turns and is connected 
between terminals A and 0 

of the main transformer, so that its primary voltage is 
y~3Vijine/2. The secondary voltages Va and Vb form a 
balanced two-phase system, because they are equal in
12-0109

w2

^a.

*t W 1
w2

* — 

A

X  / \  **
M o ML

Fig. 15-1 Three/two-phase con
version
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magnitude
Vft — VcB (wJ wl) — Vl, l i h e

v a =  VA0 (2w2/ V  3 IP,) =  Vi, nne {w2lwii
and are shifted in phase by the same angle as VA0 and VCb» 
that is, jt/2.

15-3 Frequency-Conversion Transformers

(a) Frequency trebling. This purpose can be served by a 
bank of three single-phase transformers whose primaries are 
star-connected and energized from a three-phase supply at 
freq ^ c y  f±. As has been shown in Sec. 7-3, the fluxes of

such a transformer contain a sizeable proportion of the 
third harmonics for which /3 =  3f x. The third-harmonic 
emfs, J?3, induced into the secondary are in phase, so when 
the output winding is a combination of three single-phase 
secondaries connected in series aiding, the output will only 
contain 3E3 at 3/1? but no emf at the fundamental frequency, 
because in a balanced system the fundamental emfs sum 
to zero.

(b) Frequency doubling. This purpose can be served by a 
transformer having two independent magnetic circuits 
(at a and p in Fig. 15-2). The primary energized from a 
supply at / x encloses both magnetic circuits, so the emf 
induced in it is due to the sum of two fluxes, Oa and Op.
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The secondary in which the emf is induced at twice the 
fundamental frequency, / 2 =  2/ l7 has w2 turns contributed 
by two halves which are wound on different cores and are 
connected in opposition. With this arrangement, the flux 
linkage of the secondary is proportional to the difference 
flux, ®a — As is seen from the plot in Fig. 15-2, as 
the sum flux ®a +  ® p alternates at frequency / l7 the 
difference flux ®a — ® p alternates at twice that frequency, 
f 2 = 2/1t if the two cores are biased in opposite senses by 
winding 0 energized with direct current / 0 and establishing 
an mmf F0 = w010 in each core.

15-4 Variable-Voltage Transformers

Stepwise voltage adjustment by tap changing has been 
examined in Chap. 6. Because of an added complexity in 
transformer design and tap-changers, only several steps of

adjustment can be provided, 
and the overall range of adjust
ment does not exceed ±5% .

A more continuous voltage 
adjustment in low-voltage 
transformers and low-power 
autotransformers can be obtain
ed with brushes or sliding 
contacts that can be moved 
across a skinned portion of 
the transformer winding. This 
form of adjustment changes 
the transformer voltage in 
small steps equal to the voltage 
across one turn; the range of 
adjustment can be extended 
considerably. This arrangement 
is utilized, for example, in diiTi
mer-control transformers for 

auditoriums and theatre stages. In a 250 kVA unit, the 
output voltage can be varied from zero to 220/380 V.

In high-power or high-voltage transformers, continuous 
voltage adjustment can be obtained by biasing the core 
with direct current. A likely arrangement utilizing d.c. bias 
is shown in Fig. 15-3. It is a combination of two single-phase 
transformers differing in the transformation ratio,
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"7*— n2ip. Each transformer has a split core biased with d.c. 
in the same manner as in the case of frequency doubling. 
(When the core halves are biased in opposite senses, the 
biasing current is nearly sinusoidal.)

The primaries with voltages Vla and Fip are series-con
nected for a supply voltage Vx = Vla +  Fip. The second
aries withw voltages — V2a = n21aVla and —F 2P =  n2ipFip 
are likewise series-connected and loaded into an impedance 
the voltage across which is

V2 = V2a +  F 2P
When the cores of transformers a  and |3 are biased separa

tely, it is possible to vary the ratio between the resistances 
of the primary windings traversed by a common current I ±1 
and the voltage ratio

l  =  VifilVla
For example, if we increase the bias on transformer |3, the 
voltage ratio will decrease. A change in £ brings about a 
proportionate change in the output voltage

xr tV  T7  T7 W2 i a  +  &W210
—  v 2  — — v 2 a  — ^ 2 0 —  y i — —

When £ =  0, — V2 = V±n2ia; when I =  oo, — V2 = Vxn2i B. 
In practice, the output voltage can be varied within narrow
er, but sufficiently broad limits.

15-5 Arc Welding Transformers

Arc welding transformers have to operate intermittently, 
with frequent transitions from no-load to an arc often ac
companied by instantaneous short-circuits.

It is usually required that the short-circuit current of a 
welding transformer be not more than two or three times 
its rated voltage. Another requirement is that variations 
in the circuit (load) impedance ought not to produce marked 
variations in output voltage. To meet these requirements, 
the short-circuit impedance of a welding transformer must 
be many times that existing in ordinary transformers. As a 
rule, the short-circuit impedance of welding transformers is 
raised at the expense of the inductive reactance. To this end,
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the windings are placed on different sections of the core and 
are series-connected. A further increase in short-circuit 
inductance can be obtained by placing adjustable reactors 
in the secondary circuit.

15-6 Insulation Testing Transformers

Insulation testing uses voltages from 1 MV upwards. Such 
voltages can only be supplied by a cascade of series-connected 
transformers (Fig. 15-4). The total output voltage V is the

Fig. 15-4 Three-stage cascaded laboratory transformer:
(a) circuit diagram; (b) external appearance of a 1.5-MV, 1.5 MVA 
cascaded transformer (in contrast to the arrangement in (a), the trans
former tank in the first stage is isolated from ground)

sum of the secondary voltages, V2, supplied by each stage 
in a cascade. In a three-stage cascade, it is V =  3V2- Each 
transformer in the cascade is installed in a separate tank 
and has three windings, namely winding 1 energized from 
the previous stage, and windings 2 and 3 which are auto- 
connected (the last unit in the cascade has only winding 
1 and 2). The tanks of the second and third stages stand on 
pedestal insulators and are at a voltage of V2 and 2VZ 
relative to the ground, respectively. The tank of the first
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stage is grounded. Accordingly, the winding insulation of the 
first and second transformers] is designed for V2 +  F3, 
and that of the third, for F 2.

15-7 Peaking Transformers

Peaking transformers are employed in electronics as sources 
of recurring peaked voltage pulses which have a short 
duration in comparison with the pulse period. Such a volt
age can be produced across the secondary of a transformer 
with a heavily saturated core, if the primary is connected to 
a source of sinusoidal voltage, v1 =  F lm sin cd£, via a high- 
value resistance R or a linear inductive reactance. Then 
the primary current i1 will be sinusoidal, the flux waveform 
will be flattened, and the emf will be peaked. A similar 
effect, although less pronounced, can be obtained with a 
star-star three-phase transformer (see Sec. 4-4 and Fig. 4-14).

15-8 Instrument Transformers

Most power systems operate at voltages and currents too 
high to be measured by ordinary instruments directly. In
stead, instruments must be connected to an H.V. network 
via instrument (or measuring) transformers which may be 
designed for voltage or current measurements. Instrument 
transformers are also used to energize control and safety 
relays and other automatic control devices. Instrument load 
on the secondary of a measuring transformer is called its 
burden and is expressed in volt-amperes at a certain power 
factor.

Voltage transformers. Instrument transformers in this 
group are designed to step down the primary voltage to 
around 100 V. The burden should be no less’7than some spe
cified value, ZR, and the transformer must be designed so 
that its referred secondary voltage changes little as the 
load is varied from zero to its full (rated) value.

In Sec. 5-1 it has been shown that

f ;  «  -F x Z '/^ e  +  z 9)

Therefore, if Z' >> Zsc, then F ' ^  —TV When this condition 
is met, the primary to secondary voltage ratio will always
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be the same, and

F2 =  —Viwjw1 =  — Vxn21
For all measures taken, Zsc will always be greater than 

zero, and therefore a voltage transformer introduces two 
kinds of error in the measurements being made: the ratio

error and the phase-angle er
ror. The ratio error is given by

/„ =  v*wi/»*Tv i x  100%

and the phase-angle error 8V re
fers to the phase angle between
Vl and —F'(see Fig. 15-5a). 
These errors increase with 
increasing Z and ought not to 
exceed certain limits specified 

in appropriate standards. The limits of error define the 
“accuracy class” of a transformer and are stated for the rated 
burden Z =  ZR and the rated primary voltage. The error 
limits for three accuracy classes adopted in the USSR are 
given below.

Accuracy class 1: f v =  ±0.5% , 8V = ± 20 '
Accuracy class 2: f v = ±1.0% , 8V = ±40 '
Accuracy class 3: f v =  ±cT.0%, -Sv =  no limit
Current transformers. Instrument transformers in this 

group are intended to change currents in power networks to 
values acceptable to meters, usually down to 5 A.

As already noted, the secondary of a current transformer 
is connected to. an ammeter, a wattmeter, or an automatic- 
control device. If several instruments are powered by'the 
same current transformer, they are series-connected.

For proper operation, a current transformer must be 
held in a state close to a short-circuit (Fig. 15-5&). Its burdeii 
Z ought not to exceed a certain rated value, ZR. As follows 
from' the basic equations and equivalent circuits of trans
formers (see Sec. 3-5), the secondary current is related to 
the. primary current by the following equation:

K  =  W « * i  =  - iiZ 0i(Zo +  z ;  +  z f)

Vz t

h
( a )

T -------

v  ♦
(i) 7 --------- - i f

Fig. 15-5 Ratio and phase-ang
le errors of voltage and current 
instrument transformers
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It is an easy matter to see that the ratio error and the phase- 
angle error will progressively decrease as the sum Z' +  Z' 
decreases in comparison with Z0. This is why the designer 
makes every effort to turn out a current transformer having 
the highest possible value of Z0, the lowest possible value of 
Z', and with Z <  ZR.

At the rated burden, the current ratio errors
r 12̂ 2/^ 1
Ti~  h x 100%

and the phase-angle error 6* (see Fig. 15-56) should not 
exceed the limits stated in applicable standards. In the 
Soviet Union, the following error limits and accuracy classes 
are adopted for current transformers.

Accuracy class 0.2: f D = 0.2%, 8* =  10'
/„ =  0.5%,
U =  1.0 %,
f v = 3.0%,
/ ,  = 10%,

Accuracy class 0.5: 
Accuracy class 1: 
Accuracy class 3: 
Accuracy class 10:

8i = 40'
8 * =  80'
8j =  no limit 

no limitSi

16 Heating and Cooling
of Transformers

16-1 Temperature Limits for Transformer
Parts under Steady-State and Transient 
Conditions

Energy conversion by transformers involves a loss of power. 
The magnitude of power loss varies with the conditions 
under which a transformer is operating (see Sec. 6-3). The 
bulk of the power lost is dissipated as heat in the core and 
coils. The core loss may with sufficient accuracy be deemed 
proportional to the primary voltage squared, and the copper 
loss to the primary and secondary currents squared. A change 
in load mostly affects the copper loss, whereas the core 
loss, given a constant primary voltage, remains nearly 
unaffected.

Some of the power loss is dissipated also in the structural 
parts (the tank, clamping arrangement, etc.) lying within 
the magnetic field of the transformer.
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The heat dissipates in the transformer parts, and they rise 
in temperature above the surroundings. As the transformer 
keeps rising in temperature, a progressively larger amount 
of heat is transferred to the surroundings, because the heat 
flux is proportional to the temperature rise (the degrees 
above the ambient temperature). Given a sufficiently long 
time (theoretically, an infinitely long time), the tempera
ture will cease rising, because all of the heat dissipated will 
be transferred to the surroundings. (In more detail, heating 
and cooling is discussed in Sec. 35-3.)

The steady-state temperature of the transformer parts 
depends on the cooling arrangement used.

A transformer and its cooling system must be^designed 
so that the temperature rise does not exceed the limit spe
cified in each particular case. The limits given in relevant 
standards most apply to the parts coming in contact with 
the insulation, oil or any other dielectric liquid that may be 
used.

The reason for this is that elevated temperatures lead to 
an accelerated ageing of insulating materials with the result
ant loss of electrical and mechanical strength. Experiments 
have shown that an increase of 8 degrees C in temperature 
will halve the service life of an oil-immersed transformer.

A transformer will serve reliably for 15 to 20 years, pro
vided the temperature rise of its parts does not exceed the 
limits stated below (the figures are taken from an applicable 
Soviet standard).

Oil-Immersed Transformers
Windings 65 deg. C
Exterior surfaces of core

and structural work 75 deg. C
Top layer of oil:

in totally enclosed units 60 deg. C
in other types of enclosure 55 deg. C

Dry Transformers
Windings and core surfaces in
contact with insulation accor
ding to insulation class:

Class Y 50 deg. C
Class A 65 deg. C
Class E 80 deg. C
Class B 90 deg. C
Class F 115 deg. C
Class H 140 ndeg. C
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The limits of temperature rise stated above are fixed, 
assuming that the ambient temperature is 40°C. In the case 
of water-cooled transformers, the inlet temperature of cooling 
water is assumed to be 25°C, and the respective limits of 
temperature rise may be raised by 15 deg. C.

The design temperatures of transformer parts are assumed 
to ensure a service life of 15 to 20 years, in view of the 
observed daily and yearly variations in ambient temperature 
and transformer load under actual service conditions. Most 
of the time, the load is less than rated and the ambient 
temperature is lower than 40°C, so the transformer insulation 
reaches its design temperature but seldom, and this extends 
the service life of transformers.

The limits established for the winding temperature under 
steady-state short-circuit conditions are as follows.

Oil-Immersed Transformers
Copper windings 250°C
Aluminium windings 250°C
Dry Transformers
Copper windings and insulation of the classes 
listed below:

Class A 180°C
Class E 250°C
Classes B, F, H 350°C

Aluminium windings and insulation of the 
classes listed below:

Class A 180°C
Classes E, B, F, H 200°C

The short-circuit duration (see Sec. 13-2) must be limited 
so that the temperature limits stated above could not be 
exceeded. In Soviet practice, it is under 5 s.

16-2 Transformer Cooling Systems

Small transformers are air-cooled and insulated, which is 
why they are usually referred to as dry transformers. For 
units of larger rating and higher voltage, oil cooling is 
more economical.

Oil cooling may be natural or forced. In the former case, 
transformers are referred to as oil-immersed air-cooled. 
The core and coil assembly of such a transformer is enclosed 
in a tank filled with transformer oil. Heat dissipated by the 
coils and core is transferred to the filling oil. The hot oil
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Fig. 16-1 Variations in tempe
rature with height of a trans
former:
1—oil temperature; 2—tank side 
temperature; 3—winding tem
perature; 4—core temperature

C ore

is lighter than the cold oil next to the tank sides, and this 
difference gives rise to a natural circulation of oil in the

tank. On picking up heat from 
the hot parts, it rises; near 
the tank sides, it gives up its 
heat and sinks. The heat trans
ferred to the tank sides is then 
rejected to the surrounding 
air (Fig. 16-1).

Under steady-state condi
tions, the temperature distri
bution in each horizontal 
layer is such (Fig. 16-2) that 
the temperature rise of the 
core and coils relative to the 
oil, on the one hand, and the 
temperature rise of the oil 
relative to the surrounding 
air, on the other, is sufficient 
for all the heat dissipated by 
the core and coils to be trans
ferred by convection to the oil 
and from the oil to the tank 
sides, and by convection and 
radiation to the ambient air. 
As is seen from the figure, the 
temperature within the core, 
coils and tank side changes 
but little because they are fab
ricated of metals having a high 
thermal conductivity. The 
temperature change is more 
marked in the coil insulation 
and also when heat is transfer
red from the core and the outer 
surfaces of coil insulation to 
oil and from oil to the tank 
sides. The temperature gradi
ent is especially pronounced 
between the outer surface of 
the tank and the ambient air. 

In transformers of high power ratings, the withdrawal of 
heat from the tank sides is a problem calling for special

16-2 Horizontal tempera- 
distribution in an oil-im

mersed, natural air-cooled trans
former

Fig.
ture
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> :-C
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treatment. The point is that the heat dissipated in a trans
former per unit area increases in proportion to the linear 
dimension. In simpler words, an increased cooling surface 
is necessary. This extra surface may be obtained by making

ducts in the core and coils, 
providing fins and corrugations 
on the tank sides or, which 
is the most common method, 
using a tubular radiator (Fig. 
16-3). In oil-immersed, air
cooled transformers, oil cir
culates through the radiator (s) 
naturally, by convection.

In air-insulated, natural-air- 
cooled transformers, the core 
and coil assembly is in direct 
contact with the ambient air 
and heat is abstracted by 
convection; some heat is with
drawn by radiation.

Large transformers use natural oil circulation and air 
blast. In them, by directing an air blast onto an ordinary

Fig. 16-3 Radiator

Fig. 16-4 Radiator blowers

tubular tank or onto separate radiators, the rate of heat 
dissipation can be increased several-fold (Fig. 16-4).

Better heat withdrawal is obtained by a combination of 
forced oil circulation and air blast. A still better arrange-
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ment, especially for very large transformers, is to combine 
oil immersion and water cooling. In fact, two arrangements 
are possible in this case, namely natural oil circulation and 
water, and forced oil circulation and water. In the former 
case, an internal cooler is employed, whereas in the latter, 
the oil/water heat exchangers are external to the transfor
mers. Oil-immersed, water-cooled transformers require large 
amounts of running water, so they are mostly installed at 
hydraulic power stations.

17 Transformers of Soviet Manufacture

17-1 USSR State Standards Covering
Transformers

In his studies or work, the reader may run into transform
ers of Soviet manufacture. If so, it will be useful, as we 
believe, for him to know which USSR state standards, 
GOSTs, are applicable to various transformers.

GOST 16110-70. Power transformers. Terms and defini
tions (see also CMEA* Standard 1103-78).

GOST 11677-75. Power transformers. General specifications 
(see also CMEA Standard 1102-78).

GOST 721-77, GOST 21128-75. Rated phase-to-phase volt
ages.

GOST 18619-73. Power transformers, three-phase, natural 
air cooled, general-purpose, 10 to 160 kVA, up to 660 V.

GOST 14074-76. Power transformers, dry, protected, ge
neral-purpose, 160 to 1.6 MVA, 6 to 15.75 kV inclusive.

GOST 12022-76. Power transformers, three-phase, oil- 
immersed, general-purpose, 25 to 630 kVA, 35 kV inclusive.

GOST 12965-74. Power transformers, three-phase, oil- 
immersed, general-purpose, 110 kV.

GOST 17546-72. Transformers (and autotransformers), 
three-phase, power, oil-immersed, general-purpose, 150 kV.

GOST 15957-70. Transformers (and autotransformers), 
power, oil-immersed, general-purpose, 220 kV.

GOST 17545-72. Transformers (and autotransformers), 
power, oil-immersed, general-purpose, 330 kV.

* CMEA stands for the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance 
of which the USSR is a member.—Translator’s note.
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GOST 17544-72. Transformers (and autotransformers), 
power, oil-immersed, general-purpose, 500 kV.

GOST 3484-77. Power transformers. Test procedures.
GOST 1516.1-76. A.G. electrical equipment for 3 to 

500 kV. Insulation strength requirements.
GOST 1516.2-76. A.C. electrical equipment and installa

tion for 3 kV and higher. General procedures for insulation 
testing.

GOST 14209-69. Transformers (and autotransformers), 
power, oil-immersed. Load capacity.

17-2 Type Designations of Soviet-made 
Transformers

The type designation of a transformer consists of letters 
and numerals. The letters are used as follows.

A stands for an autotransformer.
T stands for three-phase. A second T, for three-winding.
O stands for single-phase.
P stands for a split LV winding (see Sec. 10-1).
H stands for on-load tap changing. (If there is no H in 

the type designation, the transformer is designed for off
load tap changing or has no tap changer at all.)

The numerals in the numerator, following the letter(s), 
give the power rating in kVA, and the numerals in the de
nominator, its kV class on the HV side.

The designations used for the various cooling arrange
ments are listed in the table that follows.

Table 17-1 Designation of Cooling 
Arrangements

Dry transformers
Desig
nation

N atu ra l a ir  co o led , open C
Sam e, p ro tec ted G3
Sam e, sea led cr
A ir -b la st  co o led Cfl

Oil-Immersed Transformers
O il n atu ra l M
O il-n a tu ra l, a ir -b la st A
F o rced -o il, a ir -b la st OT
O il-n a tu ra l, w a ter MB
F o rced -o il, w ater n
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17-3 Some of Transformer Applications
Dry transformers are mainly intended for installation in 
dry indoor locations with a relative humidity of not over 
80% and in the absence of corrosive substances and current
conducting dust. They are fire-safe and are gaining popula
rity in residential buildings, in laboratories, etc. A dry 
transformer may be built into an enclosure so as to keep 
foreign objects from finding their way into the core and 
coil assembly, but to give free access for cooling air.

Low-power transformers (under 4 kVA for single-phase 
units and under 5 kVA for three-phase units) find use in 
radio, electronics, automatic control, communications, in
dustrial drive, domestic appliances, and to energize hand
held power tools.

All transformers are designed for moderate climates, for 
tropical climates (tropicalized), and for cold climates.



A General Theory
of Electromechanical Energy
Conversion
by Electrical Machines

18 Electromechanical Processes
in Electrical Machines*

18-1 Classification of Electrical
Machines

An electrical machine operating by electromagnetic in
duction consists essentially of a stationary member and a 
movable member (Figs. 18-1-18-5).

The stationary part is made up of a suitably shaped core, 
one or more windings, and structural parts intended to hold 
the stator in its designated position.

The movable part consists of a core, one or more windings, 
and structural parts enabling the movable part to move 
relative to the stationary part and to transmit mechanical 
energy to or from the machine.

The movable and stationary windings may be connected 
to external lines directly or through a suitable device. 
Connection to the movable windings is by sliding contacts. 
As a rule, the movable part of an electrical machine has one 
degree of freedom (motion in any other directions is prevent
ed by bearings or supports which may be of one of several 
designs).

In most electrical machines, the movable member rotates 
relative to the stationary member. Quite aptly, they are 
called rotating machines, and their movable member is 
called the rotor, and the stationary member the stator.

* The author refers primarily to the motor mode of operation. 
By the reversibility principle, however, the reader may readily ex
tend the reasoning to the generating mode where necessary.—Trans
lator’s note.
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Fig. 18-1 Rotating cylindrical machine:
2—stator windings; 2—rotor windings; 3—stator core; 4—rotor core; 
5—stator structural parts; 6 —rotor shaft; 7—axial-radial bearings 
(supports)

Fig. 18-2 Rotating disc-typehnachine (the notation is the same as"in 
Fig. 18-1)
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Fig. 18-3 Flat linear machine:
7 —stator windings; 2—movable-member windings- 3 
4 —movable-member core; 5—stator structural parts; 
member connecting-rod; 7—supports 1

—stator core; 
6 —movable-
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Most frequently, the rotor is a cylinder rotating inside 
the stator which is likewise a cylinder but a hollow one 
(see Fig. 18-1). Sometimes, to increase the moment of inertia 
of the rotating parts, the rotor is made in the form of a ring 
enclosing the stator.

As an alternative, a rotating machine can be built so 
that the stator and the rotor are discs facing each ot':er 
(Fig. 18-2).

A less frequent variety of electrical machines is one in 
which the movable part reciprocates relative to the stator

Fig. 18-4 Tubular linear machine (the notation as in Fig. 18.3)

in a linear fashion. Quite aptly, such machines are called 
linear. They may be flat and tubular.

In a flat linear machine, the movable and the station
ary cores are each the shape of a parallelepiped, with their 
broad sides facing each other (Fig. 18-3). In a tubular 
linear machine, the movable cylindrical core is free to move 
axially inside the stationary annular core (for example, a 
plunger moving inside a solenoid), as in Fig. 18-4. Flat 
linear machines can serve as, say, drives for electric-powered 
rail-riding vehicles, especially where high speeds (over 200 
or 300 kmph) are involved or desired. Tubular linear 
machines can be used to actuate the reciprocating parts of 
various mechanisms.

Both rotating and linear machines can be built for re
stricted to-and-fro motion. Restricted rotary motion may 
be utilized to operate, for example, the balance wheel of 
an electric clock, and restricted linear motion may serve 
to actuate an electric pick.
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Sometimes, it may be necessary to link an electrical 
machine to a source (or sink) of mechanical energy so as to 
transform some parameter(s) of the mechanical energy being 
converted. This is done by what may be called mechanical

Fig. 18-5 Geared rotating electrical machine:
1—frame; 2—stator core; 3—stator winding; 4—rotor; 5—rotor shaft; 
6 —ball bearing; 7—gear train; 8 —gear-train shaft

converters. A mechanical converter is often made integral 
with the associated electrical machine. The most commonly 
used form of mechanical converter is a step-up or a step- 
down gear box (Fig. 18-5).

Rotating motion can be transformed to reciprocating 
motion by gears, a worm and gear combination, or friction 
transmission. Oscillatory motion can be transformed into 
rotating or translational motion by a variety of ratchets and 
pawls.

Most frequently, however, electrical machines are built 
without any mechanical converters.

18-2 Mathematical Description
of Electromechanical Energy 
Conversion by Electrical Machines

Let us consider a rotating electrical machine in which the 
windings have an arbitrary number s of parallel paths (or 
circuits) embedded in slots or on the outer surface of the 
stator and rotor. Each path may consist of many coils 
connected in some particular manner. The cores, too, may be

7 6  5 4 3
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of any configuration. As an example, Fig. 18-6 shows a rota
ting electrical machine with s =  5 parallel paths of which 
two (labelled “1” and “2”) are located on the stator, and three 
(labelled “3”, “4”, and “5”), on the rotor.

The electromagnetic processes taking place in an electrical 
machine can be described by Kirchhoff’s mesh (or loop)

Fig. 18-6 Multi winding rotating electrical machine

equations and the equations of motion for the rotor. In a 
linear approximation (that is, assuming that the core mate
rial has an infinitely large permeability), the flux linkage 
of, say, the Zcth path (where k may take on any value from 
1 to s) can be expressed in terms of the winding currents 
the self-inductance of the kth. winding, Lhh, and the mutual 
inductances between the ftth winding and all the other 
windings, Lhn, where n can take on any value from n =  1 
to n = s, except n =  k

S  X?kn = i  inLhn
71=1 71=1

In many cases, the mutual and self inductances of the wind
ings are markedly affected by whether or not the cores 
have saliencies. With saliencies, rotation of the rotor causes 
variations not only in the mutual inductance between the 
paths on the stator and rotor, but also in the mutual induct
ances between the paths on only the stator and on only the 
rotor, and in the self-inductance of each path.
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In the general case, all the self-inductances Lhk and all 
the mutual inductances L kn are functions of the coil and 
core size and of the angular position of the rotor, Lkn =  /  (?)• 

Using Kirchhoff’s voltage law, we may write a set of s 
voltage equations, each describing one of the parallel paths. 
For the kth. path, such an equation takes the form

v k =  R j ih i  +  dTft/di

=  (Lhn din/dt +  inQ dLhn/dy) (18-1)
71=1

where
Lkn d ijd t  = the transformer emf related to variations in 

the current in the rath path 
in dLkn/dt = the rotational emf related to variations in 

the mutual inductance with the rath path 
(when ra =̂= k) or to variations in the self-in
ductance of the kth path (when n = k) 

Thus, as follows from Eq. (18-1), the emfs induced in the 
kth loop are the sum of transformer emfs related to variations 
in coil currents when the mutual or self inductances remain 
unchanged,

— 5  Lhn d i jd t
71=1

and rotational emfs related to variations in the mutual or 
self-inductances, with the currents held constant

— & 2  in&LhJ d y
71=1

The term “transformer emf” refers to the fact that a similar 
emf is induced in transformers where the primary and 
secondary are stationary relative to each other. The term 
“rotational emf” refers to the fact that it can only be gener
ated when the rotor is moving at some angular velocity

£2 =  dy/d£
For the loops connected to an external circuit, vh in Eq. 

(18-1) can be interpreted as the emf of the circuit. For short- 
circuited loops, vh = 0.

The mechanical power derived by an electrical machine 
from electrical energy can be expressed in terms of the as
sociated circuit parameters, proceeding from the law of 
ponservation of energy. To begin with, let us determine the
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instantaneous electric power that the /cth loop draws from 
the associated supply line

s s

p h =  vhih =  R hil +  ih '2  Lkn^ - + Q i k 2  i n - ^ 2 -

71=1 71=1

The total instantaneous electric power drawn by all the loops 
can be found by adding together the powers of all the loops:

8 S S 8

2  Ph=  2  ^ ’Ph+ 2 ^ 2
/t= i h—l lt=l  n = l

5 5

+  (18-2)
h = \  71=1

s
The term 2  is the power dissipated as heat in the

ft=i
loop resistances R k and gives the power lost on conversion. 
The remainder of the input power goes to sustain variations 
in the field energy owing to variations in the loop currents 
and inductances. Because the magnetic field energy is

S 5

in L k n  (18-3)
h=\  71= 1

its total change over a time di during which ik, in, and L hn 
change by dift, din, and dLftn, is given by

dW  =  (dW/dik) dih +  (dW/din) din +  {dWldLhn) dLkn
s s s s

=  2 2 d in  +  - y  2 • 2 *n ^ k n
k=[  n = l  k=[  n = l

Therefore, the power spent to sustain variations in the 
magnetic field energy is

2 «. 2 i.»irr+<sM) 2 <» 2
h = i  71=1 h = [  71=1

(18-4)
It corresponds to the second and half the third term in Eq. 
(18-2). In other words, the power spent to sustain variations 
in the energy of the magnetic field is all of the sum of the 
powers defined as the products of the loop currents by the
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transformer emf, and half the sum of the powers defined as 
the products of the loop currents by the rotational emf.

The remainder is the mechanical power transmitted by 
the shaft to the driven machine (in motoring) or from a prime 
mover (in generating)

s s s

Pmech - = 2  Pft —P. — P w = - § -  2  * * 2  (18'5)
h=[ h= 1 7i=l

As follows from Eqs. (18-1), (18-2) and (18-5), the mechanical 
power is equal to half the sum of the powers defined as the 
products of loop currents and the rotational emf. Hence, we 
may conclude that electromechanical energy conversion 
involves only the rotational emf, whereas the transformer 
emf does not contribute to this conversion. It is to be noted 
that the power spent to sustain variations in the magnetic 
field energy is not wasted irrevocably, but sums on the 
average to zero. This is because in a rotating electrical 
machine all quantities (currents, self-inductances, mutual 
inductances, etc.) vary periodically. At the end of a cycle 
of alternation, all quantities, including the magnetic field 
energy, take on the same value they had at the beginning 
of the cycle, i.e., W(t) = W(t+T). This implies that varia
tions in the energy of the magnetic field over a cycle, or 
period, sum to zero, that is,

t + T

J dW = W (i+T)~ W (t) = 0
t

During that part of a cycle when the magnetic field energy 
builds up (dW >  0), the power pw given by Eq. (18-4) is 
positive (pw >  0), and the energy required to set up the 
magnetic field is taken by the loops from the line. During 
the remaining part of a period, pw <  0, and the energy 
stored by the magnetic field is again returned to the line.

This exchange of energy between the machine and the line 
goes on in such a manner that the energy drawn from the 
line averages over a period to zero. A measure of this ex
change is what is called the reactive (or magnetizing) power. 
In the case of a single-phase supply and sinusoidal variations, 
this is the maximum instantaneous power drawn from the 
line to set up the magnetic field in the machine:

Q =  | AW/dt
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Recalling that the electromagnetic torque, T era» acting 
on the rotor at a given instant can be expressed in terms of 
Pmech defined in Eq. (18-5), and comparing the resultant 
expression with Eq. (18-3), we get

Thus, in a machine with a linear magnetic circuit the 
electromagnetic torque is the partial derivative of the 
magnetic field energy W  with respect to the angular position 
Y of the rotor, with the loop currents held constant (ih = 
= constant, and in =  constant). If this derivative is positi
ve, the torque acts in the direction of rotation (or in the 
direction of increasing 7)7 and electric energy is converted to 
mechanical. If the derivative is negative, reverse conversion 
takes place.

Equation (18-6) may be extended to machines with non
linear magnetic circuits, if variations in the magnetic field 
energy, dll'', as the rotor turns through an angle dy can be 
found not only for ik = constant, but also for fxaJ- =  con
stant. In each yth element of the magnetic circuit \iaj must 
be found for ih = constant and the angular position y of 
the rotor.

If the terminal coil voltages vk, the angular velocity Q 
of the rotor, and the relation Lkn = f  (y) are known or spe
cified in advance, the currents can be found from Eqs. (18-1). 
j^hen the electromagnetic torque can be found by Eq. (18-6) 
where y = Qt.

If the angular velocity is not known, but the external 
torque T ^ t is specified in advance, then Eqs. (18-1) and 
(18-6) must be solved simultaneously with the equations of 
motion (18-7)

Pmech
Q

T era— T ext == ^  dQ/dZ'
i

Q — £2init j (dQ/d2) d£
0

p

(18-7)
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The mathematical description derived above for a multi
loop (multipath) rotating machine can be extended to a 
linear machine whose movable member reciprocates relative 
to the stator.

The equations for a linear machine differ from the above 
equations only in that the angular displacement 7 is replaced 
by a linear displacement x, the electromagnetic torque T em 
is replaced by an electromagnetic force N  acting in the 
direction of displacement, the angular velocity Q by a 
linear velocity u, the angular acceleration d£2/d£ by a linear 
acceleration du/dt, the external torque T ext by an external 
force iVext, and the moment of inertia of the rotor J  by 
the mass of the movable member, m.

19 Production of a Periodically Varying
Magnetic Field in Electrical Machines

19-1 A Necessary Condition for
Electromechanical Energy Conversion

From inspection of Eq. (18-6), we may conclude that a neces
sary condition for an electrical machine to perform electro
mechanical energy conversion is a change in the self or 
mutual inductances of the coils as the rotor turns through 
an angle. An electrical machine will perform its function if 
the derivative of at least one quantity with respect to the 
angular position of the rotor is non-zero

dLknJ^7 ^  0

because it is only then that T em ^  0 and P mech ^  0.
This is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for a 

continuous, unidirectional electromechanical (or mechano- 
electrical) conversion of energy. It is also required that the 
currents in coils k and n should vary in such a manner that 
not only the instantaneous, but also the average values of 
T em and Pmech be sufficiently large.

Because in technically feasible designs the magnetic fields, 
flux linkages,Jself and mutual inductances cannot be mono- 
tonically rising functions of currents and the angular position 
pf the rotor, the only possible case is when these quantities
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vary periodically as functions of y, when the derivative 
dLhn/dy likewise varies periodically.

For L hn to be a periodic function of y, it is essential that 
the current traversing coil n sets up a magnetic field periodic
ally varying in space (tangentially to the air gap).

Some of the coil and core designs capable of producing a 
periodically varying magnetic field are discussed in the 
sections that follow.

19-2 The Cylindrical (Drum} Heteropolar 
Winding

The conductors of a drum winding are laid in slots on the 
side surface of the core which may be in the form of a toothed 
(or salient-pole) cylinder or toroid*.

As is seen from Fig. 19-la, the current in the conductors 
on the core surface facing the air gap alternates in direction 
periodically. This gives rise to a magnetic field which varies 
periodically in space—the core is magnetized heteropolarly— 
in going round the circumference, an N pole is followed by 
an S pole, and an S pole is followed by an N pole.

The spacing between zones A and X  occupied by conductors 
carrying currents which alternate in the direction of flow 
varies from design to design. Accordingly, a drum winding 
can set up a magnetic field with a varying number of periods, 
cycles of alternations per revolution, or, as more commonly 
stated, a varying number of pole pairs, (Fig. 19-2).

This spacing is measured along the periphery of the air- 
gap with a mean radius R and is called the pole pitch. If we 
designate the pole pitch as t  (see Fig. 19-la and Fig. 19-2), 
then the number of pole pairs (or cycles of alternation per 
revolution) will be given by

p = nDI2x = nR!x (19-1)
The simplest of all drum windings is the two-pole winding 

for which p — 1, and the magnetic field completes one cycle 
of alternation per revolution. Those with p >  1, are called 
multipole windings.

‘ * In m ach ines w ith  sm ooth  cores (those h a v in g  no slo ts) , the coil 
conductors are hounded  to  the outer surface of th e core.
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In a drum winding, the conductors lying on the surface 
of the air gap may be interconnected in any one of several

Fig. 19-1 Production of a periodically varying magnetic field in ro
tating electrical machines:
(a) cylindrical (drum) heteropolar winding; (6) toroidal heteropolar 
winding; (c) ring winding and claw-shaped core; (d) ring homopolar 
winding and toothed core

ways. Whatever the form of connection, however, the coil- 
ends will never encircle the yoke of the core.

Each coil may be wound with one or two turns. Each slot 
may contain one side (Figs. 19-la and 19-2a) or two sides
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(Fig. 19-26 and c) of a coil. In the former case, we have a 
single-layer winding, and in the latter, a double-layer winding 
if a given coil has one of its sides at the bottom of a slot 
and the other side at the top of the same slot (Fig. 19-26). 
If the sides occupying the same slot lie in the same plane, 
we have a double-row winding (Fig. 19-2c).

Frequently, it is convenient to place conductors carrying 
currents flowing in the same direction in several, say three, 
slots (Fig. 19-2d) rather than in one. The number of slots 
occupied by a phase belt (that is, by a belt of phase con
ductors carrying currents flowing in the same direction) 
in a single-layer winding is called the number of slots per 
pole, denoted by q.

When q = 1, the winding is called concentrated. When 
q >  1, we have a distributed winding.

The slots of the same core may carry several identical 
heteropolar windings producing between them fields with 
the same number of cycles of change, p , and energized from 
(or supplying power to) a polyphase line. This structure is 
called a polyphase winding. As is seen from Fig. 19-2e which 
shows a two-phase winding, each phase is a distributed 
heteropolar winding with q =  3 (see Fig. 19-2d). Phase A 
consists of belts with conductors carrying the current flowing 
in the forward direction (A) and belts with conductors 
carrying the current flowing in the reverse direction (X), 
and the spacing between the adjacent belts is equal to the 
pole pitch t .  Phase B consists of belts with conductors 
carrying the current in the forward direction (B) and belts 
with conductors carrying the current in the reverse direction 
(F). The belts of phase B are laid between the belts of phase 
A and are displaced from the phase A belts through a quarter 
of a cycle, or a half pole pitch, t / 2.

A similar arrangement is applicable to a polyphase wind
ing with m phases. In such a case, the number of slots per 
pole per phase, q, is given by

q = Z/2pm (19-2)

where Z is the total number of slots on the core. The adjacent 
belts in a given phase are displaced from one another by a 
pole pitch t , and the belts in the adjacent phases by a dis
tance equal to %lm.
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19-3 The Toroidal Heteropolar Winding

A toroidal winding (see Fig. 19-16) differs from a cylindrical 
in that the connections between its conductors carrying 
currents in the same direction, that is, the coil ends or 
overhangs, are wound around the toroidal core. If the con
ductors on the surface facing the air gap are arranged in the 
same manner as in a cylindrical coil, a toroidal coil does not 
differ from the latter as regards the production of a magnetic 
field periodically varying in space. In fact, it comes in the 
same modifications as the cylindrical winding. It offers some 
advantages in the manufacture of small electrical machines.

19-4 The Ring Winding
and a Claw-shaped Core

So far we have dealt with forms of winding in which a periodic 
heteropolar magnetic field was produced by an alternation 
in the direction of current flow in the conductors. In a ring- 
shaped winding (see Fig. 19-lc), a periodic field is obtained 
due to an alternation in the direction in which the claw
shaped teeth of the core enclose the energized ring-shaped 
winding. As regards the production of a periodic field, this 
arrangement is equally efficient as the previous designs.

A limitation of this design is an increased magnetic leak
age between the claw-shaped polepieces. An advantage is 
simplicity in manufacture. Its application is mainly in small 
machines and also in special-purpose medium-power units.

19-5 The Homopolar Ring Winding 
and a Toothed Core

A ring winding whose coils enclose the shaft of an electri
cal machine produces a homopolar field in the air gap. 
For the direction of current flow shown im Fig. 19-ld, 
the surface of the inner core is in N polarity, and that of the 
outer, in S polarity.

Periodic variations in the magnetic flux density within 
the air gap occur owing to the saliencies made on the core 
surface facing the air gap. If the surface of the other core is 
smooth or has a slight salience, then within the low areas 
(slots) the specific permeance will be smaller than it is 
within the saliences (teeth). Accordingly, the magnetic
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flux density within a salience (tooth) will be higher than it 
is within a low area (slot).

The magnetic flux density in the air gap will vary with 
a space period equal to the tooth pitch, or spacing between 
adjacent teeth, tz . The number of pole pairs will be

p = nDltz = Z (19-3)
where Z is the number of teeth in the core.

An advantage of this design is that the resultant magnetic 
field undergoes a larger number of alternations per revolution 
than with any other design because the coil conductors need 
not be laid in slots (the ring winding is external to the core), 
and there is no limit to slot size—in fact, they may 
be however small.

20 Basic Machine Designs
20-1 Modifications in Design
In the previous chapter, we discussed the ways and means of 
producing a periodic magnetic field in an electrical machine. 
Now we shall see how an electrical machine must be arranged 
for the self and mutual inductances of its windings to be 
functions of the angular position of the rotor and to vary 
periodically as the rotor rotates.

This effect can be obtained in any one of three basic ma
chine designs, namely:

(1) in a machine with one winding on the stator and one 
winding on the rotor;

(2) '. in a machine with one winding on the stator and a 
toothed rotor;

(3) in a machine with two windings on the stator and a 
toothed rotor.

Each design may come in several modifications. As is 
explained in Chap. 19, the magnetic field in the air gap of 
an electrical machine may be either heteropolar or homo- 
polar. Respectively, one uses two varieties of windings, 
heteropolar and homopolar. Heteropolar windings may be 
single-phase and polyphase. Homopolar windings may only 
be single-phase, and they may operate on a.c. or d.c. In
stead of a single-phase heteropolar winding, use is some
times made of a ring winding in a claw-shaped core.
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Table 20-1. Conceivable
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D e s i g n s  o f  E le c t r i c a l  M a c h in e s

the stator
polar Homopolar

B Smooth stator core C Toothed stator core D Smooth stator core

I

Similar to C3 (but 
needs external leads)

Similar to D3 (but 
needs external leads)

Uncapable of energy 
conversion in either 
direction

© ©
energy conversion in either direction

Similar to D3

©
Uncapable of electro
mechanical or mecha- 
noclectrical conver
sion

energy conversion in either direction
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W inding 1 on

W inding 2 Rotor core
Hetero

A Toothed stator core

7 Toothed rotor 
core

None

8 Smooth rotor 
core Uncapable of

Note. Heteropolar winding 1 may be single- or polyphase. Homopo

The core surface facing the air gap may be smooth or 
toothed. Accordingly, there may be smooth cores and toothed 
cores. In toothed cores, the opening and, sometimes, the 
shape of slots and teeth have a direct bearing on the per
meance of the air gap. In fact, the teeth can be suitably 
shaped to control the permeance of the air gap. In smooth 
cores, the slots have a limited opening (as compared with 
the air gap), and the air gap between the face of a tooth and 
the mating core remains constant as the rotor rotates. In 
such cores, the opening of slots has a negligible effect on the 
permeance of the air gap.

Toothed cores are used in electrical machines in which 
energy conversion is based on periodic variations in the 
permeance of the air gap. In some cases, the teeth of such 
cores are dimensioned so as to obtain a desired shape for the 
field in the air gap (this is true of the salient-pole rotors of 
synchronous machines and the salient-pole stators of d.c. 
machines). Also, cores in which the slots are made open 
for ease of coil placement behave like toothed cores. The 
use of open instead of semi-closed slots leads to increased 
pulsational losses and is justified only inasmuch as the 
manufacture is simplified. Wherever one may use slots with 
a small opening, a round core will be preferable, as it will 
keep the additional losses to a minimum.
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Table 20-1 (continued)

the stator
polar Homopolar

B Smooth stator core C Toothed stator core D Smooth stator core

©
Uncapable of energy 
conversion in either 
direction

energy conversion in either direction
ar winding 1 can only be single-phase.

Some of the conceivable machine designs are listed in 
Table 20-1. It gives combinations of heteropolar and 
homopolar windings and toothed and smooth cores for the 
stator and rotor. Combinations using ring windings and 
claw-shaped cores are not included because such machines 
are identical to those using a^single-phase heteropolar wind
ing. For the same reason, there has been no need to include 
cylindrical and toroidal heteropolar windings. The most 
important of the modifications listed in Table 20-1 are 
examined in the pages that follow.

20-2 Machines with One Winding
on the Stator and One Winding 
on the Rotor

In a machine carrying one winding on the stator and one 
winding on the rotor, electromechanical energy conversion 
occurs mainly owing to variations in the relative position 
of, and in the mutual inductance between, the windings as 
the rotor rotates. Variations in the self and mutual induct
ance of the windings due to the saliency of the cores are of 
secondary importance.

In the arrangement considered, only heteropolar windings 
are used on the stator and rotor. The rotor core may be
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toothed (notably, with salient poles) and smooth (round 
or cylindrical). The stator core may likewise be toothed or 
smooth. This gives a total of four combinations labelled as 
Al, A2, Bl, and B2 in Table 20-1. Figure 20-1 shows a four- 
pole machine with single-phase heteropolar windings on the 
stator and rotor, and smooth stator and rotor cores (modifi
cation B2 in Table 20-1).

The winding currents ix or i2 set up a four-pole (p = 2) 
magnetic field (the figure only shows the magnetic lines of

Fig. 20-1 Machine with one stator winding (i) and one rotor winding 
(2) (Pi =  P2 =  2)

force due to £2). A plot of L12 and Lu (L22) as functions of the 
angle y between the axes of the two windings is shown in the 
same figure. As is seen, the mutual inductance, proportional 
to the flux linkage of the magnetic field due to i2 with the 
turns of winding 1  is a maximum when y =  0, that is, when 
the axes of the coils run in the same direction. When the 
axis of coil 2  makes with the axis of coil 1  an angle y = n/A, 
which corresponds to a linear displacement along the peri
phery of the air gap through t /2 ,  or a quarter-cycle of change 
in the field, the flux linkage with coil 1  and the mutual
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inductance will be zero. A cycle of change in the mutual 
inductance is completed as the rotor moves through 2 % 
or through a pole pitch angle yp =  jt. In the general case, when 
the windings set up a p-cycle field, the mutual inductance 
undergoes a complete cycle of change as the rotor moves 
through 2 % or the pole pitch angle given by

yp = (2 n/2 nR ) 2 % =  2nip (20-1)
If the rotor is rotating at angular velocity Q, the mutual 

inductance will alternate with a period given by
T =  yp/Q =  2n IpQ (20-2)

Accordingly, the frequency of change in the mutual in
ductance, /, and the angular frequency of change in the 
mutual inductance, co, are given by

/ =  i/T  = pQ/2n (20-3)
co =  2nf =  pQ (20-4)

The shape of the plots for L12, Ln , and L22 is typical of 
round (cylindrical) cores with q =  1: a half-cycle of change 
in L12 is triangular in shape, Ln and L22 are nearly constant; 
it is only when the slots in the stator and rotor are aligned 
that the self-inductances show slight variations, but these 
may safely be ignored. As the number of slots per pole per 
phase, g, increases, the pattern of change in L12 takes on a 
shape close to sinusoidal, which has a wholesome effect on 
the performance of the machine. Thus, by increasing the 
number of slots on a round rotor core carrying a single
phase winding the L12 pattern can be made nearly sinusoidal 
in the round-core synchronous machine shown as an example 
of modification A2 (see Table 20-1).

A practically sinusoidal pattern of change in L12 can be 
obtained with q = 1 as well, if the rotor core is so shaped 
that the air gap at the tooth axis is two-thirds to one-half 
of the gap at its tips (or edges).

This type of rotor (a salient-pole rotor) with a single
phase winding is used in modifications A1 and Bl.

Most frequently, electrical machines are built with single- 
or polyphase heteropolar windings (see Sec. 19-2) having 
the same number of pole pairs. This is true of induction 
machines and conventional synchronous machines (see 
Parts 4, 5 and 6 of this text).
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20-3 Machines with One Winding on the Stator 
and Toothed Rotor and Stator Cores 
(Reluctance Machines)

In a machine with one winding on the stator and toothed 
rotor and stator cores, electromechanical energy conversion 
is based on the variations caused in the self-inductance of 
the winding by the teeth on the cores. Figure 20-2 shows 
such a machine with a single-phase concentrated heteropolar

Fig. 20-2 Machine with concentrated heteropolar stator winding (./) 
(Pl =  2, q± =  1) and toothed stator (3) and rotor (4) cores with an 
equal number of teeth (Z3 =  Z4 =  8)

winding on the stator, and the rotor and stator cores having 
the same number of teeth, Z3 =  Z4 =  Z (modification A 7 in 
Table 20-1). The tooth pitch angle of the rotor, yZ4 =  2jt/Z4, is 
the same as that of the stator, yZ3 = 2ji/Z3.

As is seen from the curves in Fig. 20-2, when Z 3 = Z4, 
variations in Ln  are sufficiently large for an effective energy 
conversion to take place. To avoid some undesirable effects 
in operation, it will be well-advised to choose the number of 
teeth on the stator and rotor such that

The rationale of such a choice will be explained later.
An example of a machine satisfying the condition in 

Eq. (20-5) is shown in Fig. 20-3. The rotor has Z4 teeth,

Z4 — Z' — ± 2 p 1 (20-5)
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whereas the salient-pole stator has 2p 1 =  4 poles. The coils 
of the concentrated single-phase stator winding are wound 
around the pole-pieces and laid out in major slots between 
them. On the surface of the poles are made minor stator 
teeth displaced from one^another by â tooth angle yZ3 
=  2ji/Zg, where Z' is the number of tooth angles that can

Fig. 20-3 Machine with concentrated heteropolar stator winding (1) 
(p1 =  2, q± =  1) and toothed stator (3) and rotor (4) cores with diffe
rent numbers of teeth (Z3 =  12, Z3 =  16, Z4 =  20)

be accommodated round the core. The number Z' must 
satisfy the condition defined by Eq. (20-5) and be, of course, 
a multiple of 2p±, that is Z' =  2p 1 (an integer). This in 
turn requires that the rotor should have a number of teeth 
which is a multiple of the number of poles, that is, Z4 =  
2p1 (an integer). In our case,

For the machine to operate normally, it is essential that 
each pole should span 2/3 to 3/4 of a pole pitch, the remaind
er being taken up by the major slots between them. Accor
dingly, each pole must carry an odd number, N 3, of minor 
teeth. This number must lie within the limits given above

N 3 =  two-thirds to three-fourths. of Z'/2p (20-6)

Z4 =  2 x 2 x 5  =  20 

Z; =  20 -  2 X 2 =  16
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where Z'J2p is the number of minor tooth angles per pole 
pitch. In our case,

N 3 =  (2/3 to 3/4) X 16/4 =  3
The self-inductance of the stator winding, L n = 

varies with the relative position of the stator and rotor 
teeth. For the machine in Fig. 20-2 (with Z 3 =  Z4), it is 
a maximum when the stator and rotor teeth are aligned, 
for example when 7 =  0, jc/4, jt/2, etc. It is a minimum 
when a slot is opposite a tooth, which happens when 7 =  
=  jt/8, 3jt/8 , 5jt/8 , etc., and the permeance of the air gap 
and the flux linkage for a given are minimal.

For the machine in Fig. 20-3, the self-inductance of the 
winding is a maximum when the rotor teeth are aligned with 
the stator teeth lying on the axes of the winding poles 
(2, 2', 2", 2'"). This happens when 7  =  0, n/10, jt/5, etc. 
In this position, all minor teeth on the poles are approxima
tely opposite the rotor teeth, and the flux linkage of the 
winding for a given conductor current is a maximum. Con
versely, the self-inductance of the winding is a minimum 
when the rotor slots are aligned with the stator teeth lying 
on the axes of the winding poles, which happens when, say, 
7  =  jt/20, 3jx/20, etc.

The self-inductance undergoes a complete cycle of change 
as the rotor moves through one tooth pitch, or one tooth 
angle yz =  yZ4. (The pole pitch angle of the winding, 
7Pi =  2jc/p1? and the tooth angle of the stator, yz$, have 
no effect on the period of change in the self-inductance.) 
If the rotor is rotating at an angular velocity £2, the time 
period of change in self-inductance, its frequency and angular 
frequency are given by

T =  7 Z4/£2 =  2jx/Z4£2 
f  = Z 4QI2tc 
co =  Z4£2

(20-7)

(20-8)

From comparison of Eqs. (20-8) and (20-3), it is seen that 
in synchronous reluctance machines, the frequency is ZJp  
times that of conventional two-winding machines with the 
same rotational frequency.

The rationale of choosing the number of teeth subject to 
Eq. (20-5), may he explained as follows. For variations in 
the self-inductance of the winding to be substantial, the
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rotor and stator teeth must take up the same relative posi
tion at every pole of the winding (this is true, for example, 
of the case in Fig. 20-3 where the rotor and stator teeth are 
shown aligned at all the poles). Let one of the rotor teeth 
(say, tooth No. 1) be aligned with a stator tooth at pole V . 
Then the next adjacent rotor tooth will be displaced from 
the next adjacent stator tooth through an angle y Z 3  — yZ4; 
the rotor tooth following it will be displaced from the cor
responding stator tooth by an angle 2 (yZ3 — yZ/(), etc. As a 
result, the rotor tooth in alignment with the stator tooth at 
pole 1 " will he separated from the first by an angle yv l ! 2  or 
7p1/2vz4 tooth pitches of the rotor. With the respect to the 
next adjacent stator tooth, this rotor tooth will be displaced 
through an angle ypl (yZ3 — Yz4)/2yZ4 which must be 
equal to the tooth angle of the stator, that is

Y pl (YZ3 —  Y Z4)/2V Z3 =  ± Y Z 3  

Hence, on recalling that
Y?u =  2jt /p1

we obtain the condition defined in Eq. (20-5).
If stator winding 1 (Fig. 20-4) is a distributed one, and 

the conductors carrying currents in the same direction are 
laid at each pole among several (q) slots (in Fig. 20-4, q =  3), 
the stator core 3 need not be a toothed one (modification B7 
in Table 20-1). In the modification using a distributed win
ding, variations in the self-inductance of the winding can be 
produced by the teeth on the unwound core, 4. The slots in 
core 3 carrying the winding may have a limited opening. 
In the circumstances, core 3 may be treated as a smooth one.

Variations in the self-inductance will be a maximum when 
the rotor has the same number of teeth, Z4, as there are 
poles on winding 1 (in Fig. 20-4, 2 =  4 and Z4 =  4). 
This design may be regarded as a special case of a machine 
with the number of teeth meeting the condition defined in 
Eq. (20-5) for a smooth stator, when Z3 =  0, and Eq. (20-5) 
reduces to Z4 =  2px.

In such a machine, the high-permeance zones lie opposite 
the rotor teeth, and the low-permeance zones lie opposite 
the rotor slots. If it has Z4 =  2 teeth, such a rotor is called 
salient-pole. The time period, frequency and angular fre
quency of variations in self-inductance are given by Eq. (20-8).

Apart from a heteropolar winding, the design in question 
may use a single-phase homopolar winding (modification
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C7 in Table 20-1). In this design, variations in the self-in
ductance of the winding are obtained by using a toothed core 
for both the stator and rotor, the effect being a maximum 
when Z3 = Z4. In performance, such a machine is not 
unlike a single-phase heteropolar machine with Z3 =  Z4.

Fig. 20-4 Machine with distributed heteropolar stator (1) winding 
(Pi =  2, qx =  3) and a toothed (salient-pole) rotor (4) core (Z4 =  
=  2/?! =  3)

The time period, frequency and angular frequency of varia
tions in the self-inductance of a liomopolar winding are 
found by Eq. (20-8).

The design examined in this section is utilized in reluct
ance synchronous machines. It offers advantages of simple 
construction and freedom from sliding contacts in the elec
tric circuit of the winding.

20-4 Machines with Two Winding on the Stator 
and Toothed Cores for the Stator and Rotor 
(Inductor Machines)

In this case, electromechanical (or mechanoelectric) energy 
conversion occurs mainly owing to variations in the mutual 
inductance between the stator windings as a toothed rotor 
core moves relative to them.
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The windings may be heteropolar and have the same num
ber of pole pairs (p2 =  p 2) or a different number of pole pairs, 
or they may be homopolar. It is also possible to combine a 
heteropolar and a homopolar winding. The stator may be 
built with either a toothed or a smooth core. This leaves

Fig. 20-5 Machine with two heteropolar stator windings, 1 and 2 
(Pi =  P2 =  2) and toothed cores for the stator (3) and rotor (4), with 
the same number of teeth (Z3 =  Z4 =  8)

us with five likely modifications (A3, B3, C3, D3, and C5, 
see Table 20-1). One cycle of change in the mutual inductance 
is completed as the rotor (at 4 in Fig. 20-5) moves through 
a tooth pitch £Z4 or a tooth angle, yZ4 =  Tz*

If the rotor is rotating at an angular velocity £2, the time 
period and angular frequency of the mutual inductance can 
be found by Eq. (20-8), assuming that the rotor core has a 
number Z =  Z4 of teeth. According to the manner in which 
the mutual inductance between the windings is made to 
vary, the machine can be built in one of four modifications.

(i) The mutual inductance between the windings varies 
owing to changes in the mean permeance of the air gap with 
the rotation of the toothed rotor core relative to the toothed 
stator core, both having the same number of teeth (modifi
cations A3 and G5 in Table 20-1). In this arrangement, the 
mutual inductance has the same sign in any position of the
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rotor relative to the stator. As the rotor rotates, it oscillates 
about its mean value, being a maximum when the stator 
teeth are aligned with the rotor teeth, and a minimum when 
the stator teeth are aligned with the rotor slots (and, of 
course, when the stator slots are aligned with the rotor 
teeth).

The number of teeth
Z =  Z3 =  Z4 (20-9)

is chosen to give the requisite frequency of change in the 
mutual inductance, from Eq. (20-8).

Similar variations in the mutual inductance with Z3 =  Z4 
can be obtained with modification C5 which uses two homo- 
polar windings. It is equivalent in performance to modifi
cation A3 when the latter uses single-phase windings with 
P i  — P i -

(ii) The mutual inductance between the two heteropolar 
windings on the stator is made to vary owing to the rotation 
of a toothed rotor core (modification B3 in Table 20-1). In 
this arrangement, the saliency of the stator is of minor signi
ficance. For variations in the mutual inductance to be as 
large as possible, the number of poles p l and p 2 and the 
number of teeth Z4 must be chosen such that

Z ±  =  p 2 ±  P i  (2 0 -1 0 )

For example, in the machine of Fig. 20-6 with a two-pole 
stator winding 1  (pL =  1) and a four-pole stator winding 2  

{p2 =  2), the condition defined by Eq. (20-10) will be satis
fied if the rotor has three teeth (Z4 =  px +  p 2 = 3).

In such a machine, the permeance will be a maximum in 
zones B1? 5 2, and B s which are aligned with the rotor teeth. 
It is an easy matter to prove that the mutual inductance 
between the stator windings is a function of the position 
that zones S l7 # 2, and B 3 take up relative to these windings.

When the rotor takes up the position shown in the figure 
(the angle y between winding 1  and the rotor teeth is jx/6), 
the mutual inductance L 12 is a positive maximum (the mag
netic field due to the current i2 produces a maximum positive 
flux linkage with winding 1). If we rotate the rotor through 
jt/3, its teeth will move into the position previously occu
pied by the slots and, as can readily be shown, the flux 
linkage and the mutual inductance will change sign and 
take each a maximum negative value equal to the positive
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maximum value in magnitude. With p 1 — 1 and p 2 = 2, 
the average mutual inductance will be zero. It will likewise 
be zero if p 2/pi is an even number, that is, if the windings 
are such that given smooth cores, the mutual inductance

Fig. 20-6 Machine with two hctcropolar stator windings, 1 and 2 , 
with a different number of pole pairs (p1 =  1, p 2 =  2), a smooth 
stator core (5), and a toothed rotor core (4). Z4 =  px +  p 2 =  3

between them is zero. If p jp i  is an odd number, the average 
mutual inductance will be non-zero, and the mutual induct
ance will be pulsating about its mean value.

The number of rotor teeth Z4 is uniquely fixed by the 
specified frequency and angular frequency. As a rule Z4 
is fairly large, and in order to satisfy Eq. (20-10), winding 1 
must be made with a moderate number of pole pairs (px 
=  1, 2, 3) and winding 2 with a large number of pole pairs, 
close to that of rotor teeth, p 2 =  Z4 — plm This introduces 
some difficulties in the manufacture of winding 2. In fact, 
if Z4 is very large, one has to use the modification described 
in (iii) below. Winding 2 is laid in the minor slots shaped so 
that their effect on the permeance of the air-gap may be 
neglected. Winding 1 is laid in the major slots which can be 
formed by enlarging the cross-section of some minor slots 
without increasing their total number (Fig. 20-6), or they

‘jjt
3

r
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may replace a group of several minor slots and teeth by 
removing one or several coils from winding 2. When Z4 =  
=  2p1? the two windings have the same number of pole 
pairs,

Pz = ^4 Pi = 2pi Pi = Pi
If, however, this arrangement is to permit variations in the 
mutual inductance, one of the windings must be distributed 
or, if both windings are left concentrated, they must be 
displaced from each other by a quarter of a cycle, as shown 
in the cross-sectional view of modification B3.

(iii) The mutual inductance between the two heteropolar 
windings on the stator is made to vary owing to changes in 
the position of a toothed stator core relative to a toothed 
rotor core, both having the same number of teeth. In this 
arrangement, the number of teeth on the stator and rotor 
must be chosen such that there are as many high-permeance 
zones as in a machine with a smooth stator core in (ii) 
(Fig. 20-6), that is, p 2 +  Pi (when p = 1 and p 2 = 2, the 
number of such zones will be 2 +  1 = 3  or 1).

To obtain this number, it is essential that the difference 
in the number of teeth between the stator and rotor he 
Pz ±  Pn

Z4 — Z3 =  p z ±  p1 (20-11)
To prove, at the centre of a high-permeance zone, say, Bx 
in Fig. 20-7, a rotor tooth is opposite a stator tooth (or, which 
is the same, a rotor slot is opposite a stator slot). An adja
cent rotor tooth is displaced from an adjacent stator tooth 
by an angle y Z 3  — yZ4; the next adjacent rotor tooth is 
displaced from the next adjacent stator tooth by an angle 
2 (yz3 — yz j i  an(l so on. To arrive at the centre of the 
next high-permeance, say, B 2 the displacement must be 
2n/(p2 +  px) or ZJ(p 2 +  pi) rotor teeth. Then, because at 
the centre of zone B 2 the rotor tooth must again be opposite 
the stator tooth, the displacement of this rotor tooth from 
the corresponding stator tooth

z i 0vz3 — yztViPz ±  Pi)
must be equal to the tooth angle of the stator, that is,

z 4 ( V Z 3  —  Y z i)/(Pz ±  P i )  =  Y Z 3

Hence, the number of teeth on the stator and rotor must 
satisfy the condition defined by Eq. (20-11).
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Also, for windings 1 and 2 to be able to form balanced 
circuits, Z3 must be equal to 2p 2 (an integer), if p 2^  px.

As an example, Fig. 20-7 shows a machine having p 2 =  2 
and pi =  1, as does the machine in Fig. 20-6. In view of 
the desired frequency,

The pattern of changes in L12 with the angular position 
of the rotor is qualitatively the same as for the machine in

Fig. 20-7 Machine with two heteropolar stator windings, 1 and 2, 
differing in the number of pole pairs (px =  1, p2 = 2). The stator 
and rotor are built with toothed cores differing in the number of teeth:
Z4 =  Z3 +  Pl +  p 2 =  20 +  1 +  2 =  23

Fig. 20-6. But the self-inductance varies nearly sinusoidally, 
and it completes a cycle of change in one tooth angle, yZ4. 
It is to be noted that as the rotor moves through one tooth 
pitch or through yZ4, the axis of a high-permeance zone moves 
through an angle 2jt/(p2 ±  Pi), so that zone B1 takes up the 
place of B 2, zone B 2 takes up the position of S 3, and so on. 
As is seen, the high-permeance zones rotate at a higher speed

Z3 =  2 x 2 x 5  =  20 
Z4 =  20 +  2 +  1 =  23
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than the rotor by a factor of
2nlyZi (p2 ±  px) =  ZJ(p2 ±  Pi)

The time period and frequency of variations in the self
inductance can be found from Eq. (20-8).

(iv) The mutual inductance between a heteropolar and 
a homopolar winding is made to vary by the rotation of

Fig. 20-8 Machine with ajheteropolar (2) and a homopolar (i) stator 
windings, with a smooth stator core|(3)|and a Jtoothed rotor core (4). 
Z4 =  p 2 ~  2

a toothed rotor core relative to a smooth stator core (modi
fication D3 in Table 20-1). As is seen from Fig. 20-8, the 
heteropolar winding is laid out in the stator slots (in the 
figure, p 2 = 2). The homopolar winding is wound as a ring 
around the rotor shaft. The figure shows the positive direc
tions of the currents in the windings and the magnetic field 
set up by i2.

If the stator and rotor cores were smooth, the magnetic 
field established by winding 2 would be periodic (as shown 
in Fig. 20-1). Its lines would close via the yokes and link 
the current i2 in the slots without linking with winding 1. To 
make variations in L12 as large as practicable, the rotor core
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is made with teeth, and the number of teeth is taken equal to 
the number of pole pairs for winding 2, that is,

Z4 =  p 2 (20-12)
As an example, the condition defined by Eq. (20-12) will be 
satisfied by the machine shown in Fig. 20-8 (p2 =  2) when 
Z4 =  2. When the rotor is in the position shown in the figure 
(the angle between the axis of the S pole on winding 2 
and the axis of a rotor tooth is y =  yzJ 2 =  Jt/2), the mutual 
inductance L12 between windings 1 and 2 has a maximum 
negative value. In this position, the high-permeance zones 
aligned with the rotor teeth lie opposite the N poles on wind
ing 2. Conversely, the zones lying opposite the S poles have 
the lowest permeance, so the periodic magnetic field whose 
lines close around the currents in the slots, along the yokes, 
and across the gaps is insignificant.

In contrast, the homopolar field whose lines close around 
the coil ends on the N poles of winding 2, across the gap 
zones having a maximum permeance, across the yokes, 
through the shaft, end-shields, and frame (see Fig. 19-1 d) is 
substantial (it is shown by dashed lines in Fig. 20-8). As is 
seen, the lines of this homopolar field link with homopolar 
winding 2, and the resultant flux linkage is negative. If 
we turn the rotor through yZ4/2 =  n/2, the axes of the rotor 
teeth will line up with the axes of the S2 poles on winding 2, 
the high-permeance zones will lie opposite the S2 poles on 
winding 2 , and the resultant homopolar field will produce 
a positive flux linkage with winding 1. It should be noted 
that in Fig. 20-8 we have chosen small values for Z4 and p 2 
only to simplify the illustration. In practical machines, the 
relationship between /  and Q is usually such that Z4 =  p 2 
must be fairly high. As already noted, winding 2 with a large 
number of poles is difficult to make. In fact, if Z4 =  p2 
turns out to be too large, the modification being discussed 
has to be replaced by that examined in(v)below.

(v) The mutual inductance between a heteropolar and 
a homopolar winding is made to vary by the rotation of 
a toothed rotor relative to a toothed stator, having different 
numbers of teeth (modification C3 in Table 20-1).

As follows from Fig. 20-9, this modification differs from 
that in (iv) only in that the stator core has teeth. To make 
variations in L12 as large as practicable, the number of teeth 
on the stator (Z3) and the rotor (Z4) must be chosen such
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that the number of high-permeance zones formed around the 
periphery of the air gap be equal to p 2, as in the machine 
shown in Fig. 20-8. As has been proved in (iii), the number 
of high-permeance zones for a toothed stator and a toothed

Fig. 20-9 Machine with a heteropolar (2) and ahomopolar (1) wind
ing on the stator and toothed stator (3) and rotor (4) cores having a 
different number of teeth (Z4 =  Z3 +  p 2 =  12 +  2 =  14)

rotor is equal to the difference in the number of teeth bet
ween the stator and rotor. Therefore, Z3 and Z4 must be 
chosen such that

Z4 — Z3 = p 2 (20-13)
As an example, for the machine in Fig. 20-9, which uses 
winding 2 with two pairs of poles (p2 == 2) and stator 3 with 
Z3 =  12 teeth, the condition defined in Eq. (20-13) will be 
satisfied when

Z4 =  Z3 -f- p 2 — 12 -f- 2 =  14
When the rotor takes up the position shown in the figure 
(the angle between the axes of the stator and rotor teeth is 
y = 3yZ4/2 =  3ji/14), the mutual inductance between 
windings 1 and 2 has a maximum negative value. In this po
sition, the high-permeance zones in the air gap, where the
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stator teeth lie opposite the rotor teeth, are aligned with 
the N2 poles of winding 2. In contrast, the zones lying oppo
site the S poles have the lowest permeance. If we turn the 
rotor through an angle yZ4/2 — ft/14, the axes of the rotor 
teeth will align themselves with those of the stator teeth on 
the axes of the S poles. The high-permeance zones will then 
lie opposite the S2 poles on winding 2 and produce a homo- 
polar magnetic field which links with winding 1.

The design with two windings on the stator is frequently 
used in special-purpose machines. Among its advantages are 
the relatively high frequency of variations in the self or 
mutual inductances at a relatively low rotational speed, 
and also freedom from sliding contacts in the electric circuits 
of the windings (for which reason such machines are called 
brushless or contactless).

In the generator mode of operation, such machines generate 
voltages at a high frequency, although the rotor is rotating 
at a medium velocity (inductor generators). In the motor 
mode of operation, their rotors rotate at a substantially low
er speed than the machines having windings on both the 
stator and rotor. Because in such motors the rotor speed is 
reduced electromagnetically (without any gearing), they 
may be called electromagnetically down-geared motors.

21 Conditions for Unidirectional Energy
Conversion by Electrical Machines

21-1 The Single-Winding Machine

In this chapter, we shall discuss what currents the windings 
of a machine must carry for undirectional energy conversion 
to take place. The discussion will be concerned with the 
same machine designs as are listed in Sec. 20-1.

To begin with, we shall turn to the equation of electro
magnetic torque, Eq. (18-6), for a single- or a two-winding 
machine. In this equation, the self-inductance of one wind
ing, Ln , or the mutual inductance L12 between two windings 
is a periodic function of the angular position of the rotor 
or time. For unidirectional energy conversion, the currents 
in the windings must vary so that the mean electromagnetic 
torque is nonzero.
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Because all the events involved recur periodically, it 
will suffice to determine the torque averaged over a pe

riod

\  I To (generator)
\ A
\  T\  J , em (generator)

Fig. 21-1 Conditions for unidi
rectional energy conversion in 
a single-winding machine

_ _ 1_  r T 
T Jo T d t

and to define the conditions 
for currents under which elect
ric energy is converted to 
mechanical (T0 >  0) or back
( T 0 <  0) .

Let us consider a single-wind
ing machine first (see Sec. 20-3). 
As follows from Eq. (18-6), 
when n =  1 and k =  1, the 
electromagnetic torque deve
loped by a machine with 
one winding 1 carrying a cur
rent ii (see Figs. 20-2 through 
20-4) is given by

T  =  ± i 2 
1 2 ll

J h l
dy (21-2)

ductance with time may be 
form

La

No matter where the wind
ing is wound (on the stator or 
rotor) and how it is arrang
ed, variations in Ln will be 
qualitatively the same, with 
an angular period (tooth angle) 
y z or a time period T 
=  — 2n/pzQ =  2n/co [seeEq. 
(20-8)], about some mean self
inductance, L110. Expanding 
into a Fourier series and retain
ing the zeroth and first terms, 
variations in the self-in- 

described by an equation of the

£110 Lilm cos cd£ (21-3)

where co =  Qpz =  2jiIT is the angular frequency of varia
tions in the self-inductance (see Fig. 21-1).
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The derivative of the self-inductance with respect to the 
angular position of the rotor is

d i n/dY =  (dLn/dt) (dt/dy) = — p zL llm sin cot (21-4)
where y = Qt, and d£/dy =  l/£2.

As we have already learned, the current in the only wind
ing of a machine must be an alternating one. Using Eq. (21-1), 
it is an easy matter to see that if the winding carried a con
stant current, the mean torque T0 would be zero.

Let us limit ourselves to the fundamental component of 
current, responsible for the largest mean electromagnetic 
torque. Then,

i± «  Iim cos (©if +  cp) (21-5)
Now the question is: What should co1 and (p be for T0 to 

be a maximum, with all other conditions being equal? 
Since the mean torque is given by

T

T0 = ----PzIi^ f llm j  cos2 (cOit +  (p) sin cot d£
o

its evaluation reduces to evaluating its integral. Upon trigo
nometric manipulations in the integrand, we get

T

j  cos2 (co  ̂+  cp) sin cot dt 
o

T  T

= -j' [ sin cot dt +  J cos (2coit +  2cp) sin cot d£ 
o o

The first term on the right-hand side is equal to zero. 
The second term may be re-written as

T

— j  sin [(© +  2©4) t +  2cp] dJ 
o

T

+  Ijr j  sin [(co — 2(Oi) t — 2cp] d£
o

When the angular frequency of the current is
©! =  co/2 (21-6)

the time period of the current, T1 =  2T, is twice the time 
period of the self-inductance, and the period of the currept
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squared, T J2, is equal to the time period of the self-induc
tance (see Fig. 21-1). Then the mean electromagnetic tor
que is

T0 = (PzI2imLn m/8) sin 2q> (21-7)
When cp =  jt/4, the mean torque is a maximum in the 

generator mode of operation. When cp =  — jt/4, it is a ma
ximum in the motor mode of operation. Also, the periodic 
component of the current squared is in phase with the self
inductance in the former case, and in anti-phase in the latter 
case.

The respective plots of currents and torques appear in 
Fig. 21-1. The angle cp =  ji/4 corresponds to a time lead of 
t =  cp/cOi =  TJ8.

To sum up, it may be argued that for unidirectional energy 
conversion, a single-winding machine must carry a current 
at angular frequency equal to half the angular frequency 
of variations in the self-incluctance:

co! =  co/2 =  p zQl 2
The direction of energy conversion depends on the phase 

angle between the current and the self-inductance. When 
cp =  jx/4, the machine will be operating as a motor. When 
cp =  — jt/4, it will be operating as a generator.

The angular velocity of the machine is proportional to the 
angular frequency of the current in the winding connected 
to the electrical system

Q =  2co J p z (21-8)
A machine whose angular velocity is proportional to the 

angular frequency of the electrical system will be called 
a synchronous machine. A machine whose angular velocity 
does not satisfy this relation will be called an asynchro
nous one.

From Eq. (21-8) it follows then that all single-winding 
a .c. machines are synchronous machines.

21-2 Two-Winding Machines

The electromagnetic torque developed by a two-winding 
machine is given by

T =  M2 dL12/dy + y  i\ dL^/dy +  — i\ dL22/cly (21-9) 

irrespective of the winding arrangement-
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A major contribution to the electromagnetic torque comes 
from variations in the mutual inductance between the 
windings and is represented by the first term in Eq. (21-9)*. 
Therefore, we may limit our analysis to the first term.

As in the previous case, we may limit ourselves to the 
periodic component of the self-inductance with an angular 
period yp (or yz) and a time period

T = 2jt/p0Q =  2n/(o
where p0 = p is the number of pole pairs on the heteropolar 

windings of the stator and rotor [see Eqs. (20-2) 
through (20-4)] 

p z — Z is the number of teeth per pole on the rotor 
of a machine with two stator windings [see 
Eq. (20-8)]

As in the previous case, the mutual inductance varies 
with time as

Z/i2 =  A 20 A  2m cos (21-10)
where co =  Qp0 = 2n/T.

The derivative of the mutual inductance with respect to 
the angular position of the rotor is

dL12/dy =  (dL12/dt) (dt/dy) =  — p 0L12m sin co£ (21-11)

In the general case, the windings carry alternating cur
rents**. Limiting ourselves to the fundamental components 
as contributing most to the electromagnetic torque, we may 
write

*1 =  Am cos “1“ cPi) (21-12)
H = Am cos (co2f -f q>2)

In Fig. 21-2, cojl =  4co, co2 =  3co, (px =  0, and cp2 =  — jx/2.
Now let us find the values of cOi, co2, cpx, and cp2 that will 

lead to a maximum mean electromagnetic' torque in 
Eq. (21-1), with all other conditions being equal.

* The other components of the mean torque can be found as for a 
single-winding machine. As follows from Eq. (21-6), the mean torque 
of this kind may be non-zero at =  co/2 or co2 =  co/2. Then it will 
he a maximum at cp2 =  ± ji/4 or (p2 =  ± ji/4.

** A machine with, say, the second winding carrying d.c. is a spe
cial case for which co2 =  0 and i3 =  const.
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The mean torque is given by
T

T 0 = - ( P o I i m h m L i 2 J T )  ( cos (o>1f-t-q>1) cos (co2i+cp2) sin ©t  di
"o

The products of the cosines in the integrand may be re
written

~2 cos [(®i 4* >̂2) £ 4~ Ti 4  ̂T2] 4 “ ~2 cos [(®i — ®2)  ̂4 “ Ti %]

where the first term varies with a frequency ©L +  ©2, and 
the second term with a frequency ©1 — ©2.

If one of these frequencies is the same as the frequency of 
variations in the mutual inductance, that is,

©1 +  ©a =  © or ©! — ©2 == © (21-13)
then the mean torque will be nonzero. To demonstrate, on 
replacing the products

Y COS [(©! +  ©2) t  +  fpi +  <P2] sin a t
and

I
-7T- cos [(©1 — ©2) 1 4- Ti — T2] sinu

by a sum of four trigonometric functions, we get
T

T 0 = { p 0 h m h m L i z J A T )  f sin[(ffl1± © 2 — +  <P2]d i
0

Hence, on satisfying the condition defined by Eq. (21-13), 
we obtain

T0 =  sin (cpi zh T2) (21-14)
where the sign applies when ©x +  ©2 =  ©, and the “—” 
sign applies when ©x — ©2 =  ©.

The integrals of the remaining three terms of the sum, 
varying at frequencies

© 1  +  © 2 4 -  g> ¥= 0

© 1  — © 2  +  a) #  0  

©2 —j— ©2 — © -/— 0
are equal to zero.
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As is seen from Eq. (21-14), in the motor mode of opera
tion (To >  0), the mean torque is a maximum when (pa 
±  cp2 =  Jt/2; in the generator mode of operation (T0 < 0 ) ,  
this happens when cpi ±  cp2 — — Jt/2.

Unidirectional energy conversion by a two-winding ma
chine is illustrated in Fig. 21-2. With the frequencies and

phase adopted in the figure,

and
COi —  COo =  (0

cpi — qp2 =  rc/2

6 Q S [(u i+ U i) t* W fJ

so the resultant torque is non
zero.

To sum up, for unidirection
al energy conversion by a two- 
winding a.c. machine, it is 
essential that the sum or the 
difference of the angular frequ
encies of the currents in the 
windings be equal to the angu
lar frequency of variations in 
the mutual inductance betwe
en the windings. The direction 
of energy conversion is deter- 

Ytfdiu/dtXi/njcoslJuriJdt+ft-fr] mined by the magnitude of the 
sum or difference of the phase 
angles of currents with respect 
to the mutual inductance. 
When 0 <C (<Pi =h <p2) <  jx/2, 
electric energy is converted to 
mechanical; when —jt/2 <  
(<Pi ±  cp2) <  0, mechanical 
energy is converted to electric.

According as the rotational frequency of the rotor does or 
does not change with variations in the external torque, there 
may be asynchronous machines and synchronous machines.

In a synchronous machine, both windings carry currents 
whose angular frequencies are fixed in advance. In the 
general case, the machine converts the electric energy fed into 
two windings. Therefore, such units are also called double- 
fed machines. With COi and co2 held constant, the angular 
velocity of the rotor in a synchronous machine remains con-

Fig. 21-2 Conditions for unidi
rectional energy conversion in 
a two-winding machine
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stant, irrespective of the torque on its shaft*

Q O) ( O i ± ( O o  ,= ------- ------ - =  constant
Po Pq

Most frequently, synchronous machines are built with 
a three-phase heteropolar winding on the stator and a single
phase heteropolar winding on the rotor. If we put co2 =  0 
and cp2 =  0, all the relations derived above will fully apply 
to such a machine.

If not otherwise qualified, the term “synchronous” refers 
exactly to the above type of machine.

In an asynchronous machine (primarily, a motor) only one 
winding, say 7, is connected to a line whose frequency, say cox 
is fixed in advance. The other winding is either short- 
circuited or connected across an impedance, and the current 
i2 in this winding is produced by electromagnetic induction. 
Accordingly, asynchronous machines are more frequently 
called induction machines. The mutual emf is given by

/[
e12=  — d ¥ 12/d i=  — y  iim£ 12TO (coj —co) sin [(coj —©) H- Til 

+  j  hm^izm (“ i +  ®) sin [(©j +  co) t +  <Pi]

where
Y12 =  ixL12 = ilm cos (©!* +  cpa) L 12m cos at

is the mutual flux linkage.
The frequency (02 =  0)! — co of i2 is a function of the 

angular velocity of the rotor (co2 =  ol>x — £2p0) anc  ̂ satisfies 
the condition for unidirectional energy conversion defined 
in Eq. (21-13).

Most frequently, asynchronous (induction) machines are 
built with a three-phase heteropolar a.c. winding on the sta
tor, and a three-phase (or poly-phase) heteropolar short- 
circuited winding on the rotor.

If not otherwise qualified, the term “induction machine” 
refers to the above type of machine.

* V aria tion s in  the load  on the shaft bring about on ly  changes in  
the am p litu d e and phase of ix and i 2,
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22 Windings for A.C. Machines

22-1 Introductory Notes
Our discussion will be limited to heteropolar cylindrical 

windings since they are used most frequently in electrical 
machines.

The coils of such windings are usually laid out in slots on 
the stator or rotor.

The arrangement of single-layer (Fig. 22-1 a) and two-layer 
(Fig. 22-1 b) heteropolar windings along with that of a sim
ple polyphase single-layer winding has been explained in 
Sec. 19-2. Therefore, our discussion here will only be concer
ned with polyphase two-layer windings with m^> 1 phases, 
since they are used most frequently in a.c. machines.

22-2 The Structure of a Polyphase 
Two-Layer Winding

r
A two-layer m-phase winding is designed for connection to 
an m-phase balanced a.c. line or system. In the case of 
a three-phase system, they can be connected in a star or 
a delta (Fig. 22-2a and b).

For the phase currents I Al I Bl and I c to form a balanced 
set, it is essential that the phase windings should have the 
same inductive reactances. This requirement will be satis
fied if the axes of the phase windings are displaced from one 
another through an angle equal to i / m  of the angular period 
of the field (the pole pitch angle)*

yplm = 2nlpm

The core of a three-phase, two-layer winding (m = 3) is 
shown in Fig. 22-3. Each phase winding consists of several 
coils (Fig. 22-4a), one coil side lying in the top half of 
a slot, and the other in the bottom half of another 
slot about one pole pitch away. Each coil may have one 
turn (wc =  1) or several turns (wc >  1) insulated from

* This equation applies when m  >  2. When m  =  2, the phases 
are displaced through Vp/4.
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Fig. 22-2 Three-phase finding: (a) star-connected and (6) delta- 
connected
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one another and from the slot sides (the coil in Fig. 22-4a 
has two turns). The coils may be lap-wound or wave-wound. 
In a lap winding, each coil is connected to the next adjacent 
coil in series. In a wave winding, each coil is connected to 
a coil two pole pitches farther away than the next adjacent 
coil.

Each coil has two leads. Let the lead on the upper coil 
side be the start (S ) of the coil. Then the lead on its lower 
side will be its finish (F). As a rule, the leads of a coil are

made long enough for direct connection to another coil. 
According to the manner in which the coils are interconnected 
within a phase, the leads may be differently shaped and pro
portioned.

In diagrams, coils are usually shown as single-turn loops. 
As is seen in Fig. 22-46, a wave-wound coil differs from 
a lap-wound coil only in that the leads are shaped differen
tly (the leads of a wave winding are shown by the dashed 
lines). The coil pitch y equal to the distance between the 
coil sides, may be equal to a pole pitch (y =  t), or it 
may be somewhat shorter than one pole pitch, or chorded 
(usually, y =  0 . 8 t). Accordingly, there may be a full-pitched 
or a short-pitched (or chorded) winding.

The pole pitch and the coil pitch may be measured in terms 
of the distance along the periphery of the air gap or in
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tooth pitches
x =  Zl2p (tooth pitches) (22-1)
V = y j tz  (tooth pitches) (22-2)

where yc =  coil (or slot) span (see Fig. 22-4) 
t z — 2ziRIZ = tooth pitch 
Z = number of teeth (slots) on the core

Taking as an example a three-phase, four-pole, short- 
pitched (chorded) winding with y =  7 and Z = 36, Fig. 22-3 
shows how the coils should be distributed among the phases, 
the coil sides laid out in slots, and the positive currents 
directed in the coil conductors of polyphase, two-layer 
windings.

The total number of coils in the winding is equal to the 
number of slots. So each phase contains

Zlm =  36/3 =  12; coils

To establish a four-pole field, the coils in each phase 
should be divided into 2p = 4 groups uniformly distributed 
all the way around the circumference (one group per pole 
pitch). Each group contains q = Z/2pm adjacent coils. 
The number q is equal to the number of slots per pole per 
phase,

q = Z/2pm =  36 — (2 X 2 X 3) =  3 (22-3)
Let us designate coils by the Nos. of the slots in which their 
top sides are laid. Then phase A will include the following 
coil groups: (1, 2, 3), (10, 11, 12), (19, 20, 21), and (28, 
29, 30).

Adjacent groups in a phase are displaced from one another 
by one pole pitch

t  =  Z/2p = 36/4 =  9 slo ts

For the resultant field to be periodically varying, all the 
coils in each phase must carry identical currents reversing 
in direction as they pass from one pole pitch to the next. 
Assuming that the current in phase A (see Fig. 22-2) is in 
the positive direction, the currents in the top sides of coil 
group (1, 2, 3) will be flowing “inwards” (away from the 
reader), the currents in the top conductors of coil group 
(10, 11, 12) will be flowing “outwards” (towards the reader), 
etc. To facilitate design work, the coil groups in which the
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top conductors carry currents flowing away from the reader 
are assigned the index of the start of a given phase, A, and 
the coil groups in which the top conductors carry currents 
flowing towards the reader are assigned the index of the 
finish of the same phase, X.

Given the same positive directions of currents, the patterns 
of coils and currents in the remaining phases will be the 
same as in phase A. The only difference will be that phase 
B will be displaced from phase A counter-clockwise by 
an angle

yp/m =  2nlpm =  ji/3 (22-4)

that is, through 2x!m =  18/3 =  6 slots. In turn, phase 
C will be displaced through the same angle from phase B.

If the coils of a phase are divided into a identical parallel 
paths (circuits) within each of which they are connected in 
series, then each parallel path will carry a current 
equal to Ha.

Referring to Fig. 22-3, it is seen that the currents in both 
the top and bottom conductors of a phase set up patterns 
repeated every four poles, that is with a period p = 2, so 
that in a short-pitched winding the currents in the bottom 
layer are replicas of the currents in the top layer, displaced 
by x — y =  9 — 7 = 2  slots clockwise. If the winding 
were full-pitched (y =  x), the layers would not be displaced 
from each other, the currents in the top and bottom conductors 
in all the slots would be in the same direction and the con
ductors of a given phase would take up q slots per phase.

In short-pitched (chorded) windings (see Fig. 22-3), the 
phase conductors are laid out in q +  (t — y) = 3 + 9  
— 7 =  5 slots per pole. Chording results in an expanded belt 
occupied by the phase conductors within each pole pitch 
and, as will be explained in Sec. 24-5, makes the air gap 
field more sinusoidal.

22-3 Connection of Coils in a Lap Winding.
The Number of Paths and Turns 
per Phase

As already noted, the coils of a winding may be lap-wound 
or wave-wound. In a lap winding, each of the q coils within 
a given pole pitch is connected to the next adjacent coil in
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series aiding to form a coil group. For example, connecting 
the finish of coil 1 to the start of coil 2, and the finish of 
coil 2 to the start of coil 3 (Fig. 22-5) produces a phase A

Fig. 22-5 Coil connection in a lap winding (Z =  36, p =  2, m =  3, 
q =  3, x =  9, 7/ =  7, a =  1)

coil group consisting of coils 1, 2 and 3 . The other coil 
groups in phase A , (10, 11, 12), (19, 20, 21), and (28, 29, 30), 
are formed in a similar manner.

The start of a coil group is the start of the lowest-number
ed coil, and the finish of this coil group is the finish of the 
highest-numbered coil. For example, the starts of the coil 
groups listed just above are the starts of coils 1, 10, 19, 
and 28, whereas the finishes of the coil groups are the finish
es of coils 3, 12, 21, and 30.
1 6 - 0 1 6 9
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The term “lap” refers to the fact that, in going around 
from the start of a coil group towards its finish, the previous 
coil overlaps, as it were, the next adjacent one (see Fig. 22-5). 
The leads of the coils in a lap winding provided for connection 
to the next adjacent coils are- shown in Fig. 22-4. In the 
simplest case, when there is only one path (or circuit) per 
phase (a =  1), the coil groups in a lap winding are con
nected in series. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 22-5. 
For this winding, the numbers of coils, phases and pole 
pairs have been chosen the same as for the winding in 
Fig. 22-3. For better presentation, the top coil sides are 
shown displaced counter-clockwise from the bottom coil sides 
laid in the same slots. (The coil No. is the same as that of 
the slot where the top side is laid.)

For proper periodic variations in the currents carried by 
the coil sides of the phase, coil group {1, 2, 3), bearing the 
index A, is connected in series opposition with coil group 
{10, 11, 12), bearing the index X. The finish of group A is 
connected to the finish of group X. The start of group 
{10, 11, 12), bearing the index X , is connected to the start 
of group {19, 20, 21) bearing the index A, and so on.

If the positive directions of currents in the coils are chosen 
in advance (see Fig. 22-3), it is an easy matter to establish 
the sequence of connection for the coils.

In the other phases, the coils are interconnected in the 
same manner as in phase A.

The coil groups in the lap winding of Fig. 22-5 can be 
interconnected in a simpler way. Referring to Fig. 22-6, 
the coil groups are shown as sectors spanning an angle 
yp/2m subtended by the top coil sides. The numbering of the 
coil groups is given within the sectors. Each group has two 
leads. The start of a coil group is the lead of the lowest- 
numbered coil in the group.

When a =  1, the coil groups in Fig. 22-6a are connected 
in the same manner as in Fig. 22-5. The arrangement in 
Fig. 22-66 differs in that the same coil groups within each 
phase form the largest possible number of paths, a = 2p =  4. 
Each path in a phase is formed only by one coil group. The 
positive directions of current in the coil groups are indica
ted by arrows at the currents I J a ,  I Bla, and I c!a (pointing 
away from the finish towards the start of the forward groups 
A, B and C, and from the start towards the finish in 
the backward groups X, Y , and Z).
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^,To obtain the desired positive directions for the coil cur
rents the starts of groups A, B, and C must be connected to 
the starts of the respective phases {A,B, and C), their finish
es to the finishes of phases X, Y, and Z, respectively.

Fig. 22-6 Coil group connection in the lap winding of Fig. 22-3 for 
various numbers of paths: (a) for a =  1, (b) for a =  2p — 4

Conversely, the starts of groups X, Y and Zmust be connect
ed to the finishes of the respective phases, X, Y  and Z, 
whereas the finishes of these groups to the starts of phases 
A , B and C.

There is also a way of connecting the coils in a winding 
where a ranges between 2p and unity. Now, the coils are 
connected in series-parallel. For example, in the arrange
ment of Fig. 22-3, with <2 =  2, each path will contain two 
coil groups. Generally, the number of coil groups per path 
is 2pla. This number must always be an integer. For the 
current to be equally shared among the paths, the latter 
must be completely identical (that is, present the same 
resistance and inductive reactance). This requirement is 
satisfied, if the paths are assembled from the same number 
of properly interconnected coil groups and have the same 
number of series-connected turns

w =  (2pi a) qwc (22-5)
where wc =  number of turns per coil

qwc =  number of turns per coil group 
2pla =  number of series-connected coil groups per path.

16*
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22-4 Coil Connection in the Wave Winding

The distribution of coils among the phases and the choice 
of positive directions for the currents in the coils are inde
pendent of whether the coils are connected in a lap or in 
a wave winding. Therefore, with given Z, p , y , and m, 
the coil structure (say, the one shown in Fig. 22-3) is equally

Fig. 22-7 Coil connection in a wave winding (Z1 =  36, p =  2, m =  
=  3, 5  =  3, t  =  9, y =  7)

applicable to both a lap and a wave winding. In a wave 
winding, however, the phase coils are interconnected diffe
rently. Here, the winding progresses around the core by 
passing successively under each pole before again ap
proaching the starting point as shown in Fig. 22-7.

The coils in Fig. 22-7 differ from those in a lap winding 
only in the shape of the leads. The diagram shows all the 
connections between the coils of phase A. In forming this 
phase, let us start at coil 1. During the first tour, the 
finish of coil 1 is connected to the start of coil 19 which is
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displaced from coil 1 by 2% =  2 X 9 =  18 slots or an angle 
YP =  2nlp =  180°. One complete passage round the core 
will encompass p coils. Thus, within one tour, a given 
phase contains p coils connected series-aiding. In our case, 
one tour encompases two coils.

The first tour or wave must be followed by the second, 
third, etc., to give a total of q waves in the same direction. 
For the winding not to close upon itself at the end of the 
passage, the spacing between the last coil in a previous wave 
(say, coil 19 in the first wave) and the first coil of the next 
wave (say, coil 2 of the second wave) must be 2% +  1, rather 
than 2t. For the arrangement in Fig. 22-7, this spacing is

2t +  1 =  2 x 9 +  1 = 1 9

On completing q waves, we shall have obtained the first 
part of the winding, A1 — X I , containing in our example 
q =  3 waves (the first wave consists of coils 1 and 19, the 
second of coils 2 and 20, and the third of coils 3 and 21).

The second part of the winding is formed in a similar man
ner, starting at coil 10 which is displaced from coil 1 by 
t  =  9 slots or on angle yv!2 =  90°. The start A 2 of the 
second part of the winding will be the start of coil 10, and 
its finish X2 will be that of coil 30.

The two parts of the winding are perfectly identical, 
because they have the same number of coils connected in 
series aiding (each part contains pq coils). Therefore, they 
may be connected not only in series, but in parallel as well. 
When connected in series, they form a winding with one 
path (or circuit) per phase (a =  1). When connected in paral
lel, they form a winding with two paths (a =  2).

When a =  1 (see Fig. 22-7), for the currents to flow in 
the chosen positive directions, the two parts of the winding 
must be connected in opposition, that is, the finish X I  of 
the first part must be connected to the finish X2 of the se
cond part by a jumper. The start A1 of the first part is the 
phase start A, and the start A2 of the second part is the 
phase finish X .

When a =  2, the two parts are connected in parallel. 
The phase start A is connected to the start A1 of the first 
part and the finish X2 of the second part; the phase finish X  
is connected to the finish X I  of the first part and the start A2 
of the second part.
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The other two phases (Fig. 22-7 shows only the first and 
last coils) are formed in a similar way. The number of turns 
per path is found, as before, from Eq. (22-5).

22-5 The Selection of a Winding Type 
and Winding Characteristics

If a lap winding and a wave winding have the same number 
of coils (wound with wires of the same cross-sectional area, 
with the same number of turns per coil wc and with the same 
coil span y), the same number of phases m and the same 
number of paths (or circuits) a, and intended to generate 
a magnetic field with the same number of pole pairs p, 
they will be fully identical electromagnetically, because, 
given the same current, the phases set up identical magnetic 
fields. They only differ in the total length of wire required 
to make coils and coil connections. With a large number of 
turns per coil and a large number of slots per pole per phase, 
the effect of coil ends is insignificant, and the total length 
of wire is practically the same in either case. With a small 
number of slots per pole per phase, q & 2 or 3, a large num
ber of pole pairs, and a small number of turns per coil, 
especially when wc = 1, a wave winding is more attractive. 
Then the saving in conductor material may be as high as 
5% to 10%. The larger figure applies to machines with 
a relative core length equal to l/% 1.5, and the smaller
figure to machines with a relative core length equal to about 
3.0. With a small number of pole pairs (say, p = 1 or 2), 
where the length of jumpers between the two parts of a phase 
winding (A l-X l and A2-X2) is large in comparison with 
the total length of coil ends, the use of a wave winding 
offers no advantages.

Practically, a single-turn coil is made by soldering, 
brazing or welding together two halves, called bars.

Windings in which all the coil sides carry the same current
Iw ja  = the same

are equal as regards the production of a magnetic field. At 
the same time, they may have a different number of turns 
per coil, wc, and a different number of paths (or circuits) 
per phase, a. As an example, Fig. 22-8 shows the coil sides of 
three windings identical in terms of the magnetic field pro
duced. (It is assumed that in all other respects these windings
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do not differ from one another. Notably, they have the same 
number of slots, the same number of pole pairs, the same 
number of phases, the same coil span, and the same current 
density in the conductors.)

When the current per coil side is the same, the number of 
circuits and the number of turns are chosen to suit the reli
ability requirements and to simplify the manufacture. If

a=2 (b ) a~f (C)

Fig. 22-8 Windings with the same current per coil side, Iwja:  
1—active conductor carrying 11 a; 2—turn insulation between active 
conductors; 3—ground insulation

the number of circuits can be chosen such that the resultant 
coil will be a single-turn one, 7̂C =  1, it is usual to pick the 
arrangement shown in Fig. 22-8c, because in a single-turn, 
two-layer coil (usually made of bars soldered, brazed or 
welded together), the ground insulation also doubles as the 
turn insulation. As a result, its manufacture requires 
a smaller quantity of insulating materials, and the coil 
takes up a smaller space in the slot, whereas the overall reli
ability is markedly improved. For a comparison of the quan
tity of insulation required, see Figs. 22-8a and b.

22-6 A Two-Pole Model of a Winding.
Electrical Angles between Winding 
Elements

If we go round the periphery of a multipole, polyphase wind
ing, we shall see that its structure is a repetition of some 
basic pattern and this repetition occurs in an angular 
distance equal to a pole pitch. For example, the pat-
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tern that the winding in Fig. 22-3 has between slots 1 
and 18 is fully repeated between slots 19 and 36 (in 
going counter-clockwise from pole to pole). In such a win
ding, the currents in the slots displaced from one another by 
a whole number k of pole pairs and numbered N  +  2xk are

Fig. 22-9 Two-pole models of double-layer windings
(a) for the winding in Fig. 22-3 (x =  9, y =  7, q =  3, m =  3); (b) for
a winding with x =  // =  9, g =  3, m =  3

always the same. For example, in slots N  =  6 and N  
+  2mk =  6 +  2 x 9 x 1 = 2 4 ,  the currents of phases C 
and B are of the same magnitude and flowing in the same 
direction.

To form a complete idea about the winding structure, it 
suffices to consider its pattern between any pair of adjacent 
poles. Consideration of its structure between other pairs 
of adjacent poles will add nothing new to our knowledge.

A two-pole model of a multipole winding is the winding 
of a two-pole machine having the same number m of phases, 
the same number q of poles per pole per phase, the same pole 
pitch x, the same coil span y, and the same number of turns 
per coil, wc.

A two-pole model of the winding in Fig. 22-3 appears 
in Fig. 22-9. It is an easy matter to see that it has the same
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structure as the winding shown in Fig. 22-3 between any 
pair of adjacent poles. (The currents in slot N  of the model 
are the same as the currents in slot N  +  2xk of the prototype 
winding, where k =  0 or 1, and t  =  9.) The model equally 
applies to any pair of adjacent poles (that is, between slots 
1 and 18, or between slots 19 and 36).

From a comparison of the prototype winding shown in 
Fig. 22-3, with its model shown in Fig. 22-9a, it can be seen 
that the angular period of the model, ap =  2n, is p times 
as great as that of the prototype winding given by

Hence,
Yp =  2ji/p

a p =  pyp =  2n

The angles between the winding elements in the model in
crease by the same factor as compared with the corresponding 
angles in the prototype

a  = py (22-6)

where y = angle between some elements of the prototype 
a  =  angle between the same elements in the model. 

In the theory of electrical machines, the angle y between 
some elements in the prototype is referred to as the mechanic
al angle*, whereas the angle a  =  py between the correspond
ing elements in the two-pole model is called the electrical 
angle.

The electrical angles between the characteristic elements 
of a winding (the angles in the model) determine the 
fundamental properties of the winding (irrespective of the 
number of pole pairs on it). The angular period of a 2p-pole 
winding corresponds to an electrical angle

<xp =  2ji

The tooth (or slot) pitch in a model spans an angle
a z = 2nl2mq = nlmq (22-7)

In a multipole winding, one tooth pitch spans an angle 
yz =  2 3i/Z =  2nl2pmq =  nlpmq

* In this text, it is referred to simply as the angle. -*• Translator's 
note*
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In the model, the phase belt occupied by the phase conduc
tors (in one layer) within each pole pitch spans an angle

<xq =  qaz =  nlm  (22-8)

that is, ilm  part of a pole pitch. (In a multipole winding, 
this belt spans an angle y q = qyz =  n/pm.)

The coil in a model spans an angle
=  (y jr)n  (22-9)

In a multipole winding, the coil spans an angle

y v =  (y/t) (Yp/2) =  {yli) {nip)

The procedure for developing a two-pole winding model 
does not differ from that set forth above for a multipole 
winding. As an example, Fig. 22-9& shows a model winding 
which differs from that in Fig. 22-3 only in having a full 
pitch, that is, y =  t . As is seen, when y =  t , the top and 
bottom layers of the winding are not displaced from each 
other, so that all the phase conductors within a given pole 
pitch are only laid in q slots (in our case, (7 =  3). Compare 
this with Fig. 22-9a, where y =  7, t  =  9, and the phase 
conductors within a pole pitch are laid in q +  ( t—y) 
=  3 +  9 — 7 =  5 slots.

22-7 Two-Layer, Fractional-Slot 
Windings

The two-layer windings examined above are integral-slot 
windings. This means that they have an integral number q of 
slots per pole per phase, and the number q of coils in each 
phase remains the same from pole pitch to pole pitch (in 
Figs. 22-3, 22-5, and 22-7, q =  3 coils in each phase). This 
is the most commonly used variety of two-layer winding. 
Another is what is called the fractional-slot two-layer winding. 
In such a winding, the poles of, say, the rotor are designed 
to occupy only a part (fraction) of the stator sector that bounds 
three slots (in the case of three-phase machines) of the stator 
winding, or less than one slot per phase per pole. That 
is why they are called fractional-slot windings. With a small 
number of slots per pole per phase (q <C 3) and a large number 
of pole pairs, such windings offer a number of advantages 
over integral-slot windings*
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To obtain a fractional-slot winding, it is necessary that 
there be one coil more in some phase coil groups than in 
others. Those with one coil more (the larger or major phase 
groups) will then have (b +  1) coils each, and the others 
(the smaller or minor phase groups) will have b coils each.

Because of this, the winding does not repeat itself every 
pole pitch, but does so in a basic pole or coil pattern fre
quently called the repeatable (pole or coil) group. Denot
ing the number of major phase groups in one basic pattern 
as c and the number of major and minor phase groups (or 
poles) in one basic pattern as d, the number of slots per pole 
per phase for fractional-slot winding may be written

q =  b +  dd
As a rule, use is made of fractional-slot windings with 

6 ^  1. In them, each phase has 2p coil groups (one group 
per pole). Of this number, the major groups will be under 
n =  2p/(c/d) poles, and the minor groups under (2p — n) 
poles. Then the number of slots per pole per phase for a 
fractional-slot winding may be written

q =  n(b +  l ) + j ? p - n ) b  = b  +  c/d

As already noted, the denominator of the fraction is 
the number of pole pitches in one basic pattern. In a com
plete winding, there may be 2 pld such basic patterns. For 
a winding to be feasible, 2 pld must be an integer. A fur
ther requirements is that in a symmetrical polyphase wind
ing the denominator should not be a multiple of the num
ber of phases. Since the winding must produce a periodic 
field, it must have an even number of poles. Therefore, 
the repeatable group in a fractional-slot winding takes up 
d pole pitches when d is even and 2d pole pitches when d 
is odd.

When d is even, the winding has 2 pld basic patterns; 
when d is odd, it has 2p!2d basic patterns.

To sum up, a fractional-slot winding has “minor” phase 
groups of b coils each and “major” phase groups of b +  1 
coils each. These groups alternate in a sequence which de
pends on the magnitude of the fractional part of the num
ber q. The denominator is the number of all phase coil groups 
in which the sequence of major and minor groups is repea
ted, One sequence made up of d coil groups contains d — c
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minor groups and c major groups. Each pole pitch corres
ponds to one phase group (with q >  1). In a three-phase 
winding the total number of phase groups is 6p, so the 
sequence repeats itself 6 pld times. When 6 =  0, the wind
ing will consist solely of major groups, with one coil each.

The maximum number of circuits (paths) in a phase wind
ing is amax =  2pld. The lowest possible number of circuits 
is such that 2pi ad is an integer.

A simple procedure to construct a fractional-slot, two- 
layer lap winding is as follows.

1. Determine the number of coils in a minor group, 6, and 
in a major group, 6 +  1.

2. Write a series of c numbers: die, 2die, 3d/c, . . ., 
cdlc =  d.

Replace each fractional number by the nearest integer 
number so as to obtain a series of c numbers: A+ N 2, N 3, 
. . ., d. These are the Nos. of major coil groups arranged in 
the same sequence as the coil groups of all the phases are 
arranged around the core periphery for one repeatable group.

3. Assign numbers 1, 2, . . ., N ± — 1 to the minor coil 
groups of 6 coils each. The next N xth coil group, a major 
one, consists of 6 +  1 coils. In a similar way, form the other 
coil groups, assigning numbers iV2, JV3, . . ., d to major 
groups; the remaining groups will be minor ones. Follow the 
same sequence in forming the remaining 6p/d — 1 repeatable 
groups (a three-phase winding is meant).

4. Distribute the coil groups among the phases. Each of 
the phases takes every third coil group.

Choose the positive directions of currents so that in adjacent 
coil groups (belonging to different phases) they are in 
opposite senses. Connect in series opposition the adjacent 
coil groups in each phase.

5. One path (or circuit) can be formed from d series- 
connected phase coil groups.

6. Once the coils of phase A have been connected (the 
phase start can conveniently be combined with that of the 
first coil group in the first repeatable group), the leads and 
connections between the paths in phases B and C may be 
chosen in any one of several ways, namely:

(i) all connections between the coil groups in phase B 
may be made similar to those in phase A , with a displace
ment equal to two coil groups. Then the connections in
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phase C will repeat those in phase A , with a displace
ment equal to four coil groups;

(ii) all connections between the coil groups in phase B (C) 
are displaced from the connections in phase A by one basic 
pattern (that is, by d coil groups) if d is even, or by two 
basic patterns (that is, by 2d coil groups) if d is odd. In phase 
C (5), the connections should be displaced from those in 
phase B (C) again by as many coil groups.

In case (i), the phases are identical only as regards the 
production of the magnetic field; the sequence in which the 
minor and major coil groups are connected in the phases is 
different. In case (ii), the phases are nearly identical in 
regard to both the generation of the magnetic field and the 
sequence of coil groups. (Phase B can be formed by 
turning phase A through an appropriate angle.)

Example 22-1. Civen: Z =  42, 2p =  8, m =  3, q =  l 3/4 
(6 =  1, c = 3, d =  4), y =  4, a =  1.

The number of coil groups in the basic pattern is

3d =  3 X 4 =  12

The number of coil groups in the basic pattern per phase 
is d = 4.

Each minor group has 6 =  1 coil. Each major group has 
6 + 1 = 2  coils.

The major coil groups in one basic pattern are numbered

die =  4/3 =  lVg, 2die =  22/g,: 3die =  4

Rounding them off to the nearest integers, we get: 2, 3, 4.
The number of alternations in the entire winding is

Qp/d=6 x 4-|- 4 =  6
The manner in which the coil groups are distributed along 

the core periphery is as follows (the numeral indicates the 
number of coils in a coil group; the vertical spaces separate 
the basic patterns):

1 2 2 2  1 2 2 2  1 2 2 2  1 2 2 2  1 2 2 2  1 2 2 2
A Z_B X C Y A Z  B X C Y  A Z B X  C_ YA Z B X C Y

The letters A, B and C mark the forward coil groups, and 
the letters X , Y, and Z, the backward coil groups in the respec-
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tive phases. The starts and finishes of the first basic phase 
patterns, labelled as advised in (ii) above, are underscored 
once; the starts and finishes of the second basic phase 
patterns are underscored twice (the start of a basic pattern

Fig. 22-10 Fractional-slot, double-layer lap winding 
(Z =  42, p =  4, m =  3, y =  4, a =  1, q =  1 3/4)

is the start of a forward coil group, and the finish of a basic 
pattern is the finish of a backward coil group).

Schematically, the resultant winding is shown in 
Fig. 22-10. As is seen, the pattern of the winding (and 
that of the field established by the currents) periodically 
repeats itself, its “period” being equal to the length of the 
basic pattern which spans 2p/k pole pitches or an angle 
2jx//c, where k is the greatest common divisor for Z and p . 
In our example, Z =  42, p = 4, and k = 2. Therefore, the
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repeatable group repeats itself every 2plk =  2 X 4/2 =  4 pole 
pitches, 2pxlk =  2pmqlk =  2 X 4 X 3 X 13/4 -f- 2 =  21 
slot pitches, or every 2nIk =  180°. In Fig. 22-10, the pattern 
of currents and coils in the belt extending from slot 1 to slot 
22 is fully repeated in the belt extending from slot 22 to 
slot 42.

In a fractional-slot winding, the pattern of currents (and 
of the resultant field) is especially clearly seen to be recurring 
about every two pole pitches, 2x, or in an angle equal to 
yp = 2jilp. For example, in phase A the groups of coil sides 
carrying currents flowing in alternate directions recur in 
about an angle yp/2 = (2nlp)/2 =  (2ji/4)/2 =  45°, as is 
shown in the figure. The group of coil sides carrying currents 
flowing in the same direction recur in the angle yp. As is 
seen, these groups do not contain an exactly same number of 
coil sides (three sides are laid in slots 41, 42, and 1, three sides 
in slots 5, 6, and 7, four sides in slots 10, 11, 12, four sides 
in slots 15, 16, and 17, etc. (In the general case, the number 
of sides is either 2 (b +  1) or 2b +  1.) Yet, the pattern 
of currents is periodic enough for the production of a magnetic 
field with the desired number of pole pairs p.

No two-pole model can be built for a fractional-slot wind
ing. A model representing a complete cycle of change 
in the pattern must contain 2p' =  2plk pole pitches, that 
is, as many as is occupied by the basic pattern.

22-8 Field Windings

The function of a field winding is to set up a heteropolar 
exciting magnetic field. It is a single-phase, heteropolar wind
ing energized by direct current.

The two basic designs for this winding have been examin
ed in Sec. 19-2. Figure 19-2c shows the arrangement of 
a concentrated field winding used on salient-pole cores. It 
is fabricated in the same manner as a single-phase, two-layer 
winding, but has only one coil per group, so that the num
ber of coils per pole per phase is q = 1. Also, this is a full- 
pitch winding (z/c =  x), and its coil sides are laid in slots 
next to each other, taking up a half slot width each (see 
Fig. 19-2c). The arrangement of a concentrated, two-layer 
field winding laid in slots 1 through 8 between poles is shown
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in Fig. 22-11. The construction of a rotor carrying this type 
of winding is discussed in Sec. 51-3.

In a concentrated single-circuit field winding the number 
of series-connected turns is w =  2pwc, where wc is the num
ber of turns per coil.

Fig. 22-11 Concentrated field winding (p =  4, t  =  y, q =  2)

Fig. 22-12 Distributed single-layer field winding (p =  1, q =  6)

An alternate design of the field winding is shown in 
Fig. 19-2d. This is a distributed field winding, and it is 
used on round (cylindrical) cores. In contrast to a concentra
ted field winding which takes up only one slot within each 
pole pitch (q =  1), this winding is laid in q >  1 slots per

/

3
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pole, and each slot receives only one coil side. Therefore, 
it may be treated as a single-layer winding.

As a rule, the winding has q slots per pole per phase. 
Accordingly, within each pole pitch there are q!2 concentrical
ly arranged coils. As is seen from Fig. 22-12, the coils^of a 
distributed field winding differ in pitch. For design purposes 
the coil pitch in such a winding is equal to the pole pitch, 
yc =  t . To make the magnetic field set up by the winding as 
nearly sinusoidal as practicable, the slots carrying conduc
tors occupy 2/3 of a pole pitch. For example, the winding in 
Fig. 22-12 is laid out in 12 slots. The construction of the 
rotor carrying a distributed field winding is examined in 
Sec. 51-4.

In a single-circuit, single-layer distributed field winding, 
the number of series-connected turns is w = pqwc, where wc 
is the turns per coil.

23 Calculation of the Magnetic Field 
in an Electrical Machine

23-1 The Statement of the Problem

Energy conversion in an electrical machine operating by 
electromagnetic induction is based on its magnetic field. 
Therefore, the calculation of the magnetic field established 
by the currents flowing in the machine’s windings is a major 
problem in the theory of electrical machines.

In the general case, the problem reduces to finding the 
magnetic induction (magnetic flux density) B from the 
specified density current J in the windings of the machine 
(Fig. 23-1), and it can be solved by the theory of the electro
magnetic field.

The magnetic field strength (magnetic intensity) vector 
must satisfy Maxwell’s first equation

curl H =  J (23-1)
the equation connecting the magnetic induction and the 
magnetic field strength

17—0169
B =  |̂ aH (23-2)
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where |xa is the absolute permeability of the medium, and 
the continuity equation

div B =  0 (23-3)
implying that the lines of magnetic flux are always 
closed.

In most cases, the current density vector J is uniformly 
distributed over the cross-sectional area Q of a conductor

J  =  I!Q
and points along the axis of the conductor in the direction 
where the current I  is flowing (see Fig. 23-1).

Ordinarily, the winding conductors are laid in slots on 
the stator and rotor cores, and the magnetic field exists in 
a space taken up by the two cores, in the nonmagnetic gap 
separating them, and around the coil ends (or overhangs) 
(Fig. 23-2). In many cases, this field even threads the magne
tic and conducting structural parts of the machine (the 
shaft, frame, end-shields, and so on).

To be able to calculate the magnetic field, the general 
field equations (23-1) through (23-3) should be extended to 
include the equations

fih (*. y, z) = 0 (23-4)
describing the surfaces separating the media i and k differ
ing in relative permeability, jLir j ^  p,r>7t (above all, the
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equations describing the surfaces bounding the cores), and 
also boundary conditions for the tangential and normal 
components of the magnetic field vectors at the surfaces

Fig. 23-2 Magnetic field set up by a basic coil set

separating the ith medium from the Ath medium

H tii =  H t'k (23-5)

B j i . i  =  M r,i H n  i =  [tr ,7 i H n %h  B n , h

where H t%i, H ttu =  tangential components of the magnetic 
field strength on the boundary 

BTx,u Bn ĥ =  normal components of the magnetic flux 
density at the same points on the boun
dary.

In cases where the permeability of the cores, p,r c, cannot 
be deemed infinitely large in comparison with that of the 
areas taken up by air, insulating materials, and winding 
conductors, it is essential to take into account the nonlinear 
magnetic properties of the ferromagnetic materials, that 
is, the dependence of the relative permeability on the magne-
17*
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tic field strength
Hr,c =  f  (H) (23-6)

Equations (23-1) through (23-6) uniquely describe the 
magnetic field in a machine, but they cannot in most cases 
be solved analytically by electromagnetic field theory. 
This is, above all, because the surfaces bounding the cores 
and current-carrying conductors are intricate in shape and 
also because one would have to consider the nonlinear mag
netic properties of the ferromagnetic materials. Further 
difficulties arise because the relative position of the cores 
and current-carrying conductors is changing all the time, 
and the solution would have to be sought for all the likely 
positions.

23-2 Assumptions Made in Calculating 
the Magnetic Field

fn the theory of electrical machines, several simplifying 
assumptions are made so that the magnetic field of a machine 
and the relevant winding characteristics could be deter
mined analytically.

1. Because the current pattern in the windings repeats 
itself periodically (see Sec. 22-2), the field pattern is like
wise repeated periodically every two poles. Therefore, in 
calculating the magnetic field of a machine, it will suffice 
to consider its variations over a pole-pitch angle yp or even 
over a half of the pole-pitch angle, yp/2. On an enlarged 
scale, Fig. 23-3 shows the magnetic field over a half of a pole 
pitch in the machine shown in Fig. 23-2.

2. It is assumed that the ferromagnetic cores have an 
infinitely large permeability, |jir c, in comparison with that 
of free space. Because at a magnetic induction of 1.5 to 2.0 T 
the relative permeability of the core is several tens or hund
reds, this assumption does not introduce any appreciable 
error in the calculation of the field. Also, one may allow for 
the finite value of p,ac and of the reluctance of the ferro
magnetic parts of the magnetic circuit at a later stage, in 
practical calculations.

3. Once the assumption in (2) above is made, we may use 
the principle of superposition and treat the magnetic field 
of the machine as the sum of the fields set up by each of its 
windings. In turn, the field due to a winding may be treated
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as the sum of the fields established by basic or repeatable 
coil sets*.

The term “basic coil set” refers to a set of 2p coils uniform
ly distributed all the way round the circle, displaced from 
one another by a half pole pitch, and interconnected so as 
to form a periodic current pattern with p pole-pairs.

Fig. 23-3 Magnetic field from Fig. 23-2 shown enlarged within a pole 
pitch

In Figs. 22-3, 22-5, and 22-7, such a basic coil set is 
shown by heavy lines. In these figures, the top coil sides are 
laid in slots 7, 10, 19, and 28. Referring to these figures, it 
is an easy matter to see that any winding may be decom
posed into a multiplicity of basic coil sets. A winding phase 
is formed by q basic coil sets displaced from one another in 
space by one tooth pitch. The entire winding has mq such 
basic coil sets.

* We consider only integral-slot windings (see Sec. 22-2).
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To determine the total field, it will suffice to calculate 
the magnetic field due to one basic coil set carrying a unit 
current, I  = 1, to find the fields of all the basic coil sets 
by scaling up the field due to a unit current, and to combine 
these fields subject to their relative position in space.

In this way, the problem of finding the magnetic field set 
up by the currents in all the windings of a machine reduces 
to calculating the magnetic field established by a basic coil 
set repeated periodically in the winding structure, assuming 
that the cores have a relative permeability of infinity.

23-3 The Spatial Pattern of the Magnetic
Field Set Up by a Polyphase Winding

An idea about the spatial pattern of the magnetic field esta
blished by a polyphase winding can be gleaned from reference 
to the field established by the basic coil set (see Fig. 23-2). 
This is a four-pole field. Each two-pole interval contains 
one short-pitched coil. In moving through a half the pole- 
pitch angle, yp/2, the field pattern repeats itself, but with 
the signs reversed. Assuming that the permeability of the 
cores is infinitely large, the magnetic field within the cores 
need not be considered because its energy is zero (in Fig. 23-3 
it is shown by dashed lines). In the nonmagnetic areas, the 
magnetic field may be decomposed into three components, 
namely:

(i) the field in the air gap
(ii) the field in the wound slots

(iii) the field around the coil ends (overhangs).
In machine design, the most important factor is the air 

gap field, that is, the field in the clearance between the 
cores. In terms of energy, this field exceeds the other flux 
by a wide margin, which is why we shall give it most of the 
treatment in our further discussion. In Fig. 23-3, the flux 
lines in the air gap are shown by solid and heavier lines. 
The distinctions of this field may be summed up as follows. 
Firstly, within the core length I its lines lie in planes at 
right angles to the z-axis, and the flux pattern repeats itself 
in each of these planes, so we may call it a planar (or two- 
dimensional) field. Secondly, all flux lines cross the air 
gap and determine the flux linkage and mutual inductance 
between the winding in question and the windings laid on 
the other core, for which reason we may call it a mutual field.
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Thirdly, no distributed currents exist within the region 
taken up by this field, so in calculating it we may invoke the 
concept of a scalar magnetic potential (see Sec. 23-4).

On an enlarged scale, the field in a wound slot, that is, 
one enclosing current-carrying conductors, is shown in 
Fig. 23-4. Its lines link only with the conductors of the 
winding in question. They never cross the air gap, nor do 
they link with the windings laid on the other core. Such

fields^are called leakage fields. 
The region taken up by the 
slot leakage field is separa
ted from that occupied by the 
mutual air-gap field by 
characteristic field lines 01 and 
04 which pass through point 
0 on the surface of the other 
core.

On a closer examination, the 
slot leakage field is seen to 
be the sum of a leakage field 
in the slot (that is, one existing 
inside the slot as far as line 
23), and a leakage field in the 
tooth, whose lines extend into 
the air gap and exist within 
the region 012340.

Within the core length, the 
slot leakage field is planar. 
Its pattern repeats itself at 
any section of the machine and 
its lines lie in the section 
planes. The slot leakage field 

is more difficult to calculate than the air gap field, because of 
the distributed current existing in the slot region. (The cur
rent density J  within the cross-section of a coil may be 
taken constant and directed along the z-axis of the machine.) 
In the general case, the slot leakage field can be found, 
using a general description of a magnetostatic field [see 
Eqs. (23-1) through (23-5)1. Still, although the field calcula
tion is materially simplified because the field is two-dimen
sional, an analytical solution can only be obtained for some 
particular cases (say, for rectangular or circular slots). 
Even then the analytical solution is too unwieldy, and

Fig. 23-4 Enlarged element of 
the magnetic field in Fig. 23-2, 
around a current-carrying slots
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practical calculations for slots of any shape are based on the 
approximate solutions deduced by idealizing the field pat
tern. Such an approximate solution will be considered in 
connection with the slot leakage inductance (see Sec. 28-7).

The coil-end (overhang) field refers to that around the coil- 
end connections and outside the cores. Its lines are closed 
around the coil ends and form a complex spatial pattern. 
For the coil-end field to be determined accurately, one would 
have to use a complete description of the magnetostatic 
field such as set forth at the beginning of this section. The 
solution of the problem is complicated by the fact that the 
field is three-dimensional and the coil overhangs are very 
complex in shape. Also, the field may to some extent be 
affected by the ferromagnetic parts of the machine, such as 
the end shields, frame, shaft, etc. On the other hand, we 
are free to neglect the angular position of the rotor relative 
to the stator.

The coil-end field is very low in energy. Therefore, the 
accuracy in calculating the coil-end field and inductance 
(see Sec. 8-7) need not be very exacting. It is important to 
note that some lines of the coil-end field link with the coil 
ends of the windings on the other core and contribute to the 
mutual inductance between the windings. Therefore, the 
coil-end field proper refers only to a fraction of the total 
coil-end field. The contribution of the coil-end field to the 
mutual inductance between the windings on different cores 
is very small (in comparison with the effect produced by the 
mutual air-gap field) and may be safely ignored.

23-4 Calculation of the Mutual Magnetic Field 
for a Polyphase Winding

On the assumption made in Sec. 23-2, the mutual field of 
a polyphase winding is planar (two-dimensional), and its 
energy is concentrated in the air gap where distributed 
currents are non-existent. Its strength H may be expressed 
as the gradient of a scalar magnetic potential, cpm =  (p

H =  — grad cp (23-7)

On substituting Eq. (23-7) into Eqs. (23-2) and (23-3), we 
can readily obtain for the scalar magnetic potential a second- 
order partial differential equation, known as the Laplacp
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equation:
V2cp =  d2q!dx2 +  d \ ! d y 2 =  0 (23-8)

To determine (p at any point (x, y) in the air gap, we must 
solve Eq. (23-8) subject to the boundary conditions corres
ponding to the instantaneous currents in the winding phases 
and existing on the ferromagnetic surfaces. The boundary 
conditions are specified by giving the distribution of the 
potential cp on the surfaces. The determination of this distri
bution is a problem in its own right, and it can be solved 
unambiguously, if we know the winding circuit and the 
instantaneous currents in the phases. Obviously, the solution 
becomes progressively more difficult to obtain as the winding 
grows more complicated in arrangement. Therefore, it is 
advantageous to solve the problem first for the currents in 
one basic coil set, and then to find the potential distribution 
for a polyphase winding by adding together the potentials of 
all the basic coil sets.

With cp found by solving Eq. (23-8), the components of 
the air gap field are found by Eq. (23-7):

H x =  — dy/dx, H y =  — 3cp Idy (23-9)

23-5 Effective Length of the Core

Figure 23-5 shows the machine of Fig. 23-2 cut lengthwise. 
One of the cores is divided into several packets of length Z' 
each, separated by radial cooling ducts of width bd. As is 
seen from the gap field pattern, the air gap field is nearly 
uniform and constant in the region taken up by the core 
packets (in fact, within the cross-section passed through 
this region the field may be regarded as planar); is somewhat 
weakened in the ducts, and gradually collapses on emerging 
from the core faces and on leaving the air gap.

All this has a well-defined effect on the distribution of the 
radial (normal) components of the air gap flux density, B. 
To simplify further calculations without mistreating energy 
conversion by the machine, we may replace the field varying 
along the length of the machine by a uniform field with 
a maximum flux density B m in the packets. In doing so, we 
also assume that this uniform field exists over the design
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or effective core length l6 such that
+  o°

0 = 1  B dz = Bml6

Hence,
+ oo

— oo
It can be shown that

h  = I — +  28 (23-10)

where &d cocd̂
cd =  (bd/c08)/(5 +  bd/c08)
c0 = 1, if ducts are made in the stator (or rotor) only 
c0 =  0.5, if ducts are made in both the stator and 

rotor.

;______I_______,
V bd l’ bd lr

Fig. 23-5 Determining the design length of the core

Also, if the gap is very small (8<C bd), the design or 
effective width of a duct is 6d & 6d. If the gap is very large 
(S>> bd), the design duct width is b'a «  0.

It may be added that, as often as not, Z6 stands for the 
axial gap length,
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24 The Mutual Magnetic Field
of a Phase Winding and Its Elements

24-1 The Magnetic Field and MMF Due 
to a Basic Set of Currents

A basic set of currents periodically alternating in direction 
every two pole pitches, 2 t ,  is shoVn in Fig. 24-1. The currents 
iwc and —iwc are carried in slots on core Cl. A displace
ment through a pole pitch, t , causes the direction of current 
flow in a slot to reverse. The excited core Cl is separated

Fi=9>i
„ i w c

f 2 X

0
i w c
2

Fig. 24-1 Repeatable pattern of currents

from the unexcited core C2 by an air gap of width 8. Because 
it is small in comparison with iZ, the mean radius of the 
air gap, we may neglect the effect of the curvature and replace 
the annular air gap by a “developed” or flattened-out gap 
(see Fig. 24-1). A reference point in the developed gap can 
conveniently be located by the distance x from the slot axis, 
which is connected to the angular coordinate of the point in 
the annular air gap, y, by a simple relation

x = yR

To simplify the analysis, it is advantageous to replace the 
distributed slot current, as shown in Fig. 24-1, say iwc-, by 
an equal linear current, is = iwc, concentrated at the axis 
and near the bottom of the slot (Fig. 24-2).
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The magnetic potential existing at the boundaries of the 
air gap, coinciding with the surfaces of the cores Cl and C2 
can be found by applying Ampere’s circuital law to the loop

1'-2'-2-1-1' which is symmet
rical about the slot axis:

(c=iwc

D

/
/1 , i U)c /Z

tiuc/2 , 1 ___ L
X

Fig. 24-2 Mutual field and mmf 
in and around a wound slot 
(see Fig. 24-1)

Hi clZ — iwG

Assuming that the perme
ability of the core is infinite 
and the magnetic fluxjf den
sity B within the. core is 
finite, we may write

H  =  B/\xa = 0
so that the magnetic potential 
experiences no drop within 
the cores 
2' 1
j Ht d l =  J Hidl = 0 (24-1)

Therefore, the circulation of 
the vector H may be written as 

the sum of variations in the air gap potential within por
tions l'-2 ' and 2-1:

2' 1
Hi dZ =  j  H t dZ +  [ H t dZ =  j  Hi dZ =  iwe (24-2)

1' 2 1'2'21
If we recall that the magnetic field is symmetrical about 

the slot axis, so that
2' I
\ I-Iidl= \ H Ldl = iwJ2 (24-3)
i# 2

and set equal to zero the magnetic potential of the unexcited 
core, cp2 =  0, then the magnetic potential of the excited core 
to the right of the slot axis (with x >  0) will be

2'
(Pt =  fP2 +  j  Hi dZ =  iil'e/2

V
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and to the left of the slot axis (at x <  0),
1

9l =  cp2 _  J Hi dZ =  -  iwcl2 (24-4)
2

It follows from Eq. (24-4) that the potential of the excited 
core to the left of the slot axis differs from that to the right 
by the slot current, iwc. (The current flowing outwards, that 
is towards the reader, is taken to be positive.)

The air gap field depends on the difference in magnetic 
potential produced between the surfaces of the two cores by 
the currents in the respective windings. In the theory of 
electrical machines, this difference in magnetic potential, 
equal to the linear integral of the air gap field intensity 
or the total air gap current, is usually called the magneto
motive force, or mmf for short.

Choosing as positive for the air gap field and mmf the 
direction away from the inner core, Cl, towards the outer 
core, C2, we may define the mmf as

F =  cpi — cp2 (24-5)
In our case, Cl is excited, C2 is unexcited, and ep2 =  0, so 

the mmf of Cl is
P\ =  <Pi — <Pa =  <Pi 

If C2 were ecxited and Cl unexcited, and cpx =  0, the mmf of 
the excited core would be

FZ — tyl 9 2 =  9 2
With the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (24-3) and 
(24-4), the magnetic potential in the air gap can be found by 
Eq. (23-8). If the potential distribution is known, the field 
intensity can be found by Eq. (23-9). At some distance from 
a slot, however, the magnetic field strength can be found 
in a simpler way. As follows from Fig. 24-1, the lines of the 
magnetic field are complex in shape only near a slot, whereas 
at some distance from the slot, | x | >  8, the field becomes 
practically uniform; its lines run normal to the core surface, 
and its intensity is the same at all the points within the 
air gap.

Choosing the path of integration (l'-2 ' or 1-2) to run along 
a field line (where the field is uniform) and noting that

Hi =  H y =  H  =  constant
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we get
2 6

Fi =  9 m l -  <Pm2 =  j  H t d l  =  j  H y  d„ =  fffi
1 0

The magnetic field strength in the gap is 
H = FJb =  FxX

where X =  1/8 is the permeance of the air gap within a region 
containing a uniform magnetic field.

The magnetic flux density in the air gap is given by

In an electrical machine with a saturated core, the mmf is 
a sum of several components each of which balances the 
magnetic potential difference within a certain portion of 
the magnetic circuit. These component mmfs are found by 
calculation.

24-2 The Effect of Core Saliency.
The Carter Coefficient

Figure 24-3 shows the magnetic field set up by a basic periodi
cally repeatable set of currents, iwc and —iwc, carried in 
some of the slots of core Cl. The figure shows one slot car
rying iwc (a wound core) and several slots carrying no cur
rent (unwound cores). The slot width bs is assumed to be 
comparable with the gap width 8. Then the field in the 
region of the unwound slots is markedly reduced, and its 
strength is substantially smaller than it is in the teeth.

The magnetic flux across the air gap can be expressed in 
terms of the normal component of the air gap field intensity, 
ffn =  H y. For example, the flux across the area bounded by 
tooth pitch 3-4 is

where Z6 is the effective core (or axial gap) length.
In many cases, however, one need not know the exact 

distribution of the normal field component over each tooth 
pitch. Instead, one may limit oneself to the distribution of

B — \i0H  — (AqFj/S — \ioFJ, (24-6)

4
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the mean normal component, H 0, which is taken to be such 
that the magnetic flux across the area bounded by a tooth 
pitch (unwound) remains unaffected:

4

HQ = 0)$J\iQtZilfr= ^ Hy&x/tz (24-7)
3

A detailed study into the air gap field will show that 
when the toothed core Cl is replaced by a smooth surface

Fig. 24-3 The effect of core saliency on the magnetic field near an 
unwound slot

separated from C2 by a distance 80 >  8, the mean normal 
component of the air gap field, H 0, will remain the same as 
it was with a toothed core, provided

80 =  8 k6 (24-8)
Here, k 6 is the Carter coefficient, named the airgap factor 
in the USSR. When the actual air gap 8 is multiplied 
by k 6, the product gives the effective gap width, S0. The 
air gap factor is given by

=  tzKtz — (24-9)
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where
cs =  (6s/8)2/(5 +  &./«)

In cases where both Cl and C2 are toothed, the effect of 
their teeth can be accounted for by applying the compound 
air gap factor

k& =  ^61^62 (24-10)
where k 61 and k 62 are the air gap factors of Cl and C2, 
respectively. Each is found by Eq. (24-9), assuming that the 
other core has a smooth surface:

&61 =  t z i l { t z i  —  cs i8 )

*.1 =  (&si/S)2/(5 +  &si/8) 
k$ 2 =  tzd(fiz% 8̂2̂ ) 
cs2 =  (6s2/8)2/( 5 +  632/8)

24-3 The MMF Due to a Basic Coil Set
A basic coil set is the simplest repeatable element of 
a phase winding (see Sec. 23-2). Therefore, prior to 
determining the magnetic field of a phase, we should find 
the mmf due to a basic coil set carrying the phase path 
(circuit) current, ia.

The instantaneous current in a phase path (circuit) is 
given by

ia = ija =  Y  2 I a cos (coi) (24-11)
where i is the instantaneous phase current, I  is the rms phase 
current, and I a = Ha is the rms path current.

The pattern of currents carried by the coils in a basic set 
is repeated every two poles. Therefore, it will suffice to 
consider the mmf and field due to this set over two pole 
pitches, as shown in Fig. 24-4. Each pole pitch is seen to 
contain one coil of the basic set. The instantaneous phase 
current is assumed to be flowing in the positive direction 
(that is, from its finish to its start). Its direction at the 
coil sections is shown in the figure.

The mmf due to a basic coil set can be visualized as the 
sum of the mmfs due to two periodically recurring sets of 
currents, namely F' due to the currents in the odd-numbered 
slots (7, 3, 5, etc.), and F" due to the currents in the even- 
numbered slots (2, 4 , 6, etc.). The mmfs due to periodically
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recurring sets of currents have been defined in Sec. 24-1. 
Graphically, they are combined in Fig. 24-4. Inside a coil 
pitch, z/c,

F = F' +  F” =  ±  iawc
Between coils, F =  0.

On moving in the positive direction, the mmf at the slot 
axis is incremented by the slot current iawc if the current is

Fig. 24-4 MMF due to a basic coil set

flowing towards the reader, or decremented by the same 
amount if the current is flowing away from the reader. The 
mmf is thus seen to vary periodically with a period equal to 
two pole pitches, 2t. Therefore, a displacement of 2x leaves 
the mmf with its original sign

F {x ±  2t) -  F (x) (24-12)
whereas a displacement of t causes it to change sign

F {x ±  t) =  -  F (x) (24-13)
Assuming that the positive direction for the field and the 

mmf is from the excited to the unexcited core and taking
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as the origin the axis of the coil setting up a positive phase 
mmf when the current is flowing in the positive direction, 
we may write the following equation for the mmf over one 
pole pitch:

{Fc = iawc = Fcm cos co£ for —y J 2 < x < y j 2
0 for — t/2 <  x <  — yc/2 and (24-14)

for t/2 >  x >  yJ2
where Fcm = ]/ 2I awc is the peak mmf duetto the basic coil 
set.

Thus, when the basic coil set is carrying a sinusoidally 
varying current ia, the resultant mmf is a wave stationary

in space and pulsating at an angular frequency co =  2jt/. 
The position of the wave in space depends on the arrange
ment of the coils, and the magnitude of the mmf is deter
mined by the value of ia.

Figure 24-5 shows the “breathing” mmf waveform during 
one cycle of change in the current. Equations (24-12) 
through (24-14) completely describe the mmf all the way 
round the periphery of the air gap having p pole pairs. For 
the machine of Fig. 22-3 in which p = 2, the distribution 
of the mmf along the periphery of the air gap is shown in 
Fig. 24-6a.

The position of an arbitrary point in the air gap can be 
specified by giving either the distance x from the origin 
along the periphery of the air gap, as indicated on the deve
loped (“unfolded”) view of the annular gap (see Fig. 24-4 
and elsewhere), or the angle y from the origin to the point
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in question:
y — x/R = xnlxp (24-15)

where R = xpln is the mean radius of the air gap circum
ference.

Because the mmf pattern is repeated every two poles, 
all that is necessary to know about the mutual field in 
a machine can be gleaned from its two-pole model. This 
model should retain the winding arrangement, as does the

two-pole model of the winding (see Sec. 22-6), the slot and 
tooth dimensions along the periphery of the air gap (bs, £z, 
t ,  and z/c), and also the radial gap length 6 and the effective 
axial gap length Z6.

The length of the gap circumference in a two-pole model 
of the machine is 2t. As compared with the length of the 
air gap circumference in the prototype machine, it is reduced 
by a factor of p. Therefore, the radius of the air gap in the 
model is likewise 1 Ip of that of the actual gap, that is, Rip. 
In the model, as in the prototype machine, a given point 
within a pole pitch takes up a position defined by the same 
distance x from the origin 0. The angle a specifying the 
position of the similar point in the model, called the electrical 
angle, is p times the mechanical angle in the prototype
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machine. Since
x = yR = a Rip

and subject to Eq. (24-15), it follows that
a = py = (x/t) n (24-16)

In going from a prototype machine to its model, the angles 
between any characteristic machine elements within a pole 
pitch are multiplied by the same factor:

av = py? = 2n 
a v = pyy = yni%

To sum up, the electrical angle a  between any two machine 
elements within a pole pitch is thought of as the angle bet
ween the same elements in the two-pole model of the machine 
in which a cycle of change in the field is completed within 
an angle of 2jt.

24-4 Expansion of the Periodic MMF due to 
a Basic Coil Set into a Fourier Series.
The Pitch Factor

Let us expand the f'mmf due] to a repeatable coil set into 
a Fourier series for t =  0, when the current in a parallel 
path is a positive maximum

ia = V 2 I a
Then the mmf in the coil region {—y j 2 <  x <  yc/2) 
will be

F C m  =  V  2  I aWc

The mmf waveform for t = 0 is shown in Fig. 24-7. As 
is seen, the mmf is an even function about the axis passing 
through the middle of the coil; therefore, the Fourier series 
will only consist of cosine terms. Also, during the next half- 
cycle of change the waveform repeats itself, but with its 
sign reversed. For this reason, the series can only contain 
odd harmonics [14]. Figure 24-7 shows the fundamental 
mmf of peak value FC1 which completes a half-cycle of change 
in a time equal to t 1? and the vth harmonic mmf of peak 
value Fcv which completes a half-cycle of change in a time 
equal to t v =  t / v .
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The mmf can be represented as a sum of harmonic terms
oo

Ft=o =  ^  Fcvm cos (v x / t ) n (24-17)V= 1
where v =  1 +  2c = 1, 3, 5, 7, etc., and c =  0, 1, 2, 3, 
etc.

By comparing the arguments of the cosines with Eq. 
(24-16), it is seen that they are the electrical angles locating

Fig. 24-7 Expansion of the mmf due to the basic coil set into a Fou
rier series (t =  0, ia = Y  2 /a)

the position of the point x multiplied by v 
(vx/%) ti = va =  a v

In other words, the arguments of the cosines are equal to 
the electrical angles a v for the vth harmonic with a period 
taken equal to 2n:

(v x / t ) n  =  (x / t v ) n  =  a v

Subject to the qualifications made as regards the mmf, 
the coefficients, or the amplitudes, of the various harmo
nics are given by

+  T/2

Fcvm =  -f- ( Fi=o cos (v *7t ) jt da.' =  —  Fcmkpv (24-18) 
-V/2

F t=o =  F{
F <=o =  0

where
for —y j 2 <  x <  yJ2  
for x/2 >  | x | >  yJ2
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Equation (24-18) contains what is known as the pitch 
factor, &p, defined by

/cpv =  sin (vycn!2%) =  sin (vay!2)
It characterizes the effect that the coil pitch yc and the 
chording angle ay have on the peak value of a harmonic 
mmf.

For the fundamental, that is, for v =  1,
fcpl =  sin (yGn/2%) = sin (ay/2) ^  1 (24-20)

With a full pitch, that is, when yc =  t ,  the pitch factor for 
the fundamental is equal to unity

^pi =  =  1
For the higher harmonics (v >  1), it may take values

kvv =  sin (vtt/2) =  ± 1  (24-21)

The sign of the pitch factor gives the sign of the harmonic 
mmf at the coil axis where x =  0 (in Fig. 24-7, &pl and 
Fcim are positive, whereas /bp3 and FCSm are negative).

Fig. 24-8 The effect of pitch-shortening (chording) on the mmf har
monics

In the light of the foregoing, the pitch factor may be 
construed as the ratio of the peak value of a harmonic mmf 
in a given coil to the peak value of the same harmonic in 
the case of a full coil pitch, that is, when yc = t.

It follows from Eq. (24-19) that the effect of the pitch 
factor on the mmf varies with the electrical angle spanned 
by the coil and the order (or number) of the harmonic. 
This effect is a maximum for the fundamental whose peak
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value is
P a m  =  4 F cm/cpi/:rt (24-22)

The higher harmonic mmfs have substantially lower peak 
values (their absolute values are meant)

I Fcvm |/| Fclm | =  | kpv |/v| &pl |
If we choose the coil pitch such that

y c =  ( v  —  1 )  t / v

the vth harmonic mmf will be nonexistent. This can be 
proved from Eq. (24-19) on recalling that v is an odd number

and, as a consequence, v — 1 
is always an even number. 
With the coil pitch thus 
chosen, the pitch factor for the 
vth harmonic will be zero

7 . (v— 1) JtArpv =  sin  VT v v2t'

=  sin kn = 0
where k is an integer.

As an example, when

yc =  ~ ~ ~  T =  2 t /3

the third harmonic mmf will, 
as is seen in Fig. 24-8, be 
nonexistent (Fc3m = kvz =  0).

For a better performance of 
the machine, it is desired that 
the mmf should be sinusoid
ally or cosinusoidally distri

buted in space. Therefore, the pitch factor should preferably 
be chosen such that the higher harmonic mmfs are minimized. 
This cannot, however, be done for all the higher harmonic 
mmfs at the same time, because in order to eliminate any 
particular harmonic, the pitch factor must have a particular 
value. The best that can be done is to strike a balance by 
choosing yc ranging between 0 .8 2 t and 0 .8 5 t . Then, as is 
seen from Fig. 24-9, the fundamental mmf will remain 
about the same as with a full pitch (/cpl =  0.96 to 0.98), 
whereas the fifth and seventh harmonics will be substanti-

Fig. 24-9 Plots of kpv as a 
function of yc
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ally attenuated (*p5 == 0.16 to 0.35, and /cp7 =  0.35 to 0.08). 
Unfortunately, the third harmonic still retains a marked 
value, but it can be eliminated from the resultant mmf by 
other means (see Sec. 25-4). As regards the still higher 
harmonics (the 11th, 13th, 15th, etc.), they are substanti
ally lower in peak value than the fundamental. Even with 
high values of the pitch factor,

^cvm — ~  ^pv P'cim =  4Fcm^Pl/n (24-23)

24-5 The Phase MMF.
The Distribution Factor

With an arbitrary number q of coils per group, a phase of 
a winding may be imagined consisting of q basic coil sets 
(elementary phases) in which there is only one coil per pole 
pitch (see Sec. 24-3). Such a basic coil set (an elementary 
phase) has q =  1. For example, phase A in the winding of 
Fig. 22-3 consists of q =  3 basic coil sets (elementary phases), 
namely: the basic set of coils 1, 10, 19, and 28 (shown by 
heavy lines), the basic set of coils 2, 11, 20, and 29, and the 
basic set of coils 3, 12, 21, and 30. Therefore, with an arbi
trary q, the phase mmf can be found as the sum of the mmfs 
due to the various basic coil sets.

For this sum to be taken analytically, it is convenient 
first to find the various harmonic components of the phase 
mmf as the sums of the respective harmonic components of 
mmfs due to the basic coil sets. Let us take this sum, begin
ning with the fundamental component, then for the higher 
order harmonic components of the phase mmf on the assump
tion, as before, that the phase current is a maximum

ia =  V 2 I a
The fundamental mmfs for q basic coil sets with peak 

values Fclm are shown in Fig. 24-10. The basic coil set 
labelled “1” is made up of the first coils within each pole 
pitch. The basic coil set numbered “2” consists of the second 
coils, and so on. Neighbouring basic coil sets are displaced 
from one another by a tooth (or slot) pitch t z along the 
periphery of the air gap, and the fundamental mmfs in the 
elementary phases are displaced from one another by the 
electrical slot (or tooth) angle a z =  t zn/x = (2niZ)/p.
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To simplify the matters, the figure shows full-pitch (unchord- 
ed) coils. In taking the sum of the fundamental components 
of mmf set up by the basic coil sets, it should be remembered 
that they are displaced from each other by the tooth 
angle a z, and their axes 7, 2, 5, and 4 passed through

the peaks of the cosinusoidally distributed mmf are dis
placed by the angles a 01, a 02, a 03 =  a 07l and a 04 =  a 0q 
from the phase axis (the latter being the axis of symmetry 
of the coil group within a given pole pitch).

The electrical angle between the axis of the nth. basic 
coil set and the phase axis is

a 0n = &z (n — 1) — a z (q — l)/2 (24-24)
that is,

a 01 =  —3az/2 a 03 = a z/2 
a o2 = —ocz/2 a 04 =  3«z/2

The phase mmf equal to the sum of the mmfs due to 
the basic coil sets is cosinusoidally distributed over a pole 
pitch

F =  Fphlm cos a 
The phase mmf has a peak value, Fvhlmi at the phase axis
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and can be found as the sum of the mmfs produced by the 
various basic coil sets at the phase axis:

Q
Fphlm=  2  FcimCOS <X0n (24-25)

71=1

In developing an analytical expression for the peak value 
of the phase mmf, it is convenient to write the mmfs due 
to the basic coil sets as complex amplitudes

K m  =  Fcim exp (/Oo„) (24-26)
shown for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . q in Fig. 24-10. If we align 
the phase axis with the real axis of the complex plane, the 
mmf due to the ?zth basic coil set at the phase axis will be
equal to the real part of the complex amplitude, Fnm:

Fclm cos a 0n =  Re {Fnm} (24-27)
because

exp (jaon) = cos a 0n +  j sin a 0n 
Hence the peak value of the phase mmf will be

^Phlm= S  Re{^nm> =  R e f S  ^nm) =  Re {^phlm}
71=1 71=1

As is seen, the complex amplitude of the phase mmf
« •

Fphim =  2  F nm n=l
is the phasor sum of the component mmfs due to the 
basic coil sets. In Fig. 24-11, their sum is taken on a 
reduced scale.

Noting that the polygon formed by the complex ampli
tudes of mmfs being summed can be inscribed in a circle 
of radius

OA = OB + Fclm/2 sin (az/2)
we can find the peak value of the phase mmf, Fphlm, from 
the right-angled triangle ODA

Fphim =  2 (OA) sin (qazl2) =  qFclmkdl =  2 Y 2 I w k 0llnp
(24-28)

where I  = a la = rms phase ̂ current 
w =  2pwcqla = turns per phase path 

hoi = ^pi^di =  winding factor for- the fundamental com
ponent of mmf.
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Equation (24-28) contains what is known as the distribution 
factor for the fundamental component of phase mmf:

kdl =  sin (qazl2)/q sin (az/2) (24-29)
It is the ratio of the peak value of the fundamental mmf of 
a phase to the arithmetic sum of the peak fundamental mmfs

Phase axis

Fig. 24-11 Combining the mmfs due to the basic coil sets in Fig. 24-10, 
making up a phase

due to the basic coil sets in that phase

^ d i =  ^plilm AZ-^cim

In finding the peak value of the vth harmonic component 
of the phase mmf, it should be remembered that the res
pective angles, a Zv, are v times as great as for the fun
damental:

ocZv +  n tz! t v =  nvtzlx = vaz (24-30)
Therefore, the peak value of the vth harmonic of the phase 
mmf will be

^phvm — (Ẑ cvm̂ dv —
2 "yf 2 fip/cpv/''dv

npv
where

k(]
sin (yqaz /2)

(24-31)

(24-32)(lv qsin (vaz /2) 
is known as the distribution factor for the vth harmonic.
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In an ??z-pliase symmetrical winding, a coil group spans 
l/7?itk fraction of a pole pitch or the electrical angle nlm 
=  qaz determined for the fundamental. Therefore,

sin (vji/2/ft) 
q sin (vn!2mq) (24-33)

Thus, for a three-phase winding, where m = 3, 
/cdv — sin (ynlQ)lq sin (vjt/6g)

Using Eqs. (24-31) and (24-33), it is an easy matter to 
trace how an increase in q, the number of coils per group,
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Fig. 24-12 Diagrams of kciv as a function of q (for a three-phase wind
ing)

can affect the phase mmf waveform. Figure 24-12 gives the 
distribution factors for the fundamental and higher-order 
harmonic components of phase mmf for several values of q. 
As is seen, when q = 1, all distribution factors are unity. 
As q is increased, k dl decreases insignificantly (when q = 2, 
it is 0.969, and when q =  oo, ftdl =  0.955). In contrast, 
the distribution factors for the higher harmonics go down 
abruptly as q is increased, so that when q = oo, the distri
bution factors for the triplen harmonics become

I | =  2/cdl/v
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and for all the other harmonics,
I ^dv I “  k&Jv

As is seen, even with moderate values of q (say, 3 or 4), 
the distribution factors are about the same as they are 
for q =  oo. The only exception is the so-called slot harmonics 
(slot, ripple) whose order (number) is given by

v =  kZ/p ±  1 =  2mqk ±  1 (24-34)
where k is any integer. For them, the distribution factor is 
equal to that for the fundamental component, &dv =  /cdl*. 
For example, when q =  2, this property is manifested by 
the harmonics of order v =  2mqk ±  1 =  2 X 3 X 2k 
zh 1 =  11, 13, 23, and 25. This can readily be verified 
by reference to Fig. 24-12 where the distribution factors for 
slot harmonics are shown shaded.

As q goes up, the higher harmonic components contribute 
progressively less to the phase mmf (the only exception 
being the slot harmonics). Importantly, in the phase mmf 
their effect is less noticeable than in the mmf due to a basic 
coil set [see Eqs. (24-29) and (24-31)1,

-^ p k v m /^ p h im  ^ ' c v m ^ ' d v ^ c i m ^ ' d l  ^  ^ c v m ^ c l m

In the limit, for a uniformly distributed winding (with v 
other than a multiple of three, and also for other than slot 
harmonics)

F phvm/^phlm = &pV//CpiV2

Because in the phase mmf the slot harmonics are present 
to the same extent as in the mmf due to the basic coil set 
[see Eqs. (24-26) and (24-31)],

■ ^ p h v m /^ p l i lm  ^ p v ^ d v ^ ^ p l ^ d l  l/'V

To minimize their effect, it will be a good plan to avoid 
the values of q that are less than three. However, already 
at q = 3 the order of slot harmonics,

v =  2mq d= 1 =  2 X 3 X 3 ±  1 =  17 or 19

* For slot harmonics (slot ripple), the pitch factor, too, is the 
same as for the fundamental, that is Jcpv =  7c P1.
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is so high that even with /cdv =  k dl and &pv =  ftpl these 
harmonics are only slightly present in the phase mmf

F  plil7m  =  F ^ ijJ Y I

F phl9m =  -^plil
With an appropriately chosen value of yc and a sufficiently 

large number of coils per pole per phase, the phase mmf can 
be made sinusoidal very nearly. When the degree of chording 
(short-pitching) is taken equal to its recommended value, 
y j x  «  0.8, the phase mmf may contain a fairly noticeable 
third harmonic. This is, however, of minor importance

Fig. 24-13 The phase mmf of a three-phase winding (771 =  3, q =  4, 
//c/t  =  0.835)

because the resultant mmf of a three-phase winding contains 
no third harmonic. Figure 24-13 shows the phase mmf and 
its harmonics for a three-phase winding with q = 4 and 
y j x  =  0.835.

Using Eq. (24-31), the peak value of the phase mmf and 
of its harmonics may be expressed in terms of the peak value 
of the coil-side current, ]/ 2 I awc, that is,

F phm ~  Q V  2  I aw c
as

J ’pnvm =  -4r- ‘-V- - -  V 2 I aioc (24-35)
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Tlie peak values of the mmfs found for the conditions speci
fied in Fig. 24-13 are as follows:

^phm =  4 l / 2 / au;0

P phim =  4.741/ 2 I awc 
^Ph3m= —0.8051/2 I awc 
PPh5m =  +  0.05 Y  21 aWc 
P ph7m — 0.028 Y  2 1 a11? o

24-6 Pulsating Harmonics of the Phase MMF

In the previous section, we have seen how the phase mmf is 
distributed in space at time t = 0, when the phase current 
is a maximum, i =  ]/ 2 I. Because the phase current varies

cosinusoidally

i = Y 2 /cos co£

it is clear that at any other 
point x (a) in the air gap the 
phase mmf will be proportion
al to the instantaneous phase 
current. Obviously the spa
tial distribution pattern of the 
phase mmf will be the same 
as at t = 0 (see above). The 
solid line in Fig. 24-14 shows 
the fundamental component 
of the phase mmf at time t =  
=  0. For time £1? it is shown by 

a dashed line. Spatial variations in the fundamental com
ponent of the phase mmf can be described by the following 
equation

F (a, t) = F (0, t) cos a  =  Fv^lm cos cot cos a (24-36)

Here, a =  xnlx [see Eq. (24-16)] is the electrical angle de
fining the position of a given point relative to the phase 
axis, F (0, t) is the mmf on the phase axis at a = 0 and 
at time t :

Phase axis

Fig. 24-14 Ripple in [the fun
damental component of the 
phase mmf

F (0, t) =  Fphim cos of
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Equation (24-36) is the equation of a pulsating wave; 
it enables us to determine the fundamental component of 
the mmf at any point along the air gap and at any time. 
For the vth harmonic of the mmf, this equation is written 
similarly

F (a, t) =  Fvhvm cos d)l cos a v (24-37)
w h e r e  a v =  xnl  t v-.

The axis of the pulsating mmf remains stationary in space 
and coincides with the phase axis (see Fig. 25-3).

25 The Mutual Magnetic Field 
of a Polyphase Winding

25-1 Presentation of the Pulsating Harmonics 
of the Phase MMF as the Sum 
of Rotating MMFs

The mutual magnetic field of an za-phase winding is pro
duced by the sum of the phase mmfs. The pulsating harmo
nics of the phase mmfs can be presented as the sum of revolv
ing mmf waves.

If we write the product of cosines in Eq. (24-36) as the 
sum of cosines, we get
F (a, t) =  l/zFvhlm cos (at — a) +  1/zFphlm cos (at +  a) 

=  -Fphim cos (at — a) +  Fphlm cos (at -f a)
=  F' (a, t) +  F" (a, t) (25-1)

The first term in Eq. (25-1) is a forward revolving mmf 
wave, and the second term is a backward revolving mmf 
wave. The revolving mmf waves are written with reference 
to the phase axis which is assumed to be stationary in space. 
To get insight into the basic properties of these waves, let 
us re-write Eq. (25-1) in a rotating system of coordinates. 
The state of the forward rotating mmf wave relative to its 
axis, which also rotates at angular velocity co and coincides 
at time t = 0 with the phase axis (Fig. 25-la), is defined 
by the angle aQ = a — co£, and its equation may be written 
as

F (a, t) -̂ phim COS ( (Xq) ^plum a o (25-2)
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At time t , the forward, rotating mmf wave is shown in 
Fig. 25-1 a. From Eq. (25-2) it follows that the forward 
rotating mmf is a maximum at a 0 =  0, that is

F (a, t) = Upturn
It will remain unchanged at any point displaced by an 
angle a 0 from the mmf axis. In other words, the forward 
rotating mmf wave remains stationary relative to the mmf

Fig. 25-1 Forward rotating component of the phase mmf in (a) the 
model of a machine and (6 ) in the machine itself for p =  2

axis and rotates together with this axis at an angular velo
city co in the positive direction (which is counterclockwise). 
At t =  0, the positive maximum of the mmf wave occurs 
at the phase axis, co£ =  0.

Figure 25-16 shows a rotating mmf wave in a four-pole 
machine. Therefore, all the angles are halved, that is, 
reduced, by a factor of p, and the angular velocity of the 
mmf is

£2' =  Q =  co fp (25-3)
Or, in words, the angular velocity of the mmf is Up of its 
electrical angular velocity which is equal to the angular 
frequency of the phase current.
1 9 - 0 1 6 9
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Phase axis

Fig. 25-3 Pulsating harmonic of 
the phase mmf as the sum of the 
forward and backward rotating 
mmf waves

The rotating mmf com
pletes one cycle of change 
in the time span equal to 
the circumferential period 
of the winding!

2 t =  2nR/p
The circumferential linear 
velocity of the forward ro
tating mmf wave is

u = u[ = Q R = 2fx
(25-4)

where /  is the frequency of 
the current.

The electrical angle is 
given by

a  =  yp =  {x / t ) jt

where x (y) is the distance 
from the phase axis.

Reasoning as above and 
writing an equation for the 
backward mmf, F" (a, t) 
rotating about its axis 
which in turn rotates in 
the negative direction 
(which is clockwise) at a 
velocity co and is displa
ced from the phase axis 
by an angle cot, it can be 
shown that F" (a, t) is a 
backward mmf wave which 
has properties similar to 
those of the forward mmf 
wave (Fig. 25-2). To be 
more specific, both waves 
have the same peak 
value
^ p h  1 m  =  -^ph l m  =  ^ p h  lm^2

and rotate at angular veloci
ties £2' =  co/p and £2"= —calp.
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Tlieir electrical angular velocities are likewise the same in 
magnitude and are equal to the angular frequency of the 
phase current

co' =  =  co
co" =  Q”p  =  — co

At time t =  0, both waves are coincident in space with 
the phase axis (Fig. 25-3a). From that instant on, the forward 
wave travels in the positive direction, and the backward 
wave in the negative direction. Figure 25-36 and c shows 
the positions of the two waves for co£ =  jt/6 and cot =  jt/2, 
respectively.

25-2 Presentation of Phase MMF Harmonics 
as Complex Time-Space Functions

The mmf at point a and time t , that is, F (a, t), may be 
treated as the real part of the sum of some complex time- 
space functions
F (a, t) = F' (a, t) +  F" (a, t)

=  Re [Fphim exp (fat) exp (—fa)]
+  Re [Fphlm exp (—fat) exp (—/a)] (25-5)

The complex time-space function
^phi =  ^phim exp (fat)

describes the forward wave of the phase mmf. The complex 
time-space function

^phi =  ^phim exp (—fat)
describes the backward wave of the phase mmf. Therefore, 
Eq. (25-5) may alternatively be written as
F (a, t) = Ff (a, t) +  F" (a, t)

=  Re f^phim exp (—fa)] +  Re [ ^ him exp (—;a)]

If we plot the complex functions ^phim and Flhlm on the 
space-time plane of a two-pole model, in which the real 
axis runs along the phase axis in Fig. 25-4, and the imaginary 
axis is turned through n/2 counterclockwise, we shall see 
that the angle between the point at the angle a  and Fphlm 
is (co£ — a). Likewise, the angle between the point at the
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angle a  and Fphlm is (—co£ — a). Therefore, as stems from 
Eq. (25-1), a projection of F^hlm or J^phlm on a direction 
at the angle a will, respectively, give the forward mmf, 
F' (a, t), or the backward mmf, F" (a, t), at the point in 
question.

The complex function F ^ lm rotates in the forward direc
tion (in the direction of positive angles) at angular velocity

Fig. 25-4 Representation of the phase mmf on the complex plane of 
a two-pole model

a), whereas the complex functionF'^hlm does so in the back
ward direction at the same angular velocity g o .  This form 
of presentation applies when the angle a  is reckoned from 
the phase axis aligned with the real axis of the complex 
plane, and time is counted from t =  0 when the phase cur
rent is a maximum, i = Y 21. In the final analysis, how
ever, we are interested in the mmf of a polyphase winding, 
and it can be found by adding together the mmfs of the 
individual phases.

To tackle this problem, we should learn to write the equa
tion of the mmf for an arbitrary phase whose axis makes an 
angle a Ph with the real axis of the complex plane (Fig. 25-5), 
and whose current is given by

i = Y 2 1 cos (cot — cpph) 

so that at t =  0, the current is

i = y  2 cos (— cpph)
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The equation for an arbitrary phase mmf can be written 
in trigonometric or complex form by analogy with Eq. (25-1) 
or Eq. (25-5), noting that the angle cot is now replaced by

Phase axis

Fig. 25-5 Representation of an arbitrary phase mmf with an arbi
trary phase current on the complex plane of a two-pole model

(cd£ — cpph), and the angle a  by (a — a ph) reckoned from 
the phase axis,
F (a, t) =  Fphlm cos [(cot — cpph) — (a — a pll)]

+  fphim cos [—( a t  — (pph) — (a — a ph)]
or
F (a, t) = Re {fpiu™ exp [/ (cof — <pp]l)] exp (7-a ph)

X exp (—/a)}
+  Re {F;Llm exp [—7 ( a t  — cppU)] exp ( j a ph)

X exp (—7a)}
F (a, t) =  Re [Fphlro exp (—/a)]

=  Re [Fpbljn exp (—7'a)J
+  Re [F ;hlm exp (—/a)] (25-6)

A plot of an arbitrary phase mmf on the complex plane 
of the model is shown in Fig. 25-5. The complex function

111m = ^plum “t“ ^phim 
describes the phase mmf, the complex function

7̂piii7» =  ^pium exp [/ ( a t  — cpph) exp (japh)}
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describes the forward rotating wave of the phase mmf, and 
the complex function

^phim =  Fpbim exp [—7 (at — <pph) exp (7'aph)J

describes the backward rotating wave of the phase mmf.

25-3 Time and Space-Time Complex Quantifies *  
and Functions of the Quantities Involved 
in Operation of a Polyphase Machine

Scalars sinusoidally varying in time (currents, voltages, 
emfs, and flux linkages) are customarily represented as 
complex functions whose projections on the time axis give

Fig. 25-6 Representation of currents in a three-phase machine on 
the time complex plane (on the left) and on the space complex plane 
(on the right) of a two-pole model

instantaneous values of those quantities. For example, 
on the left of Fig. 25-6, the instantaneous value of the 
phase A current, reduced by a factor of ]/~2, is equal to the 
projection of the complex harmonic function of the phase A
current, I A = I A exp (/coJ), on the time (t) axis aligned 
with the real axis of the time complex plane or, to state 
this differently, to the real part of the complex current

* Time varying quantities are usually called phasors. Spatially 
distributed quantities are true vectors. Frequently, they are plotted 
together on combined phasor-vector diagram. — Translator's note.
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function
i J V  2 =  Re [IA] =  I A cos cot

where I A = I A exp (/O) = rms current in phase A in com
plex notation 

I A =  rms current in phase A
Under balanced conditions, the quantities in the other 

phases of a three-phase machine can be described by com
plex functions displaced by —2n/3 (for phase B) and —4jt/3 
(for phase C) from those associated with phase A.  For 
example, the currents in phases B and C are written in 
complex-function notation as

I B =  I B exp (7cot)

I c =  Ic  exp (7cot)
•

where I b = I b exp (—y2jt/3) and I c — I c exp (—74jt/3) 
are the complex rms currents in phase B and C, respectively.

Since the rms phase currents are the same, the magnitudes 
of the complex currents are likewise the same

I A = I B = I C =  I

The instantaneous phase currents can be found from the 
following equations:

iA/ ] / 2 =  Re f/A] =  Re [I exp (/coZ)]

iBf V 2 =  Re [ID] =  Re {/ exp [7 (oat — 2n/3)]} (25-7)

icf]f 2 = Re [Tc] =  Re {/ exp [7 (oat — 4jt/3)]}
• •

where I  = I A, and are each a projection of the respective 
complex current function on the real axis of the time com
plex plane (Fig. 25-6).

The theory of electrical machines uses another form of 
representation for the quantities existing in polyphase 
systems under balanced conditions. More specifically, scalars 
(currents, voltages, and so on) associated with the various 
phases are depicted on the space complex plane of a two- 
pole model as a complex function common to all the phases.

For the phase currents defined by Eq. (25-7) and shown 
on the left of Fig. 25-6? such a complex function has the
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form
I  = I  exp (/co£)

where /  =  I A, and is plotted on the space complex plane 
of a two-pole model as shown on the right of Fig. 25-6.

In a two-pole model, the phase windings are shown each 
as a coil traversed by a positive current. The axes of phases 
A, B, and C are drawn through the centres of the coil groups 
represented by a single coil. Because the events in phase B 
lag behind those in phase A , the axis of phase B is displaced 
from that of phase A by an electrical angle equal to 2ji/3 
in the positive direction (counterclockwise), and that of 
phase C by an angle equal to 4it/3 in the same direction. 
The instantaneous phase current (reduced by a factor of ]/ 2) 
is given by a projection of the complex function I  on the 
respective phase axis.

Because the complex current function I  takes up the same 
position relative to the axis of a given phase as the complex 
current function of the same phase relative to the real axis 
of the time complex plane (on the left of Fig. 25-6), either 
form of representation gives the same instantaneous phase 
current. To demonstrate, projections of the complex current 
function on the respective phase axes on the space complex 
plane

iAlV  2 =  Re [I] = Re [I exp (;co£)]

iBl\/ 2 =  Re [/ exp (— /2 ji/3]

=  Re{J exp [/ ( cd£ — 2ji/3)]} (25-8)

ic/]/ 2 =  Re [/ exp ( —; 4 ji/3)] =  Re{/exp [7 (co/ — 4 jx/3 )]}

are the same as projections of the complex functions / A, 
I B, and I c on the time axis (see Eq. (25-7) and the plot on 
the left of Fig. 25-6). Similarly, we can depict on the space 
complex plane of the model the emfs, voltages and flux 
linkages associated with the various phases. These quantities, 
too, will be represented by the respective complex functions 
common to all the phases.

Earlier, we discussed the representation of spatially dis
tributed, time-varying scalars in the form of space-time 
complex functions on the space complex plane of a model.
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We did this for the rotating mmf wave which is a scalar 
quantity sinusoidally varying with time and space. The 
value of the mmf at a given point in the air gap, say, 
Fr (a, t), displaced by an angle a  from the origin, was found 
for each instant of time as a projection of the rotating com
plex function Fphlm on the direction at the angle a  (see 
Figs. 25-4 and 25-5).

Now we have depicted phase scalar quantities as complex 
functions on the same space complex plane. In contrast to 
the complex functions depicting spatially distributed scalars 
(mmfs, and, as we shall see later, the normal component 
of the air-gap magnetic flux density), however, the complex 
functions representing phase quantities can only be pro
jected on the phase axes. Their projections on an arbitrary 
reference direction have no physical meaning.

To stress this difference, the complex functions of spati
ally distributed, time-varying quantities (mmfs and the 
normal component of the airgap magnetic flux density) will 
be called time-space complex functions. The complex func
tions of the phase quantities which only vary with time 
(currents, voltages, emfs, and flux linkages) will be referred 
to as time complex functions.

25-4 The MMF of a Polyphase Winding.
Its Rotating Harmonics

Consider a symmetrical 7/i-phase winding. To simplify the 
matter, let m be equal to 3. We set out to find the mmf 
of this three-phase winding as the sum of the mmfs in the 
individual phases. In doing so, we shall remember that the 
phase axes are displaced from one another in space by an 
electrical angle 2zihn =  2jt/3, and that the phase currents 
are displaced from one another by the same angle in time.

Suppose that the phases carry a balanced set of PPS 
currents. Such currents are shown in Fig. 25-6 and can be 
found by Eq. (25-7) or (25-8). As will be recalled, in a ba
lanced set of PPS currents, the phase B current lags behind 
the phase A current by 2it/3, and the index UB” is assigned 
to the phase whose axis is displaced from that of axis A 
by an electrical angle a AB =  2ji/3 in the positive direction, 
(see Fig. 25-7).

To combine the phase mmfs in complex form, the axis 
of phase A must be aligned with the real axis of the complex
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plane, and the positive angles a  must be counted counter
clockwise. Resolving the phase mmfs into the forward and 
backward components and noting the phase shift (pph bet
ween the currents and the spatial shift a Ph between the

F i g .  2 5 - 7  P r o d u c t io n  o f  a r o t a t in g  m m f  b y  a th r e e -p h a s e  w in d in g  
c a r r y in g  P P S  c u r r e n ts

phase axes from Eq. (25-6), we obtain the total forward 
mmf for a three-phase winding as

=  ^phim exp [/ (cot — 0)] exp (/0)
+  -Pphim exp [7 (u>t — 2n/3)] exp ( j 2n !3 )  

+  ^phim exp [7 (at — 4rc/3)I exp ( jAn /3 )  

— 3Fphl7n =  Sikkim exp (j(tit)
=  Fim exp (jat)

As is seen, all phase mmfs are identical and are depicted 
graphically by the same complex function. The peak mmf 
of an m-phase winding is

where Fplllm is the peak value of the pulsating phase mmf 
wave. .

Upon suitable substitutions [see Eq. (24-28)1, we get
F\m = FXm =  (m V  2/ji) (Iu’kvik,u/p) (25-9)

Axis A
f i A  f I*)

m  m  ^ l ^ p h l m  ^kF pl i l
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The backward phase mmf waves sum to zero [see Fig. 25-7 
and Eq. (25-6)1

F im  — F'Alm +  F klm . +  F'cim

=  ■P'phim exp [—/ (tot — 0)J exp (/O)
+  exp [—7 {(at — 2n/3)I exp (7'2ji/3)
+  ^phini exp [—7 {(at — 4xt/3)J exp {jAn/3)

=  0
To sum up, the fundamental mmf of a three-phase (or, 

generally, a polyphase) winding carrying a set of PPS cur
rents is the forward rotating mmf with the peak value given 
by Eq. (25-9). It rotates at an electrical angular velocity co 
and a mechanical angular velocity =  co Ip in the positive 
direction (counter-clockwise).

On the space complex plane, this mmf runs in the same 
direction as the complex function 7  depicting the PPS 
phase currents (see Fig. 25-7). Recalling that this mmf is 
proportional to current, Flm = kFI , we may re-write Eq. 
(25-9) in complex form as

F im  =
where

kF = m Y  2 w kjnp
The distribution of the fundamental mmf set up by the 

PPS currents along the periphery of the air gap [see Eqs. 
(25-1) and (25-5)] can be described by an equation of the 
form
F (a, t) = Flm cos (cot — a) = Re [Flm exp (—/a)] (25-10) 
where
a = yp = xnl% = the electrical angle defining the position 

of a given point along the periphery of the air gap 
y = the mechanical angle from the origin (from the axis 

of the main phase A carrying a current iA =  ]/ 2 /  
X cos cat) to the point in question 

x = the distance along the periphery of the air gap from 
the axis of the main phase to the point of interest 

t  =  the pole pitch for the fundamental component 
p =  the number of pole pairs along the periphery of air 

gap for the fundamental component
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If a polyphase winding carries NPS currents, the back
ward phase mmfs will be represented by the same complex 
function, and the forward mmfs will cancel out. This results 
in a backward rotating mmf which can be described by an 
equation of the form
F (a, t) = Flm cos (—co£ — a)

=  Re [Flm exp (—/co£) exp (-—/a)] (25-11)
Acting in a similar way, we can combine the higher 

harmonic components of the forward and backward phase 
mmfs. In combining, either the forward or the backward 
vth harmonic waves, or both, may cancel out. Because of 
this, the resultant mmf may only contain some of the har
monics whose order is given by

v =  2 me +  1
where c = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . For a three-phase winding, the 
order of the resultant rotating mmf waves will be v =  1, 5, 
7, 11, 13, etc.

The vth harmonic component of the resultant rotating 
field will rotate in the forward direction (clockwise), if 
the sign is adopted in finding the order of the harmonic 
by the above equation, and in the backward direction, if 
the ” sign is adopted.

The peak value of the rotating vth harmonic mmf can 
be found by an equation similar to Eq. (25-11)

Fvm
TTb ~\f 2

31V p (25-12)

where vp = p v is the number of pole pairs for the vth har
monic component.

The mechanical angular velocity of the vth harmonic mmf 
is given by

£2V =  co/pv =  co/vp (25-13)
The angular velocity

cov =  £2vp v =  (o (25-14)
defined as the product of the mechanical speed by the number 
of pole pairs for the vth harmonic field component (which 
is also true of the electrical angle for the vth harmonic, 
a v = ypv) may be looked upon as the electrical angular velo
city of the yth harmonic mmf. It is the velocity at which
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the complex function of the vth harmonic mmf rotates [see 
Eq. (25-10)]

Fvm =  Fvm exp (±;a>f)
The mechanical angular velocity of the vth harmonic 

is 1/v of that of the fundamental component of the mmf,
Q  y —  Q  j /  v

The distribution of the vth harmonic mmf along the peri
phery of the airgap is described by an equation set up by 
analogy with Eq. (25-10) (if the harmonic is rotating in the 
forward direction) or Eq. (25-11) (if the harmonic is rotating 
in the backward direction):
Fv (a, t) = Fvm cos (ziz(fit — a v)

=  Re [Fvm exp (±j<ot) exp (—/a v)l (25-15)
where the sign applies when the harmonics are rotating 
in the positive (forward) direction, and the ” sign, when 
the harmonics are rotating in the negative (backward) 
direction.

a v =  p vy =  vpy =  ( x / t v) ji =  v c t / t

is the electrical angle defining the position of a given point 
in the field set up by the vth harmonic component

Pv = Pv
is the number of pole pairs along the periphery of the airgap 
for the vth harmonic component, and

Tv =  T /v

is the pole pitch for the vth harmonic component.
As a rule, the vth harmonic is small in peak value, because 

the winding factor ftdv/cpv is only a few hundredths of unity, 
whereas for the fundamental component it is close to unity. 
Also, many harmonic components cancel out (for example, 
this is true of the triplen harmonics in the case of a three- 
phase winding, that is, those whose order is 3, 9, 15, etc.). 
Therefore, with a judicious choice of the coil pitch (yc =  
=  0 .8 3 t ) and of the coils per group {q ^  2), the mmf of 
a polyphase (three-phase) winding will differ but little 
from the fundamental mmf, because the higher harmonics 
it contains are insignificant in their effect. In fact, it may be 
treated as the rotating fundamental wave with a peak value
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given by Eq. (25-9) and with a mechanical angular velocity 
Q =  =  a l p .  If the winding carries PPS currents and
the current in phase A is

iA =  Y  2 1 cos cot
the peak value of the fundamental mmf at time t will be 
displaced by a mechanical angle y =  cotip from the axis 
of phase A (or by an electrical angle a  =  cot).

The above distinctions of the mmf induced in a three- 
phase winding are depicted in Fig. 25-8. The phases of the

A x i s  A

winding shown in the figure do not differ from those in 
Fig. 24-13. From a comparison of the mmf in a three-phase 
winding with that of any one phase in the same winding 
(see Fig. 24-13), it is readily seen that the waveform of the 
mmf is improved appreciably, and it appears sinusoidal 
very nearly. The third harmonics, rather pronounced in the 
phase mmfs (see Fig. 24-13), cancel one another upon com-
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billing. It is to be noted that in Fig. 25-8 the mmf F is found 
at t = 0, when the current in phase A is a maximum

iA =  Y  2 I a COS tot =  Y 2 I a

and the currents in phases B and C are the same

iB =  ]/ 2 I a cos (cot — 2ji/3) =  — \  2 I J 2
ic =  ]/ 2 I a cos (co£ — 4ji/3) =  — ]/ 2 I J 2

As will be recalled, / a =  Ha is the current in a parallel 
path (circuit) of the winding.

The waveform of the mmf can be plotted as for the mmf 
of one phase in Fig. 24-13, if we note that the currents in
phases B and C are flowing in the reverse direction relative
to the positive direction of the phase currents. The peak 
value of a harmonic mmf can be expressed in terms of the 
peak values of the coil-side currents, using the equation 
derived from Eq. (24-35):

z? m r? 2qmkpvk<iv —— 2 hvm (V  ̂I aWc) (25-16)

By the above equation, it is an easy matter to get 

Flm =  7 A 2 ] / 2 I awc 
F5m =  0.0751/ 2 I awc 
F7m=  -0 .0 4 2 1 / 2 I awc

25-5 The Fundamental Component of the Magnetic 
Flux Density in a Polyphase Winding 
(The Rotating Field)

As a rule, the pole pitch for the fundamental mmf of a poly
phase winding, =  t, is many times the tooth (or slot) 
pitch of the cores, t zi and tZ2:

v j t z i  =  Vimi >  1

Therefore, in calculating the field set up by the funda
mental mmf,

F (a, t) =  Flm cos (at — a)
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we are in a position to allow for the effect of saliency od 
the average by using the air gap factor

k 6 = k 61k$2
from Eq. (24-10). Then the mean airgap permeance is the 
same as in the homopolar case and is given by

X0 = 1/8/c6 (25-17)
By definition (see Sec. 24-3), the fundamental radial com

ponent of the gap magnetic flux density can be written as

B (a, t) = \i0X0F (a, t) = B lm cos (cot — a) (25-18)

where Blm = l ôX0Flm is the peak value of the fundamental 
component of the magnetic flux density.

In a polyphase machine, the fundamental component of 
the airgap magnetic flux density is a rotating wave tra
velling at the same mechanical angular velocity and having 
the same pole pitch and the same pole-pitch angle as the 
fundamental mmf (Fig. 25-9):

Q = =  co/p
T =  Tx

yP =  2ji Ip

Like the mmf, the magnetic flux density B (a, t) can be 
depicted on a two-pole model (Fig. 25-10) either as a co
sinusoidal rotating wave (Fig. 25-10a) or as a space-time 
complex function

= Bim exp (jcot) (25-19)

which is in phase with F± and / .  The projection of B± on 
an arbitrary direction at an electrical angle a = py from 
the origin in the model (Fig. 25-106) is equal to the radial 
component of the fundamental magnetic flux density at 
a mechanical angle y from the origin in the prototype 
machine (see Fig. 25-9). The origin is usually taken to be 
the axis of the main phase (phase A) in which the current 
is a maximum

V 2 I  a COS COt
at t =  0.
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Fig. 25-9 Rotating magnetic field in the airgap of a polyphase 
2 /?-pole machine

Fig. 25-10 Representation of the rotating magnetic field in the model 
ol Fie. 25-9
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25-6 Magnetic Flux Density Harmonics in 
the Rotating Magnetic Field 
of a Polyphase Winding

The magnetic flux density harmonics present in the field 
set up by a polyphase winding are functions of both the 
spatial distribution of the mmf in the winding and the 
saliency of the cores. Unfortunately, the saliency affects 
different harmonics differently, and the air gap factor used 
in calculating the fundamental component (see Sec. 25-5) 
does not permit the higher harmonics to be found with 
sufficient accuracy.

This is the reason why the first step in determining the 
magnetic field set up by a polyphase winding is to construct 
a stepped waveform for F , the phase mmf. Prior to that, 
we must calculate the instantaneous^phase currents iA, i Bl 
and iCl the coil-side currents ± i AH;c/a, ± i B lvJ ai and 
± i cwJ ai and fhe slot currents h(k)i and h(k+i)-
This can readily be done, once the winding circuit is known.

The stepped F waveform shown in Fig. 25-8 has been 
constructed within a pole pitch, t .  In Fig. 25-11, a similar 
mmf waveform is constructed for a half pole-pitch, t/2. 
In this case, we assign an arbitrary magnetic potential, 
saY? Wk = 0, to one of the tooth (or slot) pitches, say, k. 
Then the potential at the next adjacent tooth pitch, k -f- 1, 
following the (k +  l)th  slot with a current iS(u+i) will be

<Pft+i =  Ta +  h (h + 1)

(As will be recalled, the current in a slot is assumed to be 
positive when it is flowing outwards, that is, toward the 
reader.) Once the potentials in the tooth pitches lying bet
ween two adjacent poles, or within two pole pitches, have 
been found, the next step is to determine the average poten
tial

n
1 VI '

9av =  —  2 i  Vft
h= 1

and the mmf, F , of the polyphase winding for each of the 
tooth pitches. It is measured over and above the average 
potential, (pav, and is equal to

(Pa- i  =  Ta- i Tav
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in the (A; — l)th tooth pitch*
Tk “  *Pfc (Pav 

in the Tcth tooth pitch, and
Tfc+l =  fPfc+i ?av

in the (k +  l)th tooth pitch, and so on.
The mmf thus found is shown in Fig. 25-11. It may be 

taken equal to the sum of tooth-pitch mmfs, y h (x). Accord-

r/2

ls (k+2)

p H

i f # 3. Cl

&K0

Fig. 25-11 The magnetic field of a polyphase winding and the speci
fied distribution of instantaneous currents among the phases

ingly, the magnetic field set up by a polyphase winding 
may be defined as the sum of the elementary fields establish
ed by the tooth-pitch mmfs (p/t (x). The distribution of the 
mmf for the /rth tooth pitch is shown separately in
20*
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Fig. 25-12. As is seen, it is rectangular in shape, being 
(Pk (z) = inside the tooth pitch, and

tPh (^) =  0
outside the tooth pitch. This implies that in calculating 
the field the following boundary conditions must be assum-

Fig. 25-12 The field set up by the mmf of the Zcth tooth (slot) pitch

ed: (p= 0 for core 2, (p =  (pft for the fcth tooth pitch on core 1 
and cp =  0 for the (k +  l)th and (k — l)th and all the 
other tooth pitches on core 1 .

The field thus obtained is markedly affected by the shape 
of the slots and air gap. To simplify calculations, only the 
shape of the excited core, 7, is accurately reproduced,
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because its slots carry the winding in question. The unexcit
ed core, 2, is replaced by a smooth one, and the effect of 
its saliency on the air gap permeance is accounted for 
approximately by introducing an equivalent air gap

5" =  d/cfi2
[see Eq. (24-10)1.

The scalar magnetic potential cp (x , y) within the field 
region can be found analytically, using Eq. (23-8). Then 
the magnetic flux density is found at the surface of the 
smooth core, 2, due to the mmf cph (x):

Bk (z) = y) .. 
9i ^

The plot of B h (x ) is shown in Fig. 25-12. Its shape depends 
on two ratios, namely &s/5" and £z/8". Because of this, the 
waveform of magnetic flux density for any other tooth 
pitch, say, B k+1 (x) or B k (z), is similar in shape to that 
of B k (x).  Their ordinates, however, are multiplied by 
Wk+i/Wk and q)fc_i/(pfe, respectively. Figure 25-11 shows how 
the resultant B  produced by the mmf of a polyphase winding 
can be found by combining the magnetic flux densities 
of the individual tooth pitches, B h (x), B h + i  (x), and
B h-i (*).

The harmonic components of the resultant magnetic flux 
density may likewise be found by combining the harmonics 
of the magnetic flux densities in the individual tooth pitch
es, B k {x), B k+ i  (x),  and B h- i  (x).  Because their respective 
waveforms are similar in shape, it will suffice to apply 
Fourier analysis to any one of them, say, B k (x).

Since the B h (x) waveform is symmetrical about the centre 
of the tooth pitch (see Fig. 25-12), its Fourier series contains 
only a constant component and cosine terms

Bh  C2') Bh,  av

oo
+  2  Bkvm

v = l
cos (vxknl%)

where v =  1, 2, 3, . . .  .
The peak value of the vth harmonic in the Fourier series 

is given by
T

B h v m  =  4 *  j  B h (* )  COS d x ftT
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Unfortunately, the analytical expression for B h (2) is so 
elaborate that the integral can only be evaluated numeric
ally on a digital computer. To avoid cumbersome computa
tions in engineering applications, Soroker* has proposed 
to express the peak value of the vth harmonic, 5 ftvm, in 
the Fourier expansion of B h (x ) in terms of the vth har
monic, B h0vm, taken from the Fourier expansion of an ideal
ized rectangular magnetic flux density B h0(X) with a peak 
value

Bho =
Owing to the symmetry of the B k0 (x ) waveform about the 
centre of the tooth pitch (Fig. 25-12), its Fourier expansion 
likewise contains only a constant and cosine terms

0 0

B h0 (X) =  B h0i av +  2  B h0vm COS ,
V=i

v =  1, 2, 3, . . .

The peak values of the expansion terms can readily be 
found analytically

T
= \  j  iW * ) c Os ^ d x ft =  (^0/5'0q)hvm

Xk=-T
where

o.5*z
1 r ,Vkvm=— ) <P/t COS——  dxk

Xh=~0.btz
v j i  2 t

is the peak value of the vth harmonic mmf in the ftth tooth 
pitch, cpft (x ).

The vth harmonics of B k (x) and B h0 (x) are shown in 
Fig. 25-12. As is seen, they have the same pole pitches, 
t v =  t / v , but different peak values, Bhvm and B h0vm- The 
ratio of the values of the magnetic flux density harmonics 
found with and without allowance for the effect of saliency 
is termed the slot factor for the vth harmonic

c v — B kvmlB hovm

* Soroker T.G., Electrotechnicky Obzor, 1972, 10.

(25-20)
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It is the same for all tooth pitches of a given core and solely 
depends on its relative dimensions and the harmonic number

Cv =  /  (W  bB/tZl Zlvp)
where Z =  number of teeth on the core

p =  number of pole pairs for the fundamental com
ponent

bs =  slot width at the air gap 
From statistical analysis of the numerical values of Cv 

found for various relative dimensions, the following approxi
mate procedure has been proposed for its calculation.

The slot factor for the vth harmonic is

CV = DV- A J  tan-^fL  (25-21)

where Dv and A v are found, subject to the ratio bs/8" and 
the value of

n pv bs

(i) For ev<  2,

^'■“ T+fevST*1- ^ - ' ' 567^
where

<pmA =  0.4845 — 0.0255 6s/8" +  0.0142 (6s/8")2 
D v =  1 — (Pmsev (1 — <Pmu4/6)

and

W m B  =  0 -5  +  -3“ C6 " / ^ ) 2 — 3 (1 -(-0 .0865/6")

(ii) For ev >  2,
A v =  exp (—1.46 bv676s) sin (0.95 ev — cpmC)
Dv = exp (—1.46 ev67&s) cos (0.95 ev — cpmC)

where
cpmC =  0.7484 -  0.05037 bs/8" +  0.001195 (bs/8*)2
As an example, we shall trace the calculation of Cv for 

I he cores in Fig. 25-11 or 25-12:
5 =  1 mm, bs = bsl =  5 mm, bs2 = 3.75 mm 

tz =  tzi =  10 mm, tZ2 =  7.5 mm, Z =  24, p = 1
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We shall carry out the calculations for the first tooth 
(slot) harmonic of order

v =  Zip — 1 =  24/1 — 1 - 2 3  
The airgap factor for the second core [see Eq. (24-10)] is 

k 62 = 7.5/(7.5-1.607 X 1) =  1.272 
The term “1.607” is given by

y =  (3.75/l)2/(5 +  3.75/1) =  1.607 
The equivalent air gap is

6" =  5/c62 - I X  1.272 =  1.272 mm
The values of the other quantities, as found by the equa

tions given above, are as follows:
ev =  1.5053 <  2 

tan (npvIZ) — —0.13165 
cp mA =  0.60367 
<p mB =  0.28955 

A v =  0.43198 
Dv =  0.41564 
Cv - 3.713

Once Cv is found, it is an easy matter to determine the 
peak value of the vth magnetic flux density harmonic due 
to the mmf of the Ath tooth pitch, cp/t (x), with allowance for 
the saliency of the core

Bh V772 = Cv5hovm ' m+v
5" (25-22)

where (pftvm is the peak value of the vth harmonic mmf over 
the Zcth tooth pitch.

Knowing the spatial distribution of the vth harmonic mmf 
over the kth tooth pitch

(pfcv (* )  =  <Pftvm COS ( v x ftn /x )

and using Eq. (25-22), we can readily write an equation for 
the distribution of the vth harmonic of the magnetic flux 
density with allowance for saliency

Bhv (x) =  Bhvm cos (vxftJt/T)
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So that we could take the sum of the individual magnetic 
flux densities, we must write the above equation in a coor
dinate system common to all the loops and having its origin 
on the axis of phase A (see Figs. 25-11 and 25-12):

B kv (x) =  B hvm cos (x — xk0) (vn/x)
Here, x — xh0 =  xh is the distance from the axis of the &th 
tooth to a given point in the air gap, xkl) is the distance from 
the axis of phase A to the axis of the Arth tooth, and x is the 
distance from the axis of phase A to the point in question.

Noting that xn/% = a is the electrical angle from the 
axis of phase A to the point in question for the fundamental 
component, and xk0nli: = a h0 is the electrical angle from 
the axis of phase A to the axis of the ftth tooth, we may re- 
write the equations for the spatial disribution of the vth 
harmonics of the mmf and magnetic flux density as

9ftv  (°0 =  9ft vm cos v (oc, a ho) (25-23)
Bhv (a) =  Bhvm cos v (a — a h0)

Because the currents traversing the phases of the winding 
have an angular frequency co, we may argue that the mmf 
over the &th tooth pitch varies in time with the same frequen
cy

9* =  9ftm cos (cot — pft)
where cpftm is the time peak value of the mmf over the /cth 
tooth pitch, and $h is the time phase of the mmf over the 
/cth tooth pitch.

The peak values of the space harmonics of the mmf and 
magnetic flux density in the kth tooth pitch will vary in 
time in the same manner:

B ft vm Pô v
6" 9ft vm

where 9 /lvm =  (2 cp^/vji) sin  (vtzjc/2t) is the peak value of 
the vth  harm onic m m f at tim e t, and 

9ftvmm =  (29 fcm /v:r0  s in (vZzji/2 t)  is the peak value of 
the vth  harm onic m m f at the tim e when

9ft (0 =  9 ft™

Noting that in Eq. (25-23) both (pkvm and Bkvm are func
tions of time, we may write the following equations for the 
vth harmonics of the mmf and magnetic flux density at any
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point in the air gap at an angle a to the phase axis at any 
instant of time t:

( a ,  t) = cPftvmm cos (at — p 7l) cos v (a — a h0) (25-24)
B kv ( a ,  t) =  (|VV8")<P7,'V7nm COS (cot — p ft) c o s  v  ( a  — a ft0)

On comparing the above equations with Eq.(24-37), it can 
be seen that they describe pulsating waves.

The resultant vth harmonic of the magnetic flux density in 
a polyphase winding is obtained by combining the magnetic 
flux densities due to the mmfs over the tooth pitches: 

z z
By (a, f ) = 2  B k v (a, f) =  2  <Pftv(a, t)

h = i  ft=l

The sum of the vth harmonic mmfs of all the tooth pitches 
z
2  T/fv (a > £)» is equal to the vth harmonic mmf of the

4=1
polyphase winding, Fv (a, t).

Earlier (see Sec. 25-4), it has been shown that if v =  2 me zb 
±  1 (where c =  0, 1, 2, 3, . . .), an ra-phase winding will 
generate the vth harmonic mmf as a rotating wave which 
can be described by Eq. (25-15). Therefore,

z
S  <P*v (a > 0 =  Fv (a > t) =  Fvm cos (zbcô  — va)

A = 1

As a consequence, the vth harmonic of the magnetic flux 
density in a polyphase winding is given by

B v (a, t) =  B vm cos (±  co£ — va) (25-25)
where B vm = fi0CvFvm/8" is the peak value of the rotating 
wave of the vth harmonic magnetic flux density in a poly
phase winding.

To sum up, the magnetic flux density in a polyphase wind
ing, as found with allowance for the effect of slots, contains 
the harmonics of the same order as that of the mmf harmo
nics. The effect of slots on the peak value of the magnetic 
flux density harmonics is accounted for by the factor Cv 
calculated by Eq. (25-21).

The slot factor may be positive or negative. Accordingly, 
the magnetic flux density wave may be in phase or in anti
phase with the mmf wave. For harmonics with large pole
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pitches and satisfying the condition t v =  t / v >  t z i> Cv ~  
l//c61. Since for the fundamental component this condition 
is usually satisfied

Ti >  tz = t
the peak value of the associated magnetic flux density as 
given by Eq. (25-25) is

Bi =  F i ~  Fim\lQ/8k51/c52
which checks with Eq. (25-18).

The vth harmonics of the magnetic flux density in 
the case of a rotating field have the same number of pole

t ig . 25-13 The effect of higher harmonics on the waveform of the 
rotating field set up by a polyphase winding:
(a) field at t =  0, (b) field at t =  jt/2cd

pairs, the same pole pitch, the same sense of rotation, and 
the same electrical angular frequency as the vth harmonic 
mmfs [see Eq. (25-13)]. From the fundamental flux density 
they only differ in the much smaller peak values, the num
ber of pole pairs, and the mechanical frequency of rotation.

Because each harmonic component of the field travels at 
its own mechanical angular velocity Qv, their relative 
position is changing all the time, and the resultant field 
pattern goes through a cycle of change periodically. This 
property of the field is illustrated in Fig. 25-13 where the 
magnetic flux density is shown as the sum of the fundamental
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and the fifth harmonic. The magnetic flux density is given 
for two instants, namely t =  0, when the current in phase A 
of the three-phase winding is a maximum (see Fig. 25-13a), 
and t =  jx/2 co, when the phase A current is zero (see 
Fig. 25-13&). At t =  0, the peak values of the harmonics 
occur on the phase axis. During the time t = jt/2co the funda
mental wave travels in the positive direction through a me
chanical angle

Qxt =  (toIp) (jx/2co) =  jc/2p
or an electrical angle jt/2, whereas the 5th harmonic wave 
travels in the opposite direction through a mechanical angle

Q5t =  (co/5p) (k/2co) =  Jt/2 (5p)

or an electrical angle
(5p) (Q5t) =  n/2

Referring to the figure, the magnetic flux density waveform 
at t =  0 differs from that at £ =  jx/2co because the relative 
position of the harmonics is changing all the time. (For 
convenience, the fifth harmonic is shown enlarged five
fold.) When the contribution from the higher harmonics is 
insignificant, this change in shape is negligible.

The properties of the higher harmonics listed above are 
typical of the rotating fields produced by polyphase windings 
carrying balanced sets of PPS or NPS currents with a circu
lar frequency co.

To sum up, the harmonic components of the field set up 
by a polyphase winding rotate all at the same electrical 
velocity o)v =  co which is the same as the circular frequen
cy of the currents, but with different mechanical angular 
velocities, £2V =  co/vp.

26 The Magnetic Field
of a Rotating Field Winding

26-1 The Magnetic Field of a Concentrated 
Field Winding

Another way of producing a rotating field is to place the 
field winding on the rotor of a machine. When this winding 
is energized with d.c., it establishes a magnetic field statio-
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nary relative to the rotor, with a radial component of mag
netic flux density B (Fig. 26-1). If, now, the rotor is made 
lo rotate at mechanical angular velocity Q, the magnetic 
field set up by the rotor winding will likewise rotate with 
the same angular velocity.

The mmf F produced by a concentrated field winding can 
be depicted by a rectangular waveform (see Sec. 24-1). It 
remains constant and equal to Fm = iwc over a pole pitch.

At the slot axis, it changes 
abruptly by an amount equal 
to the slot current, 2iwci and 
reverses in polarity, turning 
to — Fm. The peak value of 
the mmf can be found as for 
a single-phase, double-layer, 
full-pitched winding for which 
q = 1 and yc = % and which 
carries a direct current,
i =  y  2 I a:

Fm = q(V 2 1a) wc = iwc

The air gap field set up by 
F is calculated over a half* 
pole pitch by the Laplace 
equation, (23-8), for a scalar 
magnetic potential under the 
following boundary condi
tions: the potential at the sur
face of the pole-shoe is cp; the 

Fig. 26-1 The magnetic field potential at the surface of the 
of a concentrated field winding sm0oth core and at the slot

axis is zero.
The shape of the waveform depicting the radial component 

of magnetic flux density at the surface of a smooth core, B , 
depends on the pole enclosure a  =  bn/t, the relative air 
gap at the pole tip y =  8m/8, and the relative air gap at the 
pole axis, e =  8 / t . The magnetic flux density waveform 
shown in Fig. 26-1 has been plotted for a = 0.55, y = 2, 
and e =  0.01.

It is usual to generate magnetic flux density waveforms 
on a computer for various values of a , y, and e, and to sub
ject them to Fourier analysis. The peak values of the various
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Fig. 26-2 The coefficients of 
the excitation field determin
ing the mean magnetic flux 
density: a/=  a / +  a/
=  and its funda-

mental: kj  =  kf +  kf

Fig. 26̂ -3 Coefficients of the 
excitation field determining the 
higher harmonics of magnetic 
flux density: kfv =  kfv +  kfv
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harmonics are then expressed as fractions of the maximum 
flux density, called the harmonic coefficients of the
excitation field:

Ay =  BlmIBm for the fundamental (2G-1)
Ayv =  B vm/Bm for the vth harmonic (26.2)

Here, B m = \i0Fm/8 is assumed to be the magnetic flux 
density set up in a uniform air gap 6 by a constant mmf, Fm*.

The most accurate values for Ay and Ayv for v =  1, 3, 5, 
7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 17 can he found in [38]. We will only 
give those required to calculate the harmonic coefficient 
for the fundamental, Ay (Fig. 26-2) and for the 3rd and 5th 
harmonics, Ay3 and A/5 (Fig. 26-3). Referring to the figures, 
we can find the components of the respective harmonic 
coefficients, namely Ay and Ay, Ay3 and Ay3, and k)h and Ay5. 
(As is seen, the figures give yAJ, yAy3 , yk'j-D.) The harmonic 
coefficients are found by combining their components for 
the specified values of a , y, and e:

kf= kf -(- Ay, Ayv =  Ayv -|- Ayv

The B waveform differs in shape from the mmf waveform 
and, with a judicious choice of the relative air-gap dimen
sions, it can he made sinusoidal very nearly. The magnetic 
flux density waveform can he expanded into a Fourier 
series where the equation for the vth harmonic about the 
winding axis is

B (a) =  B vm cos a 0v (26-3)
where a 0v =  va0 =  ypy0

a 0 =  electrical angle defining the position of a given 
point relative to the winding axis, and 

y0 = mechanical angle defining the position of the 
same point relative to the winding axis

26-2 The Magnetic Field of a Distributed 
Field Winding

The mmf produced by a distributed winding can he depicted 
by a stepped waveform (Fig. 26-4) similar to that for the 
phase mmf of a double-layer winding. For a single-layer 
distributed winding with a slot current iwc and with q

* In this case, the scalar magnetic potential is 9  =  Fnv
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wound slots per pole, the peak values of the harmonic mmfs 
can he found by Eq. (24-35) derived for a phase of a double- 
layer winding, assuming that the winding is full-pitched 
(yc =  t)*  and that the maximum coil current in a double-

Fig. 26-4 The magnetic field set up by a distributed field winding
(q =  6 , b!x =  2/3)

layer winding, ]/ 2I awc, is equal to half the slot current in 
the field winding, iwc.

Noting that for yc = t, the harmonic pitch factor is uni- 
ty, Zrpv =  1, Eq. (24-35) can be re-written to give the follow
ing expression for the peak value of the vth harmonic mmf:

where
Fv 2(7/Cdy 

JtV
i w c 4A* dv 

Jtv iw (26-4)

w = wcq/2 = turns per pole of the field winding
Ardv =  =  distribution factor for the vth har-av gsin(vyz/2)

monic
yz = tzit/ t  =  pn/q = electrical angle between adja

cent wound slots
* As regards the generation of a magnetic field, the field winding 

may be treated as a full-pitched winding, because the distance bet
ween adjacent groups of wound slots is equal to the pole pitch.
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t z =  too 111 (slot) pitch
p =  b/t  =  enclosure of the wound part of a pole 
b =  length of the wound part of a pole pitch 

In this case, the air gap permeance may be deemed cons
tant and equal to

K0 =  1/8

over the entire length of the pole pitch. Therefore, the mag
netic flux density waveform, B =  ti0Fk0J is the same in 
shape as the mmf waveform, and the peak values of the har
monic flux densities are proportional to those of the harmo
nic mmfs

B v =  v̂ o

The equation for the vth magnetic flux density harmonic, 
referred to the winding axis, does not differ from that 
for a concentrated winding, Eq. (26-3).

26-3 The Rotating Harmonics of the 
Excitation Field

As the rotor rotates at mechanical angular velocity £2, the 
excitation field and its harmonics (Fig. 26-5 shows only the 
fundamental and the 5th harmonic) rotate all at the same 
mechanical angular velocity £2. This is the reason why, in 
contrast to the rotating field set up by a polyphase winding, 
the field established by the field winding remains unchanged 
in shape as it rotates.

In contrast, the electrical angular velocities of the various 
harmonics are all different

co v =  p v£2 v =  vp £2

As is seen, it increases with the harmonic order. (Compare 
it with the field set up by a polyphase winding, where the 
electrical angular velocities are the same, but the mechanical 
angular velocities are different.)

An equation for the vth harmonic of the rotating magnetic 
flux density wave produced by the field winding, referred 
to a stationary reference axis, mav be derived from 
Eq. (26-3) for the same harmonic Assume that at t = 0 the 
axis of the winding rotating at mechanical angular veloci
ty £2 runs along the reference axis (see Fig. 26-5a). On this
2 1 - 0 1 6 9
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assumption, the angular coordinates of an arbitrary poin. 
relative to the winding axis, y0, and relative to the reference 
axis, y, at an arbitrary instant of time will be connected 
by an equation of the form

V  =  T o  “1“ ^

Considering the above equation together with Eq. (26-3),

Fig. 26-5 Higher harmonics of the excitation field {a) at t =  0, (6) at 
an arbitrary time t

we obtain the equation for the vth harmonic of the rotating 
flux density wave

# v (a, t) = B vm cos (vpQt — vpy) =
=  B vm cos (cdv£ —va) (26-5)

Outwardly, Eq. (26-5) is the same as Eq. (25-10) or (25-20) 
for the vth harmonic of the flux density wave produced by 
a polyphase winding. The coefficient of y in this equation 
is the number of pole pairs for the harmonic in question, 
vp = Py  The coefficient of t is the electrical angular velo
city of the harmonic, vpQ =  p vQ =  cov. The ratio of the 
two coefficients is the mechanical angular velocity

v p Q /vp  =  Q
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27 Flux Linkages of and EMFs 
Induced by Rotating Fields

27-1 Introductory Notes

When energized, the windings of an electrical machine set 
up magnetic fields varying in time and space. As has been 
shown in Chapters 25 and 26, the air gap magnetic flux 
density, no matter how it is produced, can be expanded into 
a Fourier series and presented as the sum of rotating fields 
differing in the peak value <1 the radial component, B vm, 
the number of pole pairs, pv, and the mechanical angular 
velocity, £2V.

An important problem in the theory of electrical machi
nes is to determine the flux linkages with, and the emfs in
duced in, the phase winding by the rotating fields. Because 
polyphase windings and rotating field windings are always 
designed so that the higher harmonics rapidly diminish in 
amplitude with increasing order, the winding field can, to 
a good approximation, be represented by the first term 
(v =  1) of the Fourier series. The flux density wave of such 
a rotating field, with a peak value B im, is shown, for exam
ple, in Figs. 25-9, 25-13, and 26-1.

Relative to a stationary reference axis, the flux density 
of the forward rotating field is given by Eq. (25-18) as

B (a, t) = Blm cos (co£ — a) =  B lm cos (pQt — py) (27-1)

The emf induced in a phase winding by a rotating field 
can be found as the sum of the emfs in its coils. Therefore, 
we shall begin by finding the flux linkage and emf for 
one coil.

27-2 The Flux Linkage and EMF of a Coil

Consider a coil displaced from the origin 0 by a distance xc 
along the periphery of the core. The axis of this coil is turn
ed by a mechanical angle yc =  xJR  from the stationary 
reference axis. Here, R = xp/jt is the mean radius of the 
air gap periphery (Fig. 27-1). In the general case, the coil 
pitch yc is taken to be shorter than the pole pitch t. The me-
21*
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chanical angle spanned by the coil or the coil pitch angle 
is

Yy = yJR
The rotating wave of flux density described by Eq. (27-1) 

travels relative to the coil at mechanical angular velocity Q. 
At time t , the axis of the rotating field is displaced from 
the reference axis by an angle Qt and takes up the position 
shown in the figure. The radial component of B at any point

Field axis
Coil axis ^ Stationary 

axis — ..

Fig. 27-1 To determining the flux linkage of a coil turn

on the circle, with an angular coordinate y relative to the 
reference axis and at time t , can be found by Eq (27-1).

The magnetic flux ® links with the coil turns through an 
area A y of a cylindrical surface of radius R ; it spans an 
arc yc and extends along the generator of the cylinder for 
a distance equal to the axial gap length, Z6 (see Sec. 23-5), 
or mathematically,

0> =  J B n AA=  J d®
^y ^y

Recalling that over the axial gap length the flux density 
at the axis of the machine remains constant and that in 
a cylindrical system of coordinates the normal component 
at a cylindrical surface is equal to the radial component,

Bn = B R =  B
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we may replace integration over a surface by integration 
over a circle on which the position of a point is defined by 
the angular coordinate y.

An elementary area dA may be expressed in terms of an 
elementary length along the circle, dx =  iZdy, as follows:

dA =  Z6d£=Zfii?dY

Then, an elementary flux will be given by 
d® =  B l 6Rdy

and the integral will have to be taken over the coil pitch, 
that is, from y'c = yc — yv!2 to yl = yc+ y y/2:

®(f=const)

99VC
= j d(D= j BlbR  dv 

Av v'
nvc

= B imlbR  j  cos(©f — py) dv 
Yc

|Yc
/‘VC

Upon substituting the limits of integration and expanding 
the sines of the sum and difference of angles, namely

sin [(ac — ooZ) + a yl2\
and

we get
s i n  [ ( a c —  cdZ) — a y!2\

® =  O ym cos (coZ — ac) = A:p®m cos (coZ — a c) (27-2)
where

O p! =  ftp®m =  maximum flux that can link with 
a given coil of coil pitch yc

2
=  n t h B lm =  maximum flux linking with a full- 

pitched coil, yc = %
ftp =  sin (cxyl2) = sin (ycnl2x) = pitch factor for the 

fundamental component of the field
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a y =  pyy = yc jt/t =  electrical angle spanned by 
the coil

a c =  py c =  .rcn/x = electrical angle defining the 
position of the coil axis relative to the reference 
axis (origin)

It is seen from Eq. (27-2) that the flux linking the coil 
turns varies with an angular frequency co =  pQ, equal to

F i g .  2 7 - 2  T h e  e f f e c t  o f  p i t c h - s h o r t e n in g  ( c h o r d in g )  o n  t h e  m a x im u m  
f lu x  l i n k i n g  th e  c o i l

the electrical angular velocity of the wave. The frequency of 
the flux is given by

/  =  co/ 2 jc =  Qp/2n

Accordingly, the time period of the flux is 
T =  1// =  2ji/Q p =  yp/£2

It is also seen from Eq. (27-2) (see Fig. 27-2 as well) that 
the flux linking a turn passes through a positive maximum 
<D =  ®//m when at  — a c =  0, that is, at time

t = a c/co =  pyJpQ = ycIQ
when the axis of the field aligns itself with the coil axis

Q t=  Q (yc/Q ) =  yc

The amount by which the flux lags behind depends on the 
electrical angle a c =  pyc defining the position of the coil 
relative to the reference axis.

The maximum coil flux is equal to the shaded area in 
Fig. 27-2a.
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The flux linkage of the rotating field with the coil is found 
by multiplying the flux defined in Eq. (27-2) by the number 
of coil turns wc

¥ =  wcO = Wcm cos {(ot — a c) (27-3)
where

^cra =  = nn
is the peak or maximum flux linkage with the coil.

The instantaneous emf induced in the coil is given by
e =  — dT/d t =  coxFcm sin (co£ — ac)

= ]/ 2 E c sin (co£ — ac) (27-4)

The rms value of the coil emf is

E c =  coYcm/j/  2 =  wckpOm(a/y 2 (27-5)

Both the flux linkage and the emf can be portrayed on 
a time vector (phasor) diagram (Fig. 27-3) as complex func

tions ¥ cm and Ec whose pro
jections on the real axis of the 
complex plane aligned with 
the time axis give the respe
ctive instantaneous values:
Y =  Re 0PC)

=  Re {¥CTn exp [j (tot — a c)]}
e =  Re (]/2 E 0)

=  Re fl/ 2 E c
X exp [/ (coi — a c — jt/2)]} 

(27-6)
The positions that the above 
phasors take up in Fig. 27-3 

correspond to the magnetic field shown in Fig. 27-1. Here, 
XY >  0, because the flux is directed with the coil axis, where
as e <Z 0 which implies that it is directed against the positive 
direction in the coil, in accord with the right-hand screw 
rule.

The coil emf is

F i g .  2 7 - 3  P h a s o r  d ia g r a m  c 
th e  c o i l  f l u x  l in k a g e  a n d  e m f

£ c = - / ( o V |/2 ) t f c™ (27-7)
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27-3 The Flux Linkage and EMF 
of a Coil Group

Each pole pitch of a double-layer winding has q coils of 
a given phase (in Fig. 27-4, q =  3).

The waveform of the flux linkages and emfs for the coil 
group shown in Fig. 27-4, plotted by Eq. (27-3), (27-4) or 
(27-6), appears in Fig. 27-5. Because the coils in the group 
are displaced from each other by an electrical angle

OCz  == P y Z  =  ( * z / t )  =r= 0&C2 G&cl == G&C3 a c2 . . •

the flux linkage and emf phasors are likewise displaced 
from each other by the same angle.

The events in the (k -f- l)th  (say, second) coil lag behind 
those in the ftth (say, first) coil by the time required for the 
flux density wave to move through a mechanical angle 
yz, that is,

t  =  yz/Q =  p y z / p &  =  t t z l ®
This lag must be allowed for in combining the flux linka
ges (and emfs) within a given coil group.

The coil-group flux linkage and emf phasors, Wg and Es, 
are each the phasor sum of the coil linkages and emfs,
'Fci, ^ c 3 &nd Ec2 » -®c3- Going back to
Eq. (24-29) and Figs. 24-10 and 24-11 in Sec. 24-5, it 
will be recalled that the problem of combining several 
phasors equal in magnitude,

\ir — ur _w — W1 e lm  x c2 m T c3m  1 cm
or

E Cl  =  E C2 —  E C3  =  E q

and displaced from each other by the same angle a z has 
already been solved in determining the mmf of the winding. 
Therefore, the coil-group flux linkage and emf may be 
written

^gm ^cm ^d 
Eg qEckfi (27-8)

The coil-group flux linkage phasor is directed along 
the axis of symmetry of the coil phasors and, as is seen 
from a comparison of Figs. 27-5 and 27-4, is turned 
through an angle (©£ a Ph) from the real axis of the 
complex plane. Here, a Ph =  pyPh ] is the electrical
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Fig. 27-4 EMF induced in a coil group

Fig. 27-5 Phasor diagram of flux linkage and emf for a coil group
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angle of a coil group or the phase axis. It is to be noted 
that the axis of a coil group (the phase axis) is the axis of 
symmetry for the coil group. The angle defining the position 
of this axis is found as the arithmetic mean of the angles 
defining the positions of the coils in the group

Y c i  +  Yc2 +  ■ • • +  ycq « C 1  +  a C2 +  • • • +  a C<7

V ph = -------------------  = -------------------j q------------------------ =  « p  h / p

(27-9)
The coil-group emf lags behind the coil-group flux linkage 
by jt/2, and may be written as

Eg= — ffigmto/V 2 (27-10)

27-4 The Flux Linkage and EMF of a Phase

A phase of a winding is made up of coil groups connected in 
series-parallel (see Sec. 22-3) A phase of a double-layer 
winding has 2p identical coil groups (one group per pole

Group A Group X Group A Group X

pitch). As an example, Fig. 27-6 shows the coil groups of 
phase A in a four-pole, three-phase winding (2p = 4). Its 
complete circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 22-5. Adjacent
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coil groups in the phase are displaced from one another by 
one pole pitch t or by a half of the pole-pitch angle

yp/2 =  2nl2p = nip
The respective electrical angle is

a p/2 =  P7p/2 =  n
Therefore, the flux linkages and emfs of the backward coil 
groups in the same phase, gXm and E are in anti

phase with those of the forward 
coil groups, ¥ gAm and E gA. 
If a phase has a parallel paths 
(circuits), then each path 
contains 2p!a coil groups. The 
forward coil groups are connect
ed aiding (with their finish
es to the phase finish), where
as the backward coil groups are 
connected in opposition (with 
their starts to the phase finish). 
Exactly this form of connec
tion of coil groups in parallel 
paths is shown in Figs. 22-5 
and 22-6. Now the positive di
rection around a parallel path 
(from its finish X  towards its 
start 4̂) is the same as the 
positive direction around a 

coil group (from its finish F towards its start S) in all the 
forward groups connected aiding (A) and is opposite to the 
positive direction around all the backward coil groups (X).

With this arrangement, the flux linkages and emfs of the 
coil groups are combined arithmetically within a particular 
path, and the flux linkages and emfs in all the paths are the 
same (Fig. 27-7).

The phase flux linkage and phase emf are respectively 
equal to the flux linkage and emf of a path

Fig. 27-7 Phasor diagram of 
flux linkage and emf for a phase 
in a double-layer winding

ii?phm =  p'V*Ama p^ xm = 2p%AJ a  (27-11) 

E?b = pE*A~ pb*x =  2 pEeJ a  (27-12)
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The phase emf can be expressed in terms of the phase flux 
linkage directly

■S'ph — 2pEgAla — 7'2pcoTrgAm/a ]/ 2

=  - / ( o ¥ phm/l/2  (27-13)

The phase flux linkage (see Figs. 27-6 and 27-7) is in the 
same direction as the flux linkage of the main coil group 
whose axis is taken as the phase axis and makes an angle

Fig. 27-8 Phasor diagrams of flux linkages and emfs for the phases 
and coil groups of a three-phase winding:
(a) for two paths (circuits) in a phase; (b) for four paths (circuits) in 
a phase

a ph =  Pyph wifi1 the origin. The phase emf lags behind 
the phase flux linkage by jt/2 (see Figs. 27-7 and 27-8).

The magnitude of the phase flux linkage or phase emf is 
2pla times the magnitude of the coil-group flux linkage or 
emf. The phasor diagrams in Figs. 27-7 and 27-8 are plotted 
for phase A consisting of the coil groups shown in Fig. 27-6. 
In Fig. 27-6, the number of paths is a =  1, so 2pla =  4 (see 
the dashed connections in Figs. 27-6 and 22-5). In Fig. 27-8a, 
the number of paths is a = 2, so 2pla =  2. In Fig. 27-8 
a =  4, so 2pla = 1 (see Fig. 22-6&),
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In accord with Eqs. (27-8) and (27-11), the peak value of 
the phase flux linkage is

Yphm =  2pVgJ a  = wkw cDro (27-14)
where

iv =  2pwcqla = number of series turns per phase 
kw =  kp/ka = phase winding factor (for the funda

mental component of the field)
®m =  peak value of the magnetic flux over 

a pole pitch
The rms value of phase emf given by Eq. (27-13) is

Eph = hm/V̂  2 =  2jifwkwQ)m/]/ 2 (27-15)

27-5 The Flux Linkages and EMFs
of a Polyphase Winding. A Space-Time 
Diagram of Flux Linkages and EMFs

All the phases in a symmetrical polyphase winding are 
identical in arrangement. Adjacent phases, say, phases A 
and 5 , whose axes make mechanical angles yA and y B with 
the stationary reference axis, are displaced from each other 
by a mechanical angle (see Fig. 22-6)

y  b a  =  y B  — T a  =  2 j i  Imp =  yp/m 
or by an electrical angle

Uba = &B — a>A = PyBA =  2jt/m
Therefore, the phase flux linkages and phase emfs are the 

same in magnitude (Fig. 27-8):
¥ A m

E a

=  =  Y
=  E B =  E c

C m = y m 
= E

In the case of a forward rotating field, that is, one moving 
from phase A to phase B to phase C, the flux linkages and 
emfs of a polyphase winding form on the complex plane an 
m-ray star in which the adjacent arms are displaced from 
each other by an angle 2ji!m (for a three-phase winding, this 
angle is 2ji/3, see Fig. 27-8).

Let the axis of phase A run along the stationary reference 
axis. Mathematically, this will be written as

=pyA = o
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and the instantaneous phase flux linkages will be
=  ¥ Am cos (at — a A) =  V Am cos toi 

'F b=  ? Bi)l cos (cot - a BA) =  V Bm cos (at — 2jt/3)
V c = ’trcm cos — a CA) =  ¥  era cos (at — 4jt/3)

Or, in complex notation,
¥ a  =  Re [VAm] =  Re PFAm exp (jat)}
=  Re [V Bm] =  Re IVAm exp (-;2 jt/3)l 

V c =R e [Vcm] =  Re [¥ Am exp (-;4 jt/3)]
The instantaneous phase emfs can be written in a similar 

way:
eA =  Y  2 Ea cos (at — it/2) 
eB = Y  2 E b cos (at — n/2 — aBA)

=  Y  2 E b cos (at — n /2—2n/3)
Or, in complex notation,

eA — Re []/ 2 E a \ = R e{]/ 2 EA exp [;' (at — it/2)]} 

eB =  Re tl/ 2 E B] =  Re []/ 2 E B exp ( -  y2jx/3)]
By analogy with the phase currents (see Sec. 25-3 and 

Fig. 25-6), the phase flux linkages (phase emfs) can be depict
ed on the complex plane of a two-pole model as complex 
functions common to all the phases.

For the three-phase winding whose flux linkages and emfs 
are shown on the time complex plane (Fig. 27-8a), the 
flux linkage phasors

exp (]at)
and the emf phasors

E = E ph exp [j((ot — n/2)]
corresponding to the respective phase quantities are shown 
on the space complex plane of the model in Fig. 27-9. In 
the two-pole model, the phase windings are each shown for 
clarity as a single coil; the positive direction is shown in the 
sectional view drawn in the same figure. The phase axes are 
drawn through the centres of the coil groups represented by
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one coil, llie  instantaneous phase flux linkages (or the 
instantaneous phase emfs reduced by a factor of Y 2) are gi
ven by projections of the respective pkasors on the axis 
of the respective phase.

Because the position of the flux linkage or of the emf 
relative to the axis of a given phase in Fig. 27-9 is the same 
as that of the flux linkage (or emf) of that phase relative tc 
the real axis of the time complex plane, their instantaneous

flux linkage (or the instanta
neous emf) is the same in eith
er case.

The space complex plane in 
Fig. 27-9 also shows the com
plex function

Blm - B lm exp (jut)

depicting the magnetic flux 
density of the rotating field 
we are considering [see Eq. 
(27-1)]. It has been plotted in 
exactly the same way as in 
Fig. 25-10. (It will be recalled 
that the axis of phase A has 

been assumed to run along the stationary reference axis.)
As follows from Fig. 27-9 and the applicable equations, 

the complex functions depicting the magnetic flux density 
of a rotating field and the flax linkage produced by that 
field are both in the same direction. This is because the 
phase flux linkage is a maximum at the instant when the 
magnetic flux density at the phase axis is a maximum 
(see above).

Mis c
Fig. 27-9 Rotating-field flux 
density, phase flux linkages and 
phase emfs shown on the space 
complex plane of a two-pole 
model

27-6 The Flux Linkages and EMFs due to 
the Harmonics of a Nonsinusoidal 
Rotating Magnetic Field

As has been explained in Chapters 25 and 26, a rotating field 
may, in addition to the fundamental component, contain 
an amount of harmonics.

A rotating field containing harmonics is nonsinu
soidal. The flux linkages and emfs produced by the
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harmonics can be found by the equations derived for the 
fundamental component, if they are re-arranged to include 
the respective harmonic quantities, such as B ym, t v, and Qv.

From Eq. (27-14) it follows that the vth harmonic compo
nent of a rotating field gives rise to a flux linkage with each 
phase winding, defined (the peak value is meant) by

^ p h v m  =  ^ w v ® v m  (2 7 -1 6 )

where k^v = kvxkdv 3= phase winding factor for the vth 
harmonic

&pv =  pitch factor for the vth harmonic, Eq. (24-27) 
&dv =  distribution factor for the vth harmonic, 

Eqs. (24-32) and (24-33)
®vm =  (2/jc)TvZ65 vm=  magnetic flux due to the vth 

harmonic over a pole pitch, Eq. (27-2)
It follows from Eq. (27-15) that the rms value of the phase 

emf induced by the vth harmonic of the magnetic field is 
given by

T̂ phv =  (CDV/|/ 2) ^phvm “  (2jl/]Z 2) /v^£yyvOvm
=  2 Y  2 f vwkwv (t / v ) l6B vm (27-17)

where cov =  £2vpv =  £2vpv =  electrical angular velocity of 
the harmonic, equal to the circular frequency 
of the induced emf 

/ v =  cov/2ji =  frequency of the induced emf 
The emfs induced by the harmonics are superimpos

ed on the emf induced by the fundamental component and 
affect the resultant phase emf and, in the final analysis, the 
performance of the machine. This effect varies according as 
the nonsinusoidal rotating field is produced. Consider two 
cases which are most typical of all, namely: the magnetic 
field produced by a polyphase winding (see Chap. 25), and 
the magnetic field produced by a rotating field winding 
(see Chap. 26).

1. Typically, the waveform of the nonsinusoidal magne
tic field set up by a polyphase winding is continually vary
ing in shape, because its rotating harmonics travel at diffe
rent mechanical angular velocities (see Fig. 25-13 and 
Sec. 25-6):

£2V =  co/pv =  co/pv
where co =  2nf is the circular frequency of the currents 
in the polyphase winding.
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It is readily seen [see Eq. (27-17)] that the rotating har
monics of this field induce emfs of the same frequency 
equal to the frequency of the current in the winding

cov =  2nfy =  Qypv =  (o =  2jif
A more detailed analysis would show that, the emfs due 

to the harmonics are in phase with the fundamental emf 
and are added to it arithmetically. The harmonics do 
not affect the waveform of the fundamental emf, and the 
resultant emf is sinusoidal.

The effect of the vth harmonic on the rms emf depends on 
the ratio

■ S p h v ^ p h  =  ^ w v ^ v m ^ W l m  == ^ w v ® v m ^ w ® m

Therefore, even for a concentrated (q =  1), full-pitched 
(yc =  t )  winding, when kwy = /cw =  1, this effect is 1/v of 
that produced by the vth harmonic of magnetic flux density 
(with a peak value B ym) on the fundamental flux density 
(with a peak value Blm).

Still, the total emf induced by all the harmonics

Ba%rms=  2  -̂ phv =  2 | /  2tflO%l§ 2  k^^BVm/\
v=t=i v=t=l

may be fairly large in magnitude, especially in a full- 
pitched winding and with small values of q.

In practical machines, the ratio

■ ^a .rm s^ph  =  2  - f ip h v /^ p h ^  2  k ^ yB ym! v k ^ B i m 
v4=i v^=i

may range anywhere between 0.005 and 0.05. The smaller 
values apply to short-pitched windings for which yc «  
^  0.83t, and q^> 1, so that /cwv/vAw<C 1 (see Chap. 24).

Energy conversion by electrical machines mainly utilizes 
the fundamental component, the sole contributor to the useful 
field. The fields set up by the harmonics may be classed as 
leakage field. In Soviet usage, they are referred to as differen
tial or difference leakage fields, because their sum may be 
looked upon as the difference between the resultant field of 
a polyphase winding and the fundamental (or useful) field.

The total harmonic emf

p  —  V i F  -c'o*rms— jlJ  -^phv 
v=t=l

22-0169
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is accordingly called the differential (or difference) leakage emf 
and treated separately from the emf induced by the funda
mental field (see Sec. 28-7).

2. For the nonsinusoidal magnetic field established by 
a rotating field winding, it is characteristic that the magne
tic flux density waveform remains unchanged as the field 
rotates (see Fig. 26-5 in Sec. 26-3).

Because of this, all of its harmonics rotate at the same 
mechanical angular velocity equal to the mechanical angular 
velocity of the field winding

Qv =  Q
The frequency of the emfs induced by the field harmonics 

is proportional to the order (number) of the harmonics 
[see Eq. (27-17)1

co y =  2 jx/ v =  Qvpv =  Qpv =  cov =  2 jt/ v

where co =  2nf is the circular frequency of the emf induced 
by the fundamental field.

Thus, the emf induced by the vth space harmonic of the 
field is the vth time harmonic of the emf. The contribution 
by the various harmonics depends on the ratio

■S'phv/^ph =  ^ w v ^ v m ^ W im  (2 7 -1 8 )

where, as will be recalled, / v =  v/. The higher values of the 
above ratio correspond to a larger departure of the resultant 
emf from the sinusoidal waveform. On the other hand, for 
energy conversion by electrical machines and transformers 
to be most economical (to suffer a minimum of loss), it is 
essential that the voltages, emfs and currents involved be as 
close to a sinusoidal waveform as practicable. One of the 
causes of the increased losses associated with a nonsinusoid
al voltage waveform is the circulating currents produced by 
harmonic emfs and flowing between the machines when seve
ral of them are connected for parallel operation.

In designing an electrical machine, every effort is made 
to make the winding voltages as close to sinusoidal as 
practicable. In Soviet practice, this is assessed in terms 
of the deviation factor of a voltage (current) wave defined as

l /  2  E2vm
k (per cent) = ------- j ^ ---------- X 100
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where Elm is the peak value of voltage at the fundamental 
frequency, and E vm is the peak value of the vth harmonic 
voltage.

One way to achieve this goal is to make as sinusoidal as 
possible the waveform of the magnetic flux density due to 
the excitation field (we have already shown how this can be 
done with a concentrated and a distributed field winding in 
Chap. 26). Still, for all the measures taken, the distortion 
factor of the excitation field may exceed the limit. In fact, 
if the time waveform of the emf were allowed to follow that 
of magnetic flux density in space, the machine would not be 
able to perform its designated function. Fortunately, this 
only happens (compare Figs. 27-10a and b) in a concentrated 
phase winding with one coil per group (q =  1) and wound 
with a full pitch (yc =  t). In the circumstances, kw =  /ewv 
=  1 and, as follows from Eq. (27-18), the ratio of the 
harmonic emfs to the fundamental is the same as the ratio of 
the harmonic flux density to the fundamental component, 
or mathematically

*®pliv^ph =
When the phases of a three-phase winding are star-connect

ed, the line voltage is free from triplen harmonics of emf, 
that is, those for which v =  3k = 3, 9, 15, etc., where 
k = 1, 3, 5, etc. This is so because (see Part One of this 
text) the harmonic emfs of such an order are the same in all 
the phases (eAv =  eBv =  eCv), and cancel one another in 
the line emfs found as the difference of the phase emfs:

e A  B v  =  e A v  e B v  =  ^

When a three-phase winding is delta-connected, the line 
voltage is again free from the triplen harmonics but for 
a different reason (see Part I of the text). The point is that 
around a delta circuit the triplen harmonics are added 
together arithmetically, giving rise to a circulating current

/ v  =  3 £ , A v / 3 Z P h

so that the respective harmonics of line voltage add to zero:

V  A v  =  ^Av — Zph^v =  0
Thus, as we have seen, the waveform of line voltage in 

a three-phase winding is improved as compared with the
22*
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waveform of magnetic flux density (see Fig. 27-10c) even in 
the case of the least perfect winding configuration (z/c= t ,  
q= 1). A further improvement in the waveform of both phase 
and line voltage in three-phase windings can be obtained

Fig. 27-10 Effect of three-phase winding arrangement on the wave
form of phase and line emfs:
(a) waveform of the excitation-field flux density; (&) phase emf for 
7/c =  x, g =  1; (c) line emf for yc =  x and q =  1; (id) phase emf for 
7/c =  0.83t, q =  2; (e) line emf for yc =  0.83t, q =  2

by using distributed windings (q >  1) wound with a short 
pitch (z/c »  0 .8 3 t). In such windings, for all harmo
nics, except the tooth harmonics (slot ripple), as has been 
shown in Figs. 24-9 and 24-12, we get

^wv^w == (&p v^dv/^p^d) 1
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Hence,
-^phv/^ph =  ^vm^lm

This implies that the waveform of emf is more sinusoidal 
than that of magnetic flux density (see Fig. 27-10d and e). 
As is seen, when yc & 83t and 2, the emf is practically 
sinusoidal, even though the waveform of magnetic flux 
density due to the excitation field is substantially nonsinu- 
soidal.

It should be added that in such windings the rms value 
of phase or line emf does not practically differ from the rms 
value of the fundamental emf

■Sph 2 =  7?ph ~\~ 7?ph3 4"  7?ph5 -f- E $ h l  4~ • • • ^  -®ph

28 The Inductances
of Polyphase Windings

28-1 The Useful Field
and the Leakage Field

Let us consider the magnetic field in an electrical machine 
with two polyphase windings one of which is wound on the 
stator, and the other on the rotor.

Assuming that the relative permeability of the stator and 
rotor cores is infinitely large (pir =  oo), the steady-state 
magnetic field of such a machine can be visualized as consist
ing of two components, namely the useful field and the 
leakage field.

As will be recalled the useful magnetic field is that which 
is associated with the fundamental component of the radial 
magnetic flux density in the air gap. This field plays the 
decisive part in energy conversion. When fxr =  oo, the use
ful field may be imagined as formed by two fields which are 
stationary relative to each other, namely the useful stator 
field set up by the currents in the stator winding, and the 
useful rotor field set up by the currents in the rotor winding. 
Of course, the air gap flux density due to each of these fields 
contains only the fundamental component. In turn, the useful 
stator (rotor) field may be visualized as the sum of the useful 
fields established by the various phases of the stator (rotor) 
winding.
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The leakage field is that which is established by the sets 
of currents in the stator and rotor windings that do not con
tribute to the useful field. In other words, when the funda
mental fluxes of the stator and rotor fields cancel out, the 
leakage field only exists in the machine.

The total flux linkage of a polyphase winding may be 
visualized as the sum of the useful flux linkage and the 
leakage flux linkage. The former is associated with the useful 
field whose lines close via the air gap and link both wind
ings of the machine. ForTthis reason, it is called the mutual 
field. The leakage flux linkage is associated with that part 
of the leakage field which links only one (stator or rotor) 
winding.

28-2 The Main Self-Inductance of a Phase
The main phase self-inductance is associated with the mutual 
flux linkage produced by the respective phase current. Let 
us find the main self-inductance of phase A in thr stator 
winding. Suppose that the phase winding carries by t nosi- 
tive current whose peak value is

iA = V 2 I A
In Fig. 28-1, phase A is shown for clarity as a single coil. 
The fundamental component of the phase mmf with the 
peak value given by Eq. (24-28) is

F phim =  2 ]/" 2 1A.W\k^Jzip

In the air gap, it gives rise to a cosinusoidally distributed 
mutual magnetic field whose flux density at the phase axis, 
according to Eq. (25-18), is

p   | ,  y  __  2 ~ \ f  2 1
# l m  “  fM *  p h lm ^ o  —  n p 8k&

The fundamental component of the phase mmf and the 
normal component of the air gap flux density are shown in 
Fig. 28-la, and the phase magnetic field pattern in Fig. 28-1 b. 
Recalling that the axis of the magnetic field runs along 
the phase axis, its flux linkage with the phase winding [see 
Eqs. (27-2), (27-13), and (27-14)] can be written as

^AAm =  =  ~  lm
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This flux linkage is proportional to the number of mutual 
field lines that cut the surface which spans the contour of 
coil A X  representing phase A actually consisting of 
many coils.

<a> (b)

Fig. 28-1 The mutual magnetic field of phase A in a two-pole model:
(a) distribution of the normal component of the phase flux density;
(b) magnetic field pattern for phase A

By definition, the main self-inductance of a phase A is

Laa =  y AAJ i A =  tofcw,)2 (28-1)

It is seen from Eq. (28-1) that the main self-inductance of 
a phase depends on the air gap dimensions (Z6, r, 8, k 6), 
the magnetic properties of the air gap (fi0), and the characte
ristics of the stator winding (p , w, &wi). In our example, the 
air gap is uniform, so the main self-inductance is indepen
dent of the relative position of the rotor and stator.

28-3 The Main Mutual Inductance between 
the Phases

The main mutual inductance between the phases varies with 
the electrical angle between the phase axes. To find the 
main mutual inductance between phases A and B of a poly
phase winding, with their axes displaced from each other by
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an electrical angle a BA = p y BA-> we should first find the 
flux linkage between the useful field of phase A (shown in 
Fig. 28-1 a and b) and that of phase B. It has been shown in 
Sec. 27-2 that the flux linkage of a rotating field with a phase 
is proportional to the cosine of the electrical angle between 
the field axis and the phase axis. (In Eq. (27-13) and in 
Fig. 27-7, this angle is cot—a ph.) Therefore, the flux link
age of the phase A field (for iA = Y  2  I  a)  t î a t
phase B is

Y B A m  =  YAAm COS a B A

By definition, the main mutual inductance between phases 
A and B is

L BA = ^ bairHa = ava a J i a) cos a BA

= L aa  c o sa BA (28-2)
For the three-phase winding in Fig. 28-1,

=  2it/3, a CA =  4jt/3
Therefore,

cos aBA =  cos a CA =  —1/2
and the main mutual inductances between the phases are 
negative

B ba =  L ca =  L aa/2
It is seen from Fig. 28-16 that the plane of the phase B 

coil is cut by half as many field lines as the plane of the 
phase A coil. Also, whereas the plane of the phase A coil 
is cut by field lines in the positive direction (with the axis 
of phase ^4), the plane of the phase B coil is cut by field 
lines in the negative direction (against the axis of phase B), 
This difference in flux linkages controls the magnitude and 
sign of the mutual inductance.

28-4 The Main Mutual Inductance Between 
a Stator Phase and a Rotor Phase

As in the previous section, this mutual inductance is a func
tion of the cosine of the electrical angle between the axes of 
the stator and rotor phases considered. Also, in finding the 
flux linkage of primary (say, stator) phase A (the primary 
phases have upper-case letters in their indexes) with, say, 
secondary (say, rotor) phase 6 (the secondary phases have 
lower-case letters in their indexes), it is important to re-
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member that a secondary phase has a different number of 
turns, and a different winding factor, fcW2.

If the electrical angle between the axes of phases A and 6 
(see Fig. 28-1) at a given instant is equal to a bA, then the 
flux linkage with phase b is given by

C O SabA =  ' f ’aAO COS <X6A

Accordingly, the main mutual inductance between phases A 
and b is

b A  =  ^  b A m / ^ A  =  C O S  & b A  (28-3)
where

Lm '
is the peak value of mutual inductance between a primary 
phase and a secondary phase (say, phases A and a, when their 
axes coincide and the electrical angle between them is zero).

As is seen from Eq. (28-3), when the rotor rotates at 
a mechanical angular velocity Q, the angle a bA =  Qpt 
increases in a linear fashion, and L bA is varying harmonical
ly. In Fig. 28-16, the mutual inductance is positive, because 
the field lines cut the coil plane by in the positive direction 
(along its axis).

28-5 The Main Self-Inductance 
of the Complete Winding

In addition to the self and mutual inductances examined 
in the previous sections, which are found by definition, it is 
convenient in the theory of electrical machines to introduce 
the concept of the self-inductance of the complete winding.

It can be defined as the self-inductance of a phase (say, 
phase A) which is in turn defined as the ratio between the 
maximum flux linkage due to all the primary phases with 
phase A , and the peak value of the phase A current*. For 
a three-phase winding,

Ln = /]/ 2 I A =
/ 2  7a

* This self-inductance is the same for balanced sets of PPS and 
NPS currents, but is different for ZPS currents.
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On expressing the flux linkages in terms of currents, main 
self- and mutual inductances,

^AAm = V"2 I a^AAi — 1^2/ bLab, ^ACm =  1^2 J cLac 
and recalling that, in accord with Eq. (28-2),

L a  b  =  L a c  =  —  L a a / 2

and also noting that for balanced sets of PPS and NPS cur
rents

IB  +  IC =  —  L A.
we can see that the main self-inductance of the complete 
winding can be written in terms of the main self-inductance 
of a phase as

L n  =  - § ■  L a a  =  ( 6 p 0 / p n 2 )  ( ^ w i ) 2  ( x l 6 / 8 k 6 )

In the general case, for an mi-phase winding, the main 
self-inductance is

La = (m4/2) LAA =  {2miVL0/pn^) (wtkwi)* (xl6/8k6) (28-4)
As an alternative, the main self-inductance of the complete 

winding can be found from the peak flux linkage of the 
fundamental rotating field set up by all the phases, with one 
of the phases. In accord with Eq. (25-9), the peak value of 
the fundamental mmf of the mi-phase primary winding that 
sets up the field is

p  _ m 1 Y 2 I A W l k W1

and, in accord with Eq. (24-17), the peak value of magnetic 
flux density is

■®1(1 )m =  H'0-̂ 1
As follows from the above equations, the peak flux linkage 
of a rotating field with a phase is

^Am  =  (2/jt) thlOiKlBuDm 
and the main self-inductance of the primary winding is

L n ^ A m / V ^ l A  
Naturally, the result is the same as that given by Eq. (28-4)
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28-6 The Main Mutual Inductance between 
a Primary Phase and the Secondary 
Winding

The main mutual inductance between phases of different 
windings is likewise found from the peak flux linkage of 
all the secondary phases (or, in other words, due to the 
rotating secondary field) with a primary phase. It is equal 
to the ratio of this flux linkage to the peak value of second
ary current. The flux linkage with phase A is a maximum 
when the axis of this phase is aligned with that of phase a, 
the axis of the rotating field is aligned with the axis of 
phase A , and the current in phase a is at its peak value.

The peak fundamental mraf of the m2-phase secondary 
winding which sets up the field is given by Eq. (25-9)

Fid)m =  Y2ln) (Iaw2ksv2/p)
The peak value of the associated fundamental flux density is

^1(2 )m =  M'0̂ ,l(2)7
The peak flux linkage of the rotating field with the primary 
phase A is

^  A m  — (2 /XC)ttZ 5^ 1/iV i^l(2)7n

and the main mutual inductance between a primary phase 
and a secondary phase is

-̂ 12m =  ̂ Am^V 2 I a = (2/72.2JX0/P^2) ( l̂&wi^2^W2) ('Cifl/S&fi)
(28-5)

It is an easy matter to see that this parameter is connected 
to the peak mutual inductance between a primary phase and 
a secondary phase by a simple relation of the form

-^ 12  m =  ^  2-^ 771̂ 2

which is similar to Eq. (28-4).
The main mutual inductance between a secondary phase 

and the primary winding is given by

and, iftfij =7̂  ra2, it differs from the mutual inductance between 
a primary phase and the secondary winding, L12m.
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28-7 The Leakage Inductance 
of the Complete Winding

By definition (see Sec. 28-2), a leakage field exists when 
the fundamental components of the air gap magnetic fields 
due to the currents in the stator and rotor windings cancel 
out:

=  ®l(2)m

If, to simplify the argument, we assume that the rotor 
winding is stationary relative to the stator winding, that the 
axis of phase A is aligned with that of phase a (see Fig. 28-2),

Axis A I Axis a

Fig. 28-2 Leakage magnetic field clue to the polyphase windings on 
the stator and rotor (Yg stands for T*t, and W\ine for ¥ e)

and that the air gap is uniform, then the fundamental com
ponent of the air gap magnetic field will vanish when the 
fundamental mmfs of the two windings are equal and oppo
site in peak value. Mathematically, this condition may be 
written as

77   m l  2  I A w l k \ V l  TP   ^ 2  / 2  / f l^ W 2l̂(l)m n p — : p

This condition will be satisfied if the secondary phase cur
rents are appropriately related to the primary phase currents
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The other primary (or secondary) phase currents and the 
phase A (or a) current form between them a balanced set of 
PPS or NPS currents.

The flux linkage of the leakage field with primary phase A 
s a maximum when the current in tlial phase is a maximum, 
iA = Y 2  I Al whereas the current in secondary phase a must 
be such that

ia= — iA (miwikyfi/m2w2kW2) =  — ]/ 2 I a
Precisely such currents in phases A and a, and appropriate 
currents in the other primary and secondary phases set up 
the magnetic field shown in Fig. 28-2.

Given a set of currents, the leakage field can be found by 
electrical-field equations (see Chap. 23). Then one finds the 
leakage flux linkage with phase A in the various parts 
0 ? s im .  ^ t ir n ,  ^ e im »  and Y d lm ) ,  the total leakage flux linkage 
with a phase

^  a im  “  ^31771 + ^ t l m  +  ^ e lm  +  ^ d lm

and the leakage self-inductance of a phase
LQi = ^ a i j V 2 I A (28-6)

In this way, the leakage flux linkage of a phase is found with 
allowance for the effect of the other phases on the stator and 
rotor. The leakage flux linkage of the secondary winding is 
calculated in a similar way

__ITT / i / o r    ^rs2m +  ^ t2 m “b ^re2m~b^rd2m
Q2 — ^ 0 2 m 1 V ^  1  a  -------------------)7 1 7

The field lines contributing to the slot leakage flux linkage 
O^sim and 82m)» the tooth leakage flux linkage 0Ptlm
and P̂t2m )i an(i the coil-end leakage flux linkage ( ^ e im  
and e2m) ara shown in Fig. 28-2 (see also Chap. 23). 
The differential leakage flux linkage (xFdlm and T'd2m) is 
also taken into consideration.

The stator and rotor (primary and secondary) windings 
always differ in the number of phases, the number of slots 
per pole per phase, and so on. As a result, the stator and rotor 
winding factors are different even for the harmonic mmfs of 
the same order, and the harmonics themselves rotate at differ
ent angular velocities. This is the reason why the harmonic 
mmfs do not cancel one another, although the fundamental 
mmfs do.
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The differential leakage emf, E od, induced by the higher 
harmonics has been discussed in Sec. 27-6. In its terms, the 
differential leakage flux linkage for the primary winding 
may be written

V adm = y 2 E ai/2nf = V 2  2  E phv/2nf
v4=i

— (2/n) 3  ^wiv-Sv(i)m/'v
where B vm =

Omitting the details, we shall only give an equation for 
the leakage self-inductance of a primary phase, stemming 
from Eq. (28-6)

L 01 =  2[i0i^  (h/pq 1) >̂ 6i (28-7)

where =  X81 -f- Xtl + ^ ei +  ^di *s permeance for 
the leakage flux linkage (a dimensionless quantity).

The terms of the sum above are the permeances of the 
various leakage fields, defined per unit of coil-side design 
length. The higher a given permeance, the larger the associat
ed leakage inductance. The magnitude of a permeance depends 
on the dimensions governing the respective leakage field. 
To facilitate computation, equations giving the various 
permeances have been developed on making certain assump
tions as regards the leakage field pattern and taking the 
permeability of the ferromagnetic parts of a machine to be 
infinitely large.

For a three-phase, double-layer winding, the various 
permeances can, in a first approximation, be found by the 
following equations.

(i) The slot leakage permeance (for the rectangular slot 
of Fig. 23-4)

Ki = (hc/b0 +  hr/3bs) (3P +  l)/4
where

hr =  radial depth taken up by conductors in a slot 
hc =  clearance between conductors and airgap 
bB =  slot width
b0 =  width of opening towards the airgap 
P =  =  chording (pitch-shortening) factor

(ii) The tooth leakage permeance (see Fig. 23-4)

%tl =  [1.1 (6760) -  0.35 (87&c)2 — 0.26]
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where 6' =  /e68 =  effective radial length air gap
(iii) The coil-end leakage permeance (see Fig. 28-2)

A,el =  0.34]/Pro,i +  °-l «  O.SPiT /̂Zfi
where pr0Tl =  lTOtl/yCi =  ^ro,i/PiT =  relative coil-end over

hang
Pi =  z/ci/t =  chording (pitch-shortening) factor

(iv) The differential leakage permeance (see Fig. 24-3)
A,dl =  (0.7 to 1.0) (fz/126 k 6)

where tz = tooth (slot) pitch
8 =  radial air gap length 

The factor 0.7 to 1.0 in the equation for Kdl depends on the 
degree of pitch shortening (chording), relative slot opening 
(b j t z and b j 8), the damping effect of currents induced in 
the secondary winding, etc.

For the secondary three-phase winding, the above per
meances can be found by the same equations on replacing 
the index “1" with “2”.

29 The Electromagnetic Torque

29-1 The Torque Expressed in Terms
of Variations in the Energy 
of the Magnetic Field

Let us consider an induction or a synchronous a.c. machine 
with a uniform air gap. We shall replace the toothed cores by 
smooth ones and introduce an equivalent air gap length

S0 =  *fi8
where k 6 is the slot factor accounting for the effect of core 
saliency on the permeability of the air gap [see Eq. (24-10)1.

Suppose that the stator is wound with a symmetrical poly
phase winding with m1^  2, and that the rotor carries 
either a symmetrical polyphase winding with 2, or
a single-phase field winding (this applies to a synchronous 
machine). Let the stator winding carry a set of PPS currents, 
/ l7 varying with an angular frequency co!, and the rotor 
carry either a set of PPS currents / 2 (in the case of a polyphase 
winding) varying with an angular frequency co2, or a direct
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current I 2m (in the case of a single-phase field winding), for 
which co2 =  0.

As has been shown in Sec. 21-2, such a machine will be 
capable of unidirectional energy conversion only if the 
frequency of stator currents, co1? of rotor currents, co2, and of 
mutual inductance, co =  pQ, satisfy a certain condition. 
More specifically, it is required that

cox H= co2 =  co =  pQ
If this condition is met (to make the matter more specific, 
let co <  cox and co2 =  (a1 — co), then, as can readily be 
shown, the fundamental components of mmfs (or of the 
rotating fields) due to the balanced sets of currents in the 
primary and secondary windings will be rotating relative to 
the stator at the same mechanical angular frequency

COj/p

Referring to the two-pole model of a machine (Fig. 29-1) 
whose polyphase (three-phase) windings carry PPS currents, 
it can be seen that the fundamental mmf of the primary 
winding

F im =  V 2 mJJcwiWjnp

or the fundamental component of the air gap magnetic flux 
density

B im = ii0Fim/80 = Y  2 m ^ I i k wiwjb0np

rotates at an electrical angular velocity cox =  [see 
Eq. (25-3)1 in the positive direction (this is, from phase A 
towards phase B).

The fundamental mmf of the secondary winding

F 2m =  } / r2

or the fundamental component of the air gap magnetic flux 
density

B ^ m  —  P'0B 2 m ^ 0  =  V  2  W2>2Po^W2W;2^0*ni'P

rotates relative to the rotor at an electrical angular veloci
ty co2 equal to the angular frequency of the current in the 
rotor winding, and does so likewise in the positive direc-
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tion, that is, from phase a to phase b. (In Fig. 29-1, the veloci
ty of the mmf relative to the rotor, co2, is shown relative to 
the rotor). To find the angular velocity of the secondary 
mmf F2 relative to the stator, co', it should be recalled that

in the model the rotor rotates at an electrical angular veloci
ty co =  Qp in the positive direction, so this velocity must 
be added to that of F2 relative to the rotor

co' =  co2 +  co

(In Fig. 29-1, co2 is shown likewise relative to the rotor).
Since the condition for the velocity of rotor current is 

satisfied, we may write
C O ' =  C O i —  CO CO =  C O i =  Q l p

To sum up, unidirectional energy conversion can be 
performed only if the rotor mmf rotates with the same electri
cal angular velocity CO] =  Qxp in the model and with the 
same mechanical angular velocity Qx in the prototype machi-
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ne as the stator mmf does. (In Fig. 29-1, co' =  cOi is shown 
relative to the stator.)

The converted energy and the period-averaged electro
magnetic torque depend, as will be shown later, on the elect
rical angle a 12 between the axes of the stator and rotor 
fields stationary relative to each other. This angle is con
nected to the mechanical angle y12 between the same axes in 
the prototype machine by a known relation, oti2 = pyi2. 
The positive direction for a 12 (or y12) and for the torque 
acting on the rotor is counterclockwise from the axis of the 
rotor field.

Because under steady-state conditions a 12 is constant, 
the torque will likewise remain constant over a revolution, 
and the period-averaged electromagnetic torque can he found 
by Eq. (18-6)

1* em =  d W / d y  |jn = constant

for the arbitrary relative position of the stator and rotor 
shown in Fig. 29-1. (The angle a between the axes of the 
main rotor and stator phases is arbitrary.)

In order to find the electromagnetic torque, we should 
first determine the energy of the air gap magnetic field as 
a function of B lm, B 2m, and a 12. The energy of the magnetic 
field in an elementary volume dF of the air gap is

AW = {By2fx0) dF
where B 0 =  B om cos (ptp) =  magnetic flux density in the 

elementary volume dF =  Z660i?dcp
®om =  "VB\m -F B\m -F 2BimB 2m cos a 12 — peak flux 

density of the resultant air gap field 
cp =  angle defining the position of the elementary 

volume relative to the resultant field 
R =  mean air gap radius

The energy of the air gap magnetic field is found by taking 
the integral over the volume, F =  2jti?Z680. It is

W = $v
2Jt

(By2(X0) dF =  j  (5 L /2 M  h&0R cos2 (pep) d<p
0

2̂fAo""6_ +  ^BijnBzm cos a 12)

where t =  nRIp is the pole pitch.
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Now we turn the rotor through a small angle dy, deeming 
the current constant, and find AW!Ay. As will be recalled, 
the mechanical angle y (or the corresponding electrical 
angle a  =  yp) is the angle, say, between the axis of the 
stator phase A and the rotor phase a (as reckoned from the 
stator phase A in the positive direction, that is, counterclock
wise). As the rotor turns through a small angle dy =  da Ip 
in the positive direction (with the phase currents held con
stant) the rotor mmf and field move along with the rotor, 
whereas the stator mmf and field remain stationary (see 
Fig. 29-1). In the process, the angle y 12 =  a  12/p between the 
rotor and stator mmfs decreases in the same proportion as 
the angle y increases. (We have assumed that the angle y12 is 
reckoned from a rotor phase to a stator phase, that is, in 
the reverse direction from that for the angle y or a.) As 
a consequence, the changes in y and y12 only differ in sign

dy =  da Ip =  —■ dy12 =  — da12/p
da =  — da12

Hence, it is legitimate to write the derivative as follows:
, _  AW _  AW
em Ay ~  P da12

Blm = const,

_ P2rfohBimB2m 

N
B 2m =  const

sin a 12 (29-1)

Expressing the magnetic flux densities in terms of currents 
and recalling Eq. (28-3), we get

Tem = ̂ ^ - h h L m s in a 12

where L m is the maximum mutual inductance between the 
stator and rotor phases as defined by Eq. (28-3).

The electromagnetic torque acting on the rotor is positive 
(that is, is directed counterclockwise) when 0 <  a 12 <  jt, 
and negative when jt <  a 12 <  2n (or 0 >  a 12 >  — Jt). On 
expressing B 2 in terms of 12 and noting that

^2lm =  2-SlmTZ
is the peak flux linkage of the stator field with a rotor phase, 
we may write the electromagnetic torque in terms of current 
and flux linkage as

T qm —  ^ 2 ^ 2 1  m s i n  a l2 (29-2)
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or, in complex notation,

T e m - ^  Im [ V j t ]

where /* is the complex conjugate of the secondary (rotor) 
current.

Using the above equations, it is an easy matter to show 
that the interaction of I 2 with its own tield or flux linkage 
^22 produces no electromagnetic torque. To demonstrate, 
by Eq. (29-2), this torque is zero:

^ / 2¥ 22msin a22 =  0

where 'If22jn =  2B 2mxl 6w2kV2/n is the peak flux linkage of 
the useful self-field with the rotor turns, and a 22=  0 is the 
angle between 1F22m and / 2.

Now we are in a position to express the electromagnetic 
torque in terms of the total flux linkage with a given winding, 
¥ 20m, that is, in terms of the flux linkage produced by both 
the external field, 'F2l7n, and the self-field, ¥ 22m. For this 
purpose, we add to the right-hand side of Eq. (29-2) the zero 
torque associated with the self-flux linkage

Tem =  -£ § -  Im [%im7$] +  - Im [V22m/f]

= ^ |_ I m [ ( f 21m +  f 22m)/I]

=  _ ^ |_ lm  [ f 20m/ |]

=  - y j -  %o mh  sin “ 20 (29-3)

where T’aom =  ^22™ +  ^  2 1 m =  peak total flux linkage of 
the main field with the rotor winding 

a 20 =  angle between I 2 (or B 2) and ? 20m (see 
Fig. 29-1)

A torque, equal in magnitude but opposite in direction, 
is also acting on the stator. It can be found by Eq. (29-1) 
or Eq. (29-2), recalling that the torque at the stator is 
deemed positive when it is acting clockwise (that is, against 
the sense of rotation). Alternatively, the electromagnetic 
torque at the stator may be expressed in terms of stator
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quantities. To this end we write B 1 in Eq. (29-1) in terms of 
h  and recall that

^F 12m =  2 5 37rtTZ
Then,

Tem =  ”h L  sin a l2 = Im [¥,*/,] (29-4)

where 'F12m is the peak flux linkage of the rotor field with 
a stator phase.

Since the interaction of with the self-field or self-flux 
linkage

^Film =  2Z ?imTZfll01Zcw l/jt

produces no electromagnetic torque, i.e.

wiipli¥ii777 sin 0 =  0

it is an easy matter to express the electromagnetic torque at 
the stator in terms of the total flux linkage of the useful field 
with a stator phase

r era =  'Fjonj/jsino10 =  ^ - I m  [T?om7i] (29-5)

where 1F10m =  TF12m +  1Fiim =  peak total flux linkage of 
the useful field with a stator phase 

a 10 =  angle between W10m (which is in phase with 
*F20m) and I ± (as reckoned counterclockwise 
from flux linkage towards current). 

Equations (29-4) and (29-5) are equally applicable to 
a polyphase rotor winding and a d.c.-energized single-phase 
rotor winding such as used in synchronous machines. ] s- 

Equations (29-3) and (29-5) where the electromagnetic 
torque is expressed in terms of \Faom or ^r10m also hold for 
saturable machines with nonlinear cores. Deriving them 
subject to the remarks made in Sec. 18-2, it will be seen that 
to find the electromagnetic torque in such a case it will 
suffice to substitute into Eq. (29-3) or (29-5) the peak values 
of the fundamental flux linkages found with allowance for 
the nonlinearity of the magnetic circuit,
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29-2 The Electromagnetic Torque Expressed 
in Terms of Electromagnetic Forces

In the previous section, we have found the electromagnetic 
torque from the law of conservation of energy. It can be 
determined in other ways as well. For example, we could 
combine the torques due to the electromagnetic forces 
which arise when a rotating magnetic field interacts with 
the elementary currents and elementary surfaces of the 
magnetized cores. We could then have obtained a more 
detailed picture about the distribution of electromagnetic 
forces throughout the active parts, the flows of energy convert
ed by a given machine, and their directions. Unfortunately, 
the mathematics involved would be prohibitive out of any 
proportion. Therefore, if we are only interested in the main 
electromagnetic torque associated with the fundamental 
mmf and airgap magnetic flux density, it is convenient to 
use the concept of the surface current which replaces the 
currents in the core slots.
(i) Surface Current and Its Fourier Expansion 
We obtain the surface current on replacing the toothed core 
by a smooth one and spreading each slot currents ish, over the 
core surface as a thin sheet with a linear density given by

Ask =
The replacement of slot currents by a surface current is 

illustrated in Fig. 29-2 which repeats the winding and cur
rent patterns shown in Fig. 25-8 for iA = 2 I a and iB
= ic =  — Y  2 IJ2 .  Shown below the sectional view of 
a slot layer in a toothed core is an equivalent smooth core. 
The air gap is enlarged Ic6 times, and the currents are 
shown spread outside the slots but within the slot bounda
ries as thin sheets of density A sk.

The slot current ish is the sum of alternating currents in 
the conductors laid out in the &th slot. For example, the 
current in slot 2 of Fig. 29-2 enclosing the forward conductors 
of phase A and the reverse conductors of phase C is

i82 =  i c icwc
At the instant of time shown in Fig. 29-2, when 

=  ^ A r a a x  =  V 2  I a 
ip — ic — — ] /  2  I q/2
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the current in the second slot will be
is2 =  V  2 I awc +  1 /2  I awJ2  =  (3/2) ] / 2  I awc

The current isk and the corresponding surface current density 
for the &th slot, A sk =  zsfe/&s, are taken to be negative if the 
current is shown flowing “inwards” (away from'the reader),

Axis A
(A//////////////////////////.

V2 V?x 
f l a W c  - f l a V cr— cl Z ° 6 “ °

z/z ///////////////M ? av, '/ /// /// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /z
h i

1 2  3 1 5  6 8 9 10 11 12 13 f t

Fig. 29-2 Surface current density and mmfs of a polyphase winding 
( m =  3, q =  4, iA  =  j/*2/a, i B =  Iq =  — ~\f 2 /a/2)

that is, with the Z-axis. Therefore in, say, slot 9 the current 
at the instant of time in question is negative

is0 = iBwc + inwc= —Y 2 I awc
Between slots, the surface current density is zero. The 

cycle of change in the surface current density is the same as 
for slot currents. Round the periphery of the air gap, it 
changes p times (where p is the number of pole pairs). As
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slot currents vary, the waveform of surface current density 
also varies in a continuous fashion. On expressing slot cur
rents as functions of time and expanding the spatial distri
bution of surface current density into a Fourier series, we 
could find the fundamental surface current density with 2p 
poles round the periphery and with peak value A lm, as shown 
in Fig. 29-2.

Unfortunately, the above procedure is too time- and effort 
consuming. A far simpler approach is to express the surface

Fig. 29-3 Relationship between the tangential field intensity and 
surface current density (axial component) in polar coordinates

current density in terms of the mmf or of its harmonic com
ponents. Prior to that, it is necessary to find the tangential 
component, H y, of the airgap magnetic intensity on the 
smooth core surface where the surface current is distributed 
as an infinite thin sheet of thickness A =  0 and of a linear 
density A (Fig. 29-3). In polar coordinates, the surface 
current density A , and also the slot currents, are directed 
along the Z-axis, and A =  A z . Let us find the current Ai 
for a surface element of length R Ay

Ai = A X. R Ay
Enclose this current by a rectangular loop labelled 1-2-3-4 
and having a radial dimension li and a tangential dimension 
R (Ay). Applying Ampere’s circuital law to the circulation 
of the magnetic intensity round the loop 1-2-3-4 where h 0
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and noting that the magnetic intensity on side 1-4 lying 
within the core of an infinite permeability is zero, we get

H t dl = f IvRAy = Ai

On passing to the limit with Ay — 0, we obtain
H y = H t = lim (AHR Ay) =  A

This is the expression for H y, the magnetic intensity on the 
surface of the inner core. Applying the same procedure, we 
can obtain an expression for the magnetic intensity on the 
surface of the outer core, H y =  — A.

To sum up, the tangential component of the magnetic 
intensity, H y = H t, on the surface of the core with \ia = oo 
is equal in absolute value to the current density on that 
surface, \ A \.

Proceeding from Eq. (23-9) and setting d.z =  Rdy in polar 
coordinates, we can write the tangential magnetic intensity 
as a derivative of the scalar potential on the core surface

H y = — dcp/i? dy
Finally, using Eq. (24-5) and the accompanying relations 
between the mmf and the distribution of cp on the excited 
core surface (F =  cp when the inner core is excited, and 
F =  — cp when the outer core is excited), we can express the 
surface current density on the inner or outer core as a deri
vative of the mmf

A = — AF/R dy (29-6)
This relation can be applied not only to the surface current 
density as a whole, but to its harmonics as well, so that for 
each harmonic mmf there will be a surface current density 
harmonic of its own.

Now we set out to find the fundamental surface current 
density when a polyphase winding carries PPS currents of 
frequency o). The fundamental mmf is a rotating wave describ
ed by Eq. (25-10). Proceeding from Eqs. (29-6) and (25-10), 
we have

A = — AF/R dy = A lm cos (co£ +  n/2 — a) (29-7)
In terms of the peak value of the fundamental mmf, the 

peak value of the fundamental surface current density, Ajm,
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can be written
Aim =  ^lmlx/T (29-8)

If we use Eq. (25-16) for Flm, then A lm can be expressed 
in terms of the sum of rms slot currents, 2wcI a = I s as

A\m =  V 2 A0kpkd (29-9)
whereto =  2wcI a/tz = I J t z is the line load current found 
from the sum of slot currents.

Fig. 29-4 Fundamental component of surface current density (in a 
two-pole model)

At a point at an angle a to the origin, the surface current 
density can be presented as the projection of the complex 
surface current density

Aim = jFlm (ji/ t ) =  A lm exp [/ (at +  n/2)] 
on the axis at an angle a, that is,

A =  Re [Alm exp (—/a)]
Using Eqs. (29-7) and (29-9), it is an easy matter to plot 

the fundamental component of surface current density on 
the same scale as the slot current densities. This plot is 
shown in Figs. 29-2 and 29-4. Figure 29-4 also shows the 
Surface current density phasor A lm.
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From the foregoing, we may conclude that the fundamental 
component of linear surface current density is a rotating 
wave with period 2t and amplitude A lm, travelling at the 
same mechanical angular velocity Q (or an electrical angu
lar velocity co in the model) as the fundamental mmf. Irres
pective of the direction in which the mmf is rotating, the

Fig. 29-5 Pattern of the magnetic field set up by currents in the 
inner core of a machine

surface current density wave always makes an angle of jt/2 
with the mmf wave or is displaced through t/2 counterclock
wise.

The above relation between the tangential magnetic inten
sity and the surface current density, H t =  H y =  ±  A, also 
holds for their fundamental components. Therefore, the air 
gap magnetic field set up by the slot currents (or by the 
fundamental component of the equivalent surface current 
density) always has the tangential as well as the radial 
component. The radial component of the magnetic flux 
density can be written in terms of the mmf using Eq. (25-18) as

Br = \x,0F/k68 (29-10)
The tangential magnetic flux density on the surface of the 

excited core may be written directly in terms of the surface 
current as

B t — By =  [IqH  y =  zb IIqA  (29-11)
Since no tangential magnetic flux density exists on the 

surface of the unexcited core, the air gap field set up by the 
fundamental component has the pattern shown in Fig. 29-5,
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It should be noted, though, that the figure shows the field 
for a very large relative gap, S/t , when the radial compo
nent is comparable with the tangential component; compare 
Eqs. (29-10) and (29-11). For the small values of 5 /t usually 
encountered in practice, the radial component is substantial
ly larger than the tangential component, so the field is 
essentially a radial one. If, however, we neglected the 
tangential components, H y, due to the surface current of

Fig. 29-6 Relative position of rotating waves of radial magnetic 
flux density Br and surface current density A

density A , we would be unable to get proper insight into the 
generation of electromagnetic forces and transfer of energy 
across the air gap when an electrical machine is running.
(ii) Electromagnetic Torque
Let us find the electromagnetic torque acting on the rotor 
rotating at a mechanical angular velocity Q (or at an elect
rical angular velocity co in the model of Fig. 29-6). Suppose 
that the polyphase rotor winding carries a current I 2 with 
angular frequency co2, which gives rise to the fundamental 
surface current density wave of peak value A 2m. The mecha
nical angular velocity of the surface current density wave 
relative to the rotor is proportional to the frequency of the
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current
Q2 =  co2/p

The electrical angular velocity of this wave relative to the 
rotor in the model is the same as that of the current and is 
equal to co2.

Relative to the stationary frame of reference, the surface 
current wave rotates at a mechanical angular velocity 

=  Q +  Q2- The electrical angular velocity of the wave 
relative to the stator in the model, cox =  co -f- co2, in the 
case of unidirectional energy conversion (see Sec. 29-1) is 
always the same as the angular frequency ©i of currents in

the polyphase stator winding. 
Therefore, the fundamental 
stator mmf rotates at a me
chanical angular velocity 
=  cox Ip and produces, together 
with the fundamental compo
nent of the rotor surface cur
rent rotating at the same me
chanical angular velocity, the 
useful rotating magnetic field 
in which the radial magnetic 
flux density has a peak value 
given by B x (0)m =  B om. Let 
the angle between B0 and A 2 
(or between B om and A 2m) be 
denoted by p02 and counted 
from A 2m towards B 0m.

The electromagnetic torque 
can be defined as the sum of 

the torques developed by the electromagnetic forces diV 
acting on elementary surface currents di =  A 2 (R dy). 
Assume that each elementary current extends along the 
machine axis for a distance equal to a unit of length and is 
lying in a magnetic field in which the radial magnetic 
flux density is Br. Then the electromagnetic force that is 
acting on that elementary current in a tangential direction 
may be written as

AN = Br di = BTA 2R  dy 
The direction of AN can be found by the left-hand rule. 
An elementary surface current at an angle y to the origin 
and the force acting on it are shown in Fig. 29-7.

Fig. 29-7 Electromagnetic for
ces acting on an element of 
surface current
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The electromagnetic torque acting on the surface current 
and transmitted to the shaft by the mechanically stressed 
rotor core can be found by adding together the torques pro
duced by the elementary forces

d r em =  R dN
over the entire rotor surface facing the air gap (from y = 0 to 
y = 2n along the effective core length Z6)

2tc 2ji

Tern =  h  j R dN  = h R 2 j BtA2 dT 
0 0

Using Eq. (25-18) for a rotating magnetic flux density wave 
Bt = B 0m cos (co^ — a) 

and Eq. (29-7) for a rotating surface current wave 
A 2 =  cos (©!* — a  — p02)

where a  =  py, and on setting for simplicity coit=  0, because 
the integration yields the same result for any instant of 
time, we obtain

^em =  COS P02 =  ^ COS P02 (29-12)

Noting that the peak value of the linear surface current den
sity can be expressed in terms of / 2 [see Eqs. (29-8) and 
(25-9)],

■̂2 m = n F 2ml% =  ( ] /  2  m 2lx )

and the peak value of the magnetic flux density defined by 
Eq. (27-2) can be expressed in terms of magnetic flux

B om = nOjn/2%1 £
the electromagnetic torque can be written as a function of 
the magnetic flux and winding current

Tem =  (pm-JV 2) (ii>2&w2<t>m) I 2 cos p02 (29-13)
If we recall that the peak value of the total flux linkage 

with a phase given by Eq. (27-14) is
Y ,0m =  w2kW2<t>m

and replace p02 by sin “ 02 =  sin (ji/2 -f- p02) =  cos p02 
[see Fig. 29-6 and Eq. (29-7)], the expression for the torque
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will be analogous with Eq. (29-3):

T em =  ( p m 2 / ] /  2) ^20711-^2 s in  OCq2

where a 02 is the electrical angle (see Fig. 29-6) between the • •
flux linkage phasor Y20m and the current phasor / 2 (or
the mmf phasor F2).

As already noted in Sec. 29-1, the torque equation, 
Eq. (29-3), also holds for saturated machines with a nonlinear 
magnetic circuit. A further proof of that statement is the 
fact that it is analogous to the equation derived here for 
a saturated machine.

29-3 Electromagnetic Force Distribution 
in a Wound Slot

In finding the electromagnetic torque acting on the rotor, 
we replaced the toothed rotor whose slots carried certain 
currents ia by a smooth core, moved the currents is to the 
surface, and distributed them in the slot regions as an infi
nite thin sheet of linear density A a =  ia/ba (see Fig. 24-2).

The replacement of a toothed by a smooth core will leave 
unchanged the tangential electromagnetic force N  acting 
on a slot, if the mean air gap magnetic flux density due to 
the external magnetic field is as found with allowance for 
the saliency of the stator by the equation

■^6,mean =  ^  61^62

where F = external mmf produced by the stator currents at 
the axis of the slot in question 

fc6l = stator air gap factor 
k 62 = rotor air gap factor

6 =  radial gap length.
The total tangential electromagnetic force per unit length 

of air gap can be found as the sum of the forces
dN =  f̂i^mean A adx

applied to the elementary surface currents
+&s/2

N  =  \ m ean^s d x  =  m eanAs^s =  -^6, mean^s
- 6Js/2
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Let us now see how this force is distributed in the slot 
region. The resultant magnetic field in the slot region may 
be visualized as the sum of the external field (Fig. 29-8a) 
and the self-field set up by the slot current (Fig. 29-8b). To 
determine the tangential forces acting on the slot sides and 
the slot current, it will suffice to find the respective flux 
densities in the slot sides and at the centre of a current- 
carrying conductor. As has been found for real slots and an 
infinite core permeability (p,7.c =  oo), nearly all field lines 
entering a slot terminate in the slot sides and only a small 
fraction of the lines reaches the current-carrying conductor. 
If the flux per unit slot length (see Fig. 29-8a) is

+ 6g/2

® =  j By(v=Q) dx = mean̂ s -V2
then the flux passing through the slot section at the level of 
the current-carrying conductor (y =  hj) will be

+V2
C® =   ̂ By(y=h.) dx =  Bsbs

-V2
where c ranges from 0.002 to 0.001.

Because the magnetic field is symmetrical and continuous, 
the flux entering the slot side

O0 =  (® -  c®)/2

differs hut little from ®/2.
On moving away from the air gap, the external magnetic 

flux density on the slot sides, B 01 and 5 02, rapidly dimini
shes so that level with the conductor top (y= h) it is zero 
very nearly. Therefore, the external flux enters the slot 
sides within the depth h

h  h

a>0 =  d > ( l - c)/2=  j Boidy=  j Boziy  
0 0

From a comparison of the expressions for ® and c® the 
external flux density in the conductor region can be written

=  o, mean
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$

Fig. 29-8 Distribution of electromagnetic forces in the region of a 
wound slot:
(a) external magnetic field due to currents on the other core, Is =  0, 
^6,mean =£0; (&) magnetic field due to slot current, 5 6,mean=0, Is=  
=0; (c) electromagnetic forces in and around a slot, / s=f0, Z?fi,mean==0
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Tlie pattern of the field set up ;by the slot current and the 
distribution of the magnetic flux density in the slot sides are 
shown in Fig. 29-8b.

Within the larger part of the space above the conductor 
(0 <  y <  /i), the magnetic flux density in the slot sides is 
nearly constant. Applying Ampere’s circuital law to the 
loop enclosing the current and coincident with a field line 
over the slot width, the respective magnetic flux density 
can aproximately be written as

■®il =  -®i2 =  M'Ôc/̂ s
Now we are in a position to find the tangential electro

magnetic forces associated with the resultant magnetic 
field in the slot region (see Fig. 29-8c). The current-carrying 
conductor is acted upon by a tangential electromagnetic 
force given by

=  Bcic =  me an =  c N  

which is a small fraction of the total force

N ~  ^fi.mean^c
acting in the wound-slot region.

The greater part of the total electromagnetic force is 
applied to the slot sides as a magnetic pull. Let us 
first find the specific magnetic pull, T (in pascals), 
that is the force per unit area of a ferromagnetic surface 
(P'r.Fe — °°) in a magnetic field. It can be expressed in terms 
of the normal component of magnetic flux density, Bni 
which acts at the surface of a ferromagnetic body in the same 
direction as the total magnetic flux density, and in terms of 
tbe permeability p,0 of the nonmagnetic medium surrounding 
that body:

T = BV 2fx0
The specific magnetic pull vector is always align- —>

ed with the normal n to the surface of the ferromagnetic 
body, directed towards the medium having the lower per
meability

T = n (B2/2(i0)
The specific magnetic pulls T1 and T2 acting on the 

slot sides are normal to the sides. The distribution of
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T± and T2
Tx =  B \!  2p0, T2 = B\! 2p0 

over I lie slot depth is a function of 
B} — B {)i -f- 5^2 

on the left-hand side, and of
B?. =  B  q2 B tl

on the right-hand side. Because they are unbalanced only 
over the interval 0 <  y <C h, the resultant tangential force

N sa — iV asi IV SS2
applied to the slot sides can be found by combining the 
elementary forces on each side within the limits specified:

h  h  h

N ss — -^ssi — N ss2 — j* Tidy  —  ̂ T2 dy =  J (T i — T2) dy 
o o o

Noting that

we get
Boi — B 02 and Bn  — B i2 

Ti — T2 =  (2/p0) B01Bn  

In taking the integral, it should be recalled that 
Bn ~  poic/^s =  constant

for 0 <  y <  h (see above). So, on expressing the flux 
through a slot side

h

j* *oi d//
o

in terms of the external flux, O =  &sS 6 mean, we get

N  ss i
h

(Ti — T2) cly =  (2/n0) Bii j  Boi dy
0

— (£fl/>o)(l c) O — (1 c) ic f̂i.mean — (1 c) N
The total tangential force N  acting on the wound-slot region 

is the sum of N ss, the force applied to the slot sides, and
24*
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/Vc, the force applied to the current-carrying conductor, 
N  =  N ss -f- N c =  (1 C)^6 ,m ean ^c  ~\~ ^^fi.m ean^c 

=  6,mean^c

This force is equal to the force acting on ici the slot current 
shifted to the core surface. As we have learned, however, the 
greater proportion of this force acts on the slot sides rather 
than on the conductor in a slot (c =  0.001 to 0.002).

Our reasoning has been based on certain simplifying 
assumptions as regards the distribution of the external flux 
density in the air gap and of the flux density due to the 
slot current in the slot sides. However, the rigorous approach 
would lead to the same solution — a fact of important pra
ctical significance. Because electromagnetic forces largely 
act on the slot sides (or the core teeth), the conductor insu
lation may be designed as mechanically strong as may be ne
cessary to transfer N c = cN which is a very small quantity.

To sum up, owing to the shielding action of teeth on 
a toothed core, the external field in the region taken up by 
current-carrying conductors is substantially reduced, and 
the requirements for the mechanical strength of insulation 
may be less stringent.

30 Energy Conversion
by a Rotating Magnetic Field

30-1 Electromagnetic, Electric 
and Magnetic Power

The electromagnetic power entering a rotor surface ele
ment dS =  1 X Rdy from the air gap is a function of the 
power developed by an element of torque as an element of 
current rotates at a mechanical angular velocity Q1 (see 
Sec. 29-2)

clP em = Q±dT = BrRQ1A 2 (R dy) (30-1)
Let us write the mechanical angular velocity of a surface 

current element as the sum of Q, the rotational angular 
velocity due to the rotation of the rotor, and Q2, the angular 
velocity of the current sheet relative to the rotor body,
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associated with periodic variations in the currents of the 
rotor winding:

Q, =  Q 4- Q2

Then the electromagnetic power entering a rotor surface 
element can be written as the sum of the mechanical power

dPm = Q d r
transferred via this surface element to the shaft, and the 
electrical power

dPe =  ^2
entering the surface current element or the winding to

which it is equivalent:
d P  em =  ^ 1  d r

=  Q dr + Q2dT
=  dP m +  dPe (30-2)

The electromagnetic 
power flow per unit area 
(power flux density) and the 
direction of this flow may 
be defined in terms of the
radial component, |/*era, of 
the Poynting vector [24]

eni — E em X Hv

which is seen (Fig. 30-1) to 
be the product of the axial 

component of the electric intensity vector, E em =<lzE em, and 
the tangential component of the magnetic intensity vector, 
H v =  qyH y. Here, qY, q z, and qr are the unit vectors along 
the respective axes of a cylindrical coordinate system.

If we recall that the tangential magnetic intensity on the 
rotor surface is equal to the surface current density (see 
Sec. 29-2)

H v = A 2
and also that in defining the total energy entering a surface 
element we should take into account the electric intensity

Fig. 30-1 Flux density: electroma
gnetic power (/Jein), electric power 
(P e), and mechanical power (£/m) 
(on the surface of the rotor core)
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found from the total linear velocity of a surface current wave 
Uj =  qv«! =  q vi?Qj|

that is,
Eem =  Br X Uj =  qr X qvBriix = q zBrRQi

then the radial component of the Poynting vector may be 
written

em =  ~\~ Qr ̂ em (30-3)
where

-?em =  — E emH y = — BrRQ ^n
Naturally, the electromagnetic power entering a rotor 

surface element, 1 X R  dy, and expressed in terms of the 
radial component of the Poynting vector

dPem “■= clT =  “  5 r/?Q1̂ 42 (R dy) =  — Ql AT
is the same as given by Eq. (30-1). The ” sign implies 
that the power flow is directed inside the rotor, that is, 
opposite to the radial unit vector qr . In a similar manner, 
we can represent the electric power entering a surface current 
element. In this case, however, the electric intensity must be 
deduced from the velocity of the surface current wave, 
solely related to variations in the winding currents:

U 2 q^-^^2
d P e =  P eR fly =  — (5ri?Q2) A 2R  dv =  -  Q2d f  (30-4)

where 3*e =  E e X H v =  qr^ e> and =  — i?eHv 
=  — BrRQ2. Here, the “—” sign likewise indicates the 
direction of the power flow (see Fig. 30-1).

By the same token, the mechanical power
d P m = Q d T

may be expressed in terms of the radial component of the 
Umov vector, U , defined as the mechanical power flux enter
ing a surface element of a mechanically strained body.

The radial component of the Umov vector for a rotating 
body is determined as'the product of the tangential mecha
nical stress t v by the1 tangential linear displacement velo
city of a surface element, uy =  u = RQ

U r = q ,.ur
UT =  — t vwv =  — A %BrRQ (30-5)
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The tangential mechanical stress t v arises on the outer 
surface of the rotor because it carries surface current elements 
and the tangential forces diV acting on them

Tv =  dN/i? dy = (qA-Rd| ) XqrBr (30-6)

where t v =  A 2Br [N m”2].
The mechanical power entering a rotor surface element

dPm = UtR dy =  — A 2BtR QRdy = — Q dT (30-7)

is the same as given by Eq. (30-2) where it is expressed in 
terms of the electromagnetic torque.

By taking an integral over the rotor surface, we can find 
the electromagnetic and electric powers that enter the 
rotor in the process of energy conversion:

2ji 2
êm — i dPem— l& d T = Q tT

0 0
2 n 2

p e = h  '| dPe =-Q2h  \ d T ==a2r
0 0

2ji 2 n

d P m == a i 6 d T =--QT
o o

Obviously, as follows from Eq. (30-2),

P em =  P e "b Pm

The electromagnetic power, P em, is the total power trans
ferred by the rotating field to the rotor (Fig. 30-2). Some of 
this power, P e, is dissipated as heat in the rotor winding or 
in the line connected to that winding. This can be proved 
by re-arranging Eq. (30-8) with the aid of Eqs. (29-3) and 
(27-15) and also recalling that p02 =  a 02 — ji/2 is, at the 
same time, the angle between / 2 and E 2 in the rotor wind
ing. Therefore,

P e — Q2T — TTIg 2) 12 S in  (Xq2 — TTl^EJi COS Pq2
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where pQ2 = co2 is the electrical angular frequency of E 2 
induced in the rotor winding by the rotating field.

Fig. 30-2 Electromechanical energy conversion by a machine (on 
the left) and in its model (on the right)

Finally, the remainder of input power is converted to 
mechanical power

P m = QT

transmitted by a mechanically loaded shaft (as the power 
flow defined by the Umov vector).

30-2 Energy Conversion in an Electrical 
Machine and Its Model

As we have seen in the previous chapters, the two-pole model 
of an electrical machine is a convenient and instructive tool 
with which to study what goes on in the machine itself. 
This is also true of the events involved in energy conversion. 
In the model shown in Fig. 30-2, we retain the prototype’s 
pole pitch t , fundamental amplitudes of magnetic flux
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density and surface current waves, B om and A 2, and also 
phase displacement between these waves in fractions of a pole 
pitch. Therefore, in the model the waves travel through 
an angle (302 which is p times as great as the angle between 
these waves, |302lp> in the machine itself. (On the left of 
Fig. 30-2, the machine’s field has four poles.)

Also, we retain in the model the prototype’s linear peri
pheral velocities of the waves and of the core element, ut, u2 
and u, on the outer surface of the rotor. This is done because 
in the model the radius of this surface is Up of its value in 
the prototype, whereas the angular velocities are p times as 
high:

uY =  {Rip)
U 2 = {Rip) QoP =  ^2^ 
u =  {Rip) Op =  Q.R

The tangential electromagnetic force acting on the surface 
current in the model’s rotor is the same force as operates on 
the surface current over a pole pitch in the prototype, that 
is Nip, which is Up as large as the total tangential force 
(see above)

2ji
N = l 6 j  dN  

0
The electromagnetic torque in the model is 1/p2 of its 

magnitude in the prototype, because it is given by the 
product of the tangential force in the model, Nip, by the 
radius of its rotor, Rip:

{Nip) {Rip) = NR/p2 =  Tip2
However, the powers entering the rotor of the model do 

not differ from the respective powers existing! over a pole 
pitch in the prototype machine. This can be demonstrated 
by applying Eq. (30-8) to the model:

(Gii>) (Tip2) =  Q J Ip  = P em/p
(Q,j>) (T/p>) =  QoTIp =  PJp  
(GP) (T/P2) =  &T/p =  P J p

The same relations can be obtained, if we recall that at 
the similar points over a pole pitch in the prototype and 
in its model (that is, the points which are at angles y and
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a =  py, respectively), the radial magnetic flux density B r , 
the linear surface current density A , and all the velocities 
are respectively the same. Accordingly, P emi P e and P mj 
definable in terms of the radial components of the Poynting 
and Umov vectors, Eqs. (30-3) through (30-5), are likewise 
the same at the similar points in the machine and its model.

As is seen, the model is convenient not only in calculating 
the air gap field, mmf, emf, and flux linkage, and in plotting

Fig. 30-3 Electrical machine and an equivalent system of p two- 
pole models

their respective phasor and vector diagrams where these 
quantities appear as phasors and/or vectors, but also in 
analyzing power flows. In doing so, it is important to bear 
in mind that the powers in the model are Up of their magni
tudes in the prototype machine. Therefore, as regards energy 
conversion, a 2/?-pole machine may,be replaced by a system 
of p models having a common shaft and connected to the 
same lines and rotating at a speed multiplied p times*. 
Obviously, such a model system will handle the same powers. 
A four-pole machine and an equivalent system consisting of 
two models are shown in Fig. 30-3. The prototype is a syn-

* Instead of combining p models with the same core length as 
in the prototype machine, we may use one two-pole machine in which 
the core length is p times as large.
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chronous motor (see Part 5) in which the rotor winding is 
energized with direct current (co2 =  0) and the mechanical 
angular velocity of the field, S2j, is the same as the mechanical 
angular velocity of the rotor, Q. Therefore, all of the electro
magnetic power, P em =  applied to the rotor is con
verted to mechanical power, P m =  £27\ and the electric 
power, entering the rotor winding is zero

p e = = 0
The directions of the power fluxes, electromagnetic forces 
and torques hold for the motor mode of operation. The 
external torque acting on the motor shaft is denoted by Text*

31 Energy Conversion Losses
and Efficiency

31-1 Introductory Notes

As has been shown in Chap. 21, for electric energy, P ,, to 
be converted into mechanical energy, P m, or back by a ro
tating electrical machine, the following conditions must be 
satisfied.

(i) The rotor whose shaft transmits mechanical energy 
must be rotating continuously.

(ii) The windings must carry currents whose frequencies 
are related to one another and to the mechanical angular 
velocity of the rotor in a certain definite manner.

(iii) The magnetic fluxes linking the windings that are 
responsible for energy conversion must vary periodically.

As a consequence, some of the energy handled by an elect
rical machine is inevitably dissipated owing to friction 
between the rotating parts; this is what is known as mechanic
al losses. Another fraction of the total energy is lost as 
currents traverse the winding conductors; this is electrical 
losses. Still another fraction of the total energy is lost as 
the cores undergo cyclic magnetization; this is magnetic 
losses.

All kinds of losses are customarily expressed in terms of the 
equivalent thermal energy dissipated per unit time or the 
time rate of energy loss, 2 P. In our subsequent discussion, it 
will be collectively called the power losses.
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From the law of conservation of energy, it follows that 
the useful output power from a machine is always smaller 
than its input power by an amount equal to the power losses. 
The ratio of output power to input power gives what is 
known as the efficiency of an electrical machine, defined as

iT =  P J P m =  1 -  2 P /  ( P e +  2 P )  

in the generator mode of operation, and as (31-1)
il = P j P e =  1 - 2 P / ( P m + 2 P )

for the motor mode of operation.
It will have been noticed that the efficiency is expressed as 

a fraction, that is, on a per-unit basis. It may as well be 
expressed on a percentage basis.

The efficiency of an electrical machine is less than unity 
on a per-unit basis, or less than 100% on a percentage basis. 
Obviously, as the losses decrease the efficiency approaches 
unity (or 100%).

To prevent overheating, the heat dissipated in a machine 
must be withdrawn and discharged to the surroundings by 
a cooling system using a gas (most frequently, air) or a liquid 
as the cooling agent.

31-2 Electrical Losses

The electrical losses in a machine can effectively be reduced 
by making its conductors of a material having a low resisti
vity, p t. The best choice is soft copper wire of circular or 
rectangular cross-section with a low impurity content. 
Accordingly, this kind of loss is traditionally called the 
copper loss. The second best choice is aluminium which is 
currently used on a limited, but an ever increasing scale. 
Its resistivity is, however, much higher than that of copper.

Because the windings carry alternating current, we have 
to reckon with the skin effect. It gives rise to variations in 
the inductive impedance and, as a consequence, in the 
distribution of current density over the cross-section of 
conductors. These variations are more noticeable in the 
conductors laid out in slots than when they are surrounded 
by a nonmagnetic medium, say, air.

This loss is well known I 2R loss, but R must be the effec
tive resistance. The measured d.c. resistance is only the 
effective resistance at low frequencies, when the current
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distribution may be assumed to be uniform

Ro = Pt 2lPomean (31-2)
& a

where 2wlmean = length of series-connected winding (or 
phase) conductors 

Zmean =  mean length of a half-turn 
S = (cisbs)cacb =  cross-sectional area of the 

effective conductor 
as, — dimensions of a rectangular 

strand in the slot height and 
width, respectively (see 
Fig. 31-1) 

ca, cb = number of strands in the 
slot height and width, respec
tively

a = number of circuits in the 
winding

Pt=  p2o [(1+ a (t —- 20°)] =  resistivity of the conductor at
the design operating tempera
ture t

a = O.OO^C-1 =  temperature coefficient of 
resistance for copper (or alu
minium)

For a.c. the copper loss has to be computed in terms of 
R =  k rR 0, the resistance of the winding with allowance for 
a nonuniform current distribution over the cross-section of 
the conductors.

The extent of variations in the a.c. distribution over the 
conductor cross-section depends on the magnitude of the 
slot leakage field. Because the lines of that field are at right 
angles to the slot axis and are nearly straight lines in a rec
tangular slot (see Fig. 31-1), the slot leakage flux has just 
about the same linkage with any strands lying at the same 
level in the slot height (say, strands 1 and 2). Accordingly, 
the inductive impedances of such strands are the same, too.

In contrast, the strands taking up different positions in 
the slot height differ in inductive impedance as well. As is 
seen from Fig. 31-la where the slot is shown to contain only 
one conductor, the inductive impedance (or flux linkage) of 
strand 1 which is nearer to the air gap is smaller than that 
of strand 3 lying closer to the slot bottom. This also explains 
why the current is distributed almost uniformly across Hie
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conductor width and less uniformly along the conductor 
height. When a slot contains only one conductor, the current 
density is higher in the strands that are nearer to the air gap 
(see the current distribution curve in Fig. 31-la). In that part 
of the cross-section, the current density may substantially 
exceed the average current density in the conductor

J Q = US = I/aFbs
The part of the conductor section lying deeper in a slot 
carries only an insignificant fraction of the total conductor

Fig. 31-1 Alternating current density (/) distribution over the cross- 
section of an effective conductor
(a) one-piece effective conductor, ca =  cb =  1, uc =  1; (b) effective 
conductor subdivided into strands transposed in the slot depth, ca =  
10, cb =  2, uc =  1

current. As a result, the useful cross-section of the conductor 
decreases, and its resistance goes up. This property is acco
unted for by what is known as the Field coefficient defined 
as

k R = R /R 0
As is seen from the foregoing, it is a function of the height 
and number of unstranded effective conductors per slot, 
and is independent of their width.

Consider the most common forms of slot conductors. 
1. Unstranded effective conductors. A slot with a single 

effective conductor which consists of only one strand occu
pying the entire slot depth (ca — 1) is shown in Fig. 31-la. 
The height of the effective conductor is the same as that
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of the strand as. The number of effective conductors in the 
slot depth is the same as that of strands uc =  ms = 1. The 
number of strands in the slot width, cb, may be taken such 
that the total width of strands in the slot is b1 = cbbs. 
(What is important is that the effective conductor is not 
stranded in the slot depth.) With this arrangement the 
magnitude of the skin effect is a function of the relative 
height of a strand

E =  a j  A (31-3)
which is defined as the ratio of the height of a strand as, to 
the skin depth* defined as

A = Y  2ptb8/(o\i0bi (31-4)
where fos =  slot width 
bx =  chbs =  conductor width in the slot 
co =  2nf =  angular f/equency of the current

[x0 =  permeability of the conductor material (copper 
or aluminium).

Assuming that the skin effect is only observable within 
the active length of a half-turn (the part enclosed in a slot), 
that is, over the length Z6, and is non-existent in the 
overhang, that is, over the length Zmean — Z6, we may write 
for k

k R = l + ( h n mRii) ( k Ra- i )  (31-5)
where

*Ha=9(5) +  4 1K?)(;i:Pm* - 1) (31‘6)
where k$ — (9p +  7)/16 is the chording (pitch-shortening) 
factor (P =  yj%) for double-layer windings (for single
layer windings, k$ =  1), and 9 (g) and i|) (£) are the Emde 
functions (see Fig. 31-2). For 1,

Cp(5) =  l  +  A ?4

m  =  i 4/3
For |  >  2,

q> (6) — E
_________  (1) =  2g

* For a conductor carrying currents at a given frequency as a re
sult of the electromagnetic waves incident on its surface this is the 
depth below the surface at which the current density has decreased 
one neper below that at the surface. —Translator's note.
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As is seen, the value of k R (and the winding loss) increases 
with an increase in the relative conductor height and the 
number of effective conductors in a slot. As a consequence, 
when the effective conductor in a slot is unstranded (ca = 1), 
the loss may be prohibitively heavy. A way out is to strand

Fig. 31-2 Emde functions

it (in the slot depth) and to transpose the strands within 
the slot (case 2 below) or within the overhang (as in case 3 
below)*.

2. Stranded effective conductors transposed within the 
slot. Referring to Fig. 31-1 ft, each turn of the effective con
ductor is made up of two bars joined (by soldering, brazing 
or welding) at the ends and completely transposed within 
the slot. The construction of the bar is clear from Fig. 31-3. 
Owing to the transposition, each strand successively takes 
up all the likely positions (or levels) in a bar. As a result, 
the strands in the effective bar have the same inductive 
impedance, and the current in the effective bar is equally 
shared among all the strands

/ .  =  I/cacb
The current distribution may be other than uniform only 

within a given strand (see the J  curve for strands). The non- 
uniformity is noticeable in the strand sections lying nearer 
to the air gap where the leakage field is stronger. Even then,

* Stranding without transposition would not reduce the losses. ■-
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the distribution in such sections is more uniform than it is 
in an unstranded effective conductor (compare Figs. 31-la 
and b). The current density at the periphery of a strand 
differs but little from the average current density

J  q = I 3I asbB
Therefore, the losses in a transposed stranded effective 
conductor are substantially smaller than they are in an

1 234  5 6

^  F1 F1 f = {

1 2  3 4 5 6
]

Fig. 31-3 Bar conductor in which the strands are transposed within 
the slot

unstranded conductor of the same cross-sectional area. In 
such a case, k R can be found from Eqs. (31-3) through (31-6). 
The number of strands in the slot depth is

mB = ueca
where ue is the number of transposed effective conductors 
in the slot depth (as a rule, ue =  2).

3. Stranded effective conductors with strands transposed 
within the overhangs. The strands are transposed by twisting 
some of the effective conductors. Figure 31-4 shows a double- 
turn coil with two strands per effective conductor (ca = 2, 
uc = 2 ) . The strands are electrically joined (by soldering, 
brazing or welding) at the coil ends. Within the coil, they 
are insulated from each other. The inductive impedance of 
the strands (say, 1 or 2) depends on the position they take up 
in the depth of the slot where the coil is laid. In an “untwist-
2 5 — 0 1 6 9
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ed” coil (shown at the upper left of Fig. 31-4) and in a 
“twisted” coil (shown at the bottom right of Fig. 31-4) where 
the effective conductor is turned 180° every turn, the strands 
take up different combinations of positions.

Fig. 31-4 Arrangement of strands in the effective conductors of a 
coil. The sketch at the bottom right shows a part of a coil overhang 
with some of the strand twisted (transposed). The numerals in paren
theses refer to the corresponding strands in the twisted coil after each 
turn

In a “twisted” coil, the difference in inductive impedance 
between the strands is less noticeable than in an “untwisted” 
coil, and the current distribution among the strands is more 
uniform. For such a coil, k R is given by
k B =  q> (6c) +  /i|>(5c)/2+ La (64/6cl) (aB/at)2 (31-7)
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where Ee =  ca£ 1/ ———— =  relative height of the effective
r fls^mean

conductor
9 (£e)> <P (£e) =  the Emde functions for Ee in 

Fig. 31-3 
aB =  height of a bare strand 
at =  height of an insulated strand 

L, Ls =coefficients to be taken from the table 
according to type of transposition.

C o e f f i c i e n t s  L a n d  Ls

Coil type L l 8

Untwisted 4(4-*) ue 3 \  1-6-(4ftp-T j + T*
Twisted every 
turn

0 - j -  ( uefcp— 1 j

31-3 Magnetic Losses

Magnetic losses in the cores, or the core loss of electrical 
machines occur owing to periodic variations in the magnetic 
field with time.

Here, too, the core loss can be minimized by subdividing- 
the core into electrically insulated elementary magnetic 
circuits. The required effective cross-sectional area of the- 
core is obtained as the sum of the cross-sectional areas of 
the elementary magnetic circuits which take the form of 
ferromagnetic laminations insulated from one another and 
made in certain thicknesses. The material and thickness of 
the laminations are chosen according to the frequency of 
cyclic magnetization.

As has been shown is Sec. 21-2, the frequency of cyclic 
magnetization for the stator is different from that for the 
rotor in the general case (coj =j£ <*>2*), each frequency being

* The reference is to the most typical a.c. machine in which one 
of the windings is laid in slots on the stator core and the other in 
slots on the rotor core. If the windings are carried by the same core, 
two magnetic fields will exist within it, each varying at a frequency 
of its own, ©! and co2.
25 *
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the same as that of the current in the respective winding. 
In induction machines, the relation between the two fre
quencies depends on the rotational speed, and the lamination 
thickness must be chosen to suit the nominal speed of rota
tion. To obtain a uniform distribution of the magnetic 
flux over the cross-section of each lamination and to keep 
the core loss to an acceptable level as the frequency is in
creased, the laminations are made progressively thinner and 
from suitably alloyed electrical-sheet steels. The cores to be 
cyclically magnetized at about 50 Hz (which is true of, say, 
the stators of synchronous and induction machines) are 
assembled with laminations punched from hot-rolled elect
rical-sheet steel, usually 0.5 mm thick. The more recent 
trend has been towards cold-rolled, nonoriented-grain electri
cal-sheet steels which show a reduced specific iron loss. In 
large machines, the poles are fabricated from cold-rolled, 
grain-oriented steels having still better properties (specific 
loss and permeability) when magnetized in the direction of 
rolling; such punchings are made also 0.5 mm thick. For 
higher frequencies (400 to 1000 Hz), nse is made of high- 
alloy electrical-sheet steels in thicknesses of 0.35 mm, 
>0.2 mm, 0.1 mm, and 0.05 mm. For machines where the 
frequency of cyclic magnetization is several hertz or a frac
tion of a hertz (such as in the rotors of induction machines), 
or is zero (such as in the rotors of synchronous machines 
where the magnetic field remains constant in magnitude 
and direction) the cores may be assembled from structural- 
steel laminations. The thickness for such laminations is 
■usually chosen from manufacturing considerations (ease of 
stamping) and may be 1.0 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm, 4.0 mm, 
■6.0 mm, and more.

As often as not, especially in mechanically strained rotors, 
the cores are made in one piece from steel forgings or steel 
^(sometimes cast-iron) castings. In more detail, the properties 
«of electrical-sheet and structural steels are discussed in [13].

{i) Cyclic Magnetization of the Core of an 
Electrical Machine

Figure 31-5 shows the rotating magnetic field set up by the 
currents in the three-phase winding of an electrical machine. 
If we compare the field patterns spaced a quarter-cycle apart, 
we shall see that the field changes differently in the differ-
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Fig. 31-5 Magnetic field in the teeth and yokes of the cores in a three- 
phase machine:
(a) t =  0, (b) t =  Tlk, (c) t =  Tl2

0(8)

U\7

2^6  

J1 5"

Fig. 31-6 Magnetic flux density for various forms of cyclic magneti
zation:
(a) pulsational magnetization; (6) rotational magnetization; (c) mix
ed or elliptical magnetization (with the magnetic flux density vector 
represented by the sum of two pulsational vectors); (d) mixed or ellip
tical magnetization (with the magnetic flux density vector represent
ed by the sum of a rotational and a pulsational vector)
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ent parts of the magnetic circuit. In the teeth (say, at 
point /), the field lines are always directed radially, and the 
field only changes periodically in magnitude as in a trans
former. Accordingly, we may call it pulsational or transform
er magnetization. In Fig. 31-6<z, the magnetic flux density 
vector with a peak value B lm for pulsational magnetization 
is shown at instants 0, 1, 2, . . ., 8 spaced 278 apart.

In the yoke of the inner core, the magnetic field changes 
in a different manner. At point, say, I I  in Fig. 31-5, it 
remains unchanged in magnitude and only changes in 
direction. For this field, the magnetic flux density vector 
rotates at an angular velocity co =  2nf relative to the yoke,, 
while retaining its value. Accordingly, we may call it 
rotational magnetization*.

In the case of rotational magnetization, changes in the 
magnetic flux density vector are shown in Fig. 31-65. Now 
the vector B can be depicted as the sum of two pulsational 
magnetic flux density vectors equal in peak value to the 
magnitude of the rotating B vector, that is, | B |. To this 
-end, it will suffice to displace the vector axes by jt/2 and to 
cause one of them to lag behind the other by a quarter of 
a cycle or an angle jt/2 (so that one of the pulsational vectors 
is a maximum and the other vanishes).

In the outer yoke, the magnetic flux density has both 
a radial and a tangential component, such that at points 
where at a given instant the tangential component is a ma
ximum (at say, point IV  in Fig. 31-5a, where By =  Blm), 
the radial component is nonexistent (Br = 0). Conversely, 
a t points where at a given instant the radial component 
is a maximum (at, say, point I I I  in Fig. 31-5a, where 
B r= B 2m), the tangential component is nonexistent 
(By =  0). A quarter of a cycle later (see Fig. 31-55), the 
radial component becomes a maximum at point IV  (Br =  
=  B 2m), and the tangential component vanishes (By =  0). 
The reverse change occurs at poiin I I I  (By =  l lm, and
B T = 0).

The relative magnitudes of the radial and tangential com
ponents, Blm and B 2m, vary from point to point round the 
outer periphery of the yoke. The peak values of both are 
maximal (Blm = Blmax and B 2m =  B2max) on the inner

* Rotational magnetization occurs in the yoke of the inner core 
only in the case of a two-pole field (p =  1). When p >  1, elliptical 
magnetization takes place in the inner core (see below).
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periphery of the yoke. As the radius of the yoke is increased, 
both components decrease in peak value, but Blm is reduced 
insignificantly, whereas B 2m on the outer periphery of the 
yoke vanishes (if we assume that the field is confined within 
the limits of the yoke). Thus, on the outer periphery of the 
yoke, where only the tangential time-varying component 
exists, with a peak value B lm, the magnetization is pulsa- 
tional. On the inner periphery of the yoke, where two pulsa- 
tional components unequal in peak value exist, displaced 
from each other in time and space by an angle jc/2 , the 
magnetization is elliptical. Now the magnetic flux density 
vector not only rotates at a frequency whose mean value is 
(o =  2ji/, but also changes in value from B lm to B 2m. It is 
seen from Fig. 31-6c that the tip of the magnetic flux density 
describes an ellipse in this form of magnetization.

In the case of elliptical magnetization, the magnetic flux 
density vector may be written as the sum of two pulsational 
vectors

B =  qxBim cosco* +  q yB 2m since* (31-8)

where Blm is the peak value of the vector pulsating along the 
j:-axis and B 2m is the peak value of the vector pulsating 
along the y-axis.

As already noted, the locus of the B vector in the general 
case (for Blm^= B 2m) is an ellipse. In vector form, the 
ellipse is described by Eq. (31-8) where the parameter is 
time, *. For rotational magnetization, which is a special case, 
with Blm =  i?2m, the locus of the B vector is a circle. This 
form of magnetization is quite aptly called circular. For 
pulsational magnetization, which is another special case where 
B 2m =  0 or B lm =  0, the locus of the B vector degenerates 
to a straight line which is aligned with the x- (or y-) axis.

Elliptical magnetization may be treated as a hybrid form 
because it can be visualized as the superposition of rotational 
and pulsational magnetization. On re-writing Eq. (31-8) as

B =  q* (Blm B 2m) cosco* -|- \.qxB 2m cos co*
+ qyB 2m sin CO*]

we can see that the magnetic flux density vector is obtained 
as the sum of a rotating vector whose magnitude is B 2m 
and a pulsational vector whose peak value is Blm — B 2m. 
Exactly this form is given to the field in Fig. 31-6d.
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(ii) Core Loss with Pulsational and Rotational 
Magnetization

The core loss associated with pulsational magnetization 
w a s  considered in connection with transformers (see Sec. 2-7). 
The core loss associated with rotational magnetization differs 
from that of pulsational magnetization. A comparison 
of hysteresis loss for rotational and pulsational magnetiza
tion is given in Fig. 31-7. For rotational magnetization, the

loss is plotted as a function of 
the magnitude of the B vector, 
and for pulsational magnetiza
tion, as a function of the peak 
value of the B vector.

At B <  0.7 T, the core is 
slightly saturated (the perme
ability is nearly constant), and 
we may treat rotational mag
netization as the superposition 
of two independent pulsation
al magnetizations along two 
mutually perpendicular axes. 
For the value of B given abover 
the hysteresis loss associated 
with rotational magnetization 
is about twice as great as that 

for pulsational magnetization. As the value of B is increased, 
the core is saturated progressively more, and the principle 
of superposition is no longer applicable owing to a substan
tial nonlinearity of cyclic magnetization.

As is seen from Fig. 31-7, the nonlinearity of the function 
B = f  (H) at B >  0.7 T manifests itself in that the ratio of 
hysteresis loss in rotational magnetization to that in pulsa
tional loss gradually decreases so that at B =  1.0 or 1.5 T 
it is from 1.45-to-l to 1.65-to-l. When B  is about 1.7 T, 
hysteresis loss is the same in either case, whereas a further 
increase in B leads to a sudden decrease in hysteresis loss 
associated with rotational magnetization, so that it is a frac
tion of that in pulsational magnetization.

Eddy-current loss is solely a function of the magnetic 
flux density in the laminations and is independent of the 
field intensity. If we write the magnetic flux density in the 
case of rotational magnetization as the sum of two pulsation-

w/ng
/>* 3 1uX

J L I
j 7

V
O 0.5 1-0 15 T

Fig. 31-7 Hysteresis loss in (1) 
rotational magnetization and (2) 
pulsational magnetization (for 
electrical-sheet steel with 
1.91% Si)
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al components, we shall see that the eddy-current loss in this- 
case is twice as great as the eddy-current loss in pulsational 
magnetization for the same peak value of magnetic flux 
density (that is, irrespective of the magnetic flux density)..

(iii) Magnetic Loss in the Magnetic Circuit Elements

In calculating the core loss in the cyclically magnetized 
electrical-machine components assembled with elecrical-sheet 
steel laminations insulated from one another, it is important, 
to consider the form of magnetization (pulsational or rota
tional), the increase in the loss due to manufacturing factors,, 
and also various additional losses.

The point of departure in determining the magnetic loss 
in magnetic-circuit elements is the total loss in 1 kg of lami
nations, assuming pulsational magnetization at 50 Hz and 
a magnetic flux density of 1 T. The total loss is measured by 
what is known as the Epstein apparatus and referred to as 
the specific loss designated by p1>0/50. The values of p10/50, 
for various steels are given in [13].

For other values of frequency and magnetic flux density 
(B ^  1.6 T), the specific loss can be found by the equation.

Pm = Pi.o/50 (//SO)1-3# 2 (31-9)
if /  ranges anywhere between 40 and 60 Hz. If, however, /  va
ries over a broader range, the specific loss is found by an. 
equation in which the hysteresis loss and the eddy-current 
loss are separated. This is usually accomplished by taking- 
advantage of the fact that for a given value of B mi the 
hysteresis loss varies directly with the frequency and the 
eddy-current loss with the square of the frequency. This- 
equation is

p m = e (//50) # 2 +  a (//50)2# 2 (31-10)-

where e =  specific hysteresis loss, W/kg, at B =  1 T and 
/  =  50 Hz

a =  specific eddy-current loss, W/kg, at B = 1  T 
and /  =  50 Hz.

The specific core loss is measured under carefully control
led conditions. Among other things, it is required that the 
individual core laminations should be ideally insulated from 
one another and annealled after cutting or punching, and.
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subjected to a sinusoidally varying magnetic flux density. 
In commercial machines, however, the workmanship is not 
so perfect. In most cases, the laminations are not annealled 
after cutting and punching and this leads to an increased 
hysteresis loss. The insulation between the laminations is 
often damaged by the heavy pressure used in the assembly of 
cores. Nor is it always possible to avoid electrical contact 
between the laminations and the frame (or shaft) and also 
through burrs on the core teeth. Because of this, additional 
short-circuited paths are formed for eddy currents. This 
increase in core loss owing to manufacturing factors is account
ed for by applying suitable correction factors.

In calculating the loss in the various elements of the 
magnetic circuit, one has also to reckon with the fact that 
the magnetic flux density in the case of pulsational magneti
zation varies nonsinusoidally (whereas in core-loss 
measurements by the Epstein apparatus, it is made to vary 
sinusoidally).

If we expand the magnetic flux density into a Fourier 
^series, we shall see that, in addition to the fundamental 
component, the series also contains higher harmonics. The 
.losses due to the higher harmonics are added to those associa
ted with the fundamental component, and may quite aptly 
be called additional core losses. If they are not calculated 
•separately, the additional core losses are accounted for by 
•applying additional-loss coefficients.

It should be noted that the additional magnetic losses 
can be caused even in the cores whose windings carry cur
rents at zero frequency (that is, direct current). The funda
mental magnetic flux density in such cores (for example, in 
the poles of synchronous machines) varies at zero frequency 
and, as a consequence, the basic core loss is non-existent. In 
contrast, the additional losses associated with the higher 
harmonics of magnetic flux density, varying at a high fre
quency, may be considerable. This is especially so when 
one core is assembled of heavy-gauge laminations or even 
made one-piece (because there is no cyclic magnetization at 
the fundamental frequency), and the other core (on the other 
side of the air gap) has an appreciable saliency which gives 
rise to noticeable pulsations in the magnetic flux density 
on its surface. For such cores, the additional magnetic 
.losses should be calculated separately and added to the total 
.loss.
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<{iv) Magnetic Loss in the Core Yoke

In calculating this loss, remember that the manner of 
magnetization is elliptical at the boundary with the toothed 
layer, and pulsational on the periphery. For the yoke, the 
•overall coefficient allowing for the increase in loss due to 
inaccuracy in manufacture is taken as /rad a =  1.3 to 1.6, 
•and the yoke loss is given by

Pma ^ad, a PmcJ^a (31-11)
where ma =  mass of the yoke iron; p ma = specific yoke 
loss by Eq. (31-9) or Eq. (31-10) as measured at B a and 
fthe fundamental frequency /; B a =  peak value of the 
tangential magnetic flux density in the yoke as found for 
the fundamental magnetic flux density by calculation of the 
magnetic circuit for a given type of electrical machine (see 
Parts 4 and 5).

i(v) Magnetic Loss in Core Teeth

The cyclic magnetization of core teeth is pulsational. There
fore, account needs to be taken only of the increase in losses 
owing to manufacturing factors and of the higher time 
harmonics. As compared with the yoke, the teeth are smaller 
in size, and the effect of cutting or stamping is noticeable 
over a larger tooth area. So, the coefficient taking care of 
ithe increase in loss due to manufacturing factors is larger 
than it is for the yoke. In addition to the fundamental 
component of peak value B z , the magnetic flux density in 
3t tooth has substantial harmonics. Therefore, the additional 
loss coefficient for teeth is Zcadz =  1.7 to 1.8. The tooth 
loss is given by

^m,Z ~  ^ad,Z Pm, Z^Z (31-12)
where mz =  mass of the tooth iron; pm Z =  specific tooth 
loss as given by Eq. (31-9) or (31-10) at B z and /; B z =  
peak value of magnetic flux density in the mean tooth 
section for the fundamental component, as found by calcu
lation of the magnetic circuit for a given machine (see 
Parts 4 and 5); /  =  frequency of cyclic magnetization 
for the fundamental magnetic flux density.

As in transformers, the core loss is mainly a function of 
the mutual flux. As is seen from Eqs. (31-9), (31-11) and
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(31-12), the core loss is proportional to the voltage squared 
and remains nearly constant as the winding currents vary. 
The losses associated with the cyclic magnetization by 
winding leakage fields are poportional to the square of 
current. These losses are lumped with the additional load 
loss which is a function of the load current.

31-4 Mechanical Losses

These consist of bearing-friction loss, brush-gear loss, win
dage loss, and cooling loss.

Bearing-friction loss. Its magnitude varies with bearing 
design and the lubricant used. In small machines, the 
bearing-friction loss is kept to a tolerable level by using 
grease-packed ball and roller hearings. In larger machines, 
preference is given to sleeve bearings and thin lubricating 
oils. With all other conditions being equal, the bearing- 
friction loss builds up with increasing rpm, rotor mass, and 
shaft diameter at the hearings.

Windage loss. Its amount increases with increasing 
density and viscosity of the medium inside the machine. 
The loss is a maximum when the rotor rotates in a 
liquid medium, and falls to a fraction when the rotor rota
tes in air. A further decrease by a factor of about ten is- 
obtained when hydrogen is used to fill the insides of a ma
chine.

To minimize the windage loss, the outer surface of the 
rotor must be made as smooth as practicable. For a given 
power rating and a given rpm, the windage loss is larger in 
machines with a larger rotor diameter (with a larger ratia 
of rotor diameter to design length).

Cooling loss. This loss is the power spent to drive fans or 
pumps supplying a circulating coolant in the cooling system 
of a machine. It is proportional to Q, the flow rate of coolant, 
and H, the head developed by the fan or pump, and increas
es with decreasing efficiency of the fan or pump.

It can be reduced by making the hydraulic system as per
fect as possible and by choosing an appropriate coolant. For 
liquid coolants it is lower than for gases because a liquid 
coolant has a higher specific heat capacity, and its flow rate 
may be kept at a lower level.

The cooling loss is found as explained in Part. 3.
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